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Appendix A

THE DEMONSTRATION SAMPLE

The sample of observations for the Demonstration consists of a sample

of 20 PHAs and, within these PHAs, samples of Section 8 (Existing) Housing

Program applicants randomly assigned to either the Housing Voucher or Housing'

Certificate program. This appendix describes the sampling procedures and the

samples actually drawn.

A.l The Sample of PHAs

The Demonstration sample of 20 PHAs consists of a probability sample

of 18 larger urban PHAs, plus two statewide PHAs. The 18 larger urban PHAs

comprise a stratified random sample of all larger urban PHAs. The two

statewide PHAs were selected by HUD to provide some indication of program

experience in smaller and/or less urban PHAs. (In addition, HUD is separately

collecting information from a sample of 41 smaller urban and rural PHAs.)

The sample of 18 larger urban PHAs was drawn for HUD by Westat, Inc.,

from the universe of 106 non-statewide PHAs that were within the contiguous 48

states, had at least 1,000 authorized Section 8 Certificate Program slots in

January 1984, and whose jurisdiction included an urban area with a population

of at least 50,000. 1 Westat concluded that two of these PHAs--New York and

Los Angeles--had such large Section 8 Certificate Programs that they should be

included in the sample with certainty (that is, be included simply to

represent themselves). The remaining 104 PHAs were then grouped into 28

strata formed by 7 regions and 4 size categories, as shown in Table A.l.

Since the remaining sample allowed for only 16 PHAs, Westat set

marginal sampling targets for regions and size categories, and then drew a

sample of PHAs to meet these marginal conditions. The marginal sample

allocations are shown in Table A.l. The equal allocation by Slze categories

reflected approximately equal numbers of units in each category (Dietz et al.,

p. 3-3). It was felt that a sample allocation across regions proportional to

the number of Certificate slots in the region would lead to too great a

concentration of sample in the West. Accordingly, in order to assure greater

ISee Dietz et al., p. 3-1. HUD excluded, for administrative reasons,
6 of the 112 PHAs that met these criteria, leaving a total sample of 106.
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TABLE A.l

STRATIFICATION OF NONCERTAINTY PHAs BY REGION AND SIZE
TOGETHER WITH MARGINAL SAMPLING TARGETS

PHA SIZE Total
(Autho~lzed certificate Number

Program Slots as of January, 1984) of Cert,-
4,000 2,700 1,700 Less Total fleate

to to to Than Number Slots Allocated
Region 8,000 4,000 2,700 1,700 of PHAs (0005) Sample

New England 0 1 1 2 4 8.7 2 I
New York/New Jersey 1 0 2 3 6 14.2 1 I
MideasT 1 1 2 5 9 20.2 2 I
North Central 2 6 6 7 21 50.6 4 I
Southeast 0 2 3 11 16 28.5 2 I
South Central 2 2 3 6 13 30.6 2 I
West 5 7 11 12 35 84.4 3 I
Total Number Iof PHAs 11 19 28 46 104 237.2

Allocated Sample 4 4 4 4 16 NA I 16 I
Source: Dietz, et al., Tables 3-1 and 3-2.
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regional variation, the sample targets by region were set to be less than the

proportional-to-units allocation in the West and greater in the New England,

Midwest, and North Central regions.

As described in Dietz et al., the sample of PHAs was drawn to satisfy

the marginal conditions of Table A.l using a method developed by Bryant,

Hartley, and Jessen' (1960). This resulted in the sample of PHAs listed in

• Table A.2. l

A.2 Properties of the Bryant/Hartley/Jessen Procedure

Following the original paper by Bryant et al., we summarize the

properties of the Brya~t/Hartley/Jessen(BHJ) procedure for a case in 'which we

draw a s~ngle stage sample of individuals. Within this context, Bryant et al.

provide the following facts concerning their procedure.

There is an unbiased estimate of the population mean, 'yu'
provided by:

(1)

where

P •
--!l-
II

(y.n.)
. rJ rJ

rJ

=

n =

Prj =

IIrj =

Unbiased estimator of population mean

Sample size

The proportion of the population in the (r,j)th stratum

The expected proportion of the sample in the (r,j)th
stratum

lTwo details of the procedure followed may be mentioned. First,
Westat used the special methods suggested by Bryant et al. (pp. l21ff.) for
cases where the proportion of the population falling into any stratum (in this
case measured by the Certificate Program units of PHAs in a stratum) is sub
stantially different from the proportion of the sample that would be expected
to fall in that stratum based on the sample targets for the strata margin
also This procedure also, as it happened, excluded one stratum--the smallest
size category in the West--from the sample. Following Westat's suggestion,
we have assumed that this stratum is represented by the other strata in that
reg10n.

Second, of the 18 urban PHAs sampled only one declined to partici
pate. This PHA was replaced with a back-up candidate selected by Westat.
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TABLE A.2

SAMPLE OF PHAs

Authorized
CerTificate Slots Probabi I Ity

PHA Region in January 1984 of SelecTion

New York City, NY NY/NJ 38,595 1.000

Los Angeles, CA W 17,505 1.000

Cuyahoga County (Cleveland), OH NC 5,135 0.600

Houston, TX SC 5,504 0.600

San AnTonio, TX SC 5,720 0.600

Oakland, CA W 4,072 0.185

Boston, MA NE 3,990 0.808

Metro Coune i I {Minneapol is>, MN NC 3,162 0.200

Atlanta, GA SE 3,723 0.200

San Diego, CA W 3,065 0.107

Pittsburgh, PA ME 2,035 0.225

Omaha, NE NC 1,898 0.143

Oay~on, OH NC 1,278 0.143

Seattle, WA W 2,116 0.073

New Haven, CT NE 1,383 0.327

Erie (Buffalo), NY NY/NJ 1,061 0.074

MonTgomery County, MD ME 1,495 0.132

Pinellas County (St. Petersburg), FL SE 1,402 0.074

New Jersey N/A N/A N/A

Michigan N/A N/A N/A

Source: Dietz, et ai., Table 3-3.
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0)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

- ---~~~-------------.,

Yrj = The sample mean for the r,jth stratum

n . = The sample size in the r,jth stratum.rJ

2. Bryant et al. also present a biased estimator:

3. In the special situation in which

p = (p )(p .)
rj r' 'J

and in which without rounding

n n
r' = p -:i = p
n r' n 'j

where nr • and n.j are integer marginal sample targets, then

II .= P •
rJ rJ

and the BHJ procedure will usually have a lower variance than a
procedure that allocates a non-zero sample of the same total size
to every stratum (with fewer strata). The relative efficiency in
other situations is not known.

4. If true cell means ar~ additive, so that
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and if the factoring condition of Eq (3) is not met, but the non
rounding condition of E~ (4) is met, then YB is unbiased and has a
lower variance than Yu •

5. Under certain conditions, the sample will provide unbiased
estimates of Var(y ) and Var(YB). These conditions were not met
- h- 2 uIn t 19 case.

lBryant et al., p. 120. Actually Bryant et al. maintain that 'YB may
be biased under these circumstances. However, they give the bias as:

If

B = I I
(n )(n_)

r- - J
[ 2 -P·lll .•

n rJ rJ

(ii) II . = II + II • - II
r J ro - J

then recalling that by the non-rounding assumption of Eq. (4),

(iiD = 'n . = nI, OJ
J

(individual) Ip - =
i rJ

we have

Pro

n r
= --;

n Ip - =. rJ
J

P OJ

n .
=~

n

n, ro
B = L.--rtIl r °

r
- II - 'P II - 'P -II·L. r - r I,-JJ

r J
+ II = 0

2In cases where some Prj are very different from (Pr.)(p •.i)' "Bryant
et al. suggest a procedure to reduce variance. This procedure, wfiich was
followed by Westat, can (and in this case did) create a situation in which the
variance cannot be directly estimated from the sample.
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Accordingly, in approaching the sample of PHAs, we have a choice

between a definitely unbiased and potentially biase~ estimator, and have ln

either case no unbiased estimate of the variance of estimate. (Asymptotic

methods such as bootstrap estimatlon are, of course, available.) As dlscussed

in more detail in Appendix B, our approach was to adopt yet another estimator

and rely on a likely upper bound estimate of the variance. The estimator we

adopted would, in the present context, be equivalent to the yu of Eq (1)

except that the weights (Prjnrj/nITrj) would be normalized so that they always

sum to one within the sample (as well as in expectatlon). If strata means are

not correlated with strata weights, normalizing the weights will result in

unbiased estimates with lower variance.

In terms of estimating the variance, we used the variance under a

simple alternative one-way stratification as an upper bound estimate. As

indicated above, the results of Bryant et al. do not allow us to be sure that

the BHJ procedure has a smaller variance than a one-way stratlficatlon unless

strata population proportions.are closely approximated by expected strata

sample sizes. Dietz et al. do not provide information on this pOlnt.

However, as discussed in Appendix C, it seems reasonable to use the one-way

stratified variance as an upper bound in this case, especially since for key

measures inter-PHA variation was expected to be quite small.

A.3 Sampling Households

PHAs selected for the Demonstration were allocated Houslng Voucher

Program funds. Funding levels for the individual PHAs were set by HUD to

support sample sizes that would offset differences in the probability of PHA

selection and create approximately self-weighting observations at the lndi

vidual level (subject to a minimum prospective sample of 100 Housing Voucher

slots in each Demonstration PHA). The actual number of Housing Vouchers

funded was determined by each Demonstration PHA's estimation of the number of

Houslng Vouchers that could be supported with these funds, given expected

five-year program subsidy costs.

The putative Housing Voucher slots were allocated by bedroom size.

These allocations generally followed the PHA's then-current allocatlon of

Certificate units, with some additional slots allocated to larger unit

sizes. These are shown in Table A.3. As indicated there, in cases where PHAs

had adopted an apparently permanent pelicy of not issuing Certificates to some
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TABLE A.3

DISTRIBUTION OF SECTION 8 UNITS IN URBAN SAMPLE
AT THE START OF THE DEMONSTRATION"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I Bedroom Size
4

Site 0 1 2 3 or more Total

Atlanta 0 497 2,457 552 215 3,721

0 0 1,823 1,589 523
Boston (31) (623) (1,158) (1,323) (435) 3,935

Cleveland 33 1,398 2,367 1,222 164 5,184

Dayton 0 134 704 351 89 1,278
0 383 456 171 31

Buffalo (4) (382) (454) (170) (31 ) 1,041

Houston 567 1,648 1,962 984 343 5,504

Los Angeles 1,141 8,433 5,855 1,480 290 17,199

Minnesota 0 741 1,928 452 41 3,162

Montgomery 80 228 541 414 109 1,372

New Haven 90 322 590 408 116 1,526

New York City 4,766 19,804 11,851 4,939 671 42,031

Oakland 1,243 181 1,560 852 236 4,072

Omaha 75 651 726 343 35 1,830

Pinellas 69 I 488 660 168 20 1,405 I
0 512 969

I
430 98

IPittsburgh (90) (489) (916) (4,11 ) (93) 1,999

San AnToniO 101 1,179 2,226 1,496 649 5,633 I
0 1,555 1,154 275 81 ISan Diego (50) (1,530) (1,135) (270) (80) 3,065
0 753 826 430 105 ISettle (195) (684) (750) (390) (95) 2,114

aWhere sites were no longer issuing Certificates in the same bedroom
size category, these categories are set equal to zero and the current units in
these categories allocated proportionately to other bedroom sizes. Actual
current numbers are shown in parentheses.
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bedroom size, the allocation for this size was set to zero even if the PHA had

some recipients in these bedroom sizes from issuances prior to the current

policy. In addition, the actual sample targets set for PHAs also tended,

where possible, to allocate a greater than proportional number of sample slots

to larger or smaller than average bedroom sizes in order to improve precision

for these groups.

The Demonstration Housing Voucher slots were matched by an equal

number of Certificate Program slots funded from the PHA's regular Certificate

Program funds. These were called flagged Certificates to disting~ish them

from the rest of the PHA's Certificate Program.

-The sample of Demonstration households was then drawn from the regular

flow of program applicants. Each Demonstrat1on PHA normally accepted applica

tions for the Section 8 Existing Housing Program at various intervals. Some

took applications each day; others once in several years. In any case, appli

cants were generally placed in a pool, rank-ordered by some combination of

date of application, randomly assigned numbers, and/or priority group. Nor

mally, as Certificate Program slots for a particular bedroom size became

available, applicants of appropriate household size would be selected from the

pool in order, verified eligible, and issued a Certificate. They would then

have some number of months in which to find a unit that met program require

ments. If they succeeded, they would become recipients. If not, their

Certificate would be reissued to another family.

The only modification to this process required for the Demonstration

was that instead of all selected applicants being issued Certificates, they

were randomly issued either a Housing Voucher or a Housing Certificate,

depending on whether the last digit of the applicant's social security number

was odd or even. This continued until all of the Housing Voucher or flagged

Certificate slots in each bedroom size category had been filled. Once the

Demonstration slots in any bedroom size/program category were filled, the

succeeding applicants were issued regular Certificates. If a Demonstration

Housing Voucher or flagged Certificate recipient terminated, then the next

applicant in that bedroom size category (with the appropriate social security
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number parity) would be issued a Demonstration Housing Voucher or flagged
•fO • 1 1Certl lcate, respectlve y.

Not all those issued Housing Vouchers or Certificates became

recipients. In order to speed the enrollment process, PHAs issued more

Housing Vouchers or Certificates than there were slots to fill. We were,

however, still able to associate each Housing Voucher or Certificate holder

with a particular slot. Issuan~es of Housing Vouchers and flagged Certifi

cates were grouped by program, PHA, and bedroom size category and then within

each program/PHA/bedroom size cell were ordered by date of issuance and, for

issuances in the same day, by slot number. 2 This provided us with a

sequential list of all issuances. Some of these expired; others became

recipients. The issuances associated with filling the kth recipient slot

(in a given program/PHA/bedroom size category) are all issuances between the

(k_l)st and kth recipient on the list (including the kth recipient).

Similarly, repeating the process using only issuances to a specific demo

graphic group will identify the issuances to that demographic group associated

with filling the kth recipient slot of that group. This sequencing in effect

allows us to duplicate the process that would have occurred had PHAs in fact

issued Certificates and Housing Vouchers for each slot one at a time until

they had filled all the available program slots.

The first Demonstration PHA, in San Antonio, began issuing Housing

Vouchers and flagged Certificates in April 1985; the last Demonstration PHA

began issuing in February 1986. The bulk of the PHAs started Demonstration

operations in either June/July or September/October of 1985. Housing Vouchers

and/or flagged Certificates continued to be issued as recipients terminated

lAs we expected with 20 sites, we had one PHA in which there was a
very long run of even soclal security numbers. The problem this posed at the
PHA is that its rules would not allow it to skip ahead on the waiting list and
issue for the other program. In order to maintain a calendar balance between
the two programs, the current list of applicants was randomly assigned to the
two programs by Abt Associates. The PHA issued Housing Vouchers and flagged
Certificates according to the randomly assigned list and then returned to the
even/odd rule when the list was exhausted.

2pHAs issued new Housing Vouchers or flagged Certificates sequen
tially, uSlng the available slot with the lowest identification number first.
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and openings became available. Data collection on issuances and recipients

continued to September 15,1988. 1

A.4 Samples Used in the Analysis

The analyses in this report are based on the sample of two statewide

PHAs and 17 of the 18 urban PHAs. Due to past overissuance, one urban PHA,

Houston, turned out to have very few Certificate slots available for new

issuances. This materially slowed the implementation of the Demonstration 1n

Houston and radically skewed the bedroom size distribution of issuances. As

a result Houston was dropped from the analytic sample. Fortunately, both

Houston and San Antonio were drawn from the same sampling stratum. Accord

ingly, we were able to develop national estimates by assigning Houston's

weight to San Antonio.

The households available for this analysis consisted of all households

issued Housing Vouchers or flagged Certificates prior to April 1, 1987. This

cut-off date was necessary to assure that we had full information on outcomes

for all issuances in the sample. Table A.4 shows the number of applicants and

recipients in the basic analytic sample.

Two other special samples were also defined. First, for some purposes

it was interesting to compare program outcomes for recipients who faced the

same basic payment schedule in both programs. At the start of the Demonstra

tion the Housing Voucher payment standard was set equal to the Certificate

FMRs. As FMRs were changed, PHAs could decide whether or not to adjust their

payment standards as well. In some cases, PHAs adjusted payment standards

with FMRs, in others they adjusted them later, in still others they adjusted

them less or not at all. This created three groups qi recipients in terms of

payment parity, as shown in Table A.5.

Second, we were interested in comparing the experiences of recipients

in the two programs. For this purpose we selected all recipients who entered

the program early enough to have an annual recertification if they did not

terminate. We keyed our data to the annual recertification since this is the

lIn the fall of 1987 the data collection process shifted from monthly
reports on issuances, new recipients, and changes in recipient status, pay
ments, income, or address to summary reports on each issuance or recipient,
which were submitted at termi~ation or the close of data collection in
September 1988.
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TABLE A.4

ANALYTIC SAMPLES
(URBAN AND STATEWIDE PHAs)a

Housing Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Total

-
URBAN PHAs

Issuances 5,706 5,747 11 ,453

Recipients 3,577 3,406 6,983

STATEWIDE PHAs ,-

Issuances 444 445 889

Recipients 272 270 542

TOTAL

Issuances 6,150 6,192 12,342

Recipients 3,849 3,676 7,525

aExcluding Houston.
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TABLE A.5

ANALYTIC SAMPLE BY PAYMENT PARITY

(URBAN PHAs)a

Hou~,ing Housing
Voucher Certificate Percent
Program Program Total of Total

INITIAL PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Issuances 2,897 3,208 6,105 53%

Recipie,nts 1,691 1,972 3,663 52

REVISED SCHEDULE, BUT THE .,

SAME IN BOTH PROGRAMS

Issuances 1,930 1,720 3,650 32

Recipients 1,023 859 1,882 27

DIFFERENT SCHEDULE IN :
BOTH PROGRAMS

Issuances 879 819 1,698 15

Recipients 863 575 1,438 21

aExcludi;g Houston.
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point at which changes are recorded, although the actual time periods involved

may not be exactly 12 months. The sample size for this group (including

terminees before annual recertification) is shown in Table A.G.

A.5 The Housing Evaluation Sample

Housing evaluations were conducted by Research Triangle Institute

(RTI) for samples of recipients in ten PHAs. This section briefly describes

how these housing evaluation samples were selected. 1

A.5.1 Selecting PHAs for Housing Evaluations

One major use of the housing evaluations was in regression estimation

of rents as a function of unit characteristics (hedonic indices). Since these

estimates should ideally be developed separately by site, it was decided that

each PHA included in the evaluation sample should have at least roughly 100

recipient evaluations in each program. Given the total sample size of about

2,000 evaluations, 10 PHAs could be selected. Unfortunately, due to the small

samples allocated to some PHAs and variations in PHA startup, five of the

eighteen urban PHAs did not have evep 100 recipients in each program when

housing evaluations were conducted. We selected the 10 housing evaluation

sites purposively a~d then developed national projections by assigning the

weights of unincluded sites to the housing evaluation sites that seemed to be

closest in character. We do not pretend that this is a rigorous procedure-

none is available in this situation--but we do believe that it yields useful

overall summary statistics, at least when combined with careful assessment of

the extent to which results appear to vary across PHAs. Table A.7 shows the

10 PHAs selected for the housing evaluation sample and the weights allocated

to each sampled PHA.

We then took the list of all households that were recipients as of

June 1987 in each PHA included in the housing evaluation sample. These were

then divided into the four groups defined by the two programs and by whether

or not the household had moved from its pre-program address. Recipients

within each group were randomly ordered and the first 50 selected for evalua

tion. In cases where there were not enough movers or stayers in a program to

IFor a more detailed description see Leger and Kennedy (1988).
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TABLE A.6

SAMPLE OF ONE-YEAR RECIPIENTSa

Urban PHAs

Statewide PHAs

All PHAs

Housing Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program

2,028 1,873

211 203

2,239 2,076

Total---
3,901

414

4,315

alncludes terminated reclplents whose annual recertification would
have been observed if they had not terminated.
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TABLE A.7

PHAs SELECTED FOR THE HOUSING EVALUATION SAMPLE

,Sample Site Included in
Housing Evaluation Sample

Atlanta

Los Angeles

Minneapolis

Montgomery County

New York City

Oakland

Omaha

Pittsburgh

San Antonio

Seattle

Deemed to Represent
The Following Sites in

The Sample

Atlanta, Pinellas

Los Angeles and San Diego

Minneapolis, Cleveland

Montgomery County, plus ~ of
(Boston, New Haven, and Buffalo)

New York City

Oakland

Omaha, Dayton

Pittsburgh, plus ~ of (Boston,
New Haven, and Buffalo)

San Antonio, Houston

Seattle

APP-16

Weight

Number Percent

38K '13 .3%

47K 16.3%

25K 8.6%

22K 8.2%

39K 13.7%

22K 7.8%

22K 7.9%

20K 7.3%

19K 6.6%

29K 10.3%



provide 50 cases, the unused sample was allocated to the other mover/stayer

stratum within the same PHA and program.

The final samples are shown in Table A.8. As shown there, 1,998

recipients were assigned for evaluation. Of these, 134 had terminated from

the program and so were dropped from the sample. Of the remaining 1,864

cases, 95 percent, or 1,770, were completed by RTI. The 94 cases remaining in

the sample were not completed for any of a variety of reasons--in most (64)

cases because the program recipient refused to allow the evaluation.
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TABLE A.8

HOUSING EVALUATION SAMPLE SIZES

BY PHA..
N9. Cases No. Cases No. Cases No. Cases Response

Site Assigned Ineligible Eligible Completed Rate

Atlanta 199 27 172 166 95.5%

Los Angeles 200 17 183 177 96.7

Minneapolis 200 17 183 169 92.3,

Montgomery Co., MD 200 10 190 182 95.8

New York City 200 5 195 176 . 90.3

Oakland 200 5 195 179 91.8

Omaha 200 9 191 182 95.3

Pittsburgh 199 21 178 170 95.5

San Antonio 200 9 191 191 100.0

Seattle 200 14 186 178 95.7

TOTAL 1,998 134 1,864 1,770 95.0%
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APPENDIX B

DATA SOURCES. DATA BASES. AND DEFINITIONS

This appendix presents an overview of the data collection, data pre

paration, and data bases used in the preparation of this report. The Housing

Voucher Demonstration research forms completed and submitted by PHAs are the

major-source of data. The forms, the processing of the forms, and basic

variables collected in the forms are described in Section B.l. Secondary

data, such as poverty thresholds and vacancy rates, were obtained from Census

and HUD regional offices. The data were processed and organized in two analy

tic data bases: the Initial Data Base and the First Year Data Base. The

structure and content of these data bases is presented in Section B.2. Sec

tion B.3 and B.4 describe the error resolution and derivation procedures for

key analytic variables. Section B.5 addresses the issue of changes in Payment

Standards and FMRs.

B.l Data Collection Overview

The overall data collection system for the Housing Voucher Program was

designed to mesh with the PHA's regular operating procedures and to rely on

FHA operating data as much as possible. As shown in Figure B.l, the majority

of the items included in the research data collection forms could be tran

scribed from PHA documents. The major exception w~s an interview which PHA

members conducted with selected applicants before issuance to obtain informa

tion on the family's pre-program unit. These data are not collected routinely

by PHAs.

issuing

inter-

the

Septem-

Spring of

Other

All PHAs were trained to complete the research forms in the

1985. Actual data collection started in April 1985 in San Antonio.

PHAs started to submit the research forms from the time they started

Certificates and Housing Vouchers until February 1988. At that time,

system was simplified to include only key variables. The pre-program

view, for example, was no longer conducted. Data collection ended in

ber 1988.
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FtGURE B.t

FOIlN

Pre-Prog,._
Infar_atlon For.

Part'

Poet II

l~u5lng Search Log and
ReCIpient Status For.

W1EN

When the Certlflc~teJHouslng

Voucher 'Is Issued

'When the CertlflcatelHou5~ng

Voucher 15 Issued

SUMMARY Of DATA COLLECTION

BY Wirii

PHA staff

PH" shff

HUO-50059, Worksheets,
AppllcatlonlPre-Appllcatlon
For~lWaltlng list, Assistance
Standard Schedul.

Interview with Certlflcate/
Housing Voucher holder

terti f Icate.ot. Part.lcL

pat Ion (HUD-52518), or
Housing Voucher (HUO
52646)

Ncn.

~
I

N
o

Part

Part II

Pdrt III

fdr t I V

Pdrl V

As services are provided, from the d~te
Certificate/Housing Voucher Is Issued to
the date of HAPlHauslng Voucher Contract or
date of Cartl f Icate/Houslng Voucher expiration
or surrender

When unit Is submitted for approval and/or
Inspection IS conducted

When HAP/HOUSing Voucher Contract Is signed
or when Certificate/Housing Voucher expires
or IS surrendered

(SUCOESSFUL FAMILIES ONLY)
When HAPhiou~lng Voucher Contract is
signed

(UNSUCOESSfUl FAMILIES ONLY)
When Cerllflcate/Hou~lng Voucher expires
or IS surrendered

Staff provld-
'.Ing services

Staff member

Staff member

St a ff member

St a ff member

PHA records (Request for
lease Approval. Inspection'
Log. Inspection Form,
Inspection Summary)

CertlflcatelHouslng Voucher
Inspection Form,
Inspection Summary

HUD-50059
HAP~usln9 Voucher Contract
Lease
lease Addendum

.'
Family Service Record
Contact With Family

Ncn.

None

Ncn.

Request for lease
Approva' (HUD-52517A)

None



F1GURE B.1
(cont~nued)

SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTION (continued)

fOllM

Continued ParticipAtion
and Stalus Chongo for.

Part I

Pdrt II

Pdrt III

Part I V

Part V

Pdr t VI

liEN

As services are provided, from date HAP/
Housing Voucher Contract Is signed to ReMt
event requiring submission of form (first
time). Thereafter, for the period between
submissions (most often one Vear)

At time of Annual Certification or Interim
Recertification, as applicable

(fAMILIES Amlf'T111l TO R£LOCATE ONLY)
When Family 15 required to or Indicates Its
Intention to move to a new unit

(fAMILIES Amlf'T111l TO R£LOCATE ONLY)
As new units are submitted for approval and/or
inspection Is conducted

(fAMILIES Amlf'T111l TO R£LOCATE ONLY)
When Family has found a new acceptable unit
(HAP/~~u5Ing Voucher Contract signed) or when
Certificate/Housing Voucher expires or Is
surrendered

At time of Annual/Interim Recertification,
at time rent/utility adJu~tment IS

required by Owner.

When d HAP/HOUSing Voucher Contract IS s,lgned
for d new unit (MOVERS)

BY lIlOII

Staff provid
ing services

Staff member

Staff member

Staff flember

Staff member

Staff member

SOUflC£ Of
INfOOllATION

None

HUO-50059. or other
Recertification document,
Worksheets

(lellse. Inspect Ion log)
Contact with family or Owner.
Family Service Record

Request for lease Approval.
Inspection log. Inspection
form, Inspection Summary

Certlficate~usln9 Voucher
Voucher, Inspection form,
Inspection Summary

HUO-50059, HAP/HOUSing
Voucher Contract, lease,
lease Addendum
Payment led~er

copy Of IU)

fOOM R£QU IR£D

None

None

None

None

None

None

Request for lease
Approval (HUD-52517A)

<TERNINAT£O fAMILIES ONLY) Staff member
When ~ Certlflcate~iouslng Voucher
aMp Ire~ or Is surrendered. When a f am II y

thdl ha~ been rljcelvlng a~:"I~tdnce IS terminated

Contact With Family and/or
Owner, Payment ledger,
Family Service Record

None



B.l.l Housing Demonstration Research Forms

~',Data from three research forms submitted by Demonstration PHAs from

April 1985 through September 1987 were used in this report--the Pre-Program

Information Form (PPIF), the Housing Search Log (HSL), and the Continued

Participation Form (CPF).

The Pre-Program Information Form (PPIF) is used to collect detailed

information on the characteristics and housing conditions of famllies before

they were enrolled in the Certificate or Housing Voucher Programs. It is com

pleted by PHA staff, in a face-to-face interview with a representative of the

applicant household as part of the Section 8 enrollment process. The inter

view is held before the applicant has been briefed as to WhlCh program they

will: be enrolled in;

The Housing Search Log (HSL) is used to track the family through the

housing search process. The HSL is completed when a family is successful in

finding a unit or when the Certificate/Housing Voucher expires or 1S surrend

ered. The HSL reflects PHA contacts with applicants or landlords and services

provided on behalf of the applicant during the search process. It also lists

information on units submitted by the family for approval, the results of

inspections and whether the Certificate/Housing Voucher holder eventually

became a recipient. For recipients, it provides data on rent, utility allow

ance, security deposit, and amount of the assistance payments. ' For unsuccess

ful applicants, PHAs report the expiration date and the reason for expiration

or surrender.

The Continued Participation Form (CPF) is used to track the reclpient

family after a successful housing search. Given no intervening changes in

family circumstances, income or other factors have occurred, a recipient

family is followed up on a CPF one year after the contract has been signed.

There are five instances in which Abt Associates would receive a CPF: (a)

annually, (b) interim, when a recipient's income or family circumstances

change and they report these to the PHA, (c) when a recipient moves to a new

unit, (d) when utilities have been adjusted, or (e) when a recipient termin

ates from the program.
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8.1.2 Processing, Cleaning and Tracking

Completed forms were sent to Abt Associates by the PHAs. The forms

were immediately logged into a monitoring system, which was used to provide a

master list for the data base and to track the timely receipt of forms once a

Certificate/Housing Voucher had been issued. In particular, PHAs were sent

monthly lists of households that had been issued a Housing Voucher or Certifi

cate and for which various subsequent forms had not been received on sched

ule. Forms were then entered and examined for missing, out-of-range, or

internally inconsistent values. An error listing identifying problem cases,
was prepared once a month and sent to the PHAs for resolution. Cleared forms

were accumulated in separate files.

Periodically cases with completed PPIFs and HSLs were merged. This

permitted further data cleaning based on comparison of information across the

two forms. In particular, payments and recipient rent information from the

HSL were compared with income and household size information in the PPIF to

assure that they were consistent. Inconsistencies were sent to the PHA for

resolution or reviewed with staff members during site visits. The procedures

to resolve inconsi~tencies are described in greater detail in Section B.3
below.

The data cleaning system generally worked quite well, with one excep

tion--cases in which cleaning issues were raised by examination of merged data

bases. These tended to generate relatively large lists of cases for checking

at a few discrete intervals as compared with the steady flow from the monthly

checks of incoming forms. Further, it proved to be relatively difficult for

PHA staff to determine the income, rent, or whatever that was in effect on

some prior date as opposed to the current values for a case. In retrospect it

would have been better for us and for the PHAs if we had added some redundant

items to the various forms to allow all key cleaning checks to be made as the

forms were submitted instead of when their information was merged with infor

mation from other forms.
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B.1.3 Basic Variables Used In This Report

The definitions of the basic variables used in this report are listed

below alphabetically. As indicated below, some derived variables are

explained at greater length in Section B.4.

Bedroom Size is obtained from the Section 8 Certificate of Participa

tion or Housing Voucher submitted by the PHA with the PPIF at the time of

issuance. It is the number of bedrooms for which the family is eligible

according to the PHA occupancy requirements, at the time of issuance. The

variable is updated at the time the family becomes a recipient if the family

circumstances have changed. (Cf. household size.)

Birthdate is the birthdate of the head of household. It is entered as

MM/DD/YY and is used to create an age variable.

Budding Ratio is a measure of rent burden reflecting the rental allow

ance implicit in the poverty index (see Section B.4.2).

Disabled or Handicapped. A household head is classified by the PHA as

disabled or handicapped if he/she meets the definition in Section 223 of the

Social Security Act (42 USC 423) Or in Section 102 of the Development Disabil

ities Services Facilities Construction Amendments of 1970 (42 USC 2691[1]).

Elderly. A household is classified as elderly, following HUD regula

tions, if the head of household is 62 years of age or older.

Intention to Move is based on answers to a question asked as part of

the Pre-Program Interview.

or move if given a choice by

were coded as "don't know."

It indicates whether the family would rather stay

the PHA. Families without definite preferences

Household Composition characterizes the applicant family using

selected variables such as elderly status, number of adults and the unit S1Ze

for which the family qualifies. The specific categories used were:

Eligible for two bedrooms, only one adult

Eligible for two bedrooms, more than one adult

Eligible for more than two bedrooms, only one adult

Eligible for more than two bedrooms, more than one adult7.

1. One-person household, elderly

2. One-person household, handicapped

3. Others eligible for zero or one-bedroom units

4.

5.

6.
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Household Size is the number of household members for whom a subsidy

is being requested. Household size is not always equal to the number of

individuals residing in the family's house/apartment when the Certifi

cate/Housing Voucher is issued, which may include attendants, foster children,

and other individuals who are not related to the head of the household.

Household size also counts individuals who are temporarily absent and plan to

return. (Cf. Bedroom Size.)

Housing Adequacy is an index of housing deficiencies based on appli

cant answer during the PPIF (see Section B.4.3).

Income Data are first reported on the PPIF and reflect the family

financial situation at the time of issuance. Any change of income that occurs

after issuance but before the family becomes a recipient_ is reported by the

PHA on the HSL. The most recent information from the HSL or the PPIF, as

appropriate, is used in defining income for the analysis of initial out-

comes. Income data are subsequently reported on the CPF at annual recertifi-

cation or when a change is reported by the family.

Total income is defined as the sum of:

• Salary (the total dollar amount of wages, salaries, tips, commis
sions, and other earned income, as projected for the next year to
determine eligibility)

• Social Security (the dollar amount of Social Security benefits,
veterans pensions, military retirement, and income from other
pensions/ annuities, etc, as projected for the next year to deter
mine eligibility)

• Welfare (the total amount received from Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC), General Assistance, Supplementary
Security Income, or Tribal Welfare, as projected for the next year
to determine eligibility)

• Assets (total income from assets in terms of interest, dividends,
rent and other income from net assets, as projected for the next
year to determine eligibility)

• Other Income (the sum of all other income, including alimony,
child support payments, educational benefits used for Subsistence,
earned income tax credit, unemployment compensation, and net
income from operation of business, as projected for the next year
to determine eligibility).

• Deductions (total deductions, which include $480 for each minor-
excluding head of spouse; medical expenses in excess of three
percent of annual income; cost of allowable child care and allow
able care attendent/apparatus for handicapped or disabled; and
$400 for households headed by elderly, handicapped, or disabled.)
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! Total Income: .Family total income before deductions •

• . Net Income: Family adjusted income after deductions.

~otal income is the sum of the income components, and net income 1S

obtained by subtracting deductions from total income. In some cases, however,

total income and net income were modified to correct reporting errors. (See

discussion in Section B.3.1 below.),

Payment Amount is. the total payment made by the PHA, including both

the payment to the landlord and.any reimbursement paid to the recipient for

utilities.

PaYment Standard/FMR is the dollar-amount of the Payment Standard

applicable to a Housing Voucher holder when the Housing Voucher is issued or

the Fair Market Rent (FMR) applicable· to a Certificate holder when the Certi

ficate, is issued. At the beginning of the Demonstration the Payment Standard

equaled the FMR schedule. Later the two schedules diverged, as discussed in

Section B.5, below. The amount of the Payment Standard for a family is deter

mined by the Schedule in effect and the Unit Size for which the family is

eligible. Payment Standard and FMR may change after issuance, if the family

reports a change in family circumstances or if the Payment Standard or FMR

schedules changed. Updated Payment Standards or FMRs are reported on the HSL
, ?

or the CPF as appropriate.

Pre-Program Contract Rent Paid by the Applicant Household is the

monthly dollar amount the family pays, for rent. It does not include the cost

of utiliti~s if they ftre paid separately., ,Se~ Section B.4.1 for a discussion

of pre-program gro~s rent. (Cf. Total Contract Rent.)

Pre-Program Gross Rent is'an estimate of the monthly gross rent paid

by the enrollee for his or her pre-program unit (Section B.4.1.)

Recipient Contract Rent is the total monthly dollar amount paid to the

landlord or owner for rent. 'Contract rent'does not include the cost of util

ities paid by the tenant.
- ,

Recipient Gross Rent is the sum of contract rent and any utility

allowance.

Rent Burden i~ the ratio of pre-program gross rent or tenant contribu

tion to monthly,net income (see Section B.4~2).
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Subunit. A household is categorized as'a subunit if it shares its

pre-program unit with another family (parents, friends, r~latives).

Tenant Contrlbution is the amount paid by a recipient for housing from

his or her own pocket, including allowances for scheduled utilities not

included in the rent (see Section B.4.6).

Total Contract Rent Paid for the Applicant's Pre-Program Unit is the

total rent paid to the landlord. It does not include the cost of utilities if

they are paid separately. It includes any amount paid regularly by "the appli

cant household, by others sharing the same unit, or by a friend, government

agency, church or other organization toward rent. (Cf. Pre-Program Contract

Rent.)

Utility Allowance is the scheduled allowance for utilities that are

directly paid by the tenant and not included in the contract rent. It'is used

by the,PHA in calculating Gross Rent and is not the actual cost of utilities

incurred by the family. It is drawn from a site-specific utility schedule

which reflects utility costs in the PHA jurisdiction.

B.2 Data Base Construction

Two data bases were created to conduct the analysis presented ln this

report:

• The Initial Data Base, which includes 'data from the PPIF and HSL
forms for 12,342 applicant families

• The First Year Data Base, which includes data from Continued
Participation forms for 4,315 recipient families that were recer
tified by the Fall of 1987 or would have been recertified if they
had not terminated from the Demonstration Program.

Initial Data Base

The Initial Data Base describes the experien~e of families issued a

Certificate or Housing Voucher by March 31, 1987. It is used to analyze

success rates and program effects on families when they first become recipi

ents. The data base includes one record for each family. The variables are

drawn from the Pre-Program Information Form and the Housing Search Log. Data

from the'Housing Search Log include program unit information for reciplents

(contract date, rent, and subsidy) and reason for expira~ion for families that
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did not become recipients. The basic sample and the number of cases included

in the analysls are shown in Table B.l. Overall, 80 cases, or less than 1

percent of the cases issued by March 31, 1987, were missing one of the two

forms and could not be included in the analysis. Table B.2 presents the

number of cases by site.

First Year Data Base

The First Year Data Base includes data from the Continued Participa

tion Form. Each recipient who had been in the program for at least one year

by the Fall of 1987 is included in the First Year Data Base sample. Cases in

the sample are included in the analysis if a Continued Participatlon Form

(CPF) recording either an annual recertification or a termination was

received. PHAs were required to submit a Continued Participation Form report

on annual recertification within 14 months of the initial contract date. In

principle, the annual recertification was performed on the anniversary date of

the contract; the two additional months were added to allow PHAs to complete

all paperwork, including verification and contract renewal, before submitting

the form. If a family terminated from the program, the PHA was required to

submit a CPF to report the termination. An initial contract date of July 14,

1986 was initially selected for all PHAs as a cutoff date for inclusion of a

recipient in the First Year Data Base. These families had an anniversary, date

of July 14, 1987 so that their Continued Participation Form should have been

received by September 14, 1987, the planned cutoff date for data collectlon,

and be ready for inclusion in the data base by November 1987.

In fact, the receipt date had to be extended until the end of the year

as several PHAs were late in performing scheduled annual recertifications and

therefore in submitting the Continued Participation Forms. As a result of the

extension of the data receipt, we were able to include annual recertlfications

scheduled as late as October 15, 1987 in three PHAs. The cutoff dates used

for the analysis are shown in Table B.l, as well as the number of cases in the

sample and the number of cases with missing data. Overall, five percent of

cases were omitted from the analysis for missing data. The percent of the

sample with missing CPF forms ranges from zero or one percent in 10 PHAs to 31

and 42 percent respectively in 2 PHAs. Table B.3 presents the number of

annual recertifications and Terminations by site.
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TABLE B.l

SAMPLES USED IN THE ANALYSISa

INITIAL INTAKE ANALYSIS

Number
of PHAs

Number of Cases
In the Sample

HOUSing HOUSing

Voucher Gertlf.

Percent of Cases
with Missing Formsa

HOUSing HOUSing

Voucher Certlf.

Number of Cases
In Sample wIth
Comp Iete Dat'a

HOUSing HOUSIng

Voucher Certlf.

All fami I ies Issued HOUSing

Vouchers or certIficates
before April 1, 1987

AI I reCipient famt lies
issued Housing Vouchers
or Certificates before
Apr. I 1, 1986

FIRST YEAR ANALYSIS

AI I reCipient famt lies
Issued Housing Vouchers
or certificates before
Aprl I 1, 1987 with an
annual recertification
scheduled before:

19

19

6,187 6,235 • • 6,150 6,192

3,676

July 15, 1987
August 15, 1987
September 15, 1987
October 15, 1987
TOTAL

*Less than 1 percent

13 1,438 1,304 9% 8% 1,329 1,216
2 118 126 8 12 109 111
1 99 95 1 0 98 654
3 706 658 • • 703 95

19 2,361 2,183 5% 5% 2,239 2,076

aFar the Initial analysIs, missing cases are cases Issued a certIficate or HOUSing
Voucher prior to Aprl I 1, 1987, which are missing a HOUSing SearCh Log Indicating the outcome.
Fo~ the first year analysIs, misSing cases include cases for which a scheduled annual
recertificaTion was not reported either because the annual recertification had been delayed
(e.g., landlord had not signed the necessary renewal papers) or because the PHA was late In

submitting the research form.

bThe exact number of recipients in this sample cannot be known since a few Issuances
remain unresolvable. The number of missing cases however IS very smal I, since the number of
unresolved cases IS less than 1 percenT In either program.
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TABLE B.2

SAMPLES USED IN THE INITIAL ANALYSIS BY SITE

Issuances Recipients

Housing Housing

Housing Certi- HousIng Certl-
Vouchers ficates Total Vouchers ficates Total

URBAN PHAs

Atlanta 297 304 601 194 165 359

Boston 151 155 306 72 71 143

Cleveland 86 81 167 72 63 135

Dayton 90 84 174 66 54 120

Erie 171 142 313 139 99 238

Houston

los Angeles 283 271 554 203 195 398

Minneapolis 310 319 629 228 213 4~1 ,

Montgomery 200 214 414 133 132 265

New Haven 98 90 188 69 57 126

New York 1,715 1,794 3,509 582 564 1,146

Oakland 455 432 887 369 331 700

Omaha 236 246 4B2 200 204 404

Pinellas 262 262 524 204 209 413

Pittsburgh 186 192 378 116 135 251

San Antonio 213 237 450 176 182 358

San Diego 575 571 1,146 476 460 936

Seattle 378 353 731 278 272 550

TOTAL 6,150 6,192 11,453 3,577 3,406 6,983

STATEWIDE PHAs

Michigan 183 193 376 125 125 250

New Jers.ey £§l 252 513 147 145 292,
TOTAL 444 445 889 272 270 542
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TABLE B.3

SAMPLES USED IN THE FIRST YEAR ANALYSIS BY SITE

Annual Recertification Terminations
Housing Housing Housing Housing

Vouchers Certificates Vouchers Certificates

Urban PHAs

Atlanta 51 29 9 1

Boston 14 26 1 1

Cleveland 41 22 3 3

Dayton 32 31 2 2

Erie 42 23 4 6

Houstona

Los Angeles 46 53 3 4

Minneapolis 80 66 14 18

Montgomery 107 95 6 12

New Haven 47 37 2 2

New York 194 210 13 12

Oakland 295 251 21 29

Omaha 81 84 16 13

Pinellas 124 133 50 47

Pittsburgh 100 109 12 13

San Antonio 138 113 19 18

San Diego 333 304 39 39

Seattle 77 61 12 6

Total 1802 1647 226 226

State-Wide PHAs

Michigan 83 66 15 29

New Jersey 101 92 12 16

Total 184 158 27 45

aNot included in the analysis.
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Each record in the First Year Data Base includes:

• Selected items from the Initial Data Base (baseline demographic
characteristics, initial contract rent, rent, and income at the
time the family became a reclpient);

• Data pertinent to the annual recertification, unless the famlly
terminated prior to the scheduled recertification. Annual recer
tification data include recertified income and program unit infor
mation (renewal date, rent, subsidy);

• Variables indicating whether the family moved to a new unit after
becoming a recipient, how often; and whether the move occurred on
the anniversary date or prior to the anniversary date;

• Selected income variables for up to three interim recertifications
which occurred prior to the annual recertification; and

• Termination information if the family terminated (date and reason
for termination).

Although for simplicity the data base is referred to as the First Year

Data Base, it should be noted that the period of observation varles signifi

cantly from site to site and from family to family. Generally, the PHAs

schedule the annual recertification on the anniversary of the contract date,

which in most instances is 12 months after the family becomes a recipient.

There are however exceptions to this rule:

• Some landlords have a fixed renewal date for all leases in a
specific building. In such cases, the PHA may set the annual
recertification date to match the owner's lease renewal date.

• The family moves to a new unit before the anniversary date. Most
PHAs in such instances conduct a recertification at the time of
the move and reschedule the next annual recertification 12 months
after the move.

• The annual recertification is conducted later than scheduled
because of delays in the PHA overall recertification process,
because of individual families' delays in meeting the recertifica
tion requirements, or because of delays on the part of families
that are attempting to relocate at the time of annual recertifica
tion.

In addition, the date of recertification entered on the Continued

Participation Form is not always the effective date of the recertification; it

is sometimes the date the recertification activities are initiated and some

times the date the form was completed.

As a result, it was not possible to systematically define a period of

12 months or even 15 months which would cover the period between receipt and

annual recertification. The date of the annual recertification (or termina-
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tion) defines the length of the period of observation. If there were.~ore

than one annual recertification for a recipient family, the closest one to the

anniversary date was selected. For example, if an annual recertification was

performed at the time of an early move, four months after initial contract,

and a second annual recertification was reported twelve months later, the

second annual recertification was selected, since it was closer to the anni

versary date. If the move had occurred eight months after the initial con

tract and no other recertification was available for that family, then the

eight-month recertificat10n was used in the First Year Data Base. A~~ivities

which occur prior to the annual recertification are included in the First Year

Data Base, e.g., interim recertification or rent adjustments. Activities

which were performed later than the annual recertification are not 1ncluded.

There is one exception, however. PHAs are informed of the families' desire to

move at the time of the recertification interview. If the recertification was

late, some PHAs would submit the Continued Participation Form to Abt following

the income review and would later submit a form reporting the move and program

unit information for the new unit. Moves that occurred within 30 days of the

date of recertification were included. These cases were recoded as a move

that occurred at annual recertification. Similarly, terminations which

occurred within 30 days of the annual recertification were used in this analy-

sis.

The distribution of the time elapsed between initial contract and the

annual recertification is shown in Table B.4. Overall, 92 percent of the

annual recertifications were performed within 3 months of the anniversary

date, and 69 percent were performed within one month of the anniversary

date. The remaining eight percent reflects special situations and to a cer

tain extent errors in reporting. It should be noted that a significant level

of effort was expended to clean the First Year analysis file to insure that

the number of sample cases included in the analysis was max1mized and that the

period of observation was as consistent as possible across sites and across

recipients. All sample cases missing an annual recertification were examined

manually and corrected after consultation with the PHAs. For example, it was

determined that in some sites a recertification was performed at the time of

an early move, but the recertification was not recorded on the Continued

Participation Form reporting the move. The income data associated with the

recertification had to be obtained separately from these PHAs, and were subse-
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TABLE B.4

TIMING OF ANNUAL RECERTIFICATION

Time Elapsed Between Date of
Initial Contract and Number
Date of Annual Recertification of Cases Percent

Less than 6 months 9 *

6 to 9 months 121 3%

9 to 11 months 658 17

11 to 13 months 2625 69

13 to 15 months 209 6

15 to 18 months 103 3

More than 18 months 65 2

*Less than one percent.
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quently added to the data base. Other PHAs would provide income information

on the form reporting the move but would call the activity "interim recertifi

cation" because it did not occur on the anniversary date. Cases with more

than one annual recertification or with questionable recertification dates

were also examined manually and discussed ~ith PHA staff, unless there'was·an

obvious error which could be resolved by Abt staff. All correction~.a~~

documented in the data base through the use of special codes.

B.3 Error Resolution for Key Analysis Variables

As mentioned in Section B.l.2 above, the monitoring of data collection

and data processing encompassed several cleaning steps, ranging from' simple

checks for missing or unallowable values to consistency checks across vari

ables. Particular emphasis was placed on the cleaning of key variables such

as rent, utilities, income, assistance payment, and payment standard or

FMRs. These variables are primary outcome measures or enter the computation

of derived outcome measures, such as rent burden.

We used four primary procedures to check the accuracy of those varl-

abIes:

• We computed subsidy based on the data reported for the family and
compared the computed subsidy to the subsidy reported by the PHA;
discrepancies of more than two dollars were flagged.

• We compared gross rent to FMR in the Certlficate Program and
identified cases with rent higher than 110 percent of FMR.

• We compared reported payment standards and FMRs to schedules ln
effect at the PHAs, using dates and unit size.

• Finally, we looked at the distribution of derived variables such
as tenant payment, rent burden, and ratio of gross rent to FMR and
identified outliers or otherwise questionable values.

B.3.l Discrepancies Between Computed and Reported Subsidies

Although the procedures to resolve these discrepancies are similar in

the two programs, they differ somewhat because different variables enter the

payment calculation formula. In the Housing Voucher Program, the formula is
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based on Payment Standard and family net income. l Therefore, in the Housing

Voucher Program, a discrepancy between computed and reported subsidy implies,

in general, that the PHA made a mistake in calculating the payment or that we

have been provided with an incorrect Payment Standard, income or subsidy

amount. In the Certificate Program, the payment formula is based on gross

rent and income. A discrepancy therefore suggests a PHA error or a reporting

error for gross rent, income, or subsidy ~amount. - - t·'

The first step in resolving error in subsidies was to submit the cases

in error to the PHAs for resolution. The first error reports were produced in

1986 and were introduced to the PHAs during site visits. PHA staff members

were trained to complete these reports when subsequent reports were sent to

the sites for resolution. Analysis of the error reports completed by slte

visitors and subsequent reports returned by the sites showed that the source

of errors varied greatly from site to site, but overall, misreporting of

income variables accounted for a large number of the discrepancies. Often,

PHAs had failed to report changes of income that occurred between issuance and

signing of a Housing'Voucher or Certificate contract. These changes should

have been reported on the Housing Search Log. The second largest error for

Housing Voucher cases was incorrect reporting of the Payment Standard, espe

cially if the PHA had recently adopted a new Payment Standard Schedule.

Whether the error was due to incorrectly reported income or Payment Standard,

the subsidy amount reported by the PHA was" correct. The discrepancy could be

resolved by using the new information provided by the PHA in calculating

subsidy. The remaining discrepancies were errors in the reported subsidy

amount, either transcription errors or actual errors in the computation of the

subsidy. In the latter case, the error implies that the payment made to the

landlord by the PHA was inaccurate. In general, actual errors were few and

the frequency of such errors varied greatly from site to site.

By the time the data base was to be finalized to prepare this report,

there were still a relatively large number of unresolved discrepancies. Some

of the discrepancies were associated with forms received late from the PHAs

and could not, in the time remaining, be submitted to the PHAs for resolu-

lUnless the recipient's gross rent is very low and the Housing Voucher
payment is reduced to insure that the tenant contribution is at least "10
percent of gross income.
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tion. Others had been submitted to the PHAs but remained unresolved, either

because the PHAs failed,to return the correcteq reports or because they did

not"provide the correct information to resolve the errors.' There is a signi

ficant lag between the time a ~orm is submitted, processed, merged into'an~

analytical data file, and returned to~the PHA for corrections. ~y that tlme,

the family may have been recertified, may have moved to another unlt, or may

have experi~nced an increase in rent. fiome PHAs as a result had difficulties

retrieving t~e information which applied to the famlly at the time the form

was submitted, six or seven months earlier.

Resolution of these cases was performed in-house to the extent pos

sible. Housing Voucher cases were reviewed for a possible error in the

reported Payment Standard as a result of a change in the Payment Standard

discrepancies could be .

In the Certificate Program,

Data

already found that PHAs some

on both the HSL and CPF.

schedule. In some sites, ~p to 50~ percent of the

resolved by using the reviped Payment ~tandard.

gross rent rather than Payment Standard was the focus of the reVlew.

quality checks conducted during site visits had, ~

times ~~ported contract rent rather than gross rent

In some fases"the discrepancy could be resolved by recomputing gross rent"

(reported gross ,rent plus utilities). Next, both Housing Voucher and Certifi

cate cases were reviewed for any obvious errors, e.g., payment to the landlord

greater than contract rent, payment to the landlord equal to the Payment

Standard, or use of the effective FMR rather than Payment Standard, indicating

that reported payment may be in error rather than the components entering the

Rayment calculation formula. All questionable values were checked agalnst the

hard, .
were

copy.

f~~gged

Keypunch errors were corrected.

as payment ~rror calculations. l
The remaining unresolved cases

Once all possible errors in the reported subsidy amount had been

identif~ed, and all Payment Standards had been corrected, remaining discrep

ancies were ~ssumed to be the results of incorrectly reported income. The

subs~dy amount was assumed to be correct and income amounts (net and gross)

were adjusted to be consistent with the reported subsidy. The adjusted income

lSome discrepancies could be resolved by correcting the reported subsidy
amount for cases involving a utility reimbursement to the family. Some PHAs
included this amount in the payment to the landlord. The utility reimburse
ment was double-counted when subsidy was cpmputed as the sum of payment to the
landlord and utility relmbursement.
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amounts are used in the analysis. Table B.5 shows the number and types of

errors remaining in the data bases after completlon of the cleaning process.

Table i.6~shows the average adjustments made to net income as part of the

error resolution process.

B.3.2< Changes in Payment Standards and FMRs

At the onset of the Housing Voucher Demonstration, the Housing Voucher

Payment Standard schedule was based on the FMR schedule in effect in each

site. Each year, new FMR schedules are published and adopted by PHAs over a

period of several months. The first change in FMRs affecting the

Demonstration occurred in April 1986. FMRs changed again in the ~pring of

1987. Section B.5 of this Appendix shows Payment Standards and FMR changes

for each site. PHAs had the option to increase their Payment Standards, at

any ti~e, up to the amount of the FMRs in effect at the time of' the change.

Although Abt was routinely informed of the adoption of new FMRs or Payment

Standards, it is difficult to determine the exact effective date of the change

and how it relates to each family. The FMR or Payment Standard was first

reported on the Pre-Program Information Form. If the applicable FMR or Pay

ment Standard changed by the time the family became a recipient, the change

was to be recorded on the Housing Search Log. Unfortunately, PHAs failed to

systematically report changes in FMR or Payment Standard.

Unreported changes in Payment Standards can be identified, at least

for recipients, since an unreported change yields an apparent error in the

subsidy calculations. (See discussion in Section B.2.1 above.) Unreported

changes in FMRs, however, are more difficult to identify since the FMR is not

used in computing the subsidy. Cases with gross rents above FMRs were exam

ined, especially for dates around the effective date of the change in FMR

schedule as reported by the PHA. For PHAs that did not systematlcally report

changes in FMR, the number of cases with gross rents in excess of FMRs tended

to increase in the first months following the change. Table B.5, referred to

earlier in this section, shows the incidence of changes to Payment Standards

and FMRs in the Initial and First Year Data Base. Payment Standards were

changed more frequently than FMRs in the First Year Data Base, since they

enter the calculation of subsidy for both movers and families recertified in

place. The FMRs, on the other hand, are applicable only to families that
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TABLE B.5

CASES WITH DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN COMPUTED AND REPORTED SUBSIDY AMOUNT
AND CHANGES TO PAYMENT STANDARDS AND FMRs

Initial Data Base First Year Data Base
Housing Housing

Housing Certi- Housing Certi-
Vouchers ficates Vouchers ficates

Number of discrepanciesa 397 484 180 191
As % of all applicable cases 10% 13% 9% 11%

Number of discrepancies resolved 343 473 152 185
By correcting Gross Rent 32 187 9 50
By correcting Subsidy Amount 63 77 70 69
By adjusting Income 248 209 73 66

Number of discrepancies 54 11 28 6
remaining (errors in reported
subsidy)

As % of all recipients 1% * 1% ...~

Number of changes to Payment 193 242 115 40
Standard or FMRs

Recipients 169 201
Expirees 24 41

aNumber of discrepancies after corrections to Payment Standards.

bIn Initial Data Base, subsidy is computed for all recipients.
First Year Data Base, discrepancies are reported for all cases with an
recertification.

*Less than 1 percent.
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TABLE B.6

MEAN ADJUSTMENTS TO MONTHLY NET INCOME
RESULTING FROM ERROR RESOLUTIONS

Housing
Voucher

Initial Data Base

Housing
Certificate

Number of cases with adjustmenta

Mean adjustment per case

Number of recipients

Mean adjustment per recipient

First Year Data Base

Number of cases with adjustmenta

Mean adjustment per case

Number of recipients at annual
recertification

Mean adjustment per recipient

253

$13

3,849

$.83

92

$18

1,986

$.84

224

$17

3,676

$1.05

96

$-28

1,805

$-1.5

aThe number of cases with income adjustments is larger than the number
presented in Table B.S. These statistics were prepared during the cleaning
process and include some cases which were subsequently deleted from the data
base.



move, since these families' gross rent is constrained by the applicable FMR at

the time of the move. Rent increases for families that continue to partici

pate in place are governed by published adjustment factors rather than FMR

schedules. In the Certificate Program, we focused our cleaning activities on

FMRs for families that moved, rather than on all FMR amounts reported by PHA.

B.4 Analytic Variables

Analytic variables are derived from the basic set of variables col

lected on the research forms and other secondary data such as Census data.

These derivatlons are described below.

B.4.l Pre-Program Gross Rent

Gross rent is a key variable in this analysis, since it provides a

comprehensive measure of rental costs including both the amount paid to the

landlord (contract rent) and the amount paid to utility companies and local

agencies for utilities not included in the contract rent, such as fuels, and

services (trash, water, and sewer). 'Collecting accurate data on utilities

through interviews is always a challenge, as utility costs vary greatly from

month to month and respondents, unless enrolled in a level plan, te~d to quote

last month's expenses rather than monthly average costs. Furthermore, in the

context of the Housing Voucher Demonstration, collection of actual utility

costs would have required a special data collection effort by the PHA. PHAs

compute a utility allowance for each family, based on the number of bedrooms

in the rental unit and the utilities not included in the contract rent. Each

PHA maintains one or several utility schedules by bedroom size. The different

schedules apply to different housing types: single-family unit, garden apart

ment, high-rise, and mobile home. l The utility schedules reflect utility

costs in the PHA jurisdiction and are updated periodically. An example of a

PHA utility schedule is presented in Figure B.2.

PHAs use a Request for Lease Approval Form (RLA) which provides data

on utilities included in the proposed contract rent. The RLA is to be com

pleted by the landlord and submitted to the PHA before a unit can be inspected

lIn some instances, schedules may differ by location and/or utility
companies providing the service.
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FIGURE B.2

EXAMPLE OF A PHA UT1L1TY SCHEDULE
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and a contract signed. A sample is included as Figure B.3. Based on the

utility grid on the RLA and corresponding entries on the appropriate ~utility

schedule, the PHA computes a utility allowance for the unit which'is added to
. .

the unit contract rent to obtain the gross rent. Gross rents and utillty

allowances are recorded on the Housing Search Log or Continued Program-~arti

cipation Form.

Gross rent, however, is not readily available·for pre-program units.

To allow comparison of program housing expenditures with pre-program,!xpendi~

tures, it is important that gross rent be defined consistently. It was there

fore not possible to ask families to provide an estimate of gross rent,

including utilities. Instead, respondents to the PPIF interview were asked

how much they pay each, month to their landlord for their house or apartment

(contract rent) and they were asked. which utilities are included and which ..

they pay for separately. In addition, because the utility allowance differs

with type of fuels, respo~dents were asked which type of fuel is used to heat

and cool their house, to cook, and to operate the hot water heater. The plan

was to create a utility allowance variable, based on the interview responses

to the utility questions and the PHA utility schedules.

What appeared, during the design phase, to be a relatively straight

forward procedure became more and more complex as data became available.

First, utility schedules were not as comparable across sites as was expected;

neither were utility data collected on the PHA-specific versions of the RLA.

The interview questions designed to match the utilities listed on the HUD

version of the RLA were not appropriate for those sites that were using a

drastically revised version of the RLA. I Second, respondents did not always,

know which utilities were included, and they often had difficulty answering

the fuel questions. Even more important, a key variable for the procedure is

the number of bedrooms. Families had difficul,ty distinguishing between number

of rooms and number of bedrooms. Discrepancies were identified when the

number of bedrooms reported by stayer respondents was compared.to the number

of bedrooms recorded on the RLA.

IThe PPIF interview was designed before we had the opportunity to review
all PHA operating forms and UGility schedules. As a result, we did not have a
question asking families in which type of unit they were living.
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F1GURE 3.3

SAMPLE REQUEST FOR LEASE APPROVAL FORM
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An estimated utility allowance based on the PPIF variable was crea~ed

1n the Spring of 1987. _The est1mated util1ty allowance derived from the PPIF

data and PHA utility schedules was compared to the utility allowance repo~ted

on the HSL for families that became recipients in their pre-program un1t. The

two numbers differed too much to rely on this computed utility allowance to

compare pre-program and program gross rents with a sufficient level of accur-

acy.

Instead, pre-program gross rent was obtained by multiplY1ng pre

program contract rent by an estimated utility adjustment factor. This utility

adjustment factor was estimated from regression of the ratio of gross rent to

contract rent for program units on a set of utility and site variables.

The utility allowance computed by the PHA is the sum of separate

allowances for each utility that is not included in the rent. For example, a

family that occupies a three-bedroom apartment and must pay for its own heat

and electricity may receive a utility allowance of $183, including $155 as an

allowance towards heat and $28 for electricity. It is therefore reasonable to

assume that the utility allowance is directly related to the number and type

of utilities included in the contract rent. Thus utility allowance can be

estimated as a function of the utility included in contract rent, unit size,

and site variables. The estimated coefficients can then be used to compute

estimated utility allowances for pre-program units. To avoid using number of

bedrooms as a regressor, since this variable is unreliable for pre-program

units, the dependent variable is specified as the ratio of gross rent to

contract rent, and the regression is specified as:

where

( Gross rent ). =
Contract rent 1 "x. SkB k + g.

~~ 1r r 1

(Gross rent ).
1

Contract rent

X.1r

=

=

=

=

The ratio of gross rent to contract rent for unit 1

A variable indicating that utility r is included 1n
contract rent for unit i

A variable indicating that the unit 1S located in site
k

The coefficient to be estimated for variable XirSk



= Error term

Units with a contract rent including all utilities are excluded.

Several specifications of the utility variables were tested. The

final equation includes the five following variables, each fully interacted

with 19 site variables:

If heat and/or air conditioning is included in contract rent;
otherwise 0

If heat is not included, but one of the following is included:
electricity for lighting and refrigeration, fuel used for cook
ing, or fuel used to heat water; otherwise o.

If neither of the above are included, but a stove and/or a
refrigerator are provided by the landlord; otherwise O.

If none of the above are included, but either trash collection,
water, or sewer charges are included.

If none of the above are included.

The above variables were created to allow as much comparability as

possible among the categories of utilities reported for pre-program units and

the categories reported on the Request for Lease Approval. The correspondence

between the variables created from data from the pre-program unit interview

and the variables created from the data reported on the RLA is shown in Table

B.7 for families that became recipients in their pre-program units. Since the

two sets of variables refer to the same unit for this group of families, one

would expect a close match for the two sets of variables (though it is obvi

ously possible that the recipient's lease provided for inclusion of different

utilities). Overall, 29 percent of all cases exhibit some discrepancy between

the two sources of data. These discrepancies reflect differences in data

collection methods (interview versus transcription of data from PHA operating

forms) and undoubtedly some reporting errors by respondents or PHA staff, as

well as actual changes in utilities.

To evaluate the precision of the estimation procedure we looked at the

regression error and the correlation between the predicted gross rent and the

actual gross rent for program units. These statistics are presented in Table

B.8. As expected, the error term is small and the covariance between actual

and predicted rent is high.
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TABLE B.7

COMPARISON OF UTILITY OATA PROVIOED
BY RESPONDENT AND PHA STAFF, FOR STAYERSa .,

PHA DaTa from RLA
All Light,

UTiliTY HeaTiAC Cooking, Fridge,
PPIF Interview Data Included Included Hot Water Stove Services None

AI I utility Included 4% ** 0% 0% .. ' 0%

Heat, air conditioning 7 43% • • .' 0

light, cooking, hot water • • 5- 4 1% •

Fridge, stove • 3 16 3 1%

Services (trash, sewer, •• • • • 3 •
water)

None of the above •• 0 •• •• **

Percentage of al I cases with matching data: 71%

, "

aExCludes faml lies who shared their pre-program units (subunits) or received help with
their housing expendItures.

'Less than 1%.

**Fewer than 6 observations.
.,
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TABLE B.8

ACTUAL VS. PREDICTED GROSS RENT FOR PROGRAM UNITS

Covariance of

~
Standard Deviation Actual Gross Rent

Gross Gross and Predicted

Rent Error Rent Error Gross Reni"

All reCipients $466 $0.54 $129 $17 .9918

HeatlAC ,ncluded 418 1.00 102 12 .9940

Light, cooking, hot water 472 0.34 111 13 .9930

Frldge,sTove 467 0.53 122 18 .9890

Services 508 0.94 147 20 .9912

None of the above 532 2.65 164 23 .9914

Atlanta 455 1.15 87 19 .9789

Boston 657 3.52 1.23 32 .9771

Cleveland 418 3.02 90 16 .9923

Dayton 395 1.50 74 22 .9617

Erie 378 2.20 68 23 .9528

Los Angeles 594 0.48 131 11 .9970

Minneapolis 466 0.27 88 12 .9910

Montgomery 601 0.25 120 16 .9914

New Haven 490 1.59 99 17 .9988

New 'fork 407 1.56 97 11 .9968

Oakland 588 0.42 159 16 .9949

Omaha 367 0.84 77 13 .9861

Pinellas 403 - 0.07 65 11 .9862

Pittsburgh 424 1.72 72 22 .9631

San AntoniO 405 -0.01 81 17 .9782

San Diego 501 0.28 102 12 .9936

Seattle 437 -1.67 109 20 .9872

Michigan 377 4.85 86 36 .9341

New Jersey 497 2.23 134 20 .9910



We then compared pre-program predicted utilities with program util

ities for stayers for whom the reported utilities included in the rent did not

change. The result of a regression of reported program utility allowance on

the estimated pre-program utility allowance for stayers is shown in Table

B.9A. Averages for both utility amounts by site and by type of utility

included in the contract rent are presented in Table B.9B. The results sug-
,

gest that estimated utility allowances are quite accurate on average and

individually. The coefficient for estimated pre-program utilities is 0.99,

and the intercept is small. In terms of individual accuracy, the R2 is 0.66,

indicating a correlation of 0.81 between estimated and actual allowances.

B.4.2 Measures of Rent Burden

Two measures of rent burden are used in this report, the frequently

used ratio of housing expenditures to income and the Budding measure (the

ratio of a family's net-of-housing costs income to net-of-housing costs pov

erty income).l This latter measure allows us to examine the extent to which

households have enough income, after paying for housing expenses, to meet the

basic spending needs indicated by the poverty line.

Rent Burden (Ratio of Housing Expenditures to Income). In the absence

of a subsidy, this ratio is generally expressed as gross rent divided by

income for renter households. Within the context of the Demonstration, hous

ing expenditures are reduced by the amount of the subsidy. The ratio is

expressed in terms of the family's out-of-pocket expenses or Tenant Contribu-

tion:

(1) __ gross rent - subsidy __ tenant contributionRent Burden - -
net income net income

The tenant contribution is equal to the portion of contract rent paid by the

family to the owner, plus utilities not included in the contract rent. As

discussed earlier in this Appendix, utility costs are estimated costs, drawn

from site-specific utility schedules for utilit~es paid by tenants. Pre

program rent burden is similarly derived, using the estimated gross rent

discussed in Section B.4.l above.

lBudding, David W., 1980.



TABLE B.9A

UTILITY ALLOWANCE FOR STAYERSa

Regression

Dependent variable: Program Utility Allowance

R2 = .6609

F-test 3327.45~~

Intercept

Estimated pre-program
utility allowance

Coefficient

4.67

.99

Standard Error

.7901

.0172

t-Statistic

5.9**

57.7**

aExcludes cases with discrepancies in reported utilities included in
contract rent.

**Significant at 0.01 level.
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TABLE B.9B

COMPARISON OF REPORTED UTILITY ALLOWANCE AND
ESTIMATED UTILITY ALLOWANCE FOR UNITS OCCUPIED BY STAYERSa

Number of
Mean Standard Deviation Obser-

Reported---'-Estim!ted Reported Estimated vations

All stayers $44 $40 $23 $28

Heat, AC 32 30 12 10 927

Light, cooking, 25 24 13 12 99
hot water

Fridge, stove 56 51 30 23 509

Services 60 63 31 27 139
f:"t

None of the above 103 94 31 38 35'

Atlanta 96 76 15 18 8

Boston 80 51 50 30 16

Cuyahoga 69 58 18 18 17

Dayton 102 74 27 .' 22 11

Erie 74 67 35 32 90

Los Angeles 41 32 14 10 41

Minneapolis 23 22 23 18 121

Montgomery 53 46 39 34 27

New Haven 74 58 36 30 43

New York 38 35 8 8 625

Oakland 43 41 23 11 14

Omaha 40 37 31 26 51

Pinellas 45 44 13 12 147

Pittsburgh 104 85 40 35 35

San Antonio 63 51 16 20 9

San Diego 28 25 14 9 197

Seattle 35 36 20 12 74

Michigan 62 61 42 34 89

New Jersey 51 44 31 26 94

aExc1udes Cases with discrepancies in reported utilities included 1n

contract rent.
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Net' Income 1S annual net income as reported by the PHA, divided by

12. ,Ne~,income may be zero and rent burden is not defined in this case.
, I

Budding Measure of Rent Burden. This measure 1S defined as:

gross income - 12 (tenant contribution)
Budding rent burden - net-of-housing costs poverty income

where

gross =
income

tenant, contribution =

Annual family income before deductions as reported by
PHA

Gross rent - subsidy

nee-of-housing = Poverty threshold minus the implicit rental allowance
as defined

costs below.

"Poverty thresholds are publislied by the U.S. Census each year. l

Thresholds vary by size of household,',the age of the head of household; and

the number of related children under 18 years of age. The index is updated

each year by the Consumer Price Index 'for that year. Table B.10 shows,the

schedule of thresholds for 1985.

The original index was based on the Department of Agriculture's 1961

Economy Food Plan and reflects the different consumption requirements. of

families based on size and household composition. The poverty level was

obtained by multiplying the food budget·amount by'the ratio of total income to

food expenditures obtained from the 1955'Survey of Food Consumption'~nd

adjusted 'for smaller households to compen~ate for the relatiyely larger fixed·
..

expenses of those households.

Accordingly; the poverty threshold implicitly includes a budgeted

amount for housing. In 1963, housing,,'costs were set at 25 percent of,total

income, based on spending patterns of 'the 'reference group used to develop ~he

originai non-food multiplier. Since'poverty level is updated by appiying the

Consumer Price Index (CPI), it is possible to update the implicit rental

ailowance by using the Residential Rent 'component of the CPl.

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1987.
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TABLE- B.l0

POVERTY THRESHOLDS IN 1985, BY SIZE OF FAMILY AND NUMBER OF
RELATED CHILDREN UNDER 18 YEARS OLD

Weighted
Average Related Ch II dren ·Under 18

Size of Thresh- Eight
Fam' Iy Unit ~ ~ One Two Three Four ~ lli ~ or More

One person (unrelated IndIvidual) $5,469
-< 65 yrs 5,593 $5,593
-? 65 yrs 5,156 5,156

Two per;sons 6,998
-Househo I dar < 65 yrs 7,231 7,199 $7,410
-Householder > 65 yrs 6,503 6,498 7,382

~ Three persons 8,573 8,410 8,654 $8,662
I

'"'" Four persons 10,989 11,089 11,270 10,903 $10,941

Five persons 13,007 13,373 13,567 13,152 12,830 $12,634

Six persons $14,696 15,381 15,442 15,124 14,819 14,365 $14,097

Seven persons 16,656 17,698 17,808 17,428 17,162 16,667 16,090 $15,457

Eight persons 18,512 19,794 19,969 19,609 19,294 18,847 18,280 17,690 17,540

Nine or more persons 22 ,,083 23,811 23,926 23,608 23,341 22,902 22,298 21,753 21',617 $20,785



-- Starting with the 1985 ?overty Thresholds presented in Table B.lO,

poverty thresholds were created for 1986 and 1987 to cover the lease-up period

,for,the Demonstration:

(3) ; -- - PY.(t)
J

where

CPI(t)
= PYj (85) * CPI(85)

= The entry in the U.S. Table for 1985, for a family of type J

= Consumer Price Index (all items) in year t

= Consumer Price Index (all items) in 1985

r _ ) .' \ PYj(t) = Poverty threshold for a family of type j in year t

t = 1986 or 1987

PY j (85)

CPI(t)

CPI(85)

Then, the implicit rental allowance was calculated:

(4) PR. (t)
J

RHI(t)
= .25 x RHI(63)

CPI(63) PY.(t)
CPI(t) J
,;

. t =

Implicit Rent Component of the poverty threshold for house
hold of type j, in year t

1985, 1986, 1987

RHI(t)

RHI(63)

CPI(63)

CPI(t)

PYj(t)

= Residential Rent Component of the CPI in year t

= Residential Rent Component of the CPI in year 631

. = Consumer Price Index (all items) in 1963 "

= Consumer Price Index (all items) in 1963 year t

= As defined above

As mentioned above, Poverty Thresholds, including

components, are updated each year using, the CPI.

-the housing component is however the Residential

housing and non-housing

The appropriate index for

Rent Index. Correction is

made using the ratio of the CPI in 1963 to the CPI in year t.'
'; • t

Each family in the sample was assigned the appropriate Poverty Thres-

hold (PYjt ) and Poverty Rental Allowance (PRjt ) based on family size, number

1 ,. ,
The 25 percent

calculated'in 1963.

j Ii
ratio of housing expenditures to total income was
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of children, age of head for one- or two-person households, and year of issu

ance. The Budding measure was then computed as described in Eq. (2), using

the Tenant Contribution when the family became a recipient (Initial Data, Base)

or at annual recertification (First Year Data Base). Estimated gross rent is

used instead of tenant contribution to compute the Budding measure for pre

program units.

B.4.3 Measure of Housing Adequacy

Besides family preferences, there are several factors that~influence

whether a family will remain in its pre-program unit or move to another unit

in order to start receiving Section 8 ass1stance:

• Size of the unit as compared to PHA occupancy requirements

• Gross rent charged by the landlord not in excess of FMR (Certi
ficate Program only)

• Living arrangements; family is living 1n its own unit

• Physical condition of the unit.

Unit compliance with the first three conditions is easily determined uS1ng one

or several basic variables described earlier in this section. Determining

whether the unit meets the program housing requirements is more complex. The

results of a PHA inspection on the pre-program unit would provide the best

indication of whether the unit passes the PHA requirements. PHAs, however,

for obvious cost reasons, do not systematically inspect all pre-program

units. In fact, PHAs encourage applicants who would like to stay in their

pre-program unit to conduct a pre-inspection of the unit before requiring a

PHA inspection. To this effect, families are briefed on the program housing

requirements and are provided with an inspection checklist during the briefing

sessions. PHAs reported the results of an inspection on applicants' pre

program unit for 3,210 families, only about 25 percent of all families issued

a Gertificate or Housing Voucher. Of these 3,210 families, 93 percent became

recipients 1n their pre-program unit with or without repairs, 2 percent became

recipients by moving to a new unit, and 5 percent were unsuccessful appli

cants. For all other families, data on pre-program conditions are not avail

able from PHA records, and had to be collected for the Housing Voucher Demon

stration.

All applicant families were asked a series of questions'oescribing the

conditions of their unit during the pre-program interv1ew. These quest10ns
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were reproduced from the 1983 Annual Housing Survey Questionnaire. Several

versions of an adequacy index have been developed to use data from the Annual

Housing Survey (AHS) and have been tested over the years. These indices are

frequently used by HUD and housing researchers. The version of the index

selected for this report is presented in Table B.ll. l This index is not a

pass/fail measure of housing quality and does not attempt to test for all

Acceptability Criteria enforced by the PHAs. The index is a three-level index

of physical problems, which classifies housing units as adequate, moderately

inadequate, and severely inadequate, based on a set of basic housing defic~en

cies, as shown in Table B.ll. Because it evaluates a smaller number of hous

ing attributes than the Section 8 inspection, the index tends to be less

stringent than the Section 8 Acceptability Criteria.

In the Housing Voucher Demonstration, about 19 percent of all appli

cants' pre-program units were classified as severely inadequate, and 13 per

cent as moderately inadequate. The proportion of inadequate units is iden

tical for enrollees in both programs. Table B.12 therefore does not distin

guish between programs, but instead presents the adequacy measure for each of

three groups: unsuccessful applicants, recipients who moved to another unit,

and recipients who stayed in their pre-program unit. This last group further

distinguishes between stayers with repairs and stayers without repairs.

As expected, the percent of units with deficiencies, especially

severely inadequate units, is highest for unsuccessful applicants (29 percent)

and lowest for stayers without repairs (7 percent). (See Table B.12.) This

last percentage appears high considering that these units are reported to have

passed PHA inspection without any repairs being required. This number, how

ever, is consistent with the results obtained with a comparable adequacy index

based on inspection data for a sample of the Housing Voucher Demonstration

program units. (See Table B.12.) These inspections were conducted in 10

sites in the Fall of 1987 on approximately 2,000 program un~ts.2 An adequacy

index based on the same criteria as the one used for this report'was created

lStarting in 1984, this slightly revised version of the index is derived
by the Census Bureau for all units in the AHS, and tabulated in AHS publica
tions.

2See Leger and Kennedy, 1988.
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TABLE B.ll

INDEX OF HOUSING ADEQUACY: DEFINITION OF PHYSICAL PROBLEMSa

SEVERE.

A unit is considered severely deficient if it has any of the following five
problems:

•

•

•

•

•

Plumbing. Lacking hot piped water or a flush toilet, or lacking both
bathtub and shower, all for the exclusive use of the unit.

Heating. Having the heating equipment break down at least three times
last winter, for at least six hours each tlme.

Upkeep. Having any five of the following six maintenance problems:
leaky roof; leaky basement; holes in the floors; holes or open cracks
in the walls or ceilings; more than a square foot of peeling paint or
plaster; mice or rats in the last 90 days. If the unit has no
basement, any four of the remaining five problems would be enough to
count the unit as severely deficient.

Hallways. Having all of the following three problems in public
areas: no working light fixtures; loose-or-mlssing steps; and loose or
missing railings.

Electric. Having no electricity, or all of the following three
electrical problems: exposed wiring; a room·with no working wall
outlet; and three blown fuses or tripped circuit breakers in the last
90 days.

MODERATE

A unit is considered moderately deficient if it has any of the following five
problems, but none of the severe problems:

•

•

•

•

•

Plumbing. Having the toilets all break down at once, at least three
times in the last three months, for at least six hours each time.

Heating. Having unvented gas, oil, or kerosene heaters as the main
source of heat; these give off unsafe fumes.

Upkeep. Having any three of the six upkeep problems mentioned under
SEVERE.

Hallways. Having two of the Hallways problems mentioned under SEVERE.

Kitchen. Lacking a sink, range, or refrigerator, all for the exclusive
use of the unit.

aThis three-level index of physical problems was developed for use
with the American Housing Survey data. For more detailed information, see the
Codebook of the American Housing Survey Data Base, published by·Abt Associates
Inc.
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TABLE B.12

HOUSING ADEQUACY OF APPLICANTS'
PRE-PROGRAM UNITS, BY PARTICIPATION OUTCOME

<Unweighted estimates)

Severely Moderately
All Sites N Inadequate Inadequate Adequate

Adequacy Index Based on
Pre-Program Interview

All applicants 12,342 18.6% 12.9% 68.5%

Unsuccessful applicants 4,817 28.9 14.5 56.6

Recipients--movers 4,567 15.3 15.1 69.6

Recipients--stayers
With repairs ' 1,007 7.3 9.9 82.8
Without repairs 1,951 6.7 5.5 87.8

Adequacy Index Based on ~. -'

Inspection of Recipient Units 1,755 7.0 6.8 86.2

EXCLUDING THE TWO HIGH RATE SITES:

Adequacy Index Based on Pre-
Program Interview Data

Recipients--stayers 8,232 2.5 5.0 92.5

Adequacy Index Based on
Inspection of Recipient Units

Housing Quality sample 1,415 5.1 '5.5 89.4

\
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using the data obtained from the inspections. The definitions of a few com

ponents of the index had to be slightly modified to use the inspection data,

but in general, the two inoices ar~ comparable.

The results of both indi~es for recipients who stay in their pre

enrollment units without repairs are strongly influenced by two sites that

have high percentages of severely inadequate units (above 10 percent).

Excluding the~e two sites, the overall percentage is reduced to about 3 per-
• • _.I')';:;:'

cent for the interview-based index and 5 percent for-t\>e 1nspect10n-based-' ,

index, as shown in Table B.12.

Most units reported severely inadequate exhibit only one deficiency

for both the interview and the inspection-based indices. The type of' ob~e~ved

deficiencies ,is however quite different for the two indices, as irtdicated in

Table B.13. The most frequently reported deficiency for the interview-based, ,

sample is breakdown of the heating'equipment (59 percent), followed by upkeep
,.... I •

problems such as cracks in the walls, broken plaster, and noles in the floor

(25 percent). Both types of deficiencies are sensitive to r~spondent· percep

tion of thei~ units. In an index based on inter~i~w d~ta, rather'tnan physi

cal inspection of the units, respondents may exaggerate or decrease the impor

tance of an observed condition, depending on thei~- overall, sati~facti-on with

the unit or the landlord. Furthermore, heat bre~kdowns may be properly_

reported, but the heating equipment may not exhibit any unsafe features or

evidence of ,improper operations. In fact, heat deficiencies based on inspec

tion of the heating equipment accounts for only 9 percent o£ the severely, - ,

inadequate units. l Similarly, wall and floor defects ~epor~ed by the respon

dent may no~ be considered as hazardous or potentially dangerous according to:.;. - .
the Section 8 Acceptability Criteria, although respondents may consider these

conditions aesthetically disturbing. The inspection-based index which uses

condition and surface ratings of the walls, ceilings and floors, shows the

deficiency in only 7 percent of the cases. On the other hand, condit10ns

classified as deficiencies by an inspector may not be reported by the respon-

lHeat deficiency is defined as having heating equipment which is rated
"not working." If the deficiency is defined to include furnaces rated "appar
ently unsound" as well as "not working," the number of inadequate units
increases to 8.8 percent and heat deficiencies account for 35 percent of the
inadequate units.
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TABLE B.13

DEFICIENCIES OBSERVED IN MODERATELY AND SEVERELY INADEQUATE UNITS
(Stayers w1thout repairs--unweighted estimates)

Severely Inadequate Units

Number of units

Percent with one deficiency only

Type of deficiency:

Plumbing (lacking or shared)
Heating equipment
Electricity
Upkeep
Hallways

Moderately Inadequate Units

Number of units

Percent with one deficiency only

Type of deficiency:

Kitchen (lacking or shared)
Unvented heating equipment
Toilet breakdowns
Upkeep
Hallways

Interview
Based

Adequacy
Index

Rec1pient
(Stayers

131

88%

15%
59%

1%
25%

o

109

95%

227
25%
13%
40%

0%

Inspection
Based

Adequacy
Index

Housing
Quality
Sample

122

97%

28%
97

54%
7%

_ 2%

120

95%

38%
25%
13%
14%
10%

Source: Pre-Program Information Form, Housing Quality Inspection Form
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dent. Electrical problems are very rarely reported by respondents, while they

account for 54 percent of the problems for the inspection-based index.

Electrical hazards may be the result of tenant installation of improper exten

sion cords. Lack of plumbing or shared plumbing facilities are reported in 5

percent and 10 percent of the cases respectively. We reviewed these cases

separately to investigate whether such units were located in congregate hous

ing or group residences, or whether the deficiencies occurred more frequently

for families eligible for studio-type apartments. We also checked whether

families were sharing their unit with another family prior to program partici

pation, so that the respondent would report sharing the plumbing facilities

with that family rather than with the occupants of another apartment. l We did

not find any systematic patterns that would Justify treating these

deficiencies as reporting errors. Such situations were in fact recorded

during inspections (28 percent).2 While the reported deficiencies appear to

be real, they exist in one percent of all units occupied by stayers without

repairs. 4

The type of deficiencies reported for moderately inadequate units for

stayers without repairs and for the Housing Quality sample are also presented

in Table B.13. Again, upkeep problems and presence of unvented heating sys

tems are the most frequently reported deficiencies for the interview-based

index. Cases lacking complete kitchen facilities (19 percent) and shared

kitchen (3 percent) underwent the same investigation described above without

finding any systematic explanation. The inspection-based index also identi

fies this condition.

lImproper responses to this question by families sharing their pre
program units were identified during the early months of the Demonstration.

2Units lacking plumbing in the inspection sample either lacked some
feature (hot water, flush tOilet, tub or shower) or are reported as having
facilities outside the unit, but not both.

3Inspectlon data indicate that the plumbing condition is found in about
two percent of all recipient units.
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B.4.4 Rental Vacancy Rates

We had initially planned to usa the postal vacancy survey sponsored by

the Federal Home Loan Bank to obtain vacancy rates for this study. This

survey had the appealing feature of providing data at the zipcode level and

fdr e~ch year,se~arately since 1980. When actually collecting the data, we

learned about two major problems with this data source. First, the survey

does not distinguish between rental and homeowner vacancy rates and second, it

was not systematically conducted on a yearly basis for all localities refer

enced in the study. Instead, we relied on SMSA rental vacancy rates from the

Census Bureau. The vacancy rates are unpublished data obtained from the

Census Bureau. l The 1984 and 1985 rates were available for all larger PHAs

with the exception of New Haven. In 1986 and 1987, the rates were also

missing for Omaha. In addition to th~ Census data, we obtained vacancy rates

and ~arket condition descriptors for the majority of the sites. These"~ata

were'prepared at,HUD, based on HOD Fie~d_Office estimates and other sources

such as U.S. Housing Markets and Caldw~ll-Banker Apartment Surveys. These

estimates were' used for the two sites lacking Census Bureau vacancy rates.
,

For most sites, the areas covered by the MSA and the PHA jurisdiction

do not coincide exactly. In some cases, the PHA jurisdiction is limited to'

the central city. In others, the PHA juriSdiction excludes the central city

and covers the remainder of the SMSA. In still other cases, the MSA includes

a county which is outside the PHA jurisdiction or excludes a county which is

part of the PHA jurisdiction. More disaggregated data, such as the Annual .

Housing Survey, which would.have permitted a better. matching of the areas are.

not available for recent years. The last AHS MSA survey released by Census

refers to 1985 and covers only a few MSAs in the study.

The rental vacancy rates are shown in Table B.14 for 1984 through

1987. The last column shows the mean vacancy rate for each site. This number

is a weighted average of family-specific. vacancy rates. To create this fam

ily-specific vacancy rate, we assumed that each yearly vacancy rate reflected
, • I _ ._' - ,t l

vacancy conditions as of July 1 of each year. A monthly adjustment factor was

created:

lUnpublished data from the Current Population Survey, Housing Vacancy
Survey, Series H-lll, Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 20233.
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TABLE B.14

RENTAL VACANCY RATES
(Urban PHAs)

Site 1984 1985 1986 1987 Mean

Atlanta 5.9 6.4 6.3 6.4 6.3

Boston 4.9 3.8 4.3 4.0 4.1

Cleveland 6.7 4.8 5.3 5.3 5.2

Dayton 5.4 5.6 5.3 6.5 5.5

Erie 2.5 3.1 3.5 6.2 3.8

Los Angeles 3.4 3.7 3.5 4.4 3.7

Minneapolis 2.6 3.0 3.9 5.3 4.0

Montgomery 3.4 3.3 3.7 4.8 3.5

New Havena 2.5 2:5 2.5 2.5 2.5

New York 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.5

Oakland 4.7 3.1 5.9 5.5 4.4

Omahab 5.1 6.3 9.0 9.0 8.2

Pinellas 9.1 11.7 14.7 11.3 13.3

Pittsburgh 7.1 7.7 10.1 9.3 8.4

San Antonio 9.6 11.0 13.9 17 .8 12.2

San Diego 2.8 4.4 5.4 6.2 5.2

Seattle 4.1 4.7 3.1 4.7 3.5

aThe 1988 Field Office estimate was used for all years.

bThe 1988 Field Office estimate was used for 1986 and 1987.
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ADJ(m,t).
J

where

ADJ(m, t) j

VR(t+l)

VR(t)

m·
J

=

=

=

=

= -"VR::.(:..;:t:....+.::.l:...,);-;;-,--'-'VR::.(:..:;t..:..)- 12 x mj

. f f . f h'th f '1Adjustment actor or month m 1n year t or t e J am1 y

Vacancy rate in year t+l

Vacancy rate in year t

Month of issuance for the jth family (July is month 1 and
June is month 12)

and the vacancy rate applicable to the jth family issued a certificate or

housing voucher in month m of year t is defined as:

VR(m,t). = VR(t) + ADJ(m,t).
J J

B.4.5 Reasons for Expiration or Surrender of Housing Certificates and Hous
ing Vouchers

PHAs were asked to report why a family did not become a recipient on

the Housing Search Log Form and the reason why a recipient terminated from the

program on the Continued Participation Form. A list of reasons was provided

on each form, including an "other" category and a "reason not known" as we

were aware that unsuccessful families and terminees do not always inform PHAs

of their whereabouts. Data entry specifications allowed for four circled

reasons to be processed. Four reasons were very rarely checked on the form.

The majority of the cases had one or two reasons reported. Recoded variables

were created which summarized several reasons into one category. The deriva

tion was performed using a priority system. Tables B.15A and B.15B show the

expiration and termination reasons for each of the two programs. The order in

which the reasons are listed in the tables reflect the priority system used in

the derivation. For example, if the PHA reported "voluntary surrender" and

"family moved out of the PHA jurisdiction," the variable was coded as "moved

out of the PHA jurisdiction."

Overall, reasons do not differ much by program. As shown in Table

B.15A, reasons were reported for only only 50 percent of unsuccessful famil

ies. For these families, the most frequently reported reason was difficulty

in finding an acceptable unit (31 percent in the Housing Voucher Program and

35 percent in the Certificate Program). In both programs, 11 percent of the
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TABLE B.15A

REASONS FOR EXPIRATIONS OR SURRENDER OF
HOUSING CERTIFICATES AND HOUSING VOUCHERS

(Unweighted estimates)

Housing
Vouchers

Housing
Certificates

Number of cases

Family became lneligible

Family moved out of PHA jurisdiction

With portability

Without portability

Voluntary surrenders

Family wanted to stay, but pre-program unit did
not meet program requ~rements

Family wanted to move

Could not find unit

Selected unit did not meet program
requirements

Reason not known

2,302

1%

*
6

11

11

20

50

2,470

*

NA

5

11

12

23

49

Source: Housing Search Log Form, Part V, Question 2.

*Less than 1 percent.
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families wanted to stay in their pre-program unit, but their unit could not

meet the program requirements. Only 1 percent of those families had reported

an attempt to look for another unit. The-number of families that moved out of

the PHA jurisdiction is too small to determine the effect of the housing

Portability provision.

Table B.15B shows the same data for recipients who terminated from the

program during their first year of participation in the program. More than 40

percent of the families in both p~ograms terminated voluntarily, while 30 to

35 percent of the families were terminated at the initiative of the PHA or the

landlord. One fifth of the Housing Voucher families that moved took advantage

of the Portability provision.

B.4.6 Other Analytic Variables

A family is identified as having special arrangements in its pre

program unit if any of the following was reported in the Pre-Program Unit

Interview:

• Family was homeless (living in a tent, car or shelter) Or family
lived in a hotel or motel

• Family was living in an institution~ hospital, rooming/boarding
house where the costs such as board or care were included in the
rent

• Family was living with another family (subunit)

; Family was receiving help with rent from family, friends or gov
ernment

• Family rent was reduced because family member was related to
landlord or worked for landlord

A family was determined to be unlikely to meet the PHA occupancy

requirements if the number of total rooms in the pre-program unit is less than

the unit bedroom size specified by the PHA on the Certificate of Participation

or Housing Voucher.

The income source variable was defined as follows:

•

•

Salary if income from salary was greater than 66 percent of total
gross income

Social Security if income from Social Security was greater than 66
percent of total gross income
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TABLE B.15B

REASONS FOR TERMINATIONS FROM THE
CERTIFICATE AND HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAMS

(Unwelghted estimates)

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate
Program

Number of terminations

Death or institutionalization

Recertified ineligible

Moved out of PHA jurisdiction

With portability
Without portability

Owner initiated (eviction or other good cause)

Failure to comply with PHA/program requirements

Other unspecified PHA reasons

Family attempted to move, but did not find
acceptable ~nit

Voluntary reason, specified

Voluntary rason, unspeci!ied

248

6

6

2
8

9

14

6

2

12

35

266

8

5

NA
7

12

14

9

4

9

32

'.

Source: Continued Participation Form, Part VII, Question 2.
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•

--

Welfare if income from welfare was greater than 66 percent of
total gross income

Asset or other lncome if the sum of assets income or other income
was greater than 66 percent of total gross income

None of the above if none of the above income sources accounted
for more than 66 percent of total gross income.

Ten~nt contribution lS defined as the greatest of:
~, ' .'J

• 30 percent of net income,

• 10 percent of gross income, or

• Welfare rent, in "as-paid" states

ln the Cer~ificate Program, and as the greatest of

• ,Gross rent - (Payment Standard - 30 percent of net income) or

-: '," ,lO%,of gross income

in the Houslng Voucher Program.

B.5 Payment Standard and FMR Schedule

At'the outset of the Demonstration~ the initial Payment Standard was

set equal to the FMR, putting the two programs on an equal footing. PHAs are

not generally obliged to maintain this equality. Both Fair Market Rents

(FMRs) and'Payment Standards are primary determinants of subsidy costs. In

the Certificate Program, FMRs impose a ceiling on program rents and sub

sidies. Similarly, i~ the Housing Voucher Program, the subsidy is the differ

ence between the Payment Standard and 30 perceht of net family income. The

funding mecnanisms'for the two programs, however, differ greatly. In the

Certificate'Pr~gram, HUD allocates a specific number of recipient slots to

each PHA and then funds the subsidy costs for these slots as they are

incurred. Higher subsidy costs as a result of higher FMRs are totally

absorbed by HUD and do not affect the number of families that can be

assisted. Revised FMRs are routinely adopted by PHAs every year. l The situa

tion is different 'in the Housing Voucher Program. ~UD funds' a fixed five-year
, ' -

budget. Each ~HA'must then estimate how many 'recipients it can fund within-

the amount and ~onitor spending and adjust enrollme~t-targets as appropri-

lpHAs have the option to
published FMRs. : Revised FMRs

file for amended FMRs if they
are generally published ~ few
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decided at that time not to

1987, some PHAs adopted new

early 1987, only half of the

their FMRs. The other sites

than their FMRs. (See Table

ate. Increased Payment Standards imply higher average subsidy per recipient,

but fewer'fam11ies to be assisted. PHAs are therefore granted some flexibil

1ty 1n adopting new Payment Standards.

After the first year, PHAs could adopt any Payment Standard for new

families (or families that move) as long as it did not exceed the FMR. In

addition, PHAs could publish an Adjustment Standard to increase payments for

families already in the program. Only two changes in Adjustment Standards

were allowed with1n any f1ve-year period. There was no l,m,t on the number of

times the schedules for new families and movers could be changed. l

FMRs for each market of the country are published by HUD each year,

generally in the spring. The planned start-up date for all PHAs was April

1985. It was· therefore expected that full lease-up (or close to full lease

up) would De achieved during the first year, before new FMRs were published.

Instead, as a result of delays in start-up and slow lease-up in most PHAs,

FMRs changed twice before all Demonstration Housing Vouchers and Certificates

were under lease.

The FMRs published in the spring of 1986, along with additional

changes that took effect on September 1986, raised FMRs in 16 of the 20 Demon

stration sites. They were decreased in four other sites--Erie County, NY, Los

Angeles, Seattle, and Alpena County, MI. 2 These changes were sometimes quite

substantial. (See Table B.16). Eleven of the 16 PHAs with increased FMRs

raise their Payment Standards. In the Spring of

Payment Standards, but others did not. Overall in

PHAs had Payment Standards set to the level of

had kept their Payment Standards at a lower level

B.17.)

lIn Feoruary 1987, the regulations were changed to establish a s1ngle
Payment Standard Schedule, rather than the two earlier schedules (New
Family/Mover Standard and Adjustment Standard for continuing occupancy). The
new regulat~ons allow two changes to Payment Standards for each unit S1ze in
any five-year period.

2Since the Payment Standard cannot exceed the FMR, when FMRs decrease,
PHAs are required to establish a New Family/Mover Schedule and an Adjustment
Standard Schedule at these lower amounts.
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TABLE B.16

COMPARISON OF FMRs AND PAYMENT STANDARDS FALL 1986-
. Change Change

PHA OBR lBR 2BR 3BR 4BR 5BR in FMR In P.S.

01 ATlanta
FMR - 375 440 550 615 707 X
PS 287 344 397 486 535

02 Boston
FMR 470 570 670 840 940 X X
PS 470 570 670 840 940

03 Cleveland
FMR 283 344 404 505 566 X
PS 248 299 352 437 482

04 DayTon
FMR - 305 355 445 495 X
PS - 303 355 439 488

05 Erie Cty.l
FMR 263 319 375 469 525 X X
PS 263 319 375 469 525

07 Los Angeles 1

FMR 410 490 570 730 825 X X
PS 410 490 567 730 825

08 Minneapol is
FMR 335 405 480 600 670 771 X
PS 328 388 451 554 611

09 Montg. Cty.
FMR 408 498 583 714 780
PS 408 498 583 714 780

10 New Haven
FMR 336 408 481 601 673 774 X
PS 310 369 431 536 591

11 New York
FMR 330 400 470 590 680 X X
PS 330 400 470 590 680

12 Oakl and
FMR 452 549 646 808 904 X X
PS 452 549 646 808 904

13 Omaha
FMR 265 321 378 473 530 X
PS 250 301 354 438 485

14 Pinellas Cty.
FMR 286 347 409 511 573 X
PS 257 309 380 504 547

15 Pittsburgh
FMR 280 340 400 500 560 X X
PS 280 340 400 500 560

16 San Anton 10

FMR 275 330 390 490 545 627 X
PS 273 330 385 472 524

17 San Diego
FMR 375 460 540 675 755 X X
PS N.A. 460 540 675 755

-

18 Seattie1

FMR 325 395 460 595 655 753 X X
PS 325 395 460 595 655

19 MfChtgan3 X X
20 New Jersey4 X

lFMRs Decreased.
2Not implemenTed yet.
30lfferenr FMR schedule established by County. Payment Standard and FMR decreased In Alpena County.
40ifferent FMR schedules established by County. No change ,n Payment Standard.
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TABLE B.17

COMPARISON OF FMRs AND PAYMENT STANDARDS, FALL 1987
-

Change Change
PHA OBR lBR 2BR 3BR 4BR 5BR In FMR In P.S.

01 ATlanTa
FMR - 407 477 613 705 811 X X
PS 375 440 550 615

02 Boston
FMR -- 617 727 904 1,017 -- X X
PS 470 570 670 840 940

03 Cleveland
FMR 291 355 415 519 582 X
PS 248 299 352 437 482

04 Dayton
FMR - 314 366 459 510 X X
PS - 305 355 445 495

05 ErleCty.l
FMR 263 319 375 469 525
PS 263 319 375 469 525

07 Los Angeles1

FMR 443 530 616 789 892 X X
PS 443 530 616 789 892

08 Minneapol is
FMR -- 424 502 628 701 806 X
PS 328 388 451 554 611

09 Montg. Cty.
FMR 393 478 563 707 792 X
PS 408 498 582 714 780

10 New Haven
FMR 418 509 599 749 808 964 X
PS 310 369 431 536 591 680

11 New York
FMR 353 428 503 631 706 X X
PS 353 428 503 631 706

12 Oakland
FMR 487 591 696 974 1,120 X X
PS 487 591 696 974 1,120

13 Omaha
FMR 273 331 390 488 547 629 X X
PS 273 331 390 488 547

14 PInellas Cty.
FMR 294 357 420 525 589 X X
PS 257 346 412 522 560

15 PIttsburgh
FMR -- 354 416 520 582 X X
PS 291 354 416 520 582

16 San AntoniO
FMR 282 339 401 503 560 644 X X
PS 282 339 401 503 560 644

17 San Diego
FMR 409 502 589 736 824 X
PS 375 460 540 675 755

18 Seattle l

FMR 328 399 465 601 662 761 X
PS 325 395 460 595 655 -

19 Mlchlgan3 X X
20 New Jersey4 X X

Payment Standard and FMR decreased In Alpena County.
Payment Standards are set to same level as FMR.
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Discrepancies between FMRs and Payment Standards during the lease-up

period may introduce a systematic difference between the two programs. To

test the impact of these discrepancies, we constructed two variables that

allow the identification of families that were issued and became recipients

while the FMRs and Payment Standards were equal in the two programs. In all

PHAs, this condition was met during the early months of issuance and lease-up

as the Payment Standards were initially set equal to the FMRs. The period

during which the schedules were equal varies from PHA to PHA, depending on the

PHA start-up dates. San Antonio, the first PHA to start issuing Housing

Vouchers, was in operation for one year when new FMRs were published. New

Haven, on the other hand, had barely been in operation for five months when it

adopted new FMRs and decided to keep its Payment Standards at their initial

level. The PHA maintained two different payment schedules throughout the

remainder of the lease-up period. Table B.18 shows when schedules were the

same in the two programs for each PHA. The first column shows the months of

lease-up activities before the 1986 FMR change became effective. The second
o

column shows whether PHAs adopted Payment Standards equal to their FMRs during

subsequent periods. Overall, 7 PHAs out of 17 never had equal payment sched

ules for the two programs after the Spring of 1986. Four of these PHAs kept

their Payment Standards at their initial level throughout the period. All

four adopted n~w Payment Standards in December 1987 or early 1988. The other

three PHAs increased their Payment Standards in 1987, but not as much as their

FMRs. Five PHAs, on the other hand, had identical schedules throughout the

period. These PHAs adopted Payment Standards equal to the new published FMRs

both in 1986 and 1987. Two of these five PHAs experienced decreases in FMRs

in 1986 and were required to decrease their Payment Standards to the FMR level

at that time. In 1987, as their FMRs increased, they decided to also increase

their Payment Standards. Finally, some PHAs matched their Payment Standards

to their FMRs in one of the two years, but not both. The two statewide PHAs

adopted new Payment Standards in 1987. The schedule and effective dates of

the changes, both for FMRs and Payment Standards, vary across counties.

Matching schedules requires a county identifier which was not available on the

data collectlon forms.

One variable was created to assign cases to the cohorts: (1) issued

prlor to the 1986 change in FMR, (2) issued later but schedules are the same

in both programs, and (3) issued while the programs were maintaining different
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TABLE B.18

PAYMENT STANDARD AND FMR SCHEDULES

Site

Atlanta

Boston

Cleveland

Dayton

Erie*

Los Ange1es*

Minneapolis

Montgomery

New Haven

New York

Oakland

Omaha

Pinellas <

Pittsburgh

San Antonio

San Diego

Seattle*

Michigan*

New Jersey

Init1a1 Payment Standard
Set Equal to FMR

July 1985-Apri1 1986

October 1985-Apri1 1986

November 1985-Apri1 1986

July 1985-August 1986

October 1985-August 1986

November 1985-May 1986

September 1985-Apri1 1986

July 1985-April 1986

December 1985-April 1986

October 1985-Apri1 1986

July 1985-August 1986

September 1985-Apri1 1986

July 1985-Apri1 1986

June 1985-September 1986

April 1985-Apri1 1986

September 1985-Apri1 1986

October 1985-May 1986

October 1985-Apri1 1986

June 1985-April 1986

Revised FMR Schedule,
Payment Standard = FMR

September 1985-June '1987

September 1986-December 1987

June 1986-December 1987

May 1986-December 1987

September 1986-December 1987

May 1987-December 1987

October 1986-December 1987

May 1987-December 1987

May 1986-May 1987

June 1986-June 1987

Varies by county

Varies by county

*PHAs with decreased FMRs in 1986. Michigan was required to decrease
its Payment Standard in one county.
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schedules. First, each Payment Standarq Schedule and FMR Schedule was

assigned a sequence number. Second" ea~h_ c~s,e was assigned the sequence

number of the correspqnding schedul~ b"s~d-on the Payment Standard or FMR. - ~- _.- -
found in its record. (The corrected Payment Standard or FMR was used; see

discussion above in Section 5.3.2.) Using the sequence number, the effective

date of the'corresponding schedule and the issuance date for the case, a
';;. - ~ J"'" •

variable assigning the case t~ the appropriate issuance cohort was created and

posted"to the record. A'second variable was created using the date of the

Housi~g Assistance Payment or Housing Voucher contract -to assign the case to

the a~propriate recipient cohort.

Table 5.19 shows the proportion of the Demonstration sample that was

issued and became recipients while the initial Payment Standards were in

effect and duri~g subsequent periods when the schedules were equal in the t?O

programs. Overall, 50 percent of the cases became reclpients during the firs~

period, 30 percent under subsequent equal schedules, and 19 percent under

different schedules. As expected, these proportions vary greatly across PHAs,

as a result of different start-up dates and more or less rapid leasing rates

duri~g the early months of operations.

Two additional variables were created to indicate which FMR schedule

was in effect for families which were issued a Housing !oucher or became

recipients while FMRs and Payment Standards were different. These variables

were'used to assign Housing Voucher families the FMR which would have been in

effect had they been in the Certificate Prog~am, at the time of issuance and

at the time they became recipients. These FMRs were used in special analyses

reported in this report.
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TABLE B.19

PROPORTION OF DEMONSTRATION SAMPLE ISSUED
AND LEASED WHILE PAYMENT 'STANDARDS WERE THE SAMEa

, "

Prior Later, Later, ' -
to Spring 1986 Same Schedules Different Schedules
Issu- Recip- Issu- Recip- Issu- Recip- •

Site ances ients ances ients ances ients-- --
Atlanta 37% 22% 0% 0% 63% 78%

Boston 42 31 40 53 18 15

Cleveland 52 30 0 0 48 70

Dayton 86 74 0 0 14 26

Erie 54 52 46 48 0 0

Los Angeles 50 46 50 54 0 0

Minneapolis 31 27 0 0 69 73

Montgomery 93 83 0 0 7 17

New Haven 65 45 0 0 35 55

New York City 39 41 61 59 0 0

Oakland 93 93 7 7 0 0

Omaha 46 40 21 21 33 39

Pinellas 57 47 0 0 43 53

Pittsburgh 89 87 11 13 0 0

San Antonio 74 70 0 0 26 30

San Diego 49 47 50 52 * *
Seattle 30 30 69 69 * *
Total 52 50 35 30 14 19

apHAs with decreased FMRs in 1986. Michigan was required to decrease
its Payment Standard in one county.

*Less than 1 percent.
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APPENDIX C

ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY FOR NATIONAL ESTIMATES

This Appendix discusses the technical details of our analytic approach

to the Demonstration. While most of the techniques used are quite straight

forward, it seemed desirable to document the specifics of the estimates and

test statistics. The analysis was in general concerned with three topic

areas:

1. Comparison of estimated program outcomes across all large, urban
PHAs (referred to as national estimates).

2. Examination of patterns of outcomes across a limited set of
demographic and/or locational descriptors.

3. Estimation and analysis of models of behavior.

This appendix concerns the first of these. Appendices E and D deal with

topics 2 and 3, respectively.

As described in Appendix A, the 20 PHAs included in the study consist

of a sample of 18 large urban PHAs, drawn for HUD by Westat. For the purposes

of this section, it is sufficient to say that each of the 106 large urban PHAs

had a known probability, Pi' of being included in the sample. l These 106 PHAs

accounted for over 290,000 certificates--somewhat more than one-third of the

Section 8 Existing program slots in 1984.

Once PHAs were selected, a target number of Housing Voucher slots for

each bedroom size was established, together with an equal number of Certlfi-

cate slots. The latter are referred to as flagged Certificate slots to

distinguish them from the bulk of the current Certificate program in each

PHA. Thereafter, applicants to the Section 8 Housing program were randomly

assigned to either the Section 8 Housing Voucher program or the Section 8

Housing Certificate program until the targeted numbers of recipients were

achieved.

IThe exact sample frame was non-statewide PHAs within the contiguous
u.S. containing an urban area of at least 50,000 persons with at least 1,000
authorized Section 8 Existing Housing certificates in January 1984--excluding
6 PHAs which were deemed by HUD to be inappropriate (Dietz et al., p. 3-1).
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Results for the two statewide agencies can be regarded as indicative

of outcomes in less urban areas. Results for the sample of 18 large urban
- ~ ~ ~~ ~

PHAs can be used to estimate results for the entire population of large urban

PHAs. For convenience, we refer to these as national estimates, though it

should be recalled that they are national estimates for large urban PHAs

only. 1

The remainder of this section discusses the general methods involved

in developing the appropriate national estimates and the specific estimation

techniques used in this report.

Section C.l discusses estimation of the mean and variance of various

variables for recipients. Section C.2 discusses test statistics for program

differences. Section C.3 considers outcomes such as success rates that

involve all participants whether they became recipients or not. Section C.4

discusses estimates for subpopulations.

C.l National Estimates for Recipients

The sample of recipients is a probability sample of recipients

stratified by bedroom size within a sample of PHAs. Accordingly, estimators

are developed in stages, as usual. speciil attention needs to be paid to the

decision to normalize weights. Further, because the sample is drawn in two

stages, the error of estimate reflects both the variation of outcomes across

individuals within PHAs and the variation across PHAs.

The key estimators are summarized in Table C.l. They are generally

quite conventional. The issues involved--principally in deciding whether to

normalize weights and in using upper bounds for some variance estimates--are

discussed in the following text.

lAs discussed in Appendix A, one of the PHAs in the urban sample had
to be dropped from the analysis. Since there was another sampled PHA in the
same stratum, this was accommodated by assigning the full stratum weight to
the remaining PHA.
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Tapl~ C.l

FORMULAS FOR BASIC ESTIMATES
, .

Weights
t, .--;:

Weights for

bedroom sizes

PHA weights

Program Means
. ,

N.
- ..1!.
- N.

J

1 I;' 1
w. = -P(N'/N)/L(-p)(N./N)

J . j .J j . J

. ' ~,..

Estimated mean for

kth program in

jth PHA in r th

bedroom size

category

I;' k k
(a .. )/n.

. lJr Jr
1. _ _...;;.1

, .

.-,

Estimated mean

of kth program

in jth PHA

Estimated mean

of kth program

: ..
"k "k. , .
y. = ~aJrYjrJ r. , " .

.

"k "k
Y = ~o .w ..y. . : ,.. ,~.; ......

. J J J ~

J .- ...

.'

Difference Between Programs

Estimated mean

difference

between programs

, "

"'v .... c
= x - x
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Table C.l (cont.)

FORMULAS FOR BASIC ESTIMATES

Within-PHA Variances

Variance in jth

PHA "k 2 k
y. ) I(n. - m.)
Jr J J

, "k '2 kErrors of V2(y· ) = (Jk· /n .Jr J Jr
estimate given

the sample

of PHAs
" "k 2' "k
V2(Yj) = La. V2(y· )

r Jr Jr

• "k 2" "k
V2(y ) = Lw.V2(y.). J J

J

Within-PHA Variances for Difference

Error of

estimate for

mean difference

given a

sample of PHAs

Across-PHA Variance

Variance across

PHAs M(z)

z. = y. ,ya,f1. ,11.
J Jr J Jr J

.....k .....k .....
z = y ,y ,ll ,fj,

r r
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Table C.l (cont.)

FORMULAS FOR BASIC ESTIMATES

Error of

estimate

associated

with selection

of PHAs

Total Variance

Total error of

estimate

Definitions·

= Weight for r th bedro~m size category in jth PHA

-,

= The number of Certificate program slots in the jth PHA and

r th bedroom size category at the start of the Demonstration

(1984)

N· = Total number of Certificate program slots 1n the jth PHA at
J

the start of the Demonstration (=IN. )
r Jr

w-
J

p.
J

= Weight for the jth PHA

= The probability of selection of the jth PHA

Y
Ak =
jr The estimated mean outcome in the k th program in the jth PHA

and r th bedroom size category

nl:
J

= The number of observations in the kth program in the'jth PHA

( = In~ )
r Jr
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Table C.l (cont.) ,
FORMULAS FOR BASIC ESTIMATES

m· = The number of PHA/bedroom size categories in the sample in
J

jth PHAthe

k = The outcome of the i th person in the kth program in the jthYijr
PHA and r th bedroom size category

= Number of observations in the kth program in the jth PHA in

the r th bedroom size category

cS •
J

=

=

=

The estimated mean outcome for the kth program in the jth

PHA

The estimated mean outcome for the kth program in all large

urban PHAs

l if the jth PHA is included in the Demonstration, zero

otherwise

a(o) = Estimated difference in mean program outcomes for (0).

The estlmated within-PHA variance of outcomes across

individuals in the kth program

V2(o) = The estimate of the variance of estimate of (0) given the

sample PHAs--that is, the component of variance of (0)

arising from variation within PHAs

M(o) = The estimated varlance in mean outcome (0) across PHAs

Vl(o) = The estimated component of the error of estimate due to

variation across PHAs.

Vo(o) = The estimated total variance of estimate of (0).
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C.l.l Means

We can estimate the mean outcome associated with recipients in the kth

program in the jth PHA and r th bedroom size categoryl ,by

\ k k
L y •• /n.
i 1Jr Jr

where
, J

k
Yjr = The estimated mean outcome for the k th program, in the jth

PHA and r th bedroom category

y\<. =1Jr Actual outcome

program 1n the

for
·th
J

the i th sampled recipient in the k th

PHA and r th bedroom category

n~r = The sample size in the k th program in the jth PHA and r th

bedroom category.

We then estimate outcomes for the jth PHA and k th program by

(2)

where

kn.
Jr k kLa. y .. /n.

i=l Jr 1Jr Jr

= The estimated average costs for the kth program in the jth

PHA

= Weights for the r th bedroom size category in the jth PHA

(set equal to the actual proportion of the jth PHA's Section

8 (Existing) units that were in the r th bedroom ,size

category at the beginning of the Demonstration (as reported

by the PHA)

IThe bedroom S1ze categories were 0 or 1, 2, 3, and 4 or more.
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·k =yjr Estimated average costs for the kth program in the jth PHA

and r th bedroom size category (from Eq. (1».

We can construct national estimates for all large urban PHAs as a

,~~~~hted average of PHA or PHA/bedroom size estimates:

(3)
Ak

= ~ o.w.y .=
J J J J ~ I

J r

Ak
I) .w.a. y.

J J Jr Jr

(~)

where

w. = (I).N./NP.)/( I I).N./NP.)
J J J J sample J J J

·k
Y

w·
J

o·
J

= The estimated average outcome for the kth program

= The weight for the jth PHA

= One if the PHA is in the Demonstration sample, and zero

otherwise

·k = The estimated outcome for the kth program in the jthy. average
J

PHA (from Eq. (2)

N· = The number of Certificate program units in the jth PHA at
J

the start of the Demonstration

N = Total number of Certificate units in all Demonstration PHAs

(=2;I).N. )
J J

p. = The probability of selection for the jth PHA.
J

Alternatively, we can rewrite Eq. (3) in terms of a weighted average

of individual outcomes:
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(S) .

----- - ---------------------------------..,

kn
'k

I I
rJ k k

Y = Ie.c.y..
j r i=l J Jr 1J

(6) k
c.
Jr

= e.N. /(p.n~ )/(I I N. /P.)
J Jr J Jr . Jr J

J r

The sampling took place in two stages: first, PHAs were sampled, then

individuals within PHAs. In general, for any random variable, x,

where subscripts refer

taken. First consider

to the sampling stage

the expected value of

over which expectations are
,k
y •

(9) w.e.
J J

k
II .
Jr

=Iw.e.ll~
j J J J

where the summation is over all large PHAs in the universe, an~

e·
J

=

=

1 if the jth PHA is included in the sample and 0 otherwise

The mean outcome for the kth program in the jth PHA and r th

bedroom size

ll~ = The mean outcome for the kth program in the jth PHA

= The number of units for the kth program in the jth PHA and

r th bedroom size

N· = The number of units for the kth program in the jth PHA
J

Taking the expectation of Eq. (9) over the first sampling stage, yields

(10)
k

P .E(w.11i .=l)lJ.
J J J J
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The troublesome term in this equation is E(wj I6 j =1). This reflects

the fact that the weights of Eq. (4) are normalized to sum to one; accord

ingly, the weight for any site will vary across samples (except in the special

-case 1n which the probability of selection for each PHA is proportional to

size so that the sum of the unnormalized weights is constant across samples of

sites).l Thus, it is difficult to evaluate E(wjI6 j =1) without detailed

examination of the selection process. We can, however, express the expecta

tion of the normalized estimator in terms of the expectation of an estimator

based on unnormalized weights, Wj.

Let

(ll)
ok I - 'k
Y = w.Ly.

J J J

(12) w. = N.!NP
J J J

where

~k
Y

W.
J

=

=

The estimator with unnormalized PHA weights

The unnormalized weight of the jth PHA

other terms = As in Eq. (9)

Thus, parallel to Eq. (9)

(13) - k \'w.6.jl. = l..
J J J j

k(N./NP.)Ljl.
J J J J

Since the sample indicators (6 j ) are equal to one with probability Pj and to

zero with probability (l-Pj ),

(14)

where

, .

P. (N. /NP .}j1.= ~ (N .!N)jl~ =
J J J J J J J

kjl

lIf~the -probability of selection is proportional to size then the sum
of the weights is constant across'samples.
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------------- - -

~k = The mean outcome in the kth program among all larger urban
/

PHAs.

Thus the unnormalized estimator {~k),is unbiased. But we can write the

unnormalized estimator as the product of the normalized estimator (yk) and,the

sum of the unnormalized weights (EWj):

(15) ~k ,,- 'kY = (Lo.w.)(y )
J J

(16)

Thus

, 'k
(Lo.~.)E2{y )

J J

(17)

where

p = The correlation across samples of sites between (Eojwj) and

E2{yk)

Ow = 'the standard deviation across samples of sites of (Eo·w·)
J J

0y = The standard deviation across samples of sites of E2{yk)

Note that E{ojwj) is one. Accordingly, if (EOjWj) is uncorrelated with

E2{yk)--that is, if p=O in Eq. (17)--then yk is also unbiased. 'Since (Eojwj),

is uncorrelated with Wj,l this amounts to asserting that high-weight sites are

not systematically more likely to have higher or lower outcome levels., '

lIn essence, given a random sample of sites whose unnormalized weights
sum to a given value, S, then the expected weight for a sample site chosen at
random from the sampled set is sin. Accordingly the expected normalized
weight is 'lin, regardless of th~ value of ,S., , 'r'" , ,
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C.1.2 Normalizing Weights

The reason for worrying about normalized weights rather than slmply

adopting the unnormalized estimator is the variance of the two estimators.

These are related byl

(18)

where

Jlw = Mean across samples of sites of Et.-"· (=1)
J J

Jly = Mean across samples of sites of E2{yk) (=Jlk)

,,2 = Variance across samples of sites of E2(yk)
y

,,2 = Variance across samples of sites of Et..".w J J

p = Correlation across samples of sites between E2{yk) and Et.·"·
J J

Recalling that Jlw = 1 and that if p = 0, then Jly = Jlk, we have that if p = 0:

(19)
~k

Var{y ) 2= a :$
y

Ok k
Var(y ) - (Jl )

1 + ,,2
w

2
a ~k
w < Var(y )

(unless EOj"j is one across all samples).

The content of the lower variance of the normalized estimator may be

clarified by considering the estimate for total rather than mean outcomes. An

unbiased estimate of a total program outcome (for example, total program

costs) is given by

(20)

where:

~k \ ~k
Y = L(N.!P.)(y.)

J J J

:'

lKendall, p. 343.
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yk

N·
J

p.
J

=

=

=

=

The estimate of total outcomes in the kth program

The number of program slots in the jth PHA

The probability of selection of the jth PHA

The average outcome for the kth program in the jth PHA

In effect, to arrive at an estimate of, for example, total program

costs, we find average costs per recipient in each sampled PHA and then extra

polate these to all (large, urban) PHAs by letting each sampled PHA represent

(Nj/Pj ) total recipients. When we want to estimate overall average costs per

recipient, we have'two choices: first, we can use normalized weights and

divide the estimated total costs by the implied number of recipients in our

extrapolation (ENj/Pj ); alternatively, ~~ can say that we know the total

number of re~ipie~ts and use unnormalized weights, dividing by the known total

number of program recipients in the universe, regardless of the factors used
'. .

to extrapolate costs. In our particular sample, the PHA weights sum to less

than one. Without normalization, we would in effect extrapolate total costs

to a universe with 282,616 recipients and then determine average rents paid by

dividing by 293,258 recipients, scaling down average costs by a factor of

0.9637. This seems implausible. l

Accordingly, we have chosen throughout this report to use normalized

weights--assuming that given the design of the sample allocation across PHA

size and region (see Appendix A), average outcomes were not systematically

related to the probability of selection (and thus the sample weights).

Readers who do not wish to adopt this assumption may multiply estimates by a

factor of 0.9637.

lAs indicated in Appendix A, this may be the factor behind Bryant et
al.'s suggestion that a potentially biased estimator (whose weights always sum
to one) be considered when drawing samples following the procedures and by
Westat in drawing the sample of Demonstration PHAs. .,
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C.l.3 ' Error of Estimafe

Now consider the variance'of yk; Eq. (8) decomposed the variance into

two pieces--El(Var2(yk», the expected value aCross samples of sites of the

variance of yk for a given sample of sites, and Varl(E2(yk», the variance

across samples of sites of the expected value of yk for a given sample of

sites. Consider first the variance of yk given the ~~mple of sites selected:

(21)

where

2
"kjr = The variance of the outcome across individuals in the kth

program and jth PHA and r th bedroom size

"

n = The sample size in the J.th PHA and r th bedroom sizejr

V2(O) = The variance of estimate of (0) over the second sampling

stage

This is the variance of yk given the PHAs actually sampled and formed the

basis for our calculation of standard error~'based on within-PHA variation.
• V (Ak) 2 ••To est1mat~ .. 2 y we need estimates of "kjr' Th~ usua~ samp11ng est1mator

for: "ajr is, _o~ course, , ,_ <

(22)
A2
"kjr = L(l.. 1Jr

1 .

,
\

However, the sample sizes for individual strata are sometimes small. Given

the senslt~vi~y of the error of esti~~te for var~ances to. sample size,

..
'.

, ."',

r
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especially for proportions,l we chose instead to assume that individual

variance was constant across PHAs and bedroom sizes so that

(23) 2 2a. = akj"kJr

In this case the appropriate estimator is

(24) _k )2 j ( ky. n.
Jr J

m.)
J

where

k
Yijr = The outcome of the i th person in the kth program in the jth

PHA and rth.bedroom size

lIf we use the usual estimate of variance for some variable, x, then
, ,-,

A2 2
a = (x.-x) j(n-l)

1

2
= a

,", ,

4
~ -a 2a4

V(a)'= _,4__ + .,-~.,....
n (n-l)(n)

/

where ~4 is the fourth moment around the'mean (Kendall and

10.13). Accordingly, the squared coefficient of variation

to (E( Aa2)2). . b
1S glven y

<
Stuart,' p.

(the "ratio

1 q4 2
= n(~ - 1) + (n-l)(n)

a . "

,

Thus the' CV involves'a term'in the square' of n and' at small ',s'amp1:es 'is quite

sensitive to increases in sample size. This is most obvious in the case of

proportions, where the chances of having a zero estimate (p = 0 or 1) are

substantial for small n.

If x 1S normally distributed, this becomes

2
+ (n-l )(n)
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-k
Yjr = The mean outcome for the kth program in the jth PHA and r th

bedroom size

I

the k th jth PHAnl!- = The number of observations 1n program in the
J

m· = The number of bedroom size categories in the jth PHA
J

(25 )

'2 2Under the assumptions of Eq. (30), 0kj is an unbiased estimate of 0kjr so that

(26)

and, obviously,

(27)

The assumption of

ous. Indeed, Eq.

with the weights.

Eq. (23) is computationally convenient and seems innocu

(25) will still be satisfied if 0k2 . is simply uncorrelated
Jr

The hard part is the second expression in Eq. (8)--Vl (E2(x». This is

given by

(28) Vi (E2(~))
l: k l: k2= El ( w.o.p. - P.w.p.)
.JJJ oj]]
] ]

or

)

(29) Vl~E2(x» = (y'Qy)
>

where
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y.'

Q

T

=

=

=

El [( o. - p.)( o· - p.)')]
J J J J

The total number of PHAs in the universe

The problem in evaluating this is that the elements of the vector (OJ - P j )

are not independent of each other--that is, under the sampling scheme u~ed to

draw the sites, the selection of one site affects the probability of selection

of the remaining sites. Varl(E2(x» can be estimated by various tech

niques. l For this report, however, we took an especially simple approach. We

assumed that the stratifications used by Westat in drawing the sample of large

urban PHAs were in fact more efficient than a simple alternative scheme. We

then used the variance under this alternative scheme to provide an upper bound

on the variance under the sampling method actually used.

Specifically, Westat could have broken the PHAs into 16 strata of

equal size (in terms of numbers of units) and sampled one PHA per stratum

with probability proportional to size. Under this method, the Q-matrix from

Eq. (29) would have been given by

(30) E(o. - P. )2 = P. (l - P.)
1 1 1 1

0 if i and j are in different strata
(31) E(o. - P.)(o. - P.) = {

1 1 J J -(P.P.) if. i a;>d j in theare same strata
1 J

,"

Thus

(32)

where

y'Qy = 1: ~
s J

2
y. P.

JS JS

lSee Dietz et al. Although there is an estimator for Vl (E2(x» under
the general procedures proposed by Bryant et al., this estimator do~s not
apply to the procedure as implemented by Westat. Accordingly only asymptotic
estimators are available.
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yjs = The value of y (Eq. 29) for the jth PHA in the sth stratum
.'

= The probability of selection for jth PHA in the sth stratum

Since under the hypothesized sample scheme one site would be selected in each

stratum, the values of Pjs and Wjs are given by

(33) P. = N. IN
JS JS s

where

w.
JS

N.
- -E
- N

Pjs = The probability of selection for the jth PHA in the sth

stratum

Njs = The size of the jth PHA in the 5th stratum

Ns , = The size of the sth stratum

t = The number of sites in the sample (= 'N/N
s since all strata

have equal sizes by assumpt,ion).
"

Substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (28) and (32) yields:

N N. N - N. 2
(34) y'Qy = I (_s_) 2

~
-E 2 - I {--!)2 (I -E

N N Jljs N N Jljs)
s J s s j s

1
N.

I (I~ . )2)(I I -E 2= N Jljs
t
2 . N JlJs

s j s s J s
,

N. N.
I I (is{Jl js - I is Jl. »)

= IS j s j s J~ 1
t
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N. 1 N.n. (--1!( 11 . - - \'\' --1!1l. )2 )
N J s t LL, N J s .

= SJ S SJ s
t

N. 1 N. 2\'--1! _ _ \' \' --1!
(LN lljs t LL, N lljs)

1:. \' s· SJ s
t L . t

s

1 N.
= - \'\' --1! (11

t LL, N js
sJ

n Njs 11. )2
• N JS

SJ

But the last expression is simply the inter-site variation. Thus

where

0
2 = The inter-site variations

t = The number of sites

Given the relationship of Eq. (35), we used an upward biased estimate of o~ to

establish an upper bound on Varl(E2(~x)) and hence on Var(·x). Our estimate

of o~,· th~ inter-site variance; was derived as follows. We ~ow want to drop

the stratum notation and return to' our previous notation, since we have to

develop the estimator from the actual sample. Suppressing bedroom size
~ .

subscripts and considering only PHA-level statistics, we can rewrite Eq. (35)

as

and estimate the right-hand side of Eq. (36) by

(37)

(38) [1: w.8.Y~ - 1: w.(1-w.)8.V2(Y.) - y2]
jJJJ J JJ J
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where

p = I (N./N)P.
J J

Y = I w.y.o.
J J J

N_
w- = (t"><l/Pj )

J

and

p- = The true mean for the jth PHA
J

y- = An estimator for p . distributed (p_ ,cr?)l
J J J J

V2(Yj) = An unbiased estimate of V2(Yj)--the variance of y. over ,the
J

second sampling stage

N- = The size of the jth PHA
J

P- = The probability of selection of the jth PHA
J

o· = 1 if the jth PHA is selected, zero otherwise.
J

Recall that for any random sample, the sample moments around zero are unbiased

estimates of the population moments. In particular, the ~econd.moment has the

expectation

Now consider the expected value of the variable H defined in Eq. (38).

(40) :

E
2

(M) = __t__ [\ w_o.E(y"~) - \ w.(l-wo)o.E(V
2

(Yk) _ E(y2 )]
t-l L J J J L J J J

J
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(41)

t {, 2 " ',2 ,2 2 ' }= ---1 LW'o.(~. + V2(y·) - Lw.(l-w.)o.V2(y·) - [(Lw.o.~.) + LW'o.V(y.)]
t- J J J J J J J J J J J J J J

= t~l { Iw.o.~~ - (Iw.o.~.)2 }
JJJ JJJ

El (E2(M» = t~l [Ip·w.~~ - (Iw.p.~.)2 - Vl(Iw.o.~.)]
JJJ JJJ JJJ

Substituting from Eq. (36) yields:

2
+ _t_ e, e>O

t-l

Accordingly, (M!t) is an upper bound estimator for Varl(E2(y» under the

stated conditions. l

The estimated total variance for an estimate is then bounded by

(42):

'k
from Eq. (25)Estimated Upper Bound Est of (E

l
(Var

2
(y )}

\

{ for Total Variance of } = { plus }
'k

of
'k (36) (38)y Est (Var

l
(E

2
(y ) from Eqs. to

In fact, as discussed in Appendix A, the procedure used to draw the sample

of PHAs mayor may not be more efficient than a simple stratification.

~

\

. lput another way, N is an upper bound estimator for the inter-PHA
variance (o~).
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(Unfortunately, Dietz et al. does not provide the information necessary to

judge this in more detail for this case.) Thus, the bound for inter-PHA

variation established by Eq. (34) mayor may not hold in fact. On the other

hand, the bound estimated by M is definitely larger than the simple strati

fication variance unless there is no between strata variation, which should

increase our confidence in the bound on total variance provided by Eq. (41).

In addition, we have generally presented two errors of estimate. One,

based on the expression for V2(yk) in Eq. (23), reflects only the within-site

variation. The other, based on Eq. (41), reflects total variation. This

follows our general practice of examining the extent of inter-PHA variation.

In particular, it would be important to notice a s,tuation in which signif

icant program differences within PHAs are masked by var,ations in the size

and/or direction of the difference across PHAs. This practice also, of

course, allows us to know if our estimate of inter-PHA variation is in fact

changing our assessment of program effects and thus whether more elaborate

explorat,on of alternative estimates for total variance might be warranted.

Presenting both errors of estimate based on within-PHA and total

variation did lead to one modification of Eq. (42). Because the estimator of

between-PHA variation (g) involves decomposing variance into two components by

taking the difference of two sums-of-squares, it is not guaranteed to be non

negative. This is a usual problem in this sort of situation. l , Indeed, it is

not clear that it is avoidable. The inter-site variation may be zero; accord

ingly, any unbiased estimator (of the upper bound) must be able to take on

negative values.

The estimator for total variance will usually be positive, even when

the estimator of Vl (E2(yk» is negative. However, because we frequently

present both the error of estimate based on within-site variance alone and the

error of estimate based on the total variance, we were reluctant to present

estimated total variances that were less than their estimated within-PHA

component. Accordingly, we adopted the practice of treating the inter-PHA

variance as zero when the estimate was negative. Since the estimated variance

lSee, for example, the discussion of negative estimates of var'ance
components in Searle, pp. 406-408.
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is already an upper bound, this seemed innocuous. Thus the exact estimator

for the total error of estlmate is:

(43) Estimated Upper
Bound for Total
Variance of yk"

=
Estimate of
El (V2{yk»
from Eq. (25)

Estimate, of -,
+ Max ( 0, Vl (E2{yk» fro~--)

Eqs. (36) to (38)

C.1.4 Program Differences

As noted in Table C.l, presented at the beginning of this Appendix,

estimates of program differences follow immediately from the estimates for the'

individual programs. Thus for any parameter x,

(44)

where

,.v .... c
= x - x

x

·kx

=

=

=

Some parameter of interest (such as ~~r' ~~, or ~k)

The estimated difference in the parameter between,the two

programs

The estimator of x for the kth program

Accordingly, as usual,

However, because levels of outcomes are likely to be correlated across PHAs,

the across-PHA variation must be computed directly:'

(46) l:w. (l-w. )V
2

(ll .)
J J J - ,

C.2 Test Statistics

Table.C.2 presents the basic test statistics used in ass~ssing

national estimates of program means and differences. Again, the statistics

are quite standard, and the formulas are presented here only to document the

details of computation and ~riefly disc~ss the statistics' proper~ies.

,2
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Table C.2

BASIC TEST STATISTICS

1. Within-PHA t-ratio

, - ,
t', ~ ... j 2 < \ .......... 2' . .... '" 1

t [(V2(x» /L(w.V2(x.» / (n.-m.)] = x / (V
2

(x» ~
W J J -J J

2. Total error t-ratio

. .'

1 ........ 22 n ....... 1

+ L (---Ll)W'(X'- L w.x.) ) /L-l] =x / (VO(x»)~- J J J J
j

3. F-8tati~tic'[~r inter-PHA variation in Xj

When x j is a program mean:

, ",,,



Table C.2 (cont.)

BASIC TEST STATISTICS

When l\j is a progr8J!' diffe,re.nce:

4. F-statistic for Xj=O in all PHAs,

When Xj is a ~rogram mean:

~
' 2 \ 2 k-1

(x.) (La. In. )
J Jr Jr

= J r
'2 k k

~ak (n.-~.)/I~(n.- rn
J
.)

J. J J. J kJ J

When Xj is, a program 4ifferenc~:

,," II 2 k-1
~(x.) (LLa. In.) .

_ J 'J kr Jr, Jr
- '2' k k
nak.(n.-rn.)/I~(n.- rn.)
kJ J J J kJ J J



Table C.2 (cont.)

BASIC TEST STATISTICS

5. x2-statistic for inter-PHA variation (Xj a proportion)

When x j is a program mean:

~
I
~

o
N

When A· = xY-x~ is the difference in proportions
J J J

+ d)vAv IC(~C
A I.x.+. x.
x~ = --oL1_ 1'-----'1_"-1__

J I~ + :i:~
] J



cOc v(v d)Lx. + I. x. -c
= 1 1 1 1x.

J I~
'c

+ 1.
J J

Table C.2 (cont.)

BASIC TEST STATISTICS

v(v NV)2 c(c Nc)2I. x. - x. 1. x. - x.°2
= '~ ( J J J J J J )X (t,-l) +

,,':'0-,,':') ,,~(l NC)J - x.
J J J J



Given estimates of the mean and error of estimate, it is common prac

tice to evaluate the significance of the mean in terms of the t-ratio (the

ratio of the mean to the errOr of estimate), and this is indeed what we do.

However, it may be noted that this statistic is at best only asymptotically

distributed with the t-distribution and that even this asymptotic distribution

cannot always be asserted.

First consider the within-PHA t-ratio defined by:

As usual, we assume that the observations are normally distributed so that yk
is normally distributed independent of the estimated variance in the denomina

tor. However, we need fairly strong conditions to have the square of the

denominator distributed as x2 (so that the ratio has at-distribution).

Indeed the only plausible conditions would be assumption of a common variance

across site and bedroom size categories, plus self-weighting observations.

Asymptotically, of course, we can treat twas a normal deviate, which is what

we do in assessing significance levels of the customary limiting values of

1.65, 1.96, and 2.58 for 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 test levels. Further, given the

fact that estimates of within-PHA variances are based on several thousand

observations, this does not seem unreasonable.

Alternatively, Satterthwaite (1946) proposed a commonly used

correction for degrees of freedom in such cases. l The basic idea is as

follows. Say we have a set of independent sums of squares, each of which is a

multiple of an x2 variable, that is,

(48)

where

c. 2
S. =.1 X.(j.)

1 Ji 1 1

Si = The i th sum of squares

IThis was suggested to me by David Hoaglin. See also, for example,
Cochran, p. 96.
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c· = Some constant
1

j. = Degrees of freedom
1

xf = A chi-squared variate
1

Say further that there is some linear combination of these sums of squares

whose expectation is the variance of interest:

(49) S ='a.s.I. 1 1

Satterthwaite's suggestion is to treat S as an x2 varlable and calculate the

"degrees of freedom" in terms of the relationship between the first and second

moments of S. Specifically, for an x2 variable:

(50) f = 2[E(/) ]2

Var(/)

Accordingly we calculate the degrees of freedom of S as follows:

(51)
2

* = 2[E(S)] = (La.s.)2/(L(a.s.)2/ f .
Var( S) 1 1 1 1 1

In the specific case of the within-PHA variances, the Si are the sums of

squared,deviations within the PHA (see Eq. (24), above) and the degrees of

freedom in each case are the number of observations in the PHA (minus the

number of bedroom size strata means), accordingly, we evaluate t w of Eq. (47)

in terms of:

(52)

where

Within-PHA
(t-statistic )
Degrees of Freedom

n. - m.
J J

w·
J

= Weight for the jth PHA
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ajr = Weight for r th bedroom size stratum in jth PHA

A2
= The estimate of within-PHA variance for the jth PHA (seecr·J

Eq. (24)

n· = The number of observations in the jth PHA
J

m· = -The number of bedroom size strata in the jth PHA.
J

, In' fact, given 'the, large' number of observations, we had no reason to

be concerned that. the t~ratio was not'approximately distributed as a unit

normal distribution and so ignored this issue.

The t-ratio for the total error of estimate is defined by:

(53)
Ak ~

tt = Y !(Est Total Error)

The problem here is that two different types of variances are included--the

within-PHA variances among individuals and the variation across PHAs. The

small sample distribution in this case is not known. Furthermore, while it

seems reasonable to rely on asymptotic results for estimates of within-PHA

variances involving several thousand program recipients, it seems quite

unreasonable to do this for estimates of between-PHA variation based on the

sample of 18 large urban PHAs.

We can,e~ploy the same sort of calculation used for the ~ithin-PHA t

ratio. If we combine the various sums of squares involved we have (for the

case of positive lnter-PHA va;iance)

(54)

I' A 2 A A

+ t-l[~wJ'(YJ') - Iw.o-w:)V2(y·) -
J' , J. J J

2
2 1 1 a. A2

= '[w.(-) - w.(-)](,.-J!:k.
. ,. " . J t-l - J t-l ' . Ln. . J

J r Jr
;

A 2
(Iw.y,)

. J J
J

'...',,,.
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where

'2
a.

J

, '2
(y.-~w.y.)

J J J

=

=

2 2a.x (n.-m.)
J J J

2 a. 2 2
(w.(l-w.)a.(~~)+aB)X (1)

J J J n.
Jr

of estimate, we have/chosen to treat the term

relative to a~ and so regard the entire sum as

, '2
The w.(y.-~w.y.) are not, of course, independent, so that application of

J J J J
Satterthwaite's formula is not immediate. Since our concern is with cases

where the inter-PHA error estimate is large relative to the within-PHA error
2 2

(w(l-w.)a.(~a. /n.) as small
2 J ~ Jr. Jr

an X var1ate, l.e.,

(55)

where

I w.(y.
J J

, 2
w.y. )

J J

L = The number of sites

Accordingly,

(56)

where

Degrees of Freedom
for Total =
Variance t-Ratio

(E f 1 . )2st 0 Tota Var1ance
A

We did not, however, adopt this course and for the purposes of this

study, evaluated the total error t-statistic in terms of the unit normal

distribution.

If we assume that the within-PHA variance is the same in all PHAs (and

for program differences in both programs), we can test the hypothesis of zerO

across-PHA variance with the usual F-statistics, derived in the usual way. If

the vector of site means, x, is distributed N(pe,a2s) where e is a vector of

ones and p is a scalar, then if
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(57) A = (~)[S _(e'S-le)-IS-lee'S-lj
o

we have

has a

matrixSpecifically, S is a diagonal

and the pooled ~stimate of 0
2with diagonal element equal to

X2 distribution independent of

As usual, if the individual var1ance is the same in all sites (=02), then the

matrix S is known from the sample sizes.
2 kEa In. ),

r Jr Jr
x'Ax.

When X is a proportion, the estimate of variance is no longer indepen

dent of the estimated mean and the usual custom is to use (asymptotic) x2

statistics. These in essence express each deviation as an asymptotically unit

normal variable (under the hypothesis to be tested) so that the sum of squares

is distributed as x2(t), where t is the number of deviations. Specifically,

if X is a proportion, then under the hypothesis that x is the same in all

PHAs,

(60)
-~ -~

[~(l-~)j S (X-~e) - N(O,I)

and as usual we get an asymptotic d1stribution by Substituting

for n.

When we consider a difference in proportions, the appropriate statis

tic becomes more complicated; indeed, there does not appear to be any closed

form maximum-likelihood solution. The problem is that the restr1ction is on

the program difference, while the variance of the individual site estimates

varies with the level of the proportion 1n both programs. We adopted the

convenient simp1ification afforded by ignoring the effect on variance of

differences 1n proportions across sltes. Thus we estimate the common

difference as '
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(62) d =1. (I I a~ In~ )
J k r Jr Jr

2 k )-1a. In.
Jr Jr

and then predict each program mean by

(63)

(65)

v'v C 'c
d)- Lx. + I.(x. +

v = J J J Jx.
J I': + Ie;

J J

c'c v('v d)- Lx. + I. x. -c = J J J Jx.
J I': + Ie;

J J

where

k I' 2 k-l(65) 1. = (La. In.) •
J r Jr Jr

The statistic

I' [ v -v)2 2 -c 2](66) L (x - x. + (x. - x.)
j J J J

is then treated as X2(t-l).

When significant inter-PHA variation is present, some further

examination of the individual PHA results may be warranted. We can, for

example, by assuming a common within-PHA variance, develop an F-statistic of

the hypothesis that all of the individual PHA estimates are non-zero. This,

of course, suffers from the drawback that it says nothing about the direction

of the difference.

C.3 Success Rates and Other Estimates for Certificate or Housing Voucher
Holders

As discussed in Chapter 2, eligible applicants for the Housing Voucher

or Housing Certificate programs are selected by PHAs and issued Housing

Vouchers or Certificates. ~ousing Voucher/Certificate holders become

recipients when they obtain a unit meeting program standards whose landlord
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Not all Housing Voucher/Certificateagrees to participate in the program.

holders succeed in becoming recipients.

in characterizing all Housing Voucher or

Accordingly, there is some interest

Certificate holders, especially in

terms~of success rates. This section discusses the estimators of success

rates for Housing Voucher/Certificate holders.

Given some set of slots to be filled, allocated across PHAs and
<

bedroom sizes~ then the overall ,success rate for a program is defined by the

total number of slots divided by the total number of issuances necessary to- , " ~

fill those slots, i.e., by

k
~

where

=

=

=

The success rate for the kth program

The proportion of total cases allocated to the r th bedroom

size in the jth PHA

The success rate for program k-for the r th bedroom size and

jth PHA.

The way in which the rec1p1ent sample was drawn allows us to estimate

issuances per r.ecipient (1/~1r) for each-PHA/bedroom-size stratum. PHAs issue

Housing Voucher and Certificates against a number of program slots in each

bedroom-size category. Thus the issuances in any program/PHA/bedroom-size

class are associated_with the recipients in that -class. If we order issuances

within each class by date of issuance,'then we 'can determine the number of

issuances needed to obtain each recipient. l Thus,

IWhere there were several issuances on the sam~ date (witKin a g1ven
class), records for that date and class were further ordered by identification
number, since identification numbers were assignEld consecutively for each
bedroom size category.
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(68)

where'

I.. = N~ (i) - N~ (i-I)
1Jr Jr Jr

.'

.~ "

N\<.(i)
1J

= The issuances as~~~~ated with, the i th rec'p,ent in th.!";}th

program and r th bedroom size in the jth PHA.

= The number of issuances in the kth program and r th bedioom

size in the jth PHA~ up to and including the i th' recipi~nt.

Under this sort of sampling scheme (where the sample is drawn until a quota of

successes is achieved)l we can estimate (~1r)-1 by

(69)
'k
Jljr = I k k

1.. IT.
. 1Jr Jr
1

(70) 1 k
= k = Jljr

~.

Jr
. ,

(71)

where , ,
k

Jljr =

=

=

The true mean issuances per recipient 'in the.kth program and ;

rth'bedroofu size category in the jth PHA. ~

, . 
~. - ,

The success rate in the kth program,'and r th bedroom size

category in. the jth PHA. .'

• 5 . 1 .. ".

The observed n~mber of issuances associated with the i th

recipient in the kth program and r th bedroom size category

in the jth PHA.

I See , for examp.l.e', Kendalt and Stuart, pp •.225ff.
estimate of ~kJ' is provided' by' .

r .

(T~ -l)/(EI\<. -1).
Jr i 1Jr
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T~r = ,The total number of recipients in the k th program and r th

bedroom size category in the jth PHA.

Accordingly, the overall program rate of issuances per recipient is estimated

as for any other recipient outcome.

(72) 1: 1:
j r

If we wish to characterize success in terms of the success rate (nk )

rather than the average number of issuances per recipient, we can use the

inverse of the estimated average number of issuances per recipient. This

provides an upward biased estimate of the success rate, but for the sample

sizes in involved here, the bias should not be large. In genera1,1

(73)
k= n

'kA Taylor expansion for (tIll ) yields
, 2

(74) 1 1 11k-11k (11k-11k )
= +2 3

11k 11k (11k ) a

where

a = A number in the open interval (~k'llk)

Since 11k and 11k (and hence a) are necessarily greater than one, this implies

that

(75) E(~) < 1 + (Var ~k) n
k

+ (Var ~k)=
11k 11k

Var (~~ turns out to be small in our study.

We should note that the development of estimates in terms of issuance

per recipient is required by the weights involved rather than the fact that

PHAs issue Housing Vouchers and Certificates to fill program slots. As

1See Kendall and Stuart, p. 227, ex. 9.13.
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discussed in Section C.l.l, the weights for the recipient sample reflect the

sampling probabilities of the PHAs and the allocation of Section 8 Certificate

program slots at the beginning of the program. Further, these weights are

normalized. Similarly, the weights for all Housing Voucher or Certificate

holders reflect the sampling probabili~ies of the PHAs and the allocation of

holders, which in turn reflects the allocation of slots to be filled and the

number of issuances needed to fill these slots. Accordingly, the weight for a

Housing Voucher or Certificate holder in the jth sampled PHA and r th bedroom

size category is

(76)

where

HW(k,j,r) =
W.8.

J Jr
k kn. 'Tt'.
Jr Jr

!'iI
j r

w.a.
-L1E.

k
1[,
Jr

HW(k,j,r) = The weight assigned to an issuance. in the kth program in the

jth PHA and r th bedroom size category

w· = The weight of the jth PHA (Eq. 4)
J

ajr = The weight of the r th bedroom siz~ category in the jth PHA

~1r = The success rate for the kth program in the r th bedroom size

category in ,th~ jth PHA

= The sample size for the kth program in the r th bedroom size

category in the jth PHA

The quota-sampling scheme allows us to estimate ~1r' but the weighted combina

tion of the ~1r that yields the overall success rate is

~ = I HW(k,j,r)~~
.. JrJ,r,1.

kw.a. ~. w.a.
= I J Jr Jr / I J Jr

k Ak kn. ~ . jr ~ .
Jr Jr Jr
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(77) = (I w.a. I~~ )-1
jr J Jr Jr

C.4 National Estimates for Subgroups

The national estimates discussed in the previous section were based on

weighted averages involving weights for bedroom sizes (ajr) and PHAs (Wj)'

National (large urban PHA) estimates for any subgroup may be obtained, as

usual, by using the same formulas, but adjusting the weights to take account

of the incidence of the subgroup across the sampled PHAs and bedroom sizes.

Specifically, we want to use as weights

(78) D N~ IN~a. =
Jr Jr J

(79) D (lIpj)(N~/ND)1 ~ (l/p.)(N~/ND)w. =
J J J J

where

The weight of the r th bedroom size category in the jth PHA for

the Dth group

wI?
J

= The weight for the jth PHA for the Dth group

We estimate N~ based on the sample proportions
Jr

(80)
AD DN. = d. N.
Jr Jr Jr

(81)
AD 2dD .N.N. =

J r rJ Jr

where

= The estimated number of persons in the Dth demographic group

in the r th bedroom size category in the jth PHA
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d~j = The observed proportion of the sample in the r th bedroom

size category and jth PHA that falls into the Dth group

Accordingly, substituting Eqso (80) and (81) into Eqso (78) and (79), the

weights used in estimation for subgroups are:

(82)

(83)

- D D I l:
Da. = d. N. d. N.

Jr Jr Jr r Jr Jr

-D O/p. ) I D I I .O/p.) I Dw. = d. N. d. N.
J J r Jr Jr j J r Jr Jr

where

-D
= The sample weight for the Dth demographic group in the .jthajr

PHA and r th bedroom size category

-D = The sample weight for the Dth demographic group in the jthw·J
PHA

-DAll the formulas of Col apply using the weights a.
Jr
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APPENDIX D

EMPIRICAL REVIEW OF THEORETICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO PROGRAMS

This appendix presents a model of enrollee and recipient behavlor

under the two programs and examines the extent to which the predictions of the

model are met. The key theoretical predictions and findings are that:

1. We would expect that housing requirements might present a barrler
to the success of enrollees in becoming recipients, and it is
clear that they do so.

2. The Housing Voucher program by definition offers applicants a
greater range of housing choice. In theory, the greater range of
choice afforded by the Housing Voucher program mayor may not lead
to higher success rates. Specifically, while Housing Voucher
holders may select units that are more likely to meet program
requirements than those allowed to Certificate holders, they may
also in theory select units that provide a lower success rate but
a higher expected utility.

3. In theory, Housing Certificate holders would generally be expected
to look for units that rent for the maximum amounts allowed by the
program, regardless of individual tastes or program housing
requirements. This prediction is strongly confirmed. Compared
with pre-enrollment rents, Certificate recipient rents cluster
tightly around the FMRs used to limit program rents.

4. Housing Voucher holders, on the other hand, are expected to select
units with a wider range of rents. These rents are expected to be
higher than the recipient would choose if the program had no
housing requirement but also to vary with individual tastes for
housing and the local availability and cost of housing that meets
program requirements. This prediction is confirmed to some
extent. Housing Voucher recipient rents do show greater variation
than Certificate Program rents. Further, this varlation is
related to variation in pre-program rents, suggesting that lt is
associated with differences in recipients' tastes or needs for
using. On the other hand, Houslng Voucher recipient rents show a
remarkably strong association with FMRs, although weaker than that
of the Certificate Program.

Two explanations were advanced for the strong association of Hous
ing Voucher recipient rents and FMRs; one is consistent with the
model, the other requires a modificatlon. The model would predict
such clustering if there was a strong association between meeting
housing requirements and FMRs, in the sense that the probability
that a unit meets requirements rose rapidly as rents approached
the FMR levels and then flattened out for further lncreases in
rent above FMRs. Examination of the relationship between pre
program gross rent and the percent of enrollees who qualifled in
thelr pre-program unlts suggested that this might indeed be the
case.
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The second suggestion was that the model did not adequately take
account of the process by which enrollees search for a~ceptable

housing. Evidence was presented that about 'one-third of recipi
ents found their units through PHA referrals or responses to,
advertisements that specifically mentioned the Section 8 pro
gram. Three-fourths or more of recipients in both programs
reported that their landlo~d was already well acquainted with the
Certificate Program. Since apart from the Demonstration the
Certificate Program was the eXlsting program and much larger than
the Housing Voucher Program in all sites, this suggests that
Housing Voucher enrollees may mostly have been operatlng in a
market whose prices were strongly conditioned by the Certificate
Program. Unfortunately we have no direct way to test this hypo
thesis.

In theory, given the assistance payment formulas of the two pro
grams and the greater variatlon in unit rents expected in the
Housing Voucher program, tenant out-of-pocket costs for housing
are likely to be less exactly related td fncome ln the Housing
Voucher program, while assistance payments are likely to be more
exactly related to income. In addition, Houslng Voucher assis
tance costs are likely to be higher. The higher expected assis
tance costs may be offset t~ the extent that PHAs use the flexi
bility of the Houslng Voucher funding mechanism to hold Housing
Voucher payment standards below HUD-established Fair Market Rents
(FMRs) and/or allow Certificate program reciplents to· occupy units
above FMRs. These topics are pursued in the main text. They
conform to expectations. .

. 6. Housing Voucher and Certificate holders who qualify for assistance
without moving from their pre-program units may deviate substan
tially from these patterns. (See Appendix E.)

7. The Housing Voucher program should lead to more'effective shop
ping. This prediction was not confirmed by a previous analysis of
housing quality. Two suggestions were advanced. The first was
that the enrollee' search process was much less conditioned by FMRs
than the model presented here. If enrollees ignore.FMRs anq bring
in units which are rejected by the program if they have rents
above FMRs, then ,the Certificate Program will have lower success
rates and lower average prices paid for housing. Alternatively,
the PHAs may be able to bargain with landlords more effectively
than individual recipients as part of the rent reasonbleness test
imposed by the Certlficate Program.

8.. The theoretical conclusions may be substantially affected by long
term changes in participant and landlord responses to t~e program.,

Comparison of program outcomes is, of course, the focus of the main

text. The purpose of this appendix is to aid in the lnterpretatio~ of those

findings and guide their analysis of patterns of outcomes •. To this end, the

emphasis is on careful development of a theoretical framework'and broad

testing of its implications to determine whether we seem to have in fact
. ,
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captured the major determinants of program outcomes. As indicated in the

summary listing above, in these terms the results are mixed. Certificate

households behave largely as predicted by theory in terms of rental

expenditures and success rates. The results for Housing Voucher households

show deviations from Certificate Program behavior in the expected directions,

but the differences are weak and the pattern of outcomes in the Housing

Voucher Program seems more strongly related to the pattern in the Certificate

Program than we would have expected.

The development of the theoretical model starts in Section D.l with a

description of the two programs. Section D.2 then develops a simple model of

housing choice in a world with known, homogenous prices and no uncertainty.

This leads to expectations concerning differences in program success rates,

recipient rents, and costs. Sect~on D.3 then extends this model to deal with

an enrollee's search for housing that meets program requirements. This modi

fies the expectations of Section D.2. Section D.4 then further extends the

model to take account of shopp~ng for housing. Finally, Section D.S indicates

various caveats and extensions to the models, including the possible effect of

changes in landlord behavior. l As each model is developed, we present data

from the Demonstration to test the major predictions of the model.

D.l The Two Programs

The Housing Voucher and Certificate Programs are each variants of the

Section 8 Existing Housing Program and share certain basic features. In both

programs, actual program operations are carried out by local public housing

agencies (PHAs) under contract to HUD. Enrollees are given from two to four

months to find acceptable housing in the private rental market. To be accept

able in either program, a unit must meet program quality and occupancy stan

dards, and the unit's owner must agree to participate in the program. The

owner then signs a lease with the applicant and a separate contract with the

PHA. These contracts set the rent for the unit and specify the amount that

the PHA will contribute towards paying the rent (the program contribution or

housing assistance payment) and the amount to be paid by the tenant (the

tenant contribution).

lMuch of the theoretical work presented in Sections D.l to D.4 was
developed in previous reports (Kennedy and Finkel, Leger and Kennedy) •

•
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The central difference between the two programs is the way in which

they determine the size of housing assistance payments. Under the Certlficate

program, the recipient'~ ou~-of-pocket payment,for rent, called the tenant

contribution, is fixed, and the program pays the difference between this fixed

contribution and the recipient's rent. The fixed tenant contribution under

the Certificate program is the larger of 10 percent of gross 'income, 30 per

cent of net income (gross income net of various ded~ctions), or. welfare

rent. The welfare rent rule applies only in certain states in which ADC

payments include an allowance for rent ~quaf~~th~ ADC fa~ily's out-of-pocket

expenses for rent up to a maximum amount, called the welfare rent. In these. .
states, housing assistance payments that reduce the tenant contribution of ADC

recipients below the welfare rent would be offset dollar for dollar by a
, '.

reduction in ADC payments. Accordingly; in such -"as-paid" states, the Certi-

ficate program sets the tenant contribution for ADC recipients equal to the

larger of 30 percent of net income, 10 percent of .gross income, or the welfare, ' . ..
rent. Only two states included in the Demonstration were as-paid 'states--

Michigan and New York--and Michigan has since changed its ADC rules;

As shown in Table D.l, 30 percent of net income was larger than 10

percent of gross income for over 99 percent of Certificate program recipi

ents. The welfare rent rule was more importa~t' 1n the FHAs where ,it

applied. Certificate program tenant contributions were increased by the

welfare rent rule for about one-third of the Certificate program ,recipients in

Erle County and New York City. For these households, the welfare rent rule
• • '.. ,I', ;
lncreased the average tenant contrlbutlon by Just under $28 per month, or 31

percent.

Because assistance payments under the Certificate program are deter

mined by the difference between a recipient's gross rent and h,S or her fixed

tenant contribution, allowable rents must be limited. This is done in two

ways, First, rents may not exceed the schedule of Fair Market Rents by bed

room size (FMRs) published annually by HUD for each area of the country.

Second, the unit rent must be determined by the PHA to be reasonable, given

local market conditions.

PHAs have some flexibility wlth respect to the FMR ceiling. In gen

eral, the gross rent (contract rent plus scheduled amounts for utilities paid

by the tenant) cannot exceed the FMR schedule of rents by unit size and type
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TABLE D.l

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM TENANT CONTRIBUTIONS

1. Gross and Net Income

Percent of Certificate Program
recipients for whom 30 percent
of net income exceeded 10 percent
of gross income

(Sample size)

2. Welfare Rent Rule in'New York (Erie County and New York City)

99.7%

(6192)

Percent of Certificate
recipients under the welfare
rent rule

(Sample size)

Mean increase in tenant
contribution due to welfare
rent rule

Dollars
Percent

(Sample size)

Erie County

42.4%'

(99)

NA
NA

NA
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New York City

31.0%

(564)

NA
NA

NA

Combined

32.7%

(663)

$27.99
30.59%

(217)



established by HUD for the PHA jurisdiction. However, (1) the PHA may approve

rents of up to 10 percent above the FMR on a case-by-case basis for up to 20

percent of units; (2) the PHA may extend this to more than 20 percent of units

with HUD permission; (3) the PHA may obtain HUD approval for either

categorical (size-type) or case-by-case increases in payment standard to up to

20 percent above the FMR. In addition, certain subsidized housing projects

(e.g. Section 236 projects) have rent schedules that are separately approved

by HUD. In these cases, the PHA may agree to accept the HUD-approved schedules

for these projects, as long as they are below the FMRs.

We do not know the extent to which PHAs imposed lower rent reasonable

ness ceilings than the HUD-determined FMRs. In terms of the FMR ceilings, as

allowed by Program rules, almost 20 percent of Certificate Program recipients

had rents in excess of the FMR, and the average excess was 6 percent of the

FMR (Table D.2). About two percent of recipients had reported rents above the

10 percent exception limits. These may represent actual errors, errors in

data reporting, or special exceptions. In any case, the size of the excess

was small--on average, about $20 per month, or 5.4 percent above the 110

percent of FMR exception ceiling.

Under the Housing Voucher program, in contrast, the maximum assistance

payment is fixed, and the tenant contribution varies to make up the difference

between the recipient's rent and the assistance payment. Accordingly, the

Housing Voucher program places no limits on recipient rents. The maximum

assistance payment under the Housing Voucher Program is the difference between

the Payment Standard (initially set equal to the FMR) and the larger of 30

percent of net income or 10 percent of gross income. As indicated in Table

D.3, as in the Certificate Program, 30 percent of net income was almost always

the larger of these two numbers. The Housing Voucher payment is reduced if a

recipient rents a unit with a rent so low that the tenant contribution would

be less than 10 percent of gross income. As shown in Table D.3, this minimum

tenant contr1bution rule affected 10 percent of Housing VQucher recipients,

with a median reduction in payments of about $32 per month. Somewhat over

two-thirds of these were cases where the recipient stayed in his or her pre

enrollment unit or, 1n a few cases, moved to units subject to other subsidies

(such as Section 236). For the remaining 96 cases where Housing Voucher

recipients moved to unsubsidized units with rents low enough to trigger the

minimum contribution rule, the median reduction in payment was $26 per month.
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~, TABLE D.2 ' ..,

RENT LIMITS IN THE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

Mean Differ- Mean
ence of Ratio of

Recipients Gross Rent Gross Rent
with Reported Rents: Percent From FMR To FMR N

Less than or equal to FMR 80.9% $-39 0.92 2975

Greater than FMR 19.1 30 1.06 701

Greater than FMR but less 17.1 26 1.05 627
than or equal to 110
percent of the FMR

Greater than 110 percent 2.0 66a LISa 74
of the FMR

(Sample size) 3849 (NA) (NA)

aThis is $20 or an average of 5.4 percent above 110 percent of FMR.
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TABLE 0.3

HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM PAYMENT RULES

,-
1. Gross and Net Income

Percent of Housing Voucher recipients for whom 30
percent of net income exceeded 10 percent of
gross income

(Sample size)

2. Minimum Tenant Contribution

All Housing Voucher Recipients

Percent with payments reduced to assure a minimum
tenant contribution of 10 percent of gross lncome

(Sample size)

Average reduction in payments

Median reduction in payments

(Sample size)

Housing Voucher Recipients Moving to
Otherwise Unsubsidized Unlts

Percent with payments reduced to assure a
minimum tenant contribution of 10 percent of
gross income

(Sample size)

Average reduction in payment

Median reduction in payment

(Sample size)
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99.6%

(6150)

10.4%

(3887)

$45.96

$32.20

(308)

5.6%

(2327)

$33.71

$24.65

(131)



Overall, the program payments recorded in the data base conform

closely to pro~ram rules. As indicated in Table D.4, over 97 percent of

reported payments fell within one dollar of the calculated putative payment.

Only 23 of 7275 payments appeared to be off by more than $10. The mean error

(for cases with errors of more than one dollar) was quite small. Examination

of the errors suggests that some were genuine mistakes, while others are

probably the result of misreporting of either payment or the income, bedroom

slze, and rent information used to calculate putative payments.

The differences in program rules may affect both recipient and ~and

lord behavior and program costs. Sections D.2 through D.4 focus on recipient

behavior. Section D.5 then discusses landlord behavior, market influences,

and other caveats to the model.

D.2

D.2.l

A Simple Model of Recipient Behavior Under the Two Programs

Reciplent Choice

The theoretical effects of these differences in program payments can

readily be described in the context of a simple economic model of housing

choice. Under the simplest economic model of housing choice, a household is

seen as allocating its spending between housing and other expenditures based

on its relative preferences for housing and non-housing goods and its available

choices given the prices of housing and other goods and the household's income.

Formally, this can be written as

(1) Maximize U (H,Z) subject to PHH + PZZ ~ Y
{H,Z}

where
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TABLE D.4

APPARENT INCIDENCE OF PAYMENT ERRORS

Housing
Voucher
Program

Percent of cases where the difference between
putative and reported payment was:

Certificate
Program

More than one dollar

More than ten dollars

(Sample size)

Amount of difference for cases with
an absolute difference of more
than one dollar

Mean difference:
Dollars
Percent

Inter-quartile range of differences:
Dollars
Percent

(Sample size)
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2.6%

0.5%

(3724)

$5.25
4.5%

$-1.80 to $48.50
-0.7% to 16.0%

2.1%

0.2%

(3551)

$-1.69
1.9%

$-1.03 to $11.00
-0.3% to 5.4%

(75)



U(H,Z) = the households' preference ordering over Housing (H) and

non-housing (Z) goods and services l

H = housing goods and services,

Z = non-housing goods and services,

PH = the price per unit of H,

Pz = the price per unit of Z, and

y = household income.

This is pictured graphically 1n Figure D.I. The diagonal line in Figure D.l

represents the pairs of (H,Z) values that satisfy the budget constraint.

The shaded area below the diagonal line is the feasible set--the set

of all (H,Z) combinations that the household can afford. The curved lines in

Figure D.l represent level curves for U(H,Z)--that is, sets of (H,Z) pairs

such that the household's level of utility (U) is con~tant. The household

maximizes U by selecting the highest level curve within its feasible set--in

this case (H*,Z*) tangent to the budget line.

Under the Section 8 Certificate Program, recipient households may rent

any unit within the PHA jurisdiction prov1ded that (1) the unit meets program

quality and occupancy standards and (2) the unit's gross rent (including

scheduled allowances for utilities not included in rent) is below or equal the

local HUD-determined Fair Market Rent (FMR) and is determined by the PHA to be

reasonable. Recipients pay an amount equal to the larger of 10 percent of

lThe preference ordering is in effect indexed by U. For convenience,
the two classes of goods are defined so that they are in fact "goods"--that
is, so that U increases when either H or Z is increased (the partial deriva
tives UH' Uz are positive). The key assumption is that as one good is
increased, the individual is willing to give up less of the other in return
(the indifference curves or level curves of U are concave from above). In
addition, unlike psychologist's models, economists always assume free dispos
ab1lity--that 1S the indiv1dual can never have so much of a good that it
becomes a burden.
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gross income or 30 percent of net income. 1 The program pays the difference

between gross rent and recipient contribution. Thus, for Housing that meets

program standards, the Certificate program changes the budget constraint of

Equation (2) to

PHH + PZZ if PHH < max [0.1YC,0.3YN]

(3) Y = max (0.1YC,0.3YN) + PZZ if max [0.1YC,0. 3YNl ~ PHH ~ R
C

max

PHH + PZZ if PHH > R
C

max

where

Y = the measure of household income relevant to household deci

sion making,

H,Z = housing and non-housing consumption, respectively,

PH,PZ = the price per unit of housing and non-housing consumption,

respectively,

R~ax

=

=

=

household gross income as defined by the program,

household net income as defined by the program, and

the maximum gross rent allowed by the p~ogram.

This creates a corner in the budget line as shown in Figure D.2. For

housing expenditures below the tenant contribution level (the ~arger of 10
,

percent of gross income or 30 percent of rent income), the household rece1ves

no assistance and remains on its Pre-program budget line. Once expe~ditures

on housing reach the tenant contribution level, the household can increase

rent without increasing its out-of-pocket cost (without decreasing other,
expenditures) until it reaches the maximum allowed rent. Thus, aDove-the

tenant contribution level, the budget line is horizontal up to the maximum

rent. Units above the maximum rent can only be rented outside the program, so

the budget line returns to the original pre-program line.

lOr welfare rent. See the note on welfare rent above.
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FIGURE 0.2

THE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM BUDGET LINE

z

......
......... ... ... ... ...

' ... ... ....

H

=

=

=

=

price of housing

housing goods and servIces

Hmax = Rmax/PH

RC
max

Z

R

=

=

=
=

=
=

non-housing goods and services

gross rent

gross Income

net Income

HUD-determlned local Fair Market Rent Schedule (by unit size)

PHA-determined reasonable rent

*The PHA 1$ al lowed to set R~ax up to 10 percent above the FMR for up to 20 percent of
reClplents~
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The ceiling on gross rent in the Certificate Program is required by

the program's payment formula. Under the Certificate Program, the household's

contribution towards rent is fixed at Rmin , and the program pays the differ

ence between actual gross rent and"this fixed household contribution. S,nce

the household has no reason to limit unit rent, the program must set limits in

order to limit the assistance payment.

The Housing Voucher Program substitutes a direct celling on the pro

gram assistance payment for the Certificate Program ceiling on unit rent.

Specifically, under the Housing Voucher Program, recipients must still rent

units that meet program housing standards, and the minimum tenant contribution

is set at 10 percent of gross income. l For rents above this amount, the pro

gram pays the difference between gross rent and this tenant contrlbution up to

a maXlmum amount. Thus the budget line becomes

PHH + PZZ if PHH 5. O.lYG

(4) Y = O.lYG + PZZ if O.lYG 5. PHH < SV + O.lYGmax

P H - SV + PZZ if PHH > SV + 0.1Y
GH max max

where

Y = the measure of household income relevant to household deci

sion making,

H,Z = housing and non-housing consumption, respectively,

PH,PZ = the price per unit of housing and non housing consumption,

respectively,

=

=

household gross lncome as defined by the-program, and

the maximum allowed assistance payment under the Housing

Voucher program.

lCurrent legislation prohibits application of the Certificate program
welfare rent rule to Housing Voucher recipient~.
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This is depicted graphically in Figure D.3. Like the Certificate Program, the

Housing
HV 1

cor-

Voucher Program creates a corner in the budget line at the point _

Unlike the Certificate Program, however, the Housing Voucher Program

allows recipients to spend more for housing than Rcor ; thus the budget line

above H~or does not return to the pre-program level. However, since the

program assistance payment 'does not increase with rents larger than Rcor ' the

cost of housing above H~or is paid by the tenant, so that the program budget

line above H~or is shifted above, but parallel to, the pre-program line.

The maximum assistance payment in the Housing Voucher program is set

at the difference between the program payment standard (generally the same as

the Certificate Program maximum rent) and 30 percent of net income. Thus

where

PS

=

=

=

the maximum assistance payment under the Housing Voucher

program

the Housing Voucher payment standard,

household net income as defined by the program.

In general, if the Housing Voucher payment standard (PS) equals the Certifi

cate program R~ax' then the maximum assistance payment under the Housing

Voucher Program (S~ax) equals the assistance payment under the Certificate

Program (S~ax)' The Housing Voucher PS may, however, differ from the Certifi-
ccate Program R for several reasons:max

1. Although the Housing Voucher Payment Standard (PS) was set equal
to the Certlficate Program Fair Market Rent (FMR) at the beginning
of the Demonstration, Housing Voucher funding rates allowed PHAs
to lncrease the Payment Standard by less than any subsequent
increase in FMRs. Over time, the two schedules diverge in some
PHAs.

lHv is
. . cor

t,f,cate Program
not,
(see

however, usually equal
Flgure D.4,.below).
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FIGURE 0.3

THE HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM BUDGET LINE
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HV = RV /P HV = RCor/PHmin min H Cor

RV = O.lYG RCor S + OolYGmin max

PH = price of housing

H = housing goods and services

Z = non-housing goods and services

R = gross rent

YG gross Income

SV = the maxImum Housing Voucher subsidy
max
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2. PHAs may allow up to 20 percent of Certificate rec1p1ents to pay
rents up to 10 percent above the FMRs or enforce lower RCa
through application of Certificate program rent reasonabTe~ess on
a case-by-case basis.

Most importantly, of course, RC 1S actually the maximum rent allowed by themax
Certificate program, whereas PS simply affects the rent at which the Housing

Voucher assistance payment stops increasing.

The difference between the two programs' budget lines is shown in

Figure D.4 for the case in which PS equals R~ax. If 30 percent of net income

is greater than 10 percent of gross income (Case A), the Housing Voucher bud

get line lies above the Certificate line for all gross rents above 10 percent

of gross income. If 10 percent of gross income is greater than 30 percent of

net income (Case B), the two budget lines coincide up to R~ax' but thereafter

the Housing Voucher budget line l1es above the Certificate line. Case A is

the usual one, applying to over 99 percent of recipients.

D.2.2 Expected Differences Between the Two Programs Under the Simple Model

The simple model posed above implies some clear differences in program

payments, success rates, and rents.

Assistance Payments. Figure D.4 indicates that under the dominant

Case A, the Housing Voucher assistance payments for any recipient will be

larger than Certificate program assistance payments unless (a) the recipient

rents a unit with a gross rent of R~ax' or (b) ~ax is greater than the pay

ment standard for one of the reasons listed earlier.

Success Rates. In order to become recipients, enrollees in either

program must obtain housing that meets program occupancy and quality require

ments within two to four months of enrollment. A substantial proportion of

enrollees do not qualify. Roughly speaking we might expect that the success

rate among enrollees in becoming recipients would be higher in a program that

allowed a greater range of options. In fact, as long as ~ax is the same as

PS, the Housing Voucher Program dominates the Certificate Program in the sense

that any consumption pattern that is feasible under the Certificate Program is

feasible under the Housing Voucher Program, while the Housing Voucher Program

includes points that are not feasible under the Certificate Progr~m. This is
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FIGURE 0.4

COMPARISON OF HOUSING VOUCHER AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAM BUDGET LINES
WHEN R IS THE SAME IN BOTH PROGRAMSmax

Case A: 0.3 YN - 0.1 YG = A > 0

z ---- = HOUSing Voucher
•__ z Cert I f I c~te

Rmax = R~ax =PS

-
" " :...._--

R -Amox
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Rmax H
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the basis for the belief that the Housing Voucher Program should have higher

success rates than the Certificate Program.

Under the model posed here, a household might reject the Housing

Certificate program under either of two circumstances. If the household has a

low enough pre-program rent level (somewhere below 30 percent of net income),

then it might be better off without the Certificate program, which would

require some increase in household out-of-pocket costs, though generally

offering much better housing. Similarly, if in the absence of the program a

household wants much better housing than can be obtained within the Certifi

cate maximum allowable rent, it might also be better off without the program,

which would reduce both its out-of-pocket costs and its housing quality.

More generally, the benefits of the Certificate program from the

household's viewpoint are reduced to the extent that the corner point in the

Certificate budget line requires housing expenditures different from those

that the household would itself choose, given additional income equal to the

maximum Certificate assistance payment. This is illustrated in Figure 0.5.

The dashed line shows the budget constraint that the household would face if

it were simply given additional income equal to the Certificate assistance

payment. If the household were allowed complete freedom of choice, the value

of the assistance payment to the household would simply be the amount of the

assistance payment--S~ax To the extent that the household would desire to

spend a different amount on housing than R~ax (i.e., to the extent that

RN(Y+Smax)*R~ax)' then the value of the program to the household is reduced

below S~ax' This suggests that the reduction in value might be empirically

specified as a function of the absolute difference between the program

constrained rent and the rent that the household would itself choose given
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Figure 0.5

HOUSEHOLD VALUATION OF THE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM PAYMENT
A1
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• desired housing consumpt,on at current income

• desired housing consUMption given an increased income of SC
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• the maximum certiflcat~ aSSistance payment

~ the ceiling on allowable rent

PH • the price of housing

Pz = the price of other goods

Y = the Income equivalent value of the asslsta~c~ ~~ym~nt ~c the household
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additional income equal to the maximum Certificate assistance payment

(IR(Y+Smax)-R~axl).l

As shown earlier in Figure D.4, the Housing Voucher program allows

households tq,choose to spend above PS and also extends the program budget
J ~ ..-

line for spending below PS to the extent that (O.3YN-O.1YG) is positive~

Where the Housing,Certificate offers a single_ point (at R~ax) on the (Y+Smax)

budget line, the Housing Voucher program offers a,sectio~ of the (Y+Smax )

budget line. Thus, a Housing Voucher program, by allowing recipients a

greater range of choice, should, in principle, appeal to more eligible house

holds and offer greater incentives to participate. In equations, this may be

written

where

"Up: = the· value of the program to a recipient

Sp - the assistance payment paid by the program

L = a loss'function due to program requirements or payment
structures that force the recipient away from desired con
sumption patterns

Hp =

H(Y+Sp) =

Y =

the program level of housing

desired housing given-at 'income Y+Sp

household income

lThis is" of course, fairly arbitrary. The content for the household
of the difference in desired and,prescribed rent might be better captured in
terms of real housing, which would require adjustment for the local price of
housing. In the sites in which housing evaluations will be conducted, regres
sions of rents on housing characteristics (hedonic regressions) may be used to
develop a ,price index across sites, if,the program does not distort shopping
behavior. Further, the theoretical impa~t on value is clearly non-linear,
depends on the' curvature of the lndifference curves, and needs not be sym
metrical ,(nor constant 'across different incomes).
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In terms of the two programs' restrictions we can write lIUp from Eq. (6) as

(Rc ~.

(7) ~UC = S - L - R~(Y+S) / PH)c max

~ .,
(8 ) ~UV = S - min L (R R~(Y+S) / PH) s.t. (R > PS - (O.3YN-O.IYC)

v

since the minimum value of L in Eq. (8) cannot be greater than the value of L

in Eq. (7), the value of the Housing Voucher program to recipients cannot be

less than the value of the Certificate program, that is:

We should

stration sample.

current Section 8

note that this effect might not be observed in the Demon

The Demonstratlon sample consists of applicants to the

Certificate program. To the extent that applicants were

aware of program rules, we would expect that they were people who found the

Certificate program worthwhile. The model posed above would still suggest a

higher utility for the Housing Voucher program, but the persons with the

largest differences may have been excluded.

Recipient Rents. The statement that the Housing Voucher program

offers a greater range of choice also implies that we may observe differences

in the distribution of recipient rents. In particular, Housing Voucher rents

would be expected to be less clustered at the corner in the program budget

line. In terms of Figure D.4, all households in the Certificate program would

be expected to have expenditures on housing close to the corner of the Certif

icate program budget line (at R~ax); in the Housing Voucher program, only

households whose desired spending on housing is less than the (generally

lower) Housing Voucher budget line corner will cluster around the corner.

However, because the corner in the Housing Voucher budget line is

frequently below the corner in the Certificate program line, the overall

expected effect on average rents is unclear. To see this, the equation for

the theoretical range of responses are easily derived.

The household's desired program level of housing and tenant contribu-

tion in the Certificate Program are clearly given by renting at tqe maximum

rent. On the one hand, from Figure D.2, the household cannot pay more than
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this and stay in

spending less.

ients should be

the program; on the other, the household saves nothing

Thus, the theoretical housing situation for Certificate

RC = RC
p max

(10) B
C = max[0.lY

C
,0.3YN]P

SC = SC = RC - max(O.lYC,0.3YN)
max max

where

by

recip-

R~ = the expected gross rent for the recipient unit under the

Certificate program,

B~ = the recipient's out-of-pocket cost for rent under the

Certificate program, (R~-SC)

SC. = the assistance payment paid under the Certificate Program,

=

=

recipient gross income.

recipient net income.

Similarly, under the Housing Voucher Program, from Figure D.3, the

household saves nothing by spending less than (S~ax + O.lYC) for housing. It

can, however, elect to spend more than this. Accordingly, the values of

program houslng and recipient and program contribution for the Housing Voucher

Program are given by

v
= max[Smax + O.lYC' ~~(Y+S )]

-~ max

(11)

where

S
v "V

= Smax = PS - 0.3YN
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-~ ~~----------------------------------------------

= the	 expected gross rent for the recipient unit under the 
. G 

Housing Voucher Program, 

B; = R;_Sv =	 the recipient's out of pocket cost for rent under the,. 

Housing Voucher Program, 

SV =	 the assistance payment paid under the Housing Voucher 

program, 

L(Y+S ) =	 normal recipient rental expenditures with income Y+S
-~ max	 max 

If we define 

and assume that 

RC
_	 PS = R 

max max' 

then we can compare outcomes under the two programs by substituting Eqs. (10) 

into Eqs. (11). If, as is almost always the case, A is positive, we have 

(12) SV = SC 

(13) RV
P 

= RC
P 

+ max[-A,~(y+Sv) - Rmax 1 

(14) B
V = B

C + max[O,~(y+sv) + A - R ]
P P	 max 

We can summarize this discussion graphically by showing the relation

ship between the change in utility (fiU) and the rent chosen. Figure D.6 

portrays this for the Certificate program. If the rec1pient spends the min

imum required amount for housing, he receives a zero subsidy and will obtain a 

lower level of utility (unless RO = R~in)' If normal rental expenditures w1th 

the subsidy (RN(Y+S» are greater than R~in' the program value rises to UO+S 

at rental expenditures equal to RN(Y+S). If this level 1S below R~ax' value 

cont1nues to r1se thereafter, but less rap1dly than the subsidy amount. 

Figure D.7 presents the same informat1on for the Housing Voucher 

program. As with the Certificate program, utility increases with expenditures 
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FIGURE 0.6

VALUE OF THE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
TO RECIPIENTS AS A FRACTION OF PROGRAM RENT

flU ,S

U .min ••••••••••••

U + flumin

RC
max

Rent

~(Y+S)

=

=

=

Pre-program utility level

Utility level of program at RC
min

Normal expenditures With Income equal to initial income plus subSidy
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Case A:

flU,S

FIGURE 0.7

VALUE OF THE HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM
TO RECIPIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF PROGRAM RENT

RV > RN (Y+Sv )Cor max

........................- .
Rent

Case B. R~r < ~ (Y+S~ax)
S + RV

min

flU,S

U .mIn . .

RV
•mIn

·

····
···.

RN(Y+SV
)max

Rent

U =
u

Urn 1 n =

~(Y+S) =

Pre-program uti lity level

Uti I Ity level of program at R~ln

Normal expenditures with Income equal to initial income plus subsidy
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until RV •
cor'

until

thereafter it increases further if RN(Y+S~x) is greater than

rent reaches RN•

Figure D.8 compares the two programs, showing that the value of the

Housing Voucher program to the recipient is greater than that of the Certifi

cate program unless RN(Y+S:ax ) equals R~x.

D.2.3 Summary of the Simple Model and Empirical Evidence

In words, again, for A > 0, the standard model conclusions are

1. The Housing Voucher program should appeal more to eligible
households than the Certificate program, though this effect may be
masked in the Demonstration sample.

2. The expected assistance payment under the two programs is the
same.

3. The expected rent levels in the Certificate program are the maxi
mum allowed rent (the FMRs, modified by PHA exceptions and rent
reasonableness determinations).

4. The expected rent levels under the Housing Voucher are determined
by the recipient's normal rental expenditures given the additional
income afforded by the subsidy. They will accordingly be more 
dispersed than Certificate program recipients' rents and will be
higher or lower as these normal expenditures are greater or less
than the rents allowed by the Certificate program.

We can immediately qualify the simple model presented in this section

by observing that moving from one house to another appears to be costly both

in terms of the actual effort and expense involved in physically moving and in

terms of the psychological and other costs involved in establishing new ties,

finding new grocery stores, schools, commuting routes, and so forth. Accord

ingly, we may expect that households will maintain positions that seem less

than optimal in order to avoid the costs of changing housing. In particular,

recipients who do not move from their pre-program units may often have rents

well below or above the values predicted by the models. This suggests the

usefulness of separate analyses of movers and stayers, since our equilibrium

analysis applies only to movers. l

ITransaction costs can also affect the models for movers. Search
decisions and optimal paths may be affected by the need to take future changes
into account. These models, however, rapidly become quite complicated.
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FIGURE 0.8

COMPARISON OF THE TWO PROGRAMS

Case A: 0. 3YN > 0.1 Va' PS • Re
max • FMR, RN (Y+Sv ) < FMRmax

Ue . + lIUe
min

\'

R.. (Y+SV ). 'N max
FMR

Case S: Re
max = FMR, RN (Y+S~ax) > FMR

Uv + lIUv
min

Uo
e + lIUe

Urn1n.
. ····
.

RV
• Re

FMR ~ (Y+S~ax)min min
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Even with this restriction, however, we can readily reject the simple

model. Most obviously, under the terms of the simple model every Hous1ng

Voucher holder with a value of RN(Y) greater than the Housing Voucher min1mum

(R~in) should become a recipient and choose a unit renting for RN(Y+S~ax). In

fact this is far from the case. Among Housing Voucher holders, 80 percent had

pre-program rents above the Housing Voucher minimum. As shown in Table D.5,

only 65 percent of these actually became recipients. Even among Housing

Voucher holders who would have received more than $200 per month had they

simply qualified in place, over one-fourth did not 1n fact become recipi

ents. As indicated in Table D.5, focusing only on holders who were not shar

ing their pre-enrollment units or otherwise paying less than the full pre

enrollment rent does not materially change the results. There is clearly some

barrier to successful participation in the programs, the obvious candidate

being the programs' housing quality and occupancy requirements.

Likewise, we can also note that recipient rents are generally well

above the levels predicted by the standard model. Consider, for example, the

rents paid by Housing Voucher recipients who move to units that are not other

wise subsidized. Under the simple standard model these households should

obtain units for a rent corresponding to the rent they would normally pay if

their income were increased by the amount of the Housing Voucher subsidy. We

can in principle examine this by estimating normal expenditure functions for

each site based on the pre-enrollment gross rents of households that were not

sharing their unit or otherwise paying less than the full pre-enrollment rents

and then forming a predicted normal gross rent. Specifically, we estimated

0
I .d. + Ia. c .. Y..R.. = " + e.1Jr rj rj 1rj . J 1Jr 1rJ 1rj

J

AN
I + Ia.c.(y.. . )R.. = " .d. + S.1Jr rj uj . J ] 1rJ 1rjrJ J

where:

oR· .
lJr

= Pre-enrollment rent of i th Housing Voucher recipient in jth

PHA and r th bedroom size category
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TABLE D.5

SUCCESS RATE BY IN-PLACE ASSISTANCE PAYMENT

Monthly Assistance Payment
-Household Would Receive If
Qualified At Its Estimated
Pre-Enrollment Gross Rent

All applicants

Housing Voucher Program
Success

N Rate

Certlficate Program
Success

N Rate

Less than or equal to 0

Greater than 0, less than
or equal to 100

Greater than 100, less than
or equal to 200

Greater than 200, less than
or equal to 300

Greater than 300

All Applicants Paying
Full Pre-Enrollment Renta

Less than or equal to 0

Greater than 0, less than
or equal to 100

Greater than 100, less than
or equal to 200

Greater than 200, less than
or equal to 300

Greater than 300

1234

1239

1876

1371

430

348

661

1495

1222

389

52.8

58.5

61.1

72.9

75.8

47.4

54.9

61.2

73.3

76.1

1300

1276

1863

1331

421

391

645

1482

1218

379

50.2

57.1

57.3

69.2

72.9

44.3

53.5

57.0

69.6

72.6

aExcluding households that were sharing their pre-enrollment unit or
otherwise paying less than the full rent.
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= A dummy variable equal to one if the rec1p1ent is in the jth

PHA and r th bedroom size category and zero otherwise

= A dummy variable equal to one 1f the recipient is in thejth

PHA and zero otherwise

y ..
1Jr = Income of i th recipient in jth PHA and r th bedroom size

category

a,S

= The estimated normal rent given the increase in income

provided by the assistance payment, using estimates of ajr

and Sj based on pre-enrollment rents of recipients who moved

to non-subsidized units and who were paying their full pre

enrollment rent

= The maximum assistance payment offered to the 1th Housing

Voucher recipient in the jth PHA and r th bedroom Slze

category

= Unknown coefficients

As shown in Table D.6, actual gross rents for these Housing Voucher

recipients were well above the estimated normal rent with larger differences

in higher normal rents. This evidence may be unpersuasive however. The

response of rental expenditures to income estimated from a cross-sectional

sample of current incomes may well underestimate the response to the rela

tively permanent Sh1ft in income represented by the housing ass1stance

payment. This is espec1ally likely when we consider that we are basing the

estimates 1n Table D.6 on a sample of recipients who subsequently moved and

who may have experienced a recent drop in income (if they only recently became

eligible). Accordingly, Table D.6 also shows the average income elasticity

implied by the change in rents for Housing Voucher households that moved,

both for all recipients in the group w1th reported prospective total incomes

greater than $100 per year and for rec1pients with reported prospective total

incomes of at least $3600 per year. As can be seen, the implied subs1dy

elasticities are very high and well above any estimate of normal income

elasticities.
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TABLE D.6

CHANGE IN GROSS RENT RELATIVE TO ASSISTANCE PAYMENT

1. Comparison of actual and predicted gross rent (for Housing Voucher
recipients who were paying their full pre-enrollment rent and then moved
to units not otherwise subsidized)

Mean Gross Rent

Mean difference between
actual gross rent and the
rent predicted by the simple
model

Regression: a '

$527/month

$175/month

Gross Rent = 50.83 +
(13.35)

0.35 RN

(0.04)
R2 = 0 07.

2. Relation of Change in Gross Rent to Payment (for Housing Voucher
recipients who were paying their full pre-enrollment rent and did not
occuPy otherwise subsidized un,ts as recipients)

Implied Elasticity of Rental
Expenditures with Respect to Assistance Payments b

Inter-
Mean Quartile Range

All movers

Movers with gross incomes of
at least $3,600 per year

1.24

2.53

0.54 to 1.64

1.32 to 3.19

aStandard error in parentheses.

bImplied elasticity is defined by:

L ( Recipient Gross Rent ) / Lo (Total Monthly Gross Income Plus Payment)
og Pre-Enrollment Gross Rent g Total Monthly Gross Income
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The next sections develop extensions of the standard model and indi

cate how these extensions may change the results of Eqs. (12) to (14).

D.3 Extending the Model to Take Account of Program Requirements

The discussion of the previous section focused'solely on recipients'

desired spending levels under the two programs, as if becoming a recipient was

simply a matter of choosing to enter the program and selecting the appropriate

rent level given the program rules. In fact, of course, households in both

the Housing Voucher and Certificate programs must find units that meet the

program quality and occupancy standards. This section focuses on individual

decision making in searching for housing that meets program requirements.

Finding units that meet such program standards is not always easy.

If the household simply searches in the private rental market, it may have few

clues with which to work. Unit size requirements in terms of number of rooms

are more or less set by the occupancy standards. Otherwise, unit rents tend

to be positively, but imperfectly associated with'meeting requirements and

customary descriptions of units provide little information. Indeed, recogni-
, .

zing this, some landlords directly advertise units as suitable for Section 8

Existing Hou~ing, and some PHAs post lists ~f landlords whose units tend' to

meet req~ir~ments and who' ~re willing to participate in the program.

, ,Imagine that h~useholds set rental targets in searching among units-

for example, that they use rents to screen advertisements and decide which

units to inspect or that they offer rent levels as a guide to realtors. If

the probability of finding a unit that meets program requirements is pOS1

tively associated with unit rents, then the,household might select a search

rent that would maximize the expected payoff. If this process is expressed as

selecting the search rent level that maximizes expected utility, then the

problem may be described as

(lSa)

(lSb)

Maximize E(U) = n(R) Up(R) + (l-n(R» UN
{R}
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where

AU(R)

=

=

=

the level of utility obtained under the program with rent R,

the utility level obtained by the household without the

program,

nCR) = the probability of finding a unit that meets requirements,

if the household searches at rent R,

R

s

=

=

=

the rent specified in search,

the assistance payment given R.

the price of housing and non-housing goods, respectively.

We should note that in this model, we do not concern ou~se1ves with an

individual's ability to influence the nCR) schedule through, for example, more

or less intensive search. This does not seem to be a serious omission. We

only need to realize that such a capacity on an individual's part would tend

to flatten the nCR) schedule and reduce differences'in nCR) across markets.

The first order conditions of Eq. (15) are given by:

(16) =
dAU 1
dR AU

aUp/aH Pz aUp/aH
= ---

PZAU PH aup/az
/

(17) az

Iu
az

Iy
aUp/aH

= ---
aH aH Pz AU

P
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where, as usual,

az

Iu
= the slope of the indifference curve at level Up

aH
p

az

Iy = the slope of the budget line (-PZ/PH)
aH

The content of Eq. (17) can be developed graphically. The curve (d~/dR)(l/~)

is the ratio of a density function to its parent distribution function. l Thus,
for most standard distributions we have

(18) lim (d~/dR) (l/~) = 0 (or at least becomes small)
R + ~

Otherwise, it is difficult to characterize (-d~/dR)(l/~) in general, but two

examples--the logistic and normal distribution are shown in Figure 0.9.

We can characterize (-daU/dR)(l/aU) by looking at the expression in

the left-hand brackets of Eq. (17) and recalling that this is zero when the

household is on its normal consumption path for income (Y+Smax )' _Further, as

R moves sufficiently far away from this level, au goes to zero. Accordingly,

we can sketch the (d~/dR)(l/~) and (-daU/dR)(l/aU) curves as shown in Figure

0.10. R* always lies above RN(Y+Smax )' reflecting the fact that increases in

R affect both Up and the probability of obtaining Up.

One interesting implication of the model of Eq. (15) is that the Hous

ing Voucher program could in theory reduce success rates. Under the Certifi

cate program, all households are in theory induced to spend close to RC • Asmax
indicated in the previous section, the Housing Voucher program is more likely

to induce choices of search R below PS (to the ext~nt that A=(0.3YN-O.1YG) is

positive). Accordingly, Housing Voucher applicants may choose a lower value

of R* and hence lower ~(R*). If the search R's are more dispersed in the

Housing Voucher program, we would expect a corresponding spread in success

rates, with higher success rates among households that normally wish to spend

more on housing.

Indeed, there seems no reason why the Housing Voucher program could

not simultaneously result in lower success rates (due to an increase in the
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FIGURE 0.9

EXAMPLES OF (dn/dR)(l/n)

(dn/dR) (lin)

= (dn/dR)(1/nl for unit normal: n = FU (R-a). b=1
b

~...................................----

----... = (dn/dR)(l/n) for unit logistic distribution'
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proportion of holders adopting search rents below R~ax) and higher average

recipient rents (due to an increase in the proportion of holders adopting

search rents above R~ax' weighted by their probability of success).

In terms of recipient rents, the model of Eq. (15) immediately yields

the prediction that

1. As in the standard model, reclplent rents in the Certificate
program are expected to cluster around the maximum allowable
values.

2. As in the standard model, reclplent rents in the Housing Voucher
Program should lie above the point at which the Housing Voucher
payment is reduced (R~or)' Unlike th~ stang~rd_model~ recipient
rents in the Housing-Voucher Program-should_lie above Rn(Y+S;ax)'

Again, both predictions apply only to recipients who move (or more exactly for

Housing Voucher holders, who have to move in order to qualify).

We have already confirmed the second predictlon for the Houslng

Voucher Program. As Table D~3 showed, among Housing Voucher recipients who

moved (to otherwise non-subsidized housing), only 5.3 percent had rents below

the R~or value. As Table D.6 showed, recipient gross rents were well above

estimated normal rents.

Concerning the first prediction, we test this as follows. The Payment

Standard and FMR schedules vary with PHA and household size (expressed in

terms of number of bedrooms), We would expect some connection between rents

and such a schedule because average rent~ vary from city to city and among

different household sizes. :iccordingly, Table D.7 presents results for a

regression of pre-program and program rents on: (a) dummy variables for each

PHA and bedroom size category within PHA (76 categories), and (b) a constant

and the Payment Standard or FMR schedule that applied to the recipient.

Consider first the results for the Certificate program. The first

entries show the results of 'regressions of pre-program rents for all appli

cants (excluding applicants who were sharing a unit or receiving other help in

paying_Xheir rent). There is a modest relationship between pre-program rent

and 'the PHA/bedroom size dummies, and a somewhat weaker relationship to,
FMRs.- If'we-look only at recipients who moved to otherwise non-subsidized

units, we find a somewhat stronger but still weak relationship between pre

program rents and either the PHA/bedroom size dummies or FMRs. In contrast,
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TABLE D.7

REGRESSION OF PRE-PROGRAM AND PROGRAM RENTS ON FMRs AND PAYMENT STANDARDS

(FOR HOUSEHOLDS THAT PAID THEIR FULL PRE-PROGRAM RENT)a

HousIng Voucher Program
RooT Mean

Squared
R2 Error C.V. b

certificate Program
Root Mean

Squared
Error CVb

Regression of Pre-Program
Rent for All Enrolleesc

a. Dummy Variable 0.20 $113 34% 0.23 $108 33%

b. Payment Standard/FMRd 0.12 $117 35% 0.15 $113 34%

R = 155 + 0.38 PS R = 142 + 0.41 FMR
(7.7) (0.016) (7.5) (0.015)

c. FMR/FMRd 0.12 $117 35% 0.15 $113 34%

R = 155 + 0.38 FMR R = 142 + 0.41 FMR
(7.8) (0.016) (7.5) (0.15)

Regression of Pre-Program
Rents for ReCipients Who
Moved to Non-Subsidized Units

a. Dummy Variable 0.36 $110 34% 0.34 $110 34%

b. Payment Standard/FMRd 0.21 $118 37% 0.22 $116 36%

R =82 + 0.48 PS R =70 + 0.50 FMR
(13.6) (0.027) (14.4) (0.028)

c. FMR/FMRd 0.21 $119 37% 0.22 $116 36%

R =81 + 0.48 FMR R =70 + 0.50 FMR
(13.8) (0.027) (14.4) (0.28)

Regression of Program Rents
for ReCipients Who Moved
to Non-Subsidized Units

a. Dummy Variable 0.79 $72 14% 0.87 $46 9%

b. Payment Standard/FMRd 0.78 $72 14% 0.88 -$43 9%

R =-I + 1.06 PS R =8 + 0.95 FMR
(8.3) (0.016) (5.3) (0.010)

c. FMR/FMRd 0.76 $76 f4% 0.88 $43 9%

R =-1 + 1.05 FMR R =8 + 0.95 FMR
(8.8) (0.017) (5.3) (0.010)

8Excluding households that either shared their pre-enrol Imant unit with another household
or received help In paying the rent.

bThe estimated standard deviation of the regression residual expressed as a percent of
the dependen~ variable mean.

clncludes households that did not become reCIpients.

dNumbers for regression equations In parentheses show the standard errors of estimate for
the coeff I c lent.
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the regression of program rents on FMRs has an R2 of 0.88 (as compared with

0.22 for pre-program rents) and provides as good a fit as the 75 PHA/bedroom

size dummies. Since the actual maximum allowable rent in the Certificate

program may be above or below the FMRs due to either PHA exceptions or rent

reasonableness tests, this prediction, at least, seems amply confirmed.

Interestingly, Housing

respect to Payment Standards.

Certificate program, but still

Voucher recipients show the same pattern with

The R2 for program rents is lower than in the

0.78, and the coefficient for the Payment

Standard is slightly greater than one (as compared with slightly less than one

for the FMRs in the Certificate program, which acts as a ceiling on allowable

rents).

This still strong association in the Housing Voucher Program suggests

two possible interpretations. First, if Payment Standards do represent a sort

of minimum rent needed to meet housing requirements (in the sense that the

probability that a unit meets requirements rises sharply as rents approach the

FMR levels, and then rises very slowly for further increases in rent), then

Housing Voucher rents would also be expected to be strongly correlated with

Payment Standards. We already know (see Table D.G ~bove) that Housing Voucher

recipients spent much more for housing than they would normally. We have

surmised that this occurs because looking at higher-rent units improves an

enrollee's chances of finding a unit that meets program quality and occupancy

requirements. If the probability of meeting requirements rises sharply with

increasing rents for rents below the Payment Standard and then levels off,

there would be ample reason within the model to look for units with rents near

the Payment Standard.

To test this, we tabulated the percent of Housing Voucher enrollees

(excluding subunits) who qualified in place as a function of the ratio of

their estimated pre-enrollment gross rent to Payment Standard (Table D.8 and

Figure D. 11). The results do indeed show a sharp rise in the percentage of

units meeting requirements as the ratio of unit rent to Payment Standard

rises--until rents reach levels of 90 percent or more of the Payment Stan

dard. Above this level, the relationship between rent and requirements

flattens dramatically. It appears that the strong association between Houslng

Voucher recipient rents and Payment Standards is consistent with the model

developed so far.
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TABLE D.8'

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PROPORTION OF HOUSING VOUCHER ENROLLES QUALIFYING IN PLACE
AND THEIR ESTIMATED PRE-ENROLLMENT GROSS RENT TO PAYMENT STANDARDS

(EXCLUDING SUBUNITS)

,"

Ratio of Estimated Number of Percent That
Pre-Enrollment Gross Rent to Payment STandard Enrollees Qualify In Place

Less than or equal to 0.30 384 2

Greater than 0.30 but less than or equal to 0.40 197 7

Greater than 0.40 but less than or equal to 0.50 364 13

Greater than 0.50 but less than or equal to 0.55 252 11

Greater than 0.55 but les5 than or equal to 0.60 320 20 '

Greater than 0.60 but less than or equal to 0.65 314 23

Greater than 0.65 but less than or equal to 0.70 381 28

Greater than 0.70 but less than or equal to 0.75 333 27

Greater than 0.75 but less than or equal to 0.80 315 41

Greater than 0.80 but less than or equal to 0.85 299 46

Greater than 0.85 but less than or equal to 0.90 294 50

Greater than 0.90 but less than or equal to 1.00 432 59

Greater than 1.00 but less than or equal to 1.10 324 57

GreaTer than 1.10 304 59

..

" ,

[
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Percent
That Qualify
In Place

Figure 0 11

Relationship Between the Proportion of Housing Voucher
Enrollees Qualifying In Place and the Ratio of

Their Estimated Pre-Enrollment Gross Rent to Payment Standards
(Excluding Subunrts) •
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• See Table 0.8 , AppendiX 0 for detail
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Alternatively, if Housing Voucher recipients or landlords do not fully

understand the differences between the two programs, then the close associa

tion between recipient rents and Payment Standards in the Housing Voucher

Program may simply reflect the inertia of behaviors formed under the pre

existing Certificate program. We do have evidence that Housing Voucher

recipients generally rented from landlords who knew about the Certificate

program. As discussed in Appendix B, samples of recipients in 10;of the 18

urban PHAs were interviewed during evaluations of their units. These inter

views included questions as to how the recipients found their units and

whether landlords or other sources knew about the Section 8 program. As shown

in Table D.9, PHA referrals, newspaper ads, and friends and relatives each

accounted for about a quarter of the units found by recipients who moved.

Realtors were the source for only 5 percent of recipients who moved.

It seems unlikely that PHAs markedly changed their referral lists for

the Housing Voucher program. Thus, recipients finding their units through PHA

referrals were probably dealing with landlords who were already part of the

Certificate program. Furthermore, 39 percent of recipients who found their

units through newspaper ads reported that the ad had specifically mentioned

the Section 8 program (Table D.10). Among the small group of recipients who

found their units through realtors almost all said that the realtor already

knew about the program. If we combine the recipients who found their units

from PHA referrals, from newspaper ads that explicitly mentioned Section 8,

and from realtors knowledgeable about the program, 38 percent of rec1p1ents

who moved found their units from sources that were directly aware of the

Section 8 program and its requirements. l

We also asked recipients who moved whether their landlord was already

well acquainted with the programs. As shown in Table D.ll, over three-fourths

of the recipients in both programs reported that their landlords were already

well acquainted with the Section 8 Certificate program. In addition, two

thirds of the Housing Voucher recipients reported that their landlords were

already well acquainted with the Housing Voucher program as well. This at

least suggests that recipients were usually dealing with landlords who were

lWe did not ask those who found units through friends or relatives
about -these sources' knowledge of the program.
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TABLE D.9

HOW RECIPIENTS WHO MOVED FOUND THEIR UNIT
(Unweighted Sample in 10 PHAs)

Housing
Voucher Certificate Both

Method Program Program Programs

PHA referral 22.7 24.7 " 23.7

Newspaper ads 21.5 21.8 ·21.6

Friends or relat1ves 24.0 24.2 24.1

Real estate agency 5.6 4.4 5.0

Other 26.2 24.8 25.6

(Sample size) (591) (570) (1l61)
- ,
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TABLE D.10

SOURCES' KNOWLEDGE OF SECTION 8
(Unweighted Sample in 10 PHAs)

Percent of newspaper ads
that mentioned Section 8

(Sample)

Percent of realtors who
knew about Section 8

(Sample)

Percent of rec1p1ents who
found units through PHA
referrals, newspaper ads
that mentioned Section 8,
or realtors who knew about
Section 8

Housing
Voucher Certificate Both
Program Program Programs

34.9% 42.4% 38.7%

(126) (125) (251)

90.6% 91.3% 90.9%

(32) (23) (55 )

35.2% 38.0% 36.6%
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TABLE D.ll

LANDLORDS' PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROGRAMS
(Unweighted Samp~e in 10 PHAs)

Percent of landlords who
were reported by tenants to:

Be well acquainted with the
Certificate Program

Be well acquainted with both
the Housing Voucher and
Certificate Programs

Know something about the
Section 8 Program

Never had heard of the
Section 8 Program

(Sample size)

Housing
Voucher
Program

75.0%

66.0

17 .5

7.6

Certificate
Program

82.5%

a

11.8

5.8

Both
Programs

78.7%

14.7
. ,

6.7

aNot asked of Certificate Program recipients.
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already active in the Section 8 program. There is some indication that a

higher proportion of Housing Voucher landlords were relatively unfamiliar with

Section 8, which may indicate that Housing Vouchers were reaching some

additional units, but this is still only a quarter of the Housing Voucher

landlords (for recipients who moved).

The Housing Voucher Demonstration was implemented in PHAs with large,

ongoing Certificate programs. If, as the results cited indicate, most Housing

Voucher recipients were dealing with landlords who were well acquainted with

the Certificate program, it may be that most Housing Voucher rents reflected

the prlces set by landlords in response to the Certificate program. If this

is the case, of course, we would expect that the strong role played by the

Payment Standard in determining the Housing Voucher recipients rents in Table

D.7 actually reflects the close association between Payment Standards and FMRs

rather than any direct effect of Payment Standards on recipient behavior.

We can test this hypothesis by comparing the results of regression of

Housing Voucher recipient rents on the recipients' Payment Standard and on the

FMRs in effect at the same time. Twelve of the nineteen sites had periods

when Payment Standards were not increased to match changes in FMRs. Among

recipients who moved to otherwise non-subsidized units, about 256 or 20

percent of Housing Voucher recipients and 170 or 14 percent of Certificate

recipients became recipients at a time when the FMR and Payment Standard

schedules differed. The difference was not large--on average the Payment

Standard was about $20 per month below the FMR in effect at the same time '(or

about 4'percent below the overall average FMR of $504). Even so, this does

provide a test for which schedule was determining Housing Voucher reclpient

behavior. We tested as follows. First, we specified for each site an

equation

(19) R = o. + B.FMR + o.d + {ao.)V + (aa.){V*FMR) + (ao.){V*d)
J J J J J J

where

R = Recipient gross rent

FMR = The relevant FMR in effect at the time the enrollee became a

recipient
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d = A dummy variable equal to one of the Payment Standard was

less than the FMR and zero 1f the Payment Standard equaled'

the FMRl

v = A dummy variable equal to one if the recipient was in the

Housing Voucher program and zero otherwise

a.,S.,a. = The Certificate program coefficients in the jth site
J J J

aa.,aS.,aa. = The difference between the coefficients for Housing Voucher
J J J

recipients and the coefficients for Certificate recipients

We then tested to see whether the coefficients were the same in the 19

sites. The results are shown in Table D.12. As shown there, we found that we

did not in fact reject the hypothesis that the a. and aa. were the same
J J

in all sites, but that the relationship between recipient rents and FMRs

varied across sites. Accordingly, our final specification was to estimate

equations and FMR coefficients by site, but imposing a common (pooled site)

term for the effect associated with becoming a recipient when the Payment

Standard was less than the FMR.

The results are summarized 1n Table D.13. As before (Table D.7),

Certificate program recipient rents are more tightly ?ssociated with FMRs; the

root mean square error for the Certification regressions is $40.60--or about

half t~at of the Housing Voucher regressions. Housing Voucher recipient rents

are somewhat lower when Payment Standards are less than FMRs. The difference

of $8.44 is not statistically significant and is much less than the average

$20 difference in schedules, but still might suggest that Housing Voucher

recipients were at least in part responding to Payment Standards rather than

FMRs and thus that the concentration of Housing Voucher rents around FMRs did

not reflect the inertia of the Certificate program. However, an almost equal

reduction is observed for the Cert1ficate program. This suggests that PHAs

may tend to allow Payment Standards to fall below FMRs in cases where the

lpayment Standards were not allowed to exceed FMRs.
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TABLE D.12

TESTS FOR POOLING ACROSS SITES

Equation: R = a. + S.FMR + o.d + (aa.)V + (as.)(V·FMR) + (ao.)(V·d)
J J J J J J

j=1. •• 20

(See text for definition of terms.)

Fully crossed equation

Tests of Variables

1. Pool difference in PS/FMR
differential for Housing
Voucher recipients
(ao. = ao for all j)o

J

2. Pool effect of PS/FMR
differential for Certificate
program recipients
(0. = a for all j)

J

3. Pool effect and difference
fQr both Certificate an
Housing Voucher recipients
(0. = 0, ao. = ao, for all j)

J J

4. In addition to (1), pool
difference in effect of FMR
for Housing Voucher recipients
(~o. = aom as. = as for all j

J J

5. In addition to (2), pool
effect of FMR for Certificate
program recipients
(0. = 0, S. = S for all j)

J J

IMSE

58.59 0.84

Percentage
F-statistic Change in IMSE

F(9,2345) -0.1%
= 0.85

F(9,2345) -0.2%
=0.49

F(20,2345) 0.7%
= 1.73*

(F(27,2345) 1.7%
= 2.53**

(F(27,2345) 0.7%
= 1.65*

Adj. R2

0.33

R2 of Variable
On Residuala

0.003

0.002

0.015

0.028

0.019

aDefined as the R2 of the regres310n of the residual from the equation without
the variable on the variable.

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:I: = Significant at 0.10 level
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R =

S· =1
k-

a. =1

FMRi =

S~ =1

Table D.13

EFFECT OF DEVIATION OF PAYMENT STANDARD AND FMR
ON RECIPIENT RENTS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Model

\' k \' k kR = L a.S. + L S.(FMR.) + y d + e
1 1 1 1

where:

Recipient gross rent

Dummy variable for the i th PHA

The 1ntercept for the k th program 1n the 1th PHA

FMRi schedule in the i th PHA

The coefficient in the i th PHA and k th program for the
FMR schedule in effect in the Certificate program when the
enrollee became a recipient

y = The effect on recipient rent in the k th program when the
Payment Standard was less than the FMR

Housing
Voucher Program

Certificate
Program Difference

Number of observations 1,263 1,180

Root mean squared error $71.67 $40.60

R-square 0.79 0.90

Adjusted R-square 0.78 0.89

Number of variables 38 38

Estimated coefficient for recipient -$8.44 -$9.28:1:
gross rents when Payment (7.57) (4.86)
Standard was less than FMR
(standard error)

aSample is recipients who moved to otherwise non-subsidized housing

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:I: = Significant at 0.10 level
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PHA's rent reasonableness determinations hold rents below FMRs. In this case,

the reduction in Housing Voucher recipient rents associated with cases where

Payment Standard is below FMR is still consistent with the hypothesis that

many Housing Voucher households are renting in markets where prices have been

set in response to the Certificate program.

In sum, we are left with two explanations of the pattern of Housing

Voucher recipient rents. One is based on the idea that Fair Market Rents are

really rather good indicators for the cost of program-acceptable housing. In

this case, we have discovered in effect that the restr,ction on rents imposed

by the Certificate program may not be that important in the sense that without

the restriction many recipients will still choose rents near the FMR. A

second explanation is based on the idea that Housing Voucher recipients are

frequently dealing with a group of "Section 8" landlords, whose prices have

been set to meet Certificate program rules. In this case, replacement of the

Certificate program with a Housing Voucher program could lead to very

different results than those observed during the Demonstration.

We may also note that the results of Table D.13 depend on the

specification. If we (erroneously) simply estimate a specification pooled

across sites, we get a significant difference between the coefficients for the
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two programs for the Payment Standard-less-than-FMR dummy variable. l This

simply emphasizes the desirability of testing pooled specifications. In

particular, while the pooled results of Table 0.7 were useful in emphasizing

the close association between recipient rents and FMRs, given the results

shown in Table 0.12, they should not be regarded as good estimates of the

coefficients.

Tables D.14A and 0.148 present information on the coefficients from

regressions with separate estimates by site. The table shows the ~verage

lUnder the regression

R = a + SFMR + yd + e

where
R = recipient gross rent

FMR = the yalue of the FMR schedule in effect when the family
became a recipient

d = a dummy variable equal to one if the family became a
recipient at a time when the Payment Standard was less than
the FMR

If we pool all the variables across sites we obtain the following estimates
(for recipients who moved to otherwise unsubsidized housing:

Constant (s.e.)
FMR
Dummy
Root Mean Square Error
e 2

Housing Voucher
Program

4.09 (8.72)
LOS*".< (0.02)

-19.84** (5.23)
$74.71

0.76

Certificate
Progra"!

10.61* (5.34)
0.95** (0.01)

-6.34+ (3.57)
$42.80

0.88

Difference
6.52 (10.23)
0.10"-'> (0.02)

-13.50* (6.33)
$31.91
-0.12

Alternatively, if we use the specification used for Table 0.13, but estimate
the effect of the Payment Standard dummy separately for each slte, we obtain
estimates that are similar to the pooled estimates, but have variances too
large to allow any conclusions:

Housing Voucher Certlficate
Program Program Difference

Average Coefficient for
Payment Standard Dummy -·25.34 -1.80 -23.53
Within PHA

Standard error 14.57 11.44 18.62
t-statistic 1. 74 0.16 1.26

Total
--standard error 22.74 11.44 18.62

t-statistic loll 0.16 1.26
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TABLE D.14A

WEIGHTED DISTRIBUTION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR REGRESSIONS OF
RECIPIENT GROSS RENT ON FMRs ESTIMATED SEPARATELY FOR 17 URBAN PHAs BY PROGRAMa

Difference Between Programs
Housing HOUSIOg Housing Voucher
Voucher Voucher - Certificate Both Payment Standard
Program Program Program FMR Certified Program FMR

IntercepT (Payment Standard) (FMR) (FMR)

Mean -14.09 14.79 40.49 -25.70 -54.59
Standard deviation 100.60 115.4 87.01 127.9 108.5
across PHAs
Withln-PHA standard 15.10 15.06 8.95 12.12 12.16
error of mean (0.93) (O.98) (4.52)** (2.12)* (4.49)**
{t-statlstlc)b

Total standard error 27.57 26.76 21.88 31.75 27.71
of mean (t-statlstIC)c (0.51) (0.55) (1.85)+ (0.81) (1.97)*

FMR or Payment Standard
Mean 1.10 1.01 0.88 0.12 0.21
Standard deviation 0.21 0.26 0.17 0.30 0.25
across PHAs

Wlthln-PHA standard 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03
error of mean (35.15)** (33.44)** (49.10)** (5.10)** (8.29)**
(t-s-tatlstic)b

Total standard error , 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.06
of mean (t-statlstic}c (19.36)** (15.01)** (20.31)** (1.71)+ (3.39)**

TABLE D.14B

UNWEIGHTED DISTRIBUTION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR REGRESSIONS OF
RECIPIENT GROSS RENT ON FMRs ESTIMATED SEPARATELY FOR 19 PHAs BY PROGRAMa

50.09
96.41

0.19
0.23

11.36
(4.41)**

0.02
(8.31)**

24.86
(2.02)*

0.06
(3.37)**

Both
FMR

Difference Between Programs
HOUSing Voucher
Payment Standard

Certified Program FMR

0.10

0.31

-15.08
131.6

32.98
(0.46)

11.21
(1.35)

0.02
(4.39)**

0.08
(1.26)

HOUSing Housing
Voucher Voucher Cert I fi cate
Program Program Program

Intercept (Payment Standard) (FMR) (FMR)

Mean -34.95 0.07 15.14
Standard deviation 80.75 119.3 68.56
across PHAs
Withln-PHA standard 15.55 15.44 10.62
error of mean (2.25) (O.OO) (1.43)
(t-statlstlc)b
Total standard error 24.19 31.42 18.98
of mean (t-statlstic)c (1.45) (0.00) (0.80)

FMR or Payment Standard
Mean 1.13 1.04 0.94 .
Standard deviation 0.17 0.28 0.15
across PHAs
W,thin-PHA standard 0.03 0.03 0.02
error Of mean (35.75)** (33.47)** (44.05)**
{t-statlstlc)b

Total standard error 0.05 0.07 0.04
of mean (t-statistlc)c (22.25)** (14.39)"* (22.64)**

aSamPle is recipients who moved to otherWise non-subsidized units

bWlthln-PHA standard errors are based on the variances for each PHA's estimated
coefficient, given the sampled PHAs.

Crotal standard errors reflect both the w,thln-PHA variance of estimate and the estimated
sampling variation across PHAs.

** = Significant at 0.01 level * = Significant at 0.05 level += Significant at 0.10 level
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coefficient, its within-PHA'standard error, the estimation variation in

coefficients across PHAs, and the total error of estimates for the average

coefficients. Estimates are constructed in two ways--as simple averages of

results for all 19 Demonstration PHAs (excluding Houston) in Table l4A, and as

weighted averages of the 17 urban PHAs in Table l4B.

The equations presented are of the form

(20

where

R = a~ + a~FMR/PS +
J J

k
e.

J

R = Recipient gross rent

FMR/PS = The applicable FMR for Certificate 'program recipients and

either the FMR or the Payment Standard for Housing

Voucher reciplents

k k k
a..,B.,8.

J J J
= Terms estimated separately for each program in each PHA

Mean estimates of coefficients are summarized below.

1. Housing Voucher Program Regression with Payment Standard

(a) Pooled (Table 0.7)

R = -1 + 1.06**PS
(8.3) (0.016)

(b) Average (Table D.14)

A: R = -14 + 1.10**PS
(27.6) (0.06)

B: R = -35 + 1.13**PS
(24.2) (0.05)
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2. Housing Voucher Program Regression with FMR

(a) Pooled (Table 0.7)

R = -1 + 1.05 FMR R2 = 0.76
(8.8) (0.017)

(b) Average (Table 0.14)

A: R = $15 + 1.01**FMR R2 = 0.66
(26.8) (o.on

B: R = o + 1.04**FMR R2 = NA
(31.4) (o.on

3. Certificate Program Program Regresslon with FMR

(a) Pooled (Table D.7)

R = 8 + 0.95**FMR R2 = 0.88
(5.3) (0.010)

(b) Average (Table 0.14)

A: R = $40; + 0.88**FMR R2 = 0.83
(21. 9) (0.04)

B: R = 15 + 0.94**FMR R2 = NA
(19.0) (0.04)

While there is some difference in coefficients under the various estimates,

the basic patterns are retained: in both programs recipient rents are

strongly related to FMRs; the coefficient on FMRs is slightly larger in the

Housing Voucher program; recipient rent~ (for recipients moving to otherw,se

unsubsidized housing) are more exactly determined by FMRs in the Certificate

program.

We have found that Housing Voucher recipient rents are strongly

influenced by FMRs (or Payment Standard). At the same time, it is clear that

there was some difference in the relationship between recipient rents and FMRs

in the two programs. In particular, Housing Voucher rents tended to be higher

and to be more dispersed. Accordingly, we can still ask whether this differ

ential follows the predictions of the model of Eq. (15). It is in fact diffi

cult to test this wutg the data at hand. In principle, we might estimate the

normal expenditure function from pre-program rents or some other data sources
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such as the American Housing Survey. 1 If we coupled this demand function to a

specific utility function and specified the form of rr(R), we would then be

able to estimate the model. However, this sort of spec1fication imposes far

more than we know and would end up being a test of our specification of

functional form as much as a test of the theory. In general, estimation and

testing of such models requires the sort of background data that would be

supplied by extensive data as to the behavio, and housing of a control group.

Absent this, we can try to test the model in the usual way, by seeing

whether observat10ns conform to the models' testable first-order effects. The

first order conditions of Eq. (15) are

(21) d(rro/lU) = drr/lU + "d/lU = 0
DR dR dR

The second order condition is that:

(22) + 2drr d/lU
dR dR

, < 0
R*

or, substituting Eq. (21),

(23) = {~
dR

R*

'

-drr .!.-, +
dR rr- -

d
dR

'

-d/lU .!.--, }/lUo < 0
dR /lU rr- -

The second bracketed te~m 1n Eq. (23) is clearly negative Slnce d2/1U/dR2 and

d/lU/dR are both negative for R greater than RN(Y+S). The first bracketed term

is clearly negative for the normal and logistic distributions pictured in

Figure D.9. We see, however, no obvious reason to believe that this appl1es

to all distributions, so the second order conditions do impose some restric

tions on the model.

In terms of patterns, we have the usual comparative statist1cs result

that:

programs, estimates based on pre-program data may be biased.
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(24)
*dR

..2 =
da

2 •
__(d (1IAU)

dR
)-1

(25)
* *d1l d1l dR d1l

--.::! = - -- + da dR da da

where

a = Some parameter of interest

* = Optimal values

= sign

sign(26)

Given the second order conditions:

*dR
(-2) = sign
da

Accordingly, if a shifts 11, we have

*aR

IR*=

2
(27) sign (-2) sign [~U + dAU • d1l] I

aa dRda dR da R*11

d(d1l l)
= sign (AU'1I) dR 11

da

which is negative for simple shifts of the probability function in the cases

shown in Figure 0.9.

Substituting from Eq. (21) for dAU/dR,

(28) sign
*

* = sign
R

2
[~AU*
dRda

"

~ AU d1l]
dR 11 da

= sign

In words, the deviati~n in search rents from RN(Y+S) should be smaller

in sites with a higher probability of success schedule. However, this predic

tion applies only to simple shifts 'in the probability funct1on. It will not

hold if the relationship between 11 and R is attenuated in a way that allows
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d(~; ~)/da to be positive (i.e., if d2~/dRda is positive enough).

If a is the amount of the maximum subsidy (S~ax) then

(29) sign
aR

(-2) = sign
aa

s
] > 0

since for R > RN(Y+S~ax)' an increase in S~ax increases daU/dR,(makes it less

negative) and increases au (further reducing the absolute value of the nega
daU 1

tive (~ au) ).

Similarly, 1f a represents a shift in RN then

(30)
aR

Sign (ad
v

) = sign
R

] > 0

Again, this prediction may be viqlated if the shift in RN is associated with

changes in the curvature of the indifference surface. Further, if the shift

in RN simply represents a displacement of the indifference curves, then for

(d~/dR)(l/~) negative, the value of (dRv/daR) must be less than one,l so that

we should still expect some connection between R: and RN(Y+S~ax)' but an

attenuated one.

Putting these results together, we can also predict that,if

aRN/ay < 0.3 (the reduction rate in SV associated with income), then theremax
should be some positive association between income and success rate in the

Housing Voucher program.

These predictions are not terribly strong. Only the prediction for

S~ax is definite; the predictions for shifts in ~ and RN depend on the nature

lIf the au schedule 1S simply shifted to the right, then for aR:aRN,

we would need

Since by

possible

d~1 * dau d~1 * daUdR *au + ~(Rl)dR = dR *au + ~(RO)~
R

l
R

O

assumption the values of au and dau/dR are the same, this 1S not
~ *if Ri > RO and d(d~/dR)(l/~)/dR < O.
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of the shift; the prediction for the effects of differences in income depends

on the response of RN to income. Even so, we can consider testing them ln two

ways. First, consider search rents. Say we express search rents (RS
) as a

first order expression:

R~ •
lJr

s N= R.. [R ,rr,s]
lJr

Under the model posed above, Certificate search rents will cluster around the

FMRs, while Housing Voucher search rents would equal the FMR or Payment Stan

dard if these corresponded to normal expenditures with a certainty of meeting

requirements. Thus we can write:

(3Z)

where

R~ •
lJr

= a
O

+ alF
J
'
r

+ aZ{R.. - F. ) + a3{rr. ) + a4(S .. )
lJr Jr Jr lJr

Housing Voucher Certificate

al ? al - 1

aZ > 0 aZ = 0

a3 < 0 a3 = 0

a4 > 0 a4 = 0

R~jr = The search rent of the i th applicant in the jth PHA and r th

bedroom-size category

R~ .
lJr = The normal rental expenditures under an income increased by

the maximum subsidy for the i th applicant in the jth PHA and

r th bedroom-size category

= A measure of the shift in the rr(R) schedule in the jth PHA

and r th bedroom-size category

Sijr = The maximum payment available to the i th applicant in the

jth PHA and r th bedroom-slze category

Fjr = The payment standard or FMR for the ·th applicant the ·th
1 ln J

PHA and r th bedroom-size category
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(33)

If we ignore the problems posed by the fact that we only observe rents for

those who succeed (and thus pick up the effects of variables on ~(RS) as w~ll

as on RS
), we could imagine testing this equation by regressing recipient

rents on FMRs, estimated normal rents, and the estimated ~jr schedule cor

responding to the FMRs.

We estimate RN by estimating

= L y .d . + 8Y + n
. rJ rJrJ

(35) R = L~ .d . + 8(Y+Smax) + An
-~ rJ rJ

where

y

=

=

Pre-program rent

Income

n = The residual from the estimate of Eq. (33)

Specifically, we used net income as defined by the program and esti

mated Eq. (33) for all enrollees in both programs where the enrollee paid the

full pre-program rent. We used these estimates to form predicted rents for

all recipients as indicated in Eq. (34), except that the estima~ed residual,

n, was set to zero for enrollees who were not paying their full pre-program

rent (for whom, in effect, we have no estimate of the residual).

We estimate ~jr corresponding to Certificate Program search rents

based on the observed success rate in each site/bedroom size category for

Certificate holders who were very likely to move. The key .issue here was to

identify Certificate holders who were very likely to have to move. As dis

cussed in Chapter 2, selecting enrollees who were subunits or expressed a

definite intention of moving in the interview conducted prior to enrollment

identifies a group in which over 90 percent of enrollees either move or fall

to become recipients. Accordingly, this was the group we used to develop

estimates of ~jr'

The relevant subsidy amount 1S the maximum subsidy, which if we

exclude the relatively few cases in the Certificate Program where the tenant

contribution is determined by gross income or welfare rent; 1S
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(3S )

where

S•. =F. -a.3Y
N1Jr Jr

S· .1Jr = Maximum assistance payment

= FMR or Payment Standard for the jth PHA and r th bedroom-size
category

= Monthly net income

Substituting these expressions into the specification of Eq. (32) Y1elds:

S -N
R.. = aa + alF. + a

2
(R.. -F. ) + a3,,· - a4S..

1Jr Jr 1Jr Jr Jr 1Jr

alF jr + a2[I~ .d .
N 6(F. N ) SYo •• F. 1= aa + + 6Y .. + - .3Y.. + -

rJ rJ lJr Jr 1Jr 1Jr Jr

-c ..N
+ a 3". + a 4[F. - .3~·. 1

Jr Jr 1Jr

(36) R~ .
1Jr

= aa + tal - (l-6)a2 + a4 ]F. + a2(I~ .d .) + a 2SAo ••Jr rJ rJ 1Jr

N+ (a.7d
2

6 - a.3a4 )Y..
1Jr

+ -ca3,,·
Jr

or, for recipients

(37) R.. = Sa + SlF. + S2(I~ .d .) + S30 " + S4.r!· + SS~:1Jr Jr rJ rJ 1Jr 1Jr Jr

where we expect that:

Sr = close to (but less than) one

SC = a
2

SC = a SV > a3 3

SC = a .76S2-S4 > a4

SC = a ~ Ss'< a5

where

Rijr =, Rent of the i th recip1ent 10 the jth PHA and r th bedroom

size category
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Fijr = The Payment Standard or FMR in the jth PHA and r th bedroom

size category

drj = 1 for recipients in the jth PHA and r th bedroom-size cate

gory, zero otherwise

Yrj = Estimated coefficients from Eq. (32)

nijr = Estimated residual from Eq. (32)

= Monthly net income for the i th recipient in the jth PHA and

r th bedroom size category

-c
~jr = The mean success rate in the jth PHA and r th bedroom Slze

category for Certificate program enrollees who were likely

to move

The estimate of 8 in Eq. (34) may not provide a good predictor for the

effects on normal expenditures of the more or less permanent change in income

provided by the assistance payment. The pre-enrollment incomes used 1n esti

mating Eq. (34) are current incomes and may include transitory components and,

if the individual has recently become eligible, be quite different from the

incomes on which the household's current rent was determined. Accordingly a

failure of the test involving 54 and 52 could reflect mis-estimation of 8.

We first tested to see whether Eq. (37) could be pooled-across sites

(up to a shift term for each site) or programs (up to a shift term for each

program). As shown in Table D.15, pooling was rejected. Table D.16 presents

information on the individual coefficients. As in Table D.14, we present

information on the distribution of the coefficients across all 19 PHAs and

also on the distribution across the 17 large urban PHAs, weighted.to provide a

national estimate. The specific measures presented are

• The mean coefficient

• The estimated standard deviation of coefficients over sites

• The within-PHA error of estimate

• The total error of estimate
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TABLE D.15

TEST STATISTICS FOR POOLING THE GROSS RENT EQUATION

Equation:

(See Text

R·· = B
yr 0

Eq. 37 for

+ BIF. + B2(I~ .d .) + B3n.. + B4~' + B5~:
Jr "J r J 1Jr 1Jr Jr

definition of terms.)

+ e: ••
1J

Pool Sites Up to Shift Term for Each Site

Hous1ng voucher program F(90,2038) = 3.52*1'

Certificate program F(86,1987) = 2.72**

Both programs F(l76,4025) = 3.33""*

Pool Programs Up to Sh1ft Term

F(91,4025) = 6.44**
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TABLE D.16A

UNWEIGHTED ESTIMATES OF RECIPIENT GROSS RENTS FOR 19 PHAs
(Recipients Who Move to Otherwise Unsubsldized Houslng)

Intercept

Mean

Standard deviation across PHAs
Within-PHA standard error
Total error of estimate
(t-statistic)
F-statistic

FMR
Mean
Standard deviation across PHAs
Within-PHA standard error
Total error of estimate
(t-statistic)
F-statistic

Mean Rent
Mean
Standard deviation across PHAs
Within-PHA standard error
Total error of estimate
(t-statistic)
F-statistic

Residual Rent
Mean
Standard deviation across PHAs
Within-PHA standard error
Total error of estimate
(t-statistic)
F-statistic

Income
Mean
Standard devlation across PHAs
Within-PHA standard error
Total error of estimate
(t-statistic)
F-statistic

Mean Success Rate
Mean
Standard deviation across PHAs
Within-PHA standard error
Total error of estimate
(t-statistic)
F-statistic

Root Mean Square Error

Housing Voucher
Program

-2133
9783
1189
2654

(0.80)
NA

0.63
0.47
0.07
0.13

(4.66)*''>
14.36**

6.34
26.59
3.24
7.22

(0.88)
4.17**

0.17
0.25
0.03
0.07

(2.52)**
6.46"'*

18.16
59.51
10.86
18.42
(0.99)
, 0.73

1347
5396
659

1502
(0.90)
7.63-1."*

$64.88
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Certificate
Program

-39
8305

48
88

(0.44)
NA

0.80
0.24
0.04
0.07

(11.80)**
60.82"'*

0.09
1.59
0.17
0.43

(0.22)
2.79**

0.02
0.08
0.02
0.03

(0.85)
1.17

17.29
32.46
5.54
9.83

(1.76 ):j:

1.32

182
364

53
105

(1.73):1:
2.48**

$38.72

,'Dlfference

-2094
9748
1188
2587

(0.81)
NA

-0.18
0.53
0.06
0.14

(1.29)
NA

6.25
26.58
3.24
7.05

(0.89)
NA

"

0.15
0.23
0.02
0.06

(2.54)**
NA

0.87
67.65
9.34

18.48
(0.05)

NA

ll:65
5365

657
1425

(0.82)
NA

NA



TABLE D.168

WEIGHTED ESTIMATES OF RECIPIENT GROSS RENTS FOR 17 LARGE URBAN PHAs
.(Recipients Who Move to OtherWlse Unsubsidized HousIng)

Housing Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Intercept
Mean -233 -110 -123

ta~dard deviation across PHAs 574 222 .. 522

Within~PHA standard error 94 50 79
Total error of estimate 161.67 71 146
(t-statistic)' (1.44) (1.55) (0.84)

F-statistic NA NA NA

FMR
Mean 0.63 0.88 -0.25
Standard d~viation across PHAs 0.56 0.20 0.62

Within-PHA standard error 0.12 0.08 0.18
Total error of estimate 0.17 0.08 0.18
(t-statistic) (3.56)** (11.26 )** (1.41)
F-stati'stic' ~ NA NA NA

Mean Rent
Mean 0.95 0.33 0.62
Standard deviation across PHAs 1.90 0.81 1'.72
Within-PHAstandard ez;ror., 0.41 0.19 0.36
Total error_of estimate 0.60 0.27 0.54
(t-statistic) " (1.59) ( 1.24) (1.15 )
F-statistic NA NA NA.. -

RentResidual
Mean' 0.14 0.02 .' 0.12
Standard deviation across PHAs 0.22 0.07 0.22
Within-PHA standard error 0.02 0.02 0.02
Total error of .estimate 0.06 0.03 0.05
(t-statistic) (2.40)* (0.76) (2.21)*

F-.stati.stic NA (~ N~ NA

Income ' .
Mean .4.72 2q.63 -15.91
Standard deviation across PHAs 37.17 24.27 39.95
Within-PHA standard error 12.01 6.87 - 9.85
Total error of estimate 14.73 8.85 13.63
(t-statistic) (0.32) (2.33)* (1.17)
F-statistic NA NA NA

I Mean Success Rate
Mean 533 210 323
Standard deviation across PHAs 970 423 731
Within-PHA standard error 154 90 126
Total error of estimate 271 132 213
(t-statistic) (1.97)* 0.58 ) (1. 52)
F-statistic NA NA NA
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TABLE D.16C

SUMMARY OF TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR GROSS RENT REGRESSIONS

Certificate Program

(1) S(FMR) - The mean coefficient is significant and less than one.

(2) S(Mean Predicted Rent) - The mean coefficient is not significantly
different from zero, but the F-statistic indicates that contrary to
expectation, the hypothesis that the coefficient is zero in all PHAs
is rejected; the variable does influence recipient rents.

(3) S(Residual) - The mean coefficient is small and not significantly
different from zero. The hypothesis that the coefficient is zero in
all PHAs is not rejected.

(4) S(Income) - The mean coefficient is significantly different from
zero. However, the hypothesis that the coefficient is zero in all
PHAs is not rejected.

.
(5) S(Success Rate) - Contrary to hypothesis, the mean coefficient is

significantly greater than zero and the hypothesis that the
coefficient is zero in all PHAs is rejected.

Housing Voucher Program

(1) S(FMR) - The mean coefficient is significant and the hypothesis that
the coefficient is zero in all PHAs is rejected. This does not
contradict the model, but is not predicted by the model.

(2) S(Mean Predicted Rent) - The mean estimated coefficient is positive
and larger than that estimated for the Certificate program, but .
neither the mean nor the difference is significantly different from
zero. The hypothesis that the coefficient is zero in all PHAs is
rejected.

(3) S(Residual) - The mean coefficient is significantly greater than
zero and significantly greater than the coefficient of the
Certificate program. The hypothesis that the coefficient is zero in
all PHAs is rejected.

(4) S(Income) - Hypothesis not tested.

(5) S(Success Rate) - Contrary to hypothesis, the mean estimated is
greater than zero.
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and also for the tables for all 19 PHAs,

• The F-statistics for the hypothesis that the coefficient is zero

in all sites

Table 16.C summarizes the findings and hypotheses. The results are mixed.

Apart from the role of FMRs, discussed earlier, the major support for the

model is the finding that the residual of the program rent from predicted

values does significantly affect recipient rents in the Housing Voucher

program, but not the Certificate program. Contrary to expectation, mean pre

program rents are significant in the Certificate program as well as the

Housing Voucher program. Given the findings for the residual, this would

appear to reflect a market phenomenon rather than an individual adjustment.

In fact, a regression of the incidence of Certificate Program exception rents

on average pre-program rents does show that higher average pre-program rents

are associated with more frequent exceptions. l This informatlon'merely

corroborates what we have already surmised--that PHAs make use of the

flexibility granted them in terms of rent reasonableness tests and exception

rents.

The problem for the hypothesized model is in the estimated

coefficients for income and the Certificate (mean) success rate. Although the

mean income coefficient is significantly greater than zero in the Certificate

program we might be able to dismiss this on the basis of the large standard

deviation between PHAs coupled with the fact that the hypothesis that the

coefficient is zero in all PHAs is not rejected. The estimated coefficient

for the Certificate success rate, however, is significantly positive in both

lThe regression results for Certificate Program 'recipients were as
follows:

DCAT = -0.0052 + 0.000717** PROGRAM
(0.0345) (0.000124)

0.9
33.35~-k

,'

where
DCAT = 1 if the Certificate Program recipient had a gross rent

greater than the FMR, and zero otherwise

PROGRAM = Average pre-program gross rent (by site and bedroom size,
net of the estimated effect of income).
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programs, rejecting the prediction that Housing Voucher recipients would trade

lower search rents against reduced success rates.

In sum, some gross features of the model are confirmed--especially the

strong role of FMRs in the Certificate program and the evidence that Housing

Voucher recipients do use the flexibility afforded by the Housing Voucher

program to adjust their rents to their needs (as indexed by the deviation of

their pre-program rent from the mean). Likewise, it seems likely that PHA

administrative flexibility makes the actual rent restrictions of the Certifi-
•

cate program more complex than the simple FMR limit. However, the strong role

of FMRs in the Housing Voucher program is surprising and the estimated effects

of success rates puzzling.

We can apply the same sort of reasoning to the success rates of appli

cants, based on the idea that factors affecting search rents should affect

success rates. Thus if we specify

(38)
"..

In( lJr) =
1-"..lJr

) + b2(Iy .d .) + b3n.. + n4Y~'
rJ rJ lJr lJr

We expect:

bC = 1 blv-bI < 11

bC = 0 bV > 02 2

bC = 0 bV > 03 3

bC = 0 •78bZ-bi; > 04

The logit results are not encouraging. The coefficients have the

anticipated signs, but no program difference is significant. (See Table

D.17. )

D.4 Extending the Model to Take Account of Stochastic Prices

We can extend the model further to take account of the fact that

housing prices are not fixed. In this context, the price of housing is not

the rent paid but the ratio of rent paid to the "quantity" of housing (H)

contained in the unit. Saying that prices vary simply means that ,different
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TABLE D.17

ESTIMATION OF LOGIT SPECIFICATION FOR SUCCESS
RATES OF ENROLLEES WHO WERE LIKELY TO HAVE TO MOVEa,b

Certificate Program

Intercept

Logit (Certificate
mover success rate)

Estimated pre-program
rent

Estimated pre-program
residual

Monthly income

Coefficient

56.88

1.023 x 10-1

1.683 x 10-3
•

2.884 x 10-3

-9.502 x 10-4

Asymptotic
Standard Error t-Statist1c

1.055 0.05

2.134 x 10-1 4.79**

4.020 x 10-3 0.42

2.233 x 10-3 1.29

8.354 x 10-4 1.14

4.972 x 10-1

8.835 x 10-1

8.355 x 10-4

3.096 x 10-3

-1.031 x 10-3

Housing Voucher Program

Intercept

Logit (Certificate mover.
success rate)

Estimated pre-program
rent

Estimated pre-program
residual

Monthly income

1.035 0.48

1.832 x 10-1 4.82**

4.016 x 10-3 0.21

2.106 x 10-3 1.47

8.201 x 10-4 1.26

Difference Between Housing

Intercept

Logit (Certificate
mover success rate

Estimated pre-program
rent

Estimated pre-program
residual

Monthly income

Voucher and Certificate Coefficients

4.413 x 10-1 1.478 0.30

-1.396 x 10-1 2.813 x 10-1 0.50

-8.472 x 10-4 5.682 x 10-3 0.15

10-4
)

2.116 x 3.069 x 10-3 0.07

-8.113 x 10-5 1.171 x 10-3 0.07

aEstimated by sequence of weighted least square regressions minimizing

A. -1 -1 A

(y - 11) (11. (1-11.) 5 •. )(y - 11)
1 1 1J

Y = Vector of zeros and ones

.' .11 = Vector of estimated individual success rates

The weighted ~2 was 0.64.

bEnro11ees were deemed likely to move if they shared their pre-
enrollment unit with another family or expressed an intention to move during
the pre-program interview.
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units with the same rent may carry different levels 'of housing (or, con

versely, that similar unlts may have different rents).

Imagine that peop1e'determine a maximum price that they will pay and

then reject units that exceed this price. We now need to redefine ~he terms

of Equation (lSa,b) ln terms of expectations. Let us further assume that each

person gets to look at only one unit. Thus,

ll(R,a)
a

= fp(R/PH)f(PH)dPUo

(40)

where

ll(R,a)
• T~ _

ll(R,a) = The probability of successfully finding a-unit that meets

program requlrements as a functlon of search rent (R) and

maximum acceptable price (a).

a = The maximum acceptable price
A • I ,

R = The search rent

peR/PH) = The probability that a unit with real housing (R/PH) meets

program requirements

f(PH) = The density function for housing prices

'.
Up(R,a) = The expected level of utility if, the household succeeds in

participating

Other terms = As in Equation (15)

Given this redefinition of 11 and Up, the choice problem is still

written as in Equation (15). Further, lt is obvious that the introduction of

stochastic prices does not change the fundamental conclusion of the previous

model wlth respect to the optimal search rent (R*). Certificate program
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enrollees will search at the maximum rents allowed by the program; Housing

Voucher enrollees may select higher or lower search rents depending on their

normal income expansion path and the strength of the relationship between rent

and success rates.

The interesting aspect of the new model is the condition determining

the optimal maximum acceptable rent. This is given by the condition:

(41) U(!...
a*

Y-R+S)
, P

z
= Uo

That is, the a* is determined to be the value that Just makes the recipient

indifferent between participating and not participating.

The realism of the model of Equations (39) and (40) may be increased

by allowing individuals to choose an intensity of search as well. This should

have no material effect on results, except of course through the Le Chatelier

principle that introducing an added degree of freedom tends to reduce the

absolute magnitude of the effects of exogeneous shocks. l (Intuitively, hoyse

holds may use search effort to arrive at lower a* values, WhiCh will in turn

weaken the connection between a* and ot~er variables.) :

The determination of a* is illustrated in Figure 0.12. A recipient

has a pre-program budget line (y = PZZ + PHH) and a program budget line (y + S

= PZZ + PHR). If we fix program rental expenditures at RB, then a recipient

can consume ZB (= (y + S - RA)/PZ). The value of a* is the price of housing

that creates a budget line that intersects the original indifference curve at

ZB' Examination of the figure shows that this price increases as R increases

from zero to RA in Figure 0.12 and then decreases as R increases above RA,

where RA is the price of housing that would leave the recipient indifferent

between his original budget constraint and a budget constraint with income

(y + S).

If an individual would spend RC under the Certlficate program, then he

will require a higher or lower maXimum price under the Housing Voucher program

depending on whether his rental expenditures under the Housing Voucher

program, RV' are higher or lower than under the Certificate program and also

on whether RC is above or below RA in Figure 0.12. However, we know that RA

lSee Samuelson, 1947.
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is always below pre-program (equ111brium) consumption. Thus RC can only be

below RA 1n cases where the Cert1f1cate program reduces rec1p1ent rents below

pre-program levels. This 1S very rare. Accordingly, we expect Housing

Voucher maximum acceptable prices to be lower or higher to the extent that the

Housing Voucher program 1ncreases or decreases recipient target rents. As

noted earlier, the Housing Voucher program could in principle lead to e1ther

increases or decreases in ind1vidual target rents, but in fact on average

increases recipient rents.

This is not the end ;,{ the story, however.

also on the distribution of rents among units that

The expected pr1ce depends
• d ~

meet program quality and'

occupancy requirements. Thus, the expected price actually pa1d is given by:

Accordingly,

(43) dE (P~IR)

dR

:;.J",

aE (PHla)'
aR

The first term of Eq. (43) 1S negative, Slnce

term is given by:

aa*
aR 15 negative.

,,'

T.he second

aE (PH/R) 1 E (PH/R)
) 'o'('~ ) 'f(P

H
)

'l
(44) = I" (1 dP -

aR Jr .a PH ' H.H '

= 1. I" (p - E [PHI.R]) o'eR/PH)
o(R/P

H
) f(PH) dPH

Jr cr H .
PHo(R!PH) .,

This last
ao /(aR 0)

expect.

function

expression (in Eq. 44) will be positive if (o'/PHo), Wh1Ch equals

, is positively correlated with PH' This is 1n fac: what we usually

If we think of ° (the probability of meeting requ1rements) as a

of the real housing 1ndex H, then we require that:
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(45) p' (l-H) < p' (H) f ,> 1
p (l-H) p (H) or h

If, for example, p is logistic in H, then:

(46) p' (H) - 1 - p (H) ,
p (H) -

which satisfies Eq. (46). Equatlon (45) wlll also be met by a probit in H.

Alternatively, lf p is one or zero dependlng on whether H is above o~ below

some threshold level, derivatives are not defined, but the term 1n Eq. (44)

will be positive.

The remalning question 1S, of course, WhlCh of the two terms

dominates. A partlcularly interestlng version of this questlon is whether 1t

is possible for the expected success rate, rr, to increase whlle the expected

price paid decreases. The answer to this lS not clear. Further, even if we

could sort out the relationship between target rent and prlces, we only arr1ve

at a statement of program differences by weighting the pr1ce-rent schedule by

the difference between the two programs in the distrlbut10n of target rents.

This seems unlikely to be very conclusive.

The critical feature of the model presented above 1S that the shopplng
/

incentives~ the two programs are the same for any target rent. The program·

differen~s only arise from differences ln the selectlon of target rents. If

we imagine that the Housing Voucher program generates a J01nt dlstribut10n of

rent and quality among 1tS recipients, then under th,S model, the conditional

distribution of quality given rent is the same in the two programs, whlle the

distribution of rent given quality differs due to differences ln the rents

selected.

For concreteness, say that the search process in the Houslng Voucher

program generates a joint normal distributlon of houslng quality and rent:

(47) 'RV = PHV + "V

where
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Ry =recipient rents in the Housing Voucher program

Hy = recipient houslng in the Housing Voucher program -N (~H' crH)

P = the price of houslng paid in the Housing Voucher program

Cy = a stochastic term -N (0, 0 )
C

Under joint normality, this induces a regression of housing quality on rent,

given by:

(48) PHy =a + SR + e

a =

Now, lmaglne that, as we have suggested, the Certificate program does not

alter the shopping incentives conditional on target rent, but selects a

different set of target rents, induclng a new distribution of R. Then Eq.

(48) will also apply to the Certificate program. However, th,s wlll induce a

new regression of rent on housing quality in the Certificate program.

Example 1. Normally Dlstributed Certificate Program Rents. Assume

that the Certificate program Certlficate rents are still distrlbuted normally

with mean RC and varlance YC' Since Eq. (48) still holds, we know that:

= (1 - S) ~R + SRC
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S,nce PHC is the Housing Voucher cost of HC ' and' R
C

is the Certificate

program cost, we have:

That is, the average Certificate cost will be above or below the average

Housing Voucher cost for the same bundle as the average rents selected ln the

Certificate Program are above or below the average Housing Voucher rents. In

addition, the new distributlon of Certificate program rents lnduces the

regression:

(51)

Substituting for PH
C

and for G, S, a;, and defining the variance of rents

in the Housing Voucher program by:

so that

Eq. (51) can be reduced to:

(52) R'=
C V ) (

V

The Certificate program regression of rent on housing quality wlll have a

flatter slope than the Housing Voucher regression if the selected Certificate

program rents have a lower variance; the regresslon line will be shifted up or
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down depending on whether the standardized mean rent 1S increased or

decreased.

The content of this may be clearer if we cons1der another example.-

Example 2. Upper and Lower Trunction of the Rent D1stribution.

Assume that the mechan1sm by Wh1Ch Certificate enrollees select target rents

truncates the distribution of rents sO that:

(53) a < RC < b

In this case,

(54) RC = PHC + E (e!trunct10n)

(55)

where

feb - PH) - f(a - PH)
F(b - PH) - F(a - PH)

F = the distribution function for e.

Since € has a zero mean in the population, it is easy to see that:

(56)

If there is any upper trunction (b finite), then for large enough PHC' the

Certificate regression line will be below the Housing Voucher regress10n

line. If there is any lower trunction (a finite), then for small enough PHC'

the Certificate program regression llne w11l lie above the Housing Voucher

regression line.

We can generalize these 1nsights with a final example.
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Example 3. General Selection of Cert1ficate Program Rents: ,Say that

Certif1cate program enrollees select from among the target rents considered by

Housing Voucher enrollees,with:

g (R)

Then

= the probability of select10n for rent R, assumed to be
'lndependent of H.

(57) E (R
e

- PH
e

) = E (.Iselection)

(58) E (R _ PH ) = fEg (PH + E) feE) dE
e e g (PH + E) f(E) dE

eons1der first the slope of the regress10n. We can rewrite the integration 1n

Eq. (58) in terms of R:

(59)
E (R _ PH ) =I (R - PH) g (R) f (R - PH) dR

e C ] g (R) f (R - PH)

(60) = _ P _ P [ I (R - PH) g ..>(;.R!-)-=.f_'-'(..::s.Q_---"'PH=-"'-)Jgf - E

Recall that if f is a normal density funct1on:

(61) f' (R - PH) =
R - PH

2
(J

E

f (R - PH)

thus Eq. (60) can be rewritten:
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(62) = - P [
1 _ J (R - PH)2 g (R)

a
2fgf

f (Q - PH) + (E [R - PHJ)2
2

a

(63) = _ P [ 1 _ Var (R - PH!selection)
2

a
E

Accordingly, since

(64)

then substituting from Eq. (63) y1elds

(65) P [ Var (R - PH selection) ]
Var (R - PH without selection)

The slope of the Certificate program regression of rent on housing quality 1S

greater or less than the slope of the Housing Voucher regress10n as the-rent

selection proc~ss increases or decreases the variance of rents at any glven H.

Now consider the level of the Cert1ficate regression line. Return1ng

to Eq. (58), the Certificate line lies above or below the Hous1ng Voucher l,ne

as:

(66) E (PH + E) f (E) dE
g (PH + E) f (E) dE

>
<

o

Say that there 1S a rent such that Cert1ficate rec1pients are less likely to

select rents below this rent than above it. Then since the mean of feE) 1S

zero, 1t is clear that for low enough PH, the expression in Eq. (66) will be

positive. Similarly, if there is a rent such that Certificate recipients are

less likely to select rents above this rent than below it, lt is clear that

for high enough PH, the expression in Eq. (66) will be negative.
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Accordingly, under the model of this section in which Certificate

program rents tend to be more tightly clustered around FHRs than Houslng

Voucher rents, we expect that the Certificate regression 11ne wl11 ~ave a

flatter slope and be shifted up.

It is important in considering this class of models not to think of

selection as a passive process. We expect that it wl11 be more difficult to

find units that meet program quality and occupany requirements at lower

rents. As the model at the beginning of this section indlcated, different

rents will be associated with different prices and (implicltly) different

incentives to expend effort in shopplng. The pOlnt of the model ln th,S

section lS not that the programs wlll not differ in average shopping

intensity, but that under the model posed here these differences arise through

dlfferences in target rents and affect the Joint dlstribution of rents and

housing quality in very restricted ways.

Alternatlve Search Models. In the model of the previous sect lon,

individuals searching for housing select a target rent (or range of rents) and

then shop for housing wlthin thlS target range. It lS clear, however, that

individuals in looking for housing can also to some extent ldentify a range of

housing quality in terms of unit size, amenities, and location, ang search

across units that meet their quality criteria based on realtor descriptl0ns or

advertisements. Further, we can imagine that on finding a unit, -tenants may

bargain wlth landlords rather than acceptlng the landlord's f,rst offer.

Interestlngly, such processes suggest a different outcome ln terms of the

pattern of program prices than that found under the model of the previous

section.

Imagine now that individuals select a target level of houslng and then

search across units with this target level untll they find (or negotlate) an

acceptable rent. We need not consider the process that determines the target

level of houslng. What concerns us here is the shopping lncentives associated

with any level of housing serVlces. For the Certlficate program reclpients

searching at a given level of services, the only thing that matters about the

price is that the unlt's rent be less than the FHR ceiling. Thus the

Certificate program creates the same sort of rent selection process found in

the previous section. Compared with the market equations, the Certlficate

program regression of rent on quality should be rotated down and the

regression of quality on rent unaffected.
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Now consider a Housing Voucher enrotlee•. 'Again we are concerned w1th

behav10r given the level of housing qual1ty selected. We still 1mag1ne'that'

rec1pients set a maX1mum price, but th1S 1S given by:

(67) ¥~f f~ U ( H,

l",-'".. •

The first order condition for the maximu~ pr~ce, cr "

.' "

(68 ) U ":H y + S = crH ) - U'= 0
l, pz 0

But this is simply a restatement of the condition for cr* in,Eq. (21).

Accordingly, we know that cr (H) 1S an inverted U-shaped curve. Accordingly,

the selection on rent (R < cr (H) • 'H) is a function of H, and the regress~9n

of H or R will be shifted.
, "

Since under this model the regression of H on R is shifted from the

market regression for the Housing Voucher program and the same as the market

equ~t10n in the Certificate program, the r~gressions will d1ffer 1n the two

programs 1n contrast. to the results of the preV10US section for the target

new model.

Another approach to modelling pr1ce determ1nation· 1n the two programs

is to consider landlord behavior. It 1S not unreasonable to suppose that

landlords may adjust rents up or down to the FMR ceiling -- either as a

discriminatory response to tenants who are Cert1f1cate program-recipients or

because the Certificate, program. is 1mportant enough to· 1nduce some landlords

to set pric~s for this ~arket. rhe exac~ mechapisms involved are not .'

important. _ Again, how~ver, we would eXRect such behav10r to involve shifts 1n

rent that vary with housing level and so shift the regression of quality or

rent between the two programs.
.'

"
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Similar conSlderations would apply to models in which PHAs"

successfully bargain with landlords (as opposed to simply setting, a celilng

like the FMR).

Empirical Evidence

We started by regressing reciplent gross rents on a number of unlt and

neiihborhood characteristics. The characteristics included in the regression

were chosen based on previous studies of existing housing programs. We then

tested to see whether the regressions could be pooled, up to shift terms,

across sites, programs, or reciplents who had moved from or stayed ln their

pre-program units. The results for one specification-are presented ln Table

0.18. We could not pool across sltes or programs (for movers) or mover/stayer

strata (for Housing Voucher reclplents).l We were able to estlmate separate

equations for movers by program and site. Speciflcally we estimated an

equation of the form:

where '

=

=

Gross rent of the i th (mover) recipient in the kth program

in the jth site

A vector describing the characterlsiics of the unlt occupled

by the i th recipient in the kth program in the 'jth nte

8jk = A vector of hedonlC "prices" for the kth program ln the jth

Slte

The overall fit obtained wlth these regresslons lS ,ndlcated In Table

0.19. As shown there, the adjusted R2 'averaged about' 0.6', wlth a coefflclent

of variation of about 12 percent. Tests of variable sets are presented'ln

Table 0.20. Unit and bU11ding descriptors are'slgnlfican~and important In

lOther specificatlons rejected pooling programs for stayers and strata
for the Certificate program as well.
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TABLE D.18

TEST STATISTICS FOR POOLED ESTIMATES

Percentage Increase
Degrees F- in Standard Deviation

of Freedom Statistic of Resldual
Pooling Sites
(stratified by program
and mover/stayer)

Housing Voucher Program F (385,342) 1.89** 21.4%
Certificate Program F (384,341) 1. 73** 17.8%-;-

Mover stratum F (432,564) 1.82'>1' 16.4%-
Stayer stratum F (3;37,119) 1. 73** 24.0%

All F (769,683) 1.83** 19.9%

Pooling Programs
(stratified by slte
and mover/stayer)

Mover stratum F (231.564) 1.41** 5.8%
Stayer stratum F (163,119) 1.23 6.5%

All F (394,683) 1.37** 6.5%

Pooling Mover/Stayer Strata
(stratlfied by site and program)

Housing Voucher Program F (186,342) 1.37** 6.2%
Certificate Program F (183,341 ) 0.98 -0.4%

All F (369,683 ) 1.21* 3.6%

** : Sigmficant at 0.01 level

* : Significant at 0.05 level

+ : Significant at 0.10 level

Source: Leger and Kennedy (1989) Table E.8
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TABLE D.19

OVERALL STATISTICS FOR THE RENTAL COST REGRESSIONSa

Mover Regressions

Adjusted R-Square

Range
Mean

Coefficient of Variationb

Range
Mean

Pooled Mover/Stayer Regresslons

Adjusted R-Square

Range
Mean

Coefficient of Variationb

Range
Mean

" .

Ten Housing
Voucher Program

Regressions

0.49 to 0.81
0.62

7% to 16%
12.2%

0.42 to 0.77
0.62

11% to 21%
13.6%

Ten
Certlficate Program

Regressions

0.30 to 0.77
0.59

6% to 14%
- 10.5%

0.35 to 0.76
0.59

11% to 14%
11.5%

aSeparate regressions were estimated for each slte-program combinatlon
(20 regressions).

bThe root mean squared error of the regression as a percent of mean
contract rent.
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TABLE D.20

TESTS OF VARIABLE SETS FOR LINEAR HEDONIC EQUATIONS STRATIFIED
BY PROGRAM AND SITE: MOVERS ONLY

Housing Voucher Program
Percentage
Increase 1n

F-Statistlc Std. Error

Certificate Program
Percentage

Increase In
F-Statlstic Std. Error

Uni t quali ty and building F (132,288) 10.1% F (129,282) 6.5%
descrlptors = 1.67"* = 1.43**

Neighborhood variables F (56,288) 3.1 F (59,282) l.0
= 1.38* = 1.11

Combined unit, building, and F (188,288) 12.9 F (188,282) 7.3
neighborhood = 1.69** = 1.38*

** = Sigmficant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

1: = Significant at 0.10 level

Source: Leger and Kennedy (1989) , Table E.18
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each program. Neighborhood descriptors have smaller effects and are

signlflcant only for the Housing Voucher Program.
1</ "i

The difference" in average rents-between the two programs ln any slte

may then be written:

(]O) R.
JV

R. = X. a. - X. a.'"
JC JV JV jC JC

We can decompose the difference ln rents from Eq. (70) lnto a dlfference ln

value and a difference in price: l

(]l) R. - R.
JV JC

= X. ( B - B. ) + (x. - X. ) B.
JC JV JC JV JC JV

Specifically, we decompose the difference ln average contract rent

between the two programs in each PHA as follows:

lAs usual, we have a choice of pr~ce/value decompositions. In Eq.

(71) we evaluate the difference in prices between the two programs by

comparlng the cost of the average Certificate program housing bundle under the

prlces paid by reclpients in each program--(X. (a. -a. )). Conversely, the
JC JV JC

real difference ln housing is evaluated as the differences ln attrlbutes

values at Housing Voucher program prices--(x. -X. )a. ). We could reverse
JV JC JV

this and write

R. - R.
JV JC

= X. (a. - a. ) + (X.
JV JV JC JV

- X. )a.
JC JC

In this equatlon, price changes are evaluated in terms of the Housing Voucher

bundle--(X. (a, -a. )--and real change in terms of Certificate program prlces-
JV JV JC

-(X. -X. )a.. The decomposition ln the text seems preferable in this case
JV JC JC

since the restricted range of rents in the Certificate Program would be

expected to distort the rent/quality relationship (see D.4.1 above).
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Mean HouS1ng Voucher Contract Rent

Mean Certif1cate Program Contract Rent

Difference in Contract Rent

Decomposition at Housing Voucher Prices

Cost of Certificate Bundle

Difference Due to Cost

Percentage D1fference in Cost

Difference in Real Housing

Percentage Difference in Real Housing

where

R. (= x. a. )
JV JV JV

R. (= X a. )
JC JC JC

R - R.
Jr JC

X a.
JC JV

x. (a· - a. )
JC JV JC

X (a. - a )/X. a.
JC JV JC JC JC

(x. x.)a."
JV JC JV

(x. - X. )a. Ix. a.
JV JC JV JC JV

= Mean contract rent

the jth PHA (k = c

th . ' '
of recip1ent un1ts 1n the k program 1n

or v)

Xjk = Mean vector of housing attributes of recip1ent units 1n the

kth program 1n the jth PHA

= The estimated hedon1c coefficient for the linear hedon1C

speciflcation

We combined the individual slte estimates for each element of the decompos1

tion intq an overall estimate by taking we1ghted averages across sltes. The

results are presented in Tables D.21A and D.21E. For movers we estimate that

price differences account for $19 of the $29 per-month difference 1n average

contrac~ rent between the two programs, with a significant,real change 1n

housing valued at $10 per month. For stayers, the entire difference in rent

is estimated to be due to differences in price, with no difference 1n real

housing. However, the pr1ce difference is not significant for stayers.

In summary, the results presented thus far indicate that the average

contract rent paid by Housing Voucher recip1ents who move 1S 6.7 percent

higher than the average contract rent pa1d by Certificate Program rec,p,ents

who move. This higher average rent reflects the combination of a 2.3 percent

h1gher average level of real housing and a 4.3 percent higher price per un1t
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TABLE D.21A
,.

DECOMPOSITION OF DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE CONTRACT RENT FOR MOVERS
(Based on Separate Mover Equatlons--linear SpecificaTion With Heat Dummy)

Within t- Total t-
Value Std. Error Statistic Std.Error Statistic

Mean Housing Voucher contract $468.20 4.87 96.14** 32.06 14.60**
rent

Mean Certificate Program >438.98 4.01 109.47 32.03 13.45**
contract rent

01 fference ,n contract renT
Dollars $29.22 6.31 ' 4.63* 6.91 4.23
Percent 6.7%

Decomposition of Housing

Voucher Prices

Cost of Certificate bundle $458.01 $5.57 82.24** $94.96 4.8211,*

D. fference In prlce6 $19.03 6.14 3.10** 6.14 3.10**

Percentage difference In price 4.3%

01 fference In real hooSI ng6 $10.18 ~.71 2.16* 5.37 1.90t

Percentage dIfference In real 2.3%
housing

aEstlmated Differences In Cost and Differences In Real Housing are each estimated
directly from the hedoniC coeffICients and may not sum to the totar difference ,n contract rent
due to rounding errors.

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = SignificanT at 0.05 level

t = SignificanT aT 0.10 level

Source' Leger and Kennedy (1989) • Table E.19
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TABLE D.2lB

" DECOMPOSITION OF DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE CONTRACT RENT
FOR STAYERS (POOLED ESTIMATION OF LINEAR SPECIFICATION)

Mean Housing Voucher contract
rent

Mean CertIficate Program
'. ,~ -

contracT rent

Within Total t-

Va I ue Std. Error .ill Std.Error StatistIc

$405.50 NA NA NA NA

$390.34 , NA NA NA NA

Difference In contract rent
Dollars

~ercent

DecompOSitIon of HouSing
Voucher Prices

$15.16

3.7% -
NA NA NA NA

Cost of Certificate bundle $407.47 7.86 51.82** 53.14 7.67**

Dl fference In prlcea $17.13 8.62 1.99* 10.52 1.63 " -
Percentag~ difference ,n price 4.4%

Difference In real houslngB $-1.97 5.99 0.33 8.40 0.23
- ,

Percentage dl fference In real -0.5%

hOUSing

,I

BEstlmated Differences ·In Cost and Differences in Real HOUSing are each estimated
directly from the hedoniC coeffiCients and ~ay not sum to the total difference In contract-rent
due to rounding errors.

** = ~Ignlflcant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

+= SignIficant at O.tO level
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of real housing. The results for rec1pients who stay in place are less

clear. The average contract rent for Hous1ng Voucher recip1ents who stay 1n

place 1S 3.7 percent higher than the average for Cert1ficate Program

rec1pients who stay tn place. However, it ts not clear whether this reflects

higher prices, better housing, or both.

More detailed exam1nation of the differences between the two programs

in the relationship between rents pa1d and housing obtained ind1cates that the

find1ng of higher average prices and better average housing for movers tn the

Housing Voucher Program tS not inherent to the two programs, but reflects the

relationship between the Housing Voucher Payment Standard and the Certtficate

Program FMR ceiling. Specifically, it appears that the pattern of price

differences for movers could be altered and even reversed by changes in the

Payment Standard or FMR schedules. Again, the results for stayers are less

clear.

Table D.22 presents average rents, predicted rents, differences, and

percent of cases with actual rent less than predicted rent at vartous levels

of housing quality for (a) stayers, (b) movers, and (c) combtned rec1ptents.

The entries in the differences column, if appropriately wetghted, would

average to the $19 overall differences shown 1n Table D.21. The quality level

is measured in terms of the ratio of the predicted rent from the Housing

Voucher Program to the FMR. l The difference column in the rtght-hand panel

indicates the extent to which actual average rent pa1d by Certificate Program

recipients is above the average paid by Housing Voucher Program recipients for

similar un1ts in each quality range. At lower quality levels, Certificate

Program reciptents pay higher average prices than Housing Voucher rectpients

(i.e, actual Certificate Program average rents exceed predicted rents,

producing posttive entries in the differences column). At higher quality

levels Certificate Program rec1pients pay lower prtces than Houstng Voucher

recipients (i.e., actual Certificate Program average rents are below pred1cted

rents, producing increasingly negative differences at higher quality levels).

The relationships in the tables are summarized by Table D.23 and

Figure D.13, which graphs the regression of actual on predicted rent in the

lTables organized in terms of the dollar predicted rent are presented
in Appendix E.
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TABLE D.22A

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF PREDICTED RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR STAYERS

Housing Voucher Program Certificate Program
Percent Percent

of Cases of Cases
WI th Rent With Rent

Actual Predicted 01 ffer- Less Than Actual Predicted 01 Her- Less Than
Ratio of Sample Rent Rent ancea Predicted Sample Rent Rent ancea Predicted
Predicted Rent to FMR Size (s.e. ) (~.e. ) b (s.l;;:. ) Size (s.e.) (s.e. ) b (s.e.)(s.e. ) (s.e.)

P~0.7 26 294 295 -I 42 35 319 257 62** 23
(18) (16) ( 10) (10) (14) (15) ( 16) (7 )

0.7<P~0.8 50 361 345 16' 36 50 357 330 26** 30
(18) (15) (7) (7) (14) ( 12) (8) (7)

~
0.8<P~0.9 55 412 401 10 45 62 418 403 15' 42

( 18) (16) (8) (7) ( 18) ( 16) (6) (6)
I

N 0.9<P~1.0 54 413 415 -2 46 46 400 440 -40** 670
00 (14) (12) (6) (7) (15) ( 15) (9) (7)

1.0<P~I.1 51 446 459 -13* 55 29 426 493 -67** 83
(18) ( 17) (6) (7) (26) (29) (12) (7)

1.1 <P 17 473 529 -56* It 94 37 430 573 -143** 100
(23) (23) (13) (6) (18) (22) (12) (NA)

dOltferaoce Amount Indy differ from difference of acfUdl dnd predicted rent entries due 10 roundIng.

bSlgnlflcance only Indicated tor Difference.

It. = Significant at 0.01 level
It ; Significant at 0.05 levt:1
t = Significant at 0.10 level



TABLE D.22B 

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF PREDICTED RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR MOVERS· 

Housing Voucher Program Certificate Program 
Percent percent 

of Cases of Cases 
With Rent With Rent 

Actual Predicted Dilleb- less Than Actual Predicted 01 Ifeb- less Than 
RatiO of' Sample Rent Rent ence Predicted Sample Rent Rent ence c Predicted 
Predicted Rent to FMR Size (s.e.) (s.e.) (s.e. )c (s.e. ) Size (S.6. ) (s.e.) (s.e. ) (s.e. ) 

' , ., 
P~0.55 ' . 36 326 325 0 47 51 342 311 31** 29 

(10) (9) (5) (8) ( 11) (11 ) ( 10) (6) 

0.55<P<0.60 13 363 351 12 23 33 380 349 31 ** 33 
( 12) ( 15) (12) (12) ( 13) (13) ( 12) (8) 

0.60<P~0.65 23 370 374 -4 57 22 374 372 3 55 
(19) (19) (5) (11) (17) (13) (13) ( 11) 

0.65<P~0. 70 24 380 379 0 46 24 380 386 -5 50 
( 17) (15) (7) ( 11) (18) (21 ) ( 13) ( 10) 

0.70<P~0.75 22 356 351 5. 50 30 372 379 -6 53 
( 16) ( 15) (7) ( 11) ( 16) (16) ( 13) (9) 

0.75<P<0.80 36 '41'9 416 3 47 38 387 401 -14 50 
" - ( 17) (18) (6) (8) (13) ( 18) ( 12'> (8) 

0.80<P~0.85 30 389 390 -1 53 27 379 397 -18 63 

~ (14) (12) (6) (9) (22) (18) ( 12) (9) 
I 

0.85<P~0.90 46 418 413 5 48 38 395 427 -32** 68 
0 '" (16) (13) (6) (7) (14) (15) (11 ) (8)
'" 

0.90<P<0.95 39 418 420 -2 46 30 409 446 -37· 57 
( 13) ( 12) (5) (5) ( 19) (18) (18) (9) 

0.95<P~I.00 32 451 452 -1 50 29 443 457 -14 52 
(19) ( 18) (7) (9) (21 ) (23) ( 15) (9) 

daecause of the small number of observations, IO-polnt Intervals are used for ratios above 1.1. 

bOlfference Amount may dIffer from difference of actual and predicted rent entrIes due to rounding. 

CSlgnlflcance only Indicated for Difference. 

*' = Significant at 0.01 level


• - Significant at 0.05 level


t Significant at 0.10 level




TABLE D.22B (cont.)

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF PREDICTED RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR MOVERS'

Housing Voucher Program Certificate Program
percent Percent
of Cases of Cases
With Rent WIth Rent

Actual Predicted 01 ffeb- less Than Aetua I Predicted DII leb- Less Than
RatIo of Sample Rent Rent ence,c Predicted Sample Rent Rent ence Predicted
Predicted Rent' to FMR SIze (5.e. ) (5.6. ) (5 .e.) (5.e.) SIze (5.6. ) (5 .e.) (5.6. )c (5.6. )

1.OO<P~ I .05 29 464 470 -6 62 25 460 499 -39u 68
(17) ( 18) (7) (9) (20) (20) ( 13) ( 10)

1.05<P~I.1O 31 491 492 -I 52 20 502 509 -7 55
(21) (19) (8) (9), (30) (29) ( 14) ( 11)

I. lO<P<; I .20 43 503 501 I 58 32 465 484 -19 66
(20) ( 17) (8) (8) (23) (19) ( 13) (9)

1.20<P~I.30 35 557 554 3 51 29 479 532 -53- 76
( 18) ( 16) (8) (9) (25) (26) (23) (8)

1.30<P~I.40 26 554 557 -3 54 20 508 555 -46* 75
(21) (25) (8) ( 10) (27) (28) (20) ( 10)

1.40<P 53 664 664 -0 45 55 569 668 -98'" 85

~
(19) (16) (8) (1) ( I~)., (22) (18) (5)

"

0
N
~

0



TABLE D.22C

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF PREDICTED RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR ALL RECIPI ENTSa

Housing Voucher Program Certificate Program
Percent Percent

of Cases of Cases
With Rent With Rent

Actual Predicted DI ffe~- less Than Actual Predicted D, ffe~- Less Than
Ratio of Sample Rent Rent ence Predicted Sample Rent Rent ence Predicted
Predicted Rent to FMR Size (s.e. ) (s.e. ) (5.6. )c (s.e.) Size (5 .e.) (s.e. ) (5.e.)C (s.e. )

P.<;0.55 40 315 313 3 43 59 336 291 4511-* 27
(10) (10) (5) (8) (11) ( 12) ( 12) (6)

0.55<P.<;0.60 16 349 336 12 25 37 373 341 32** 32
( 13) ( 14) ( 10) (11 ) (12) (12) ( 10) (8)

0.60<P<0.65 29 348 357 -10 59 29 364 343 20 45
( 18) ( 17) (6) (9) (16) (14) (13) (9)

O.65<P.<;0.70 37 363 362 1 46 40 358 351 7 43
( 14) (131 ) (7) (8) ( 14) (16) (10) (8)

O. 70<P<0. 75 45 355 344 lit 42 51 366 355 11 41
( 16) ( 14) (6) (7) ( 12) ( 13) ( 10) (1)

0. 75<P.<;0.80 63 369 388 8 43 67 374 373 1 43

~'
(15) ( 14) (6) (6) (12) ( 13) ,(8) (6)

0.80<P<0.85 59 414 402 11 46 61 393 392 ° 51I
N (16) ( 13) (1) (6) ( 17) ( 14) (8) (6)
~

~

4i20.85<P.<;0.90 72 404 403 1 50 66 424 -12t 58
( 13) ( 11 ) (5) (6) (14) (14) (1) (6)

0.90<P.<;0.95 64 416 416 -1 44 53 403 439 -36 lU 62
( 12) ( 11 ) (5 ) (6) ( 15) (13) (11 ) '(1)

0.95<P.<;I.00 61 433 436 -3 51 52 426 455 -29** 58
( 13) (11 ) (5 ) (6) ( 14) (15) ( 11 ) (7)

1.00<P<1.05 64 442 453 -11 * 63 46 450 500 -SOH 72
( 14) ( 13) (5) (6) (1 B) (20) (10) (1),

dSecause of the smal I number at observatlon~, IO-POlot Intervals are used fo( rdtlos above 1.1. ' v'
C

bOIff erence
" .

Amount may dlfter from difference of actudl and predicted rent entries due to rounding.

CSlgnlflcance only I nd I cated tor 01 t f ~ren(.e... Slgnlflc.ant dt 0.01 level
, = Slgnl f lcant al 0.05 Jevel

f = Significant at 0.10 level



TABLE D.22C (cont.)

AcrUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF PREDICTED RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR ALL RECIPIENTS·

Housing Voucher Program Certificate Program
Percent Percent
of Cases of Cases
With Rent With Rent

Actual Predicted Dlffe~- less Than Actual Predicted Dlffe~- less Than
Ratio of Sdmple Rent Rent ence c Predicted Sample Rent Rent ence Predicted
Predicted Rent to FMR Size (s.e. ) (S.6. ) (s.e. ) (5.6. ) Size (s.e. ) (s.e. ) (s.e. )C (s.e. )

1.05<P~I.1O 47 492 495 -4 47 28 470 497 -27* 68
( 18) (16) (6) (1) (25) (22) (12) (9)

1.10<P<1.20 54 501 508 -7 65 51 457 509 -52 U 78
( 17) (15) (8) (2) (18) (19) (11) (6)

1.20<P<1.30 40 541 549 -8 58 36 466 533 -67-- 81
(17) (15) (9) (7) (22) (23) (19) (7 )

1. 30<P~1. 40 2/ 549 556 -8 56 25 504 580 -77 U 80
(27) (24) (9) (8) (22) (25) (20) (8)

1.40<P 53 664 664 -0 45 61 549 66\ -112-* 87
(19) (16) (8) (7 ) (18) (20) (17) (4)

~
I
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TABLE D.23

REGRESSION OF ACTUAL RENT ON PREDICTED RENT

STAYERS

Housing Voucher Program Certificate Program

R = 1.6 +
(11.7)

a.99*''<-V
(0.03)

R = 128.5** + 0.64**V
(13.2) (0.03)

N=253 RMSE=53.4 CV=13% RMSE=73.0 CV=1.9%

Comblned Program

R = 1.6 +
(14.0)

0.99**V +
(0.03)

l26.9**C
(7.0)

0.35**CV
(0.04)

MOVERS

N=5l2

Housing Voucher Program

RMSE=64.0 CV=16%

Certificate Program

R = 0.0 +
(6.3)

1.00**V
(0.0l)

R = 130.0** + 0.66**V
(10.6) (0.02)

N=550 RMSE=41.1 CV=9% N=54l RMSE=77 .0 CV=18%

Combined Program

R = 0.0 +
(9.4)

1.00**V +
(0.02)

130.0**C
(12.7)

0.44**CV
(0.03)

Notes:

N=109l

R = Actual contract rent

RMSE=61.6 CV=14%

V = Predicted contract rent based on the estimated Houslng Voucher
hedonic equation

C = A dummy (O,l),-variable for the Certlficate Program
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FTGURE D.13

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE RECRESSION OF
ACTUAL RENT ON PREDICTED RENTSa
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Housing Voucher Program
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------- = Housing Voucher Program
= Certificate Program

Table E.27
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for details.
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two programs. Since predicted rents are based on the Housing Voucher Program,

actual and predicted rents for this program are the same, as indicated by the

45 degree line. The regresslon for the Certlficate Program crosses the 45

degree llne, lndicating that actual Certificate Program rents are above

predicted rents at lower levels of predicted rent and below predicted rent at

higher levels.

The tables and regresslons suggest that the average differences in
,

prices paid in the two programs depends on the average level of housing

obtained. Specifically, it appears that if program payment schedules were

adjusted to change the average level of houslng, then average price

differences would also change. This ln fact appears to be the case, though

the actual range of possibliltles depends on the reasons for the patterns of

Table 0.22 and Figure 0.13.

A pattern of higher Certiflcate Program prices at lower quality levels

and lower Certificate Program prices at higher quality levels is not

unreasonable. Housing Voucher recipients face the marglnal cost of houslng

set by the market; if they decide to rent one unit that is more expensive than

another, their out-of-pocket costs lncrease accordlngly. Certificate holders,

however, face a different cost structure, depending on the rent of the unlt

being considered. At lower quality levels where units are likely tO"rent well

below the FMR, Certificate Program recipients pay no addltional out-of-pocket

costs for higher rent units. They have no incentive to economize on rent,

whereas Houslng Voucher reciplents face dollar-for-dollar lncreases ln out-of

pocket costs for each additional dollar increase ln rent charged by the

landlord. However, when rents are near the FMR, the situation is dlfferent.

A Housing Voucher recipient can occupy a higher rent unit by paying the

additional cost out of his or her own pocket. A Certificate Program reclpient

can only occupy a unit with rents above the FMR if they are willing to leave

the program and lose their entlre subsidy. Thus, at higher quallty levels,

where unlt rents are more likely to be above the FMR, the Certificate holder

has a larger lncentive to economize on rent. l

y

I P

ISimilarly, landlords faced with the Certificate Program ceilings may
be tempted to agree to modest reductions in rent if they would brlng the unit
within the celling or to propose increases up to the ceiling.
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Th,S pattern of incentlves would be expected to create the pattern of

prlce dlfferences shown above--with Certificate reclpients paying hlgher

prices for lower quality units, where they have a relatlvely smaller lncentive

to shop, and lower prices for higher quality units, where they must shop more

intensively in order to meet the Certlficate Program rent cellings. Further,

under this sort of model, the rental cost lines for the two programs always

crosS somewhere below the Certificate Program rent ceiling. Thus under this

interpretation, Housing Voucher prices would be lower if the Payment Standard

were low enough to lead to Housing Voucher recipient rents far enough below

the Certlficate Program FMRs to undo the effects of the FMR celling.

The pattern of program price differences can also arlse in another,

quite different manner. In particular, lmagine that both Housing Voucher and

Certificate recipients get the same average housing for the rent they pay.

They may still, however, pay different average rents for a given level of

housing quality. Certificate holders cannot pay rent ln excess of the FMR.

Accordingly, when we look at the average rent associated wlth a glven level of

housing quality, the rents paid by Certificate ho~ders are truncated. In this

case, the observed pattern of prlce dlfferences in Table 0.22 and Figure 0.13

could be produced by differences in the rents that the Housing Voucher and

Certificate holders consider in looking for housing.

Under this model, the observed schedule of rents agalnst housing

quality only shows the relationship of housing quality and rent for a,given

set of recipients, and does not accurately forecast the way ln WhlCh average

prices and housing quality are related. Indeed, if the pattern is totally

created by differences in rents selected for consideration, then prlce

differences will be directly associated with differences ln housing

obtained. If Payment Standards and FMRs are set so that Housing Voucher

recipients have higher average housing quality, they will also have higher

average prlces. If Payment Standards and FMRs are set so that Houslng Voucher

recipients have the same average housing quality, they will pay the same

average price per unit. If Payment Standards and FMRs are set so that Houslng

Voucher recipients have lower average houslng quality, then they wlll have

lower average prices.

We tested this lnterpretation by seeing whether or not the average
~

level of housing quality obtained at a given rent was the same in the two
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programs. Table 0.24 follows the format of Table 0.22 for stayers and movers,

except that now we consider the average housing quality obtained at a given

rent. For recipients who move, the average level of housing quality obtained

is the same in the two programs. This is confirmed by the regression of

housing quality on rent for movers shown in Figure 0.14 and Table 0.25. This

suggests that the pattern of price differences for recipients who move is in

fact generated by selection effects.

For recipients who stay in place, there is still a pattern of

differences in housing quality given rent. In this case, the program

differences seem at least in part to reflect the differences ln incentives to

bargain with landlords discussed earlier.

Unfortunately, the comparison of the two programs' regressions of

housing quality on rent is subject to biases that may obscure real

differences. Thus, we cannot, from the available evidence, determine which

model of shopping incentives is correct. This is discussed further in the

Note to this Appendix. -,

0.5 Some Caveats

The central assumption of the simple model of Sections D.l and D.2 is,

of course, that the potential decislons of the collection of individuals in a

household can be characterized by a consistent preference ordering with con

cave indifference curves. In addition to this, however, the model clearly

abstracts from reality in several-ways. Three of these are discussed in this

section.

0.5.1 Landlord Behavior

,]

First"a~ already noted, the general private market does not-provide

much information on whether units quality for Section 8. Accordingl~, some

PHAs offer applicants lists of units that are likely to qualify (and ~hose
- "

owners are willing to participate in the program) and some owners directly

Perhap~ the most important omission is the fact that the mod;ls focus
- 1

exclusively on applicant and recipient behavior. This is appropriate for
, ! '1

competitive markets with perfect information and no transaction costs. Each
1

of these assumptions is subject to question in this case.
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TABLE D.24A

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF ACTUAL CONTRACT RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR STAYERS

HOUSing Voucher Program Certificate Program
Percent Percent

of Cases of Cases
With Rent W, th Rent

Actual Predicted 01 ffer- Less Than Actual Predicted 01 f fer- Less Than
RatiO of Sample Rent Rent ence8

b
Predicted Sample Rent Rent ence 8 Predicted

Actual Rani to FMR Size (s.e. ) (s.e.) (s.e. ) Size (s.e.) (s.e.) b (s.e.)(s.e. ) (s.e. )

A~O. 70 36 272 306 -34*1- 76 36 277 325 -46** 6\
(12) (13) (6) (7) (10) (14) ( 11 ) (7)

D.7D<AP~0.75 13 3\1 325 -\4 62 22 309 359 -50· 73
(31) (36) (1\ ) ( 14) (14) (30) (25) ( \0)

0.65<AP~0.60 2\ 346 370 -21* 67 23 36\ 402 -20 57
(23) (24) (11) (1\ ) (24) (32) (13) (11 )

~ 0.60<AP<0.65 31 393 391 3 39 27 405 425 -21· 70
I (21) (20) (7) (9) ( 19) (24) (10) (9)

N-00
0.65<AP~0.90 26 390 394 -4 54 40 4\0 427 -17 50

(26) (19) (9) (10) (19) (23) (12) (6)

0.90<AP~0.95 36 446 447 \ 47 4 435 464 -29 53
( \7) (17) (9) (6) (21 ) (30) (20) (6)

P.95<AP~I.00 26 431 4\6 14; 42 30 453 443 10 37
(20) ( 17) (6) ( \0) (21) (26) ( \4) (9)

1.00<AP 56 493 472 2\ ' 29 35 423 396 27; 26
( \6) (17) (9) (6) (16) (2\ ) ( \5) (7)

aDlfference Amount may dl f fer from dlffere~ce of actual and predicted rent entries due to rounding.,
bSlgnlflcance only Indicated for Difference... = Significant at 0.01 level

• = Significant al 0.05 level

; :: Significant at 0.10 level



TABLE D.24B

ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RENT BY LEVEL OF RATIO OF ACTUAL CONTRACT RENT TO FMR OR PAYMENT STANDARD FOR MOVERS

, " Housing Voucher Program CertIficate Program
Percent Percent
of Cases of Cases
With Rent Wi th Rent

. Actual Predicted 01 ffer- less Than Actual Predicted 01 f fer- Less Than
Rat 1(:/ of ; ", . ,-,' I' S \1. , ", I' ~,~, ."

" encea - Sample ence8ample Rent ' Rent Predicted Rent Rent Predicted
Actual Rent to FMR Size (s.e.) (5.e.) b (5.6. ) Size (5.6. ) (s.e.) b (5.6. )(s.e.) (5.6. )

A~0.'5 24 308 329 -21-- 71 34 308 350 -42 u 68
(9) (10) (6) (9) (9) ( 15) ( 14) (8)

0.5<AP~0.6 28 358 354 5 39 52 352 386 -34*- 62
( (3) ( 14) (5) (9) (9) (16) ( (3) (7)

0.6<AP~0.7 44 362 376 -13u 59 75 379 421 -42** 65
( 12) ( 13) (5) (7) (9) (15) (11 ) (6)

0:7<AP~D.8 56 383 389 -6 64 61 369 403 -34** 66
( 11) ( 11 ) (5) (6) (9) (13) ( 10) (6)

~ 0.8<AP~0.9 76 407 410 -3 53 58 405 401 4 47
I (11) ( 11) (4) (6) (12) ( 15) ( 11 ) (7)N
0-
\D 0.9.<AP<1.0 69 427 432 -5 49 56 447 449 -1 52

( 11 ) ( 12) (5) (6) ( 15) (17) (9) (7)

1.0<AP~1.1 67 490 491 -I 54 46 484 503 -19 52
( 12) ( 13) (5) (6) ( 17) (21 ) (14) (7)

1.1<AP<1.2 44 468 463 5 43 32 428 449 -21 56
( 11 ) (12) (5) (8) (16) (25) ( 16) (9)

1.2<AP<1.3 34 569 566 2 47 37 547 581 -35" 68
( 19) (19) (8) (9) (21 ) (25) ( 15) (8)

1.3<AP 76 657 635 251t'1t 32 52 594 595 -1 50
( 16) ( 15) (6) (51 (17) (24) (17) (7)

8Dlfference Amount may differ from difference of actual and predIcted rent entrle~ due to rounding. , ,~

bSlgnlllcance only I oct I cated for Dlt'ference.

" Slgnlflcdnt a1 0.01 level
, = SIgnificant dt 0.05 level

t Significant al 0.10 lev~1



F1GURE D.14

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION O~ THE REGRESSION O~

PREQICTED RENTS ON ACTUAL RENTa

Movers

Predicted Rent

Predicted Rent

...

--- = Housing Voucher Program
••••••••• = Certificate Program

aSee Table E.27 for detal Is.

Stayers

..

Housing Voucher Program
and
Certificate Program

Actual Rent

Certificate Program

Housing Voucher Program

- .
Actual Rent
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TABLE D.25

REGRESSION OF ESTIMATED VALUE ON RENT

STAYERS

Unweighted

V = 's.a. + 's.RS. - 34.0~C + 0.12*CRL lt L 1 1

(19.9) (0.05)

Weighted

N=512 RMSE=66.9 CV=16%

V = 's.a + 's.RS. - 31.16~-+ O.lO*CRL 1t L 1 1

(16.6) (0.04)

N=512 RMSE=54.4 CV=15%
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Notes for Tables D.25

t lr •R Actual contract rent

v = Predicted contract rent based on the estimated Housing Voucher ,
hedonic equation

C = A dummy (0,1) variable for the Certificate Program

Vi' = x:S
!- v

where:
'. 'S2(1 -"'(Z~Z)-lx) for Housing Voucher

v
Weight = {

S2(1 ~ x'(Z'Z)-lx) for Cer~ificate
v

S~ - The mean squared error for the Housing Voucher hedonic
regression

Z = The matrix of housing characteristics in the Housing Voucher
hedonic regresslons

weight =

where·

(R2) = R2 from Housing'Voucher hedoni~ equation

=

Z =

x =
"

C

E

Mean squared error from Housing Voucher hedoniC
equation

The matrix of characteristics in the Hou~ing Voucher
hedonic equation ,... .I~

"The vector of characteristics for the unit
-,'
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advertise units as meeting Section 8 requirements. This immediately suggests

that success rates might be determined as much by landlords' willingness to

participate in a Housing Voucher or Certificate program as by recipient beha

vior. Furthermore, if recipients are effectively restricted to"~hr subset of

the housing market provided by known Section 8 landlords, landlord price

setting behavior and PHA monopsony power may be quite important in determining

rents. The Certificate program sets rents through a combination of published

ceilings and PHA rent-reasonableness determlnations. Published cellings may

restrict rents but may also serve as price-settlng signals. Likewise, PHAs

may be more or less effectlve in negotiating rents. The Housing Voucher

program substitutes individual negotiation and search for the published ceil

ings and PHA negotiation, though PHAs may still advise appllcants on reason

able rent levels. But as noted, individuals mayor may not be able to exert

adequate competitive pressure depending on the availability of alternatives

and the ease of moving.

Differences in landlord behavior under the two programs seem unllkely

to arise rapidly. PHAs have been more or less active in explaining the Hous

ing Voucher Program to landlords who currently participate in the Certificate

program, but it seems unlikely that this would generate rapid changes in

behavior, especially since most such landlords would still draw the bulk of

their Section 8 tenants from the Certif}cate program. In any case, however,

to the extent that the Housing Voucher Program would ultimately attract a

different set of active landlords, the effects of this are unlikely to be

registered in the Demonstratlon.

Section D.3 (Tables D.9 through D.ll)'presented some evidence that

many Housing Voucher landlords were already well acquainted with the Certifi-,
cate Program. We also found that Housing Voucher rents were remarkably

strongly influenced by FMRs. This seems to suggest that the scenario of

considerable landlord inertia could be correct. If this is in fact the case,
I

outcomes in the two programs c6uld diverge much more over tlme.
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D.5.2 Other Caveats

The models of this section are firmly rooted in a static world. Thus,

for example, they take no account of the potential income dynamics that would

affect a household's assistance payment over time (and thus, given transaction

costs, its assessment of the program's present value). Recipients may make

the "wrong" choices, for example choosing rents that they cannot support.

This may come about for a variety of reasons, but could in principle be more

severe for low income households, which may lack the resources to accommodate

the errors in judgment and in guessing future income and prices that charac

terize anyone's consumption dec1sions. This problem, if it arises, would be

expected to result in higher moving or dropout rates among Housing Voucher

recipients. As indicated in the main text, this was not observed during the

first year of participation.

A final obvious simplification in the models of this section is the

assumption that we can characterize choices in terms of two overall ,classes of

expenditures. This actually turns out to be less of a problem than it might

seem. We can, in fact, assume that the household has a more complicated

preference structure over various goods including a variety of housing-related

services. In this case, the selection of housing and non-housing expenditures

pictured in Figure D.l essentially reflects a background optimization of

expenditures on specific items, given the overall levels of housing and non

housing expenditures. In general, the important issue raised by this sort of

aggregation of commodities is that household allocation of expenditures across

the aggregate groups may vary if the underlying relative prices of items

within an aggregate vary. Thus, estimated relationships may vary across sites

if the underlying price vectors for the aggregates are not scalar multiples

across sites.

This sensitivity to price structure does, however, affect the expres

sion for the value of program participation. In both the Certificate and

Housing Voucher programs, recipient housing must meet program-set standards

for quality and rooms. This in effect introduces an implicit set of shadow

prices reflecting the extent to which the standards force a household to

obtain different housing than it would normally want to (if it were spending

Rmax on gross rent). To the extent that this happens, of course, the utility

ga1n to the household 1S less.
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NOTE TO APPENDIX D
ON REGRESSION OF RENT AND PREDICTED RENT

In Section D.4.2 we compared actual rents in both programs with

predicted rents based on the estimated hedonic coefficients.in the Housing

Voucher program. In particular, we noted that:

1. The estimated regression of actual rents on predicted rents is

flatter in the Certificate Program than in the Housing Voucher

program.

2. The estimated regress10n of predicted rents on actual rents 1S the

same in both programs for movers, but not for stayers.

From this we concluded that the actual regression of rent on housing quality

is flatter in the Cert1ficate Program and that the actual regression of

housing quality on rent may be the same for movers in the two programs.

These conclusions cannot be immediately drawn from the estimated

regressions. Since we base predicted rents on the estimated hedonic equation

for Housing Voucher rents, the regression of actual rents on predicted rents

will tend to be flatter in the Certificate Program even if the actual

regression of rent on housing quality is the same in the two programs. We

demonstrate below that the expected size of this effect is too small to

account for the observed regressions, so that the conclusion that the true

regression of rent on housing quality is flatter in the Cert1ficate Program

seems reasonable.

In a similar way, even if the true regression of housing quality on

rent is the same in the two programs, the regression of predicted rent on

actual rent would tend to be different. We show that th1S difference may be

large enough so that, within our error of estimate, we would reject th~

hypothesis that the regressions of housing quality on rent are the same for

movers in the two programs.

Consider first the regression of actual rents on predicted rents. Say

that the regression of rent on housing characteristics is the same in both

programs so tha~:
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(N .1)

Where

R = XB + e

, .'

'. R: =
- ~:'

the vector of unit rents.

x = the matrix of housing characteristics

B = unknown coefficients

= a stochastic term, assumed i.i.n. (O,a2 )

We use the estimates of B

predicted rents.

from the Housing Voucher observations to create

(N.2)

(N.3)

(N.4)

Where

• l'
= (X X )- X R

v v v v

, l'= B + (X X )- X e
v v v v

V = X B
c c v

t -1 t
= X B + X (ox X) X e

c c v v v v

v = X Bv v v

I l'
= X B + X (X X )- X e

v v vv vv

= the estimate of B based on Housing Voucher observations
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= the predicted rents for the Certificate Program reclplents based
on their housing characteristics (X ) and the estimated Housing

" " () cVoucher coeff,c,ents 8
v

= the predicted rents for the Housing Voucher Program recipients
based on their housing characteristics (Xv) and thei~"estimated

coefficients (8)
v

We note that"in terms of asymptotic expectations, given Xc and Xv:

EA
R'R 8'X-X 8

2(N.S) (~) = c c + a
n nc c

EA
R'R 8'X'X 8

2(N.6) (~) =
v v

+ a
n "nv v

EA V'R 8'X'X 8
k 2(N.7) (~) = v v + a

n n nv v v

EA V'V 8'X'X 8
k 2(N.8) (~) = v v + a

n n nv v v

EA V'R 8'X'X 8
(N.9) (~) = c c

n nc c

EA V'V 8'X'X 8
2(N .10) (~) = c c +~ a

n n nc c c

where "a" in Eq. (N.10) is defined by

(N.11 )

and

a = tr[(X'X )(X'X )-1]
c c v v
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k

=

=

=

the number of observations in the Certificate Program

the number of observations in the Housing Voucher Program

the number of parameters in the Housing Voucher hedonic

regressions

Now consider the regression of R on V -- t~at is:

(N .12) R = "0 + "lV

Armed with the asymptotic expectations of Eq. (N.S) to (N.11) we see that:

eN .13) PUm

"0

"1
VOUCHER

=

1

S'X'X S
X S _--.::.v--.::.v_

v n
v

k+
n

v

2a

-1
X S

v

SX'X S
v v
n

v

k+
n

v

2
a

(~o
1 · I

P 1m \~
1 CERT

/1
= ( S'X'X S

\XcS _---.::~:.....::c'-
c
+~

n
c

-1
X S

c
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This is the usual errors-in-varlable result: the estimated

coefficient on predi~ted rent in the Certificate Program is biased downward in

proportion to the ratio of the error variance of predicted rent to the total

.variance. This does not happen in the Housing Voucher program because the

error in the estimate of predicted rent is correlated wlth actual rents. 1

We are concerned with the size of the last term in parentheses in Eq.

(N.14). We note first that given the relatively larger dispersion of rents in

the Housing Voucher Program, it seems reasonable to assume that:

(N .15)

thus

a = tr[(X'X )(X'X )-1]
c c v v

< (n !n ) tr[(X'X )(X'X )-1]
eve c v v

n k
c=--

n
v

(N .16) (Last term
of Eq. 14)

<

2(k!n )0
v

e'X-X 13
c c _ eX 13)2 +

n c
c

(k/n )02
v

= ----'--------
Var (R ) - «k - n )/n )0

2
c v v

Table D.N.l- tabulates this number by site using, the observed varlance

of Certificate Program rents to estimate (VarRc ) and the estimated mean
2squared error from the Housing Voucher hedonic regression to estimate 0

The estimated asymptotic b,as would account for some, but not all, of the

observed rotatlon of the Certificate regression line.
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Wtd. Avg.

Estimated Coefficient
from Table E.27 Minus One

(std. err.)

531 -0.22

-0.36

(0.03)

259 -0.10

-0.34

(0.04)

a n = number of Certificate observations
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Now consider the regression of predicted rents on actual rents. Our

hypothesis is that the regresslon of X8 on actual rent is the same in the two
, '

programs. Since our estlmate of '8 is based on the Housing Voucher Program,

the regression of Certificate rents on Vc is an asymptotically unbiased

estimate of the regression of Certificate r~nts on X8. The problem arises in

the regression of Housing Voucher rents on Vv ' Since the Housing Voucher

rents were used to form Vv ' the estimated regression tends to overstate the

relationship between rents and X8. Thus, for

(N.l7)

we have

(N .18) PUm

VOUCHER

R

-2Var R + (R)

-1
R

V'R
Plim~

n
v

., "

From Eq (N. 7),

Accordingly,



( ~O -Ii: \ "
2Coefficients Of'\ v \ (R/n )"

(N.20) Plim

~ ;,
= Regression of + I v

X B on R .J. I Rv )v v
1- - I

VOUCHER /

2Again, we estimate " from the Housing Voucher MSE and VarRv from the

obseryed variation in Housing Voucher rents. The results, shown in Table

D.N.2, indicate that the asymptotic bias is large enough to conceal a

significant difference in the regressions for the two programs. l

o

. j

, ..... ~.

",

lA better procedure would be to estimate B based on the pooled Housing
Voucher and Certificate observations and then test whether the regression of predicted
rents on rent is the same in both programs.
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TABLE D.N.2

ESTIMATE OF ASYMPTOTIC
BIAS IN REGRESSION OF VALUE ON RENT

Movers Stayers

na Bias na Bias

Atlanta 66 -0.08 9 -0.09

Los Angeles 47 -0.23 37 -0.25

Minneapolis 46 -0.10 27 -0.12

Montgomery City 54 -0.16 14 -0.13

New York City 39 -0.32 41 -0.19

Oakland 59 -0.09 26 -0.07

Omaha 47 -0.26 33 -0.13

Pittsburgh 57 -0.20 24 -0.14

San Antonio 75 -0.14 9 -0.13

Seattle 50 -0.28 33 -0.16

b 540 -0.18 253 -0.15Wtd. Avg.

Est. Differences
from Table E.30 0.00 0.12
(std. err) (0.03) (0.05)

Wtd. Avg. of differences
in each siteb -0.15 -0.08

a n = number of Housing Voucher observations.

b Weighted by the number of Housing Voucher observations.

,.
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APPENDIX E

PATTERNS OF OUTCOMES

As discussed in Appendix C, we can use the Demonstration data to

develop national estimates of outcomes for the two programs in all large,

urban PHAs. These estimates may be developed for all applicants or recipients

or for subgroups. While the interpretation of these estimates including their

test statistics rests on more or less explicit assumptions concerning the

distribution of outcomes and the nature of the process that generates them,

their validity and reliability rest on the Demonstration design and implemen

tation. Indeed the point of this sort of experimental design is the rela

tively modest assumptions required to develop estimates of program differ-

ences.

In Appendix D, we went to the opposite extreme. We developed a rea

sonably detailed theory of the behaviors involved and then attempted to test

that theory by asking whether the patterns of outcomes conformed to the

theory's predictions. The results were mixed. As predicted, enrollees in the

Certificate program who moved chose units with rents close to the FMR. As

predicted, Housing Voucher recipient rents were less tightly distributed

around FMRs (or Payment Standards). Even so, Housing Voucher recipient rents

were still more closely associated with FMRs (or Payment Standards) than would

have been expected. Two possible explanations were suggested and some evi

dence found for each--that there was a strong relationship between rents near

the FMR and a unit's likelihood of meeting program occupancy and quality

requirements, or that Housing Voucher enrollees often searched for units from

among those owned by landlords who were already participating in, and setting

rents based on, the Certificate program. We also found some eVidence that, as

expected, Housing Voucher recipients used the greater flexibility afforded by

the program to select units with rents more closely matching their needs (or

desires).

On the other hand, we found no evidence of expected effects in success

rates. Further, previous analyses of housing obtained clearly showed that the

proposed model of enrollee search was inadequate. Two alternatives were

suggested--one, that the FMR ceiling simply screens out more expensive units

and two, that the PHAs effectively applied rent reasonableness tests to obtain
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good deals. Some evidence for the importance of rent reasonableness tests was

provided by the reduction in Certificate prqgram recipient rents when PHAs

held Payment Standard below FMRs and by the association between Certificate

program recipient rents and a variable reflecting average pre-program rent

levels (adjusted for income).

The focus of Appendix D was on testing a model within the context of

the available data. Accordingly, its attention was narrow; we were looking

for behaviors that did or did not conform to the model's predictions. The

focus of this Appendix is more broadly empirical; here we are looking for

gross patterns that will account for much of the variation in outcomes and

thus provide a good general description of how the programs work for different

groups of enrollees.

We followed the usual procedure in searching for patterns. First we

considered the questions we wanted to ~sk and the sorts of techniques appro

priate for our variables (Section E.l). Then we examined patterns in terms of

intermediate behaviors that might help to structure our understanding (Section

E.2). Then we considered specific demographic variables of interest (Section

E.3), but did not analyze patterns across these.

E.l Approach

The analytical approach involved two decisions--the outcomes we were

going to analyze and the questions we ~ould address.

Outcomes to Be Analyzed. We etected to concentrate in this Appendix

on the success of enrollees in becoming recipients, rents paid by recipients,

and the level of tenant contributions ~nd assistance payments. This meant

that we put aside (in this Appendix) dtrect interest in changes in rents or

tenant contribution from pre-program levels or changes in outcomes after

recipients had been in the program for a year. Furthermore, it turns out that

r~cipient rents, tenant contributions, and assistance payments can all be

analyzed in terms of the difference between recipient rents and FMRs.

To see this, consider how the program rules determine rents, tenant

contributions and assistance payments. We have already observed in Appendix D

that recipient rents are strongly related to FMRs. Thus it seems reasonable

to start by considering rents in terms of their deviations from FMRs. Now

consider the tenant contribution. In the Certificate program this is given by
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(1) TC = 0.3Y + E
C n c

where

= Tenant contribution in the Certificate program

= Recipient net monthly income

, .

= The effect of special cases involvlng gross income more than
three times net income on welfare rents.

In the Housing Voucher program in contrast

(2 )

where

TC = 0.3Y + (R - PS) +
v n v

= 0.3Y + (R - FMR) + (FMR - PS) + E
n v V

TCv = Tenant contribution ln the Housing Voucher program
'J

Yn = Recipient net monthly income

Rv = Housing Voucher recipient rent

PS = The Payment Standard for the family

FMR =

=

The FMR for the family

The effect of the special rule that tenant contribution be
at least 10 percent of gross income

Accordingly, TC and TC are determined by recipient income, program sched-c v .
ules, and (for the Housing Voucher program) the difference between recipient

rents and FMRs

TC - TC = (R - FMR) + (FMR - PS) + E - E
V C V v c

where

Terms = As defined for Eqs. (1) and (2)

Now consider assistance payments. These are equal to the difference petween

recipient rents and the tenant contribution. Thus

'-
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AP = R
c c

= R
c

TC
c

O.3Y - e
n c

= FMR - O.3Y
n

€
C

(FMR'- R )
c

,.
AP R - TC=v v v

(5) = PS - 0.3Y €
n v

(6) AP AP. = (FMR - R ) + € € - (FMR - PS)
v 1 c C v

where

APc = Assistance payments ln the Certificate program

APv = Assistance payments in the Housing Voucher program

- .. Rc = Recipient rent in thefCertificate program

:
PS = The Payment Standard for the family

FMR = The FMR for the family

E:c,e:v = The effect of special rules

Again, assistance payments are determined by recipient incomes, program sched

ules, and (for the Certificate program) the difference between recipient rents

and the FMR sched~ie.

Accordingly, _in analyzing behavior under the two programs we were able

to focus on success rates and the difference between recipient ,rents and FMRs.

The difference between recipient ren~s and FMRs is a co~tinuous varl

able, readily analyzed in sta~dard ways •. !he only obvious problem with the

variable_is the sharply s~ewed distribution in the Certificate program dis->. . . -
cussed i~ the malO text-~a problem that we d~cided to ignore. Success rates

are more difficult,_,though a number of teGhniques for analyzing .dichotomous
.j .., ,. >

variables haye been dev:loped over the past 20 years. The main ,problem is

that many of the techniques are analytically cumbersome and sometimes rela

tively opaque, Slnce they involve approxlmate solutions to maximum likelihood

conditions. This makes them relatively inconvenient (compared to OLS regres-. ' -
sion, for example) for testing and assessing a number of alternative models.
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As it turned out, the independent variables we wanted to analyze were

also categorical. Thus we could potentially conduct the analysis in terms of

a relatively continuous variable--observed success rates for various groups of

individuals. However, the distribution of observed success rates may be quite

"lumpy" if the number of persons in the group is small and the variance

depends on the true success'rate for the group. This may be overcome by the

arc sine transformation.

A
(7) 2 arcsin ¥p - N(2 arcsin ¥~, 11m)

where

p

~

m

=

=

=

Observed proportions for a group

The true probability for the group

The number of observations in the group

The key fact is that the asymptotic varlance of arcsin ¥p does not depend

on~. These are asymptotic results, but the transformation turns out to be

remarkably effective for small samples. Freeman and Tukey (1950) suggest

using an arc since transformation with continuity correction of

(8) m ~ m 1 ~
arc(p) = [arcsin (Pm+l) + arcsin (P(m+l) + m+l) 1

Cox (p. 111), citing Freeman and Tukey, asserts that this transform has a

variance within plus or minus 6 percent of (m+~)-l if m~ is greater than or

equal to one. If we assume success rates of at least one-third, this requires

only three observations per cell.

The variable arc(p) can be analyzed ln the usual weighted regression

context (to take account of the fact that the variance of arc(p) varies with

m). There is one special feature: since we know the variance, the appropri

ate tests involve statistics with Chi-Square distributions instead of the

usual t or F distrioutions. Furthermore, each observation (group of three or

more individuals) must be homogeneous with respect to 'the independent vari

ables.

Specifically, if we have a collection of groups characterized by some

vector x, we can form the weighted regression
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where

~(11m.) arc(p.) =
1 1

~(11m.) ~ .. )x~B + e.
1 1J 1 1

m·
1

p.
1

x·
1

= The number of individuals in the i th group

= The observed success rate in the i th group

= The value of the vector of characteristics for the i th group

(which are required to be the same for each member of the

group)

e· = A residual
1

We can, of course, achieve a perfect fit by including a dummy for each

group. We can accordingly test simpler structures by

(10)

where

'2 2Lei - X (n-k)

e· = The observed (weighted) residual for the i th group1

n = The number of groups

k = The number of independent variables

Similarly, we can compare two models by

(ll)

where

Finally,

eo = The vector of (";eighted) residuals from the unrestricted
model

el = The vector of (weighted) residuals from the restricted model

kO = The number of parameters in the restricted model

kl = The number of parameters 1n the unrestricted model
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(12) Var (8. ) = (XIX>"~~
J JJ ' '

The ma10 drawbacks of this approach are two. First, as already not~d,

each group must consist of individuals with the same values of the independent

variables. This limits the number of variables that we can consider. For

example, if we start with two programs in 19 sites and add three variables

with four categories each we obtain 2,432 cells. If observations are indepen

dently distributed across the various categories we are likely to lose a large,.
number when we eliminate cells with fewer than three observations.

Second, when we are investigating the structure of the regression, in

terms of interactions, non-linear terms, and so forth, we are investigating

the structure of arcsin I~. We lack the flexibility to, for example, inves

tigate multiplicative structures through analysis of logs that 1S available

with other"~ontinuous variables. However, this is a problem with all methods

of analyzing discrete choices and we saw no reason to assume that

arcsin I~ was any worse a specification than, for example, logit (~) or

probit (~).

Questions to Be Addressed. We are trying to characterize outcomes in

terms of relevant characteristics. These include both descriptors of pre

program housing situations and t~e usual. demographic descrip~ors. For the,':: .-,

purposes of this appendix, we can think of descriptors as categorical vari-

ables that place enrollees or recipients in different groups (elderly/non

elderly, high pre-program rent/low pre-program rent, and so forth). Given any

such descriptor we can develop national estimates of outcomes for each

group. However, in comparing the outcomes for different groups, we are aware

that they are conditioned by all the other factors associated w1th the groups

under considerat1on. We wish to sort out these different factors. Specific

ally we ask

1. Whether differences between groups simply reflect differences in
the PHAs in which-the-groups are present

2. Whether differences reflect differences in intermediate behaviors

3. Whether differences seem to reflect the effects of other demo
graphic characteristics

-! ' •

The first question is simpl~~nswered.byestimating effects w1thin each PHA.

We can readily test whether effects 1n each PHA are zero through the usual
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F-statistic~ (or for the arcsin regressions,'x2-statistics). The pr?blem

comes ~hen we try to' d~termine the size o~ the estimated effect after control

ling for PHA. Some groups are not present in some PHAs or have very few

obse;vations. If we try to ca~culat~ a weighted average of within-PHA effects

using,' for example, the sampling weights used to develop national estimate~~

the error of estimate may become very large or even be inestimable. A reason

able response is to characterize the overall effect, controlling tor'PHA, as

(13) II = l: W.Il.
1 1

(14) w. = Var(Il.,)/l: Var(Il.)
1 1 1

where,

II = The estimated overall. effect

w·
1

II'1

=

=

=

Weights

The estimated effect in the i th PHA

The va~iance of estimate of II.
1

In effect this ·combines the within-PHA estimates to'compute the weighted

average with the smallest error of"estimate•. It is computatlonally' ldE>ntical

to the estimate provided"by'a regression including PHA dummies--that i's; in

the regression '.
-,

(15)

where

y = l: s.8. + SX:+ e'
1 1

y = The outcome
, ..

s·
1

= A dummy for the i th PHA

x = The characteristic under consideration

Then computationally~

(16) S = II

Accordingly, we refer to'them as'OLS' estimates.
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We know that the OLS estimate may be quite misleading if there is in
~ , , ,- ,~ F

fact a substantial interaction between the PHAs and ~he demographi~ effe~t.

(See: e.g., Light (1980) for a rather startling example.) However, there

seems to be no other way to characterize the overall effect on a consistent. '
basis. The best we can do is note whether pooling sites up to shift terms is

rejected.
" I

The second question involves trying to characterize the nature of

demographic effects in terms of intermediate behaviors. The obvious candi

dates are willingness to move, which is necessary for a substantial change in

housing, and measures of enrollee tastes and circumstances based on pre

program housing characteristics. These are discussed further in the next

section.

In terms of other demographic factors, the usual question involves "the

extent to which we can sort out effects among corr~lated descriptors. This is

discussed 1n Section E.3.

E.2 Intermediate Behaviors

One of our interests 1n examining differences in outcomes between

demographic groups is to determine whether.they seem to reflect the eff~ct of

preexisting differences amon~ the groups or seem to involve some direct inter

action between the program and th~ demographic characteristics. Accordingly,

our next step was to extend the discussion of Appendix D to identify pr~

program housing conditions or other intermediate behaviors that materially

condition outcomes. We discuss these separately for success rates and analy

sis of recipient rents.

E.2.l Success Rates

Enrollees in either the Housing Voucher or Certificate program may

become recipients 1n one of two ways. First, if their pre-enrollment unit

meets program requirements or can be made to meet requirements, they can

qualify in place. Second, if they cannot quality in place'or"wish to:mRv~,

they can qualify by finding a new un1t that meets program requirements. It is

evident that enrollees who can qualify in place may have a cons1derable advan

tage. Even if they want to move, if they do not find an acceptable unit

w,th,n the allowed time, they can st111 become recipients in the1r curr~nt

un1t and continue looking for a better one.
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Unfortunately, we often do not know whether an enrollee could have

qualified in place. Units are only lnspected at the enrollees request~ and in

fact, most enrollees did not request an inspection. For these, we,do not know

whether they thought that their unit would not meet requirements or simply

wantea to move. If they failed to become recipients, we can reasonably sur

mise that they did not think their pre-enrollment unit would quallfy, but for,
these recipients who moved, we have no way even to guess. , .

Furthermore, we might expect that the differences between the two

programs would vary depending on whether enrollees were able to meet physical

arid occupancy requirements in place. Certificate enrollees whose pre-program

units 'meet physical and occupancy requirements requirements but haye rents

aoove the FMR cannot qualify in place unless the PHA grants an exception to

the FMR requirement. On the other hand, for enrollees trying to quality"by

moving, the absence of rent restrictions in the Housing Voucher prog~am'opens

up a larger set of units for consideration and'changes enrollee incentives.

We did, in fact, ask applicant before they were enrolled whether they

wanted to move from or stay in their pre-enrollment unit. This turns out to

be a remarkably good predictor. Table E.l shows the relationship between the

percent of enrollees who tried to qualify their pre-enrollment unlt.'.by either,
asking for an inspection or submitting a request for lease approval-and

enrollees' intention to move. We have separated figures for subunit-and non

subunit enrollees, since enrollees who were sharing quarters with another

family almost always had to move in order to qualify (and indeed almost always

said that they intended to move). As shown in Table E.l, there is a strong

association between the enrollee's intention and whether or not they~attempted

to qualify in their pre-enrollment unit. Among non-subunit enrollees, only 11

percent of those intending to move attempted to qualify their pre-enrollment
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TABLE E.l

PERCENT OF ENROLLEES ATTEMPTING
TO QUALIFY IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT UNITa

(Combined Programs, Unweighted)

Percent Attempting
Not Subunits

(n)

to Qualify In-Place
Subunits

(n)

Intend to stay 69.6% 210'6%
(3419 (102)

Intend to move 10.8% U6%
(5438) (2972)

Not sure 41.6% 7.7%
(351) (26)

aEnrollees are classified as attempting to qualify in place.}f they
are recorded as either requestlng an inspection of or submitting a ~equest for
lease approval for, their pre-enrollment unit.



unit. In contrast, 70 percent of those intending to stay attempted to qualify

in their pre-enrollment unit. l

Intentions were also strongly associated with actual outcomes, as

shown in Table E.2. Among non-subunits, 66 percent of those intending to stay

qualified in place, as compared with 9 percent of those intending to move.

Further, among those intending to move who did not qualify by moving, only 16

percent qualified in place (as compared with 75 percent of enrollees who

intended to stay and did not qualify by moving)--suggesting that these enroll

ees were Probably usually unable to'qualify in place. On the other hand,

among those.intending to, stay who did not qualify in place, 35 percent quali

fied by moving. This is less than the 48 percent rate for enrollees who

intended to move, but stlll substantial--suggesting that some enrollees who

did not qualify in place may have been uninterested in qualifying by moving.

Flnally, as shown in Table E.3, intentlons were strongly associated

with conditions that would have been likely to require moving in order to

qualify--being a subunit, reporting potentially important deficiencies ln a

pre-program unit, or be~ng likely to have fewer rooms than needed to meet

occupancy requirements. This association may indicate that applicants had a

fairly good idea of program requirements before they enrolled. On the other

hand, they also represent situations that would seem likely to make enrollees

more interested in moving regardless of program requirements.

Interestingly, there is no evidence that enrollee intentions were

influenced by 'the rent limitations of the Certificate program. There is, of

course, no material difference between the two programs in enrollees' inten

tions, since these were expressed before enrollees knew to which program they

would be assigned. However, if enrollees knew about program rules before they

lComparison of Table E.I and the success rates shown in Table E.2,
below, indicates that an extraordinarily high percentage of those attempting
to qualify in place succeeded in doing so. Among non-subunits, the success
rate for those attempting to qualify in place (implied by the ratio of the
percentages in Table E.2 to those in Table E.I) is 94 percent for those
intending to stay and 84 percent for those intending to move. This may indi
cate substantial knowledge of program requirements before enrollment and/or
effective training in self-inspection by PHAs. It also raises the possibility
that inspections of pre-program units may often not have been recorded by PHAs
except when the family in fact qualified in place.
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TABLE E.2

OUTCOMES BY INTENT TO MOVE
(Combined Programs. Unwelghted)
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TABLE E.3

INTENTION TO MOVE AND PRE-PROGRAM UNIT CHARACTERISTICS
(Combined Programs, Unweighted)

Percent of Enrollees Who:
Intend Intend Not Sample

To Stay To Move Sure Size

Shared Units

Non-subunits 37.3% 59.2% 3.5% 9261

Subunits 3.4 95.8 0.8 3129

Index of Enrollee Rating of
Pre-Program Unit Adequacy
(Non-Subunits)

Not adequate 55.1 40.7 4.1 4403

Mostly inadequate 22.0 75.3 2.8 691

Inadequate 14.5 83.6 1.9 683

Pre-Program Crowding
(Non-Subunits)

Number of rooms in pre- 3.3 95.9 0.8 615
program unit

Less than number of 17.2 79.9 3.0 1932
bedrooms required

Equal to number of 41.7 54.6 3.7 3852
bedrooms required

One more than number 52.2 43.5 4.3 2861
of bedrooms required

At least two more than 37.3 59.2 3.5 9260
number of bedrooms
required
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applied, they would have known about the Certificate program, since that was

the established program prior to the Demonstration. Thus if enrollees' inten

tions were strongly conditioned by their expecta~ion about whether they would

be able to qualify in place under program rent limits, we would expect that

enrollees with pre-program rents above the FMR would be less likely to say

that they intended to stay. In fact, as shown in Table E.4, the percentage of

enrollees intending to stay rises steadily with the ratio of estimated pre

enrollment gross rent to FMRs and is highest among those with rents above the

FMRs.

We analyzed success rates separately for those intending to stay ana

those intending to move. For each group we considered the influence of the

enrollee rating of their pre-program unit adequacy, the relationship between

the number of rooms in the pre-program unit and the number of bedrooms ~~

required by the occupancy standard, and the ratio of pre-program gross:rent to

FMRs. Specifically, our starting equation was

(17)

where

karc p = a.
J

5 k
+ LS.·R.

i=2 J~ ~

3 k
+ L y •• Z.

i=2 J~ ~

3
+ L

2
e~.N., weighted
J~ ~

arc p = As defined.by Eq. (9)

Ri = A set of dummies of pre-program gross rent categories

corresponding to Table E.4 (with greater than FMR as the

omitted category

Z2 = A dummy for moderately inadequate pre-program units

Z3 = A dummy for severely inadequate pre-program units

Z2 = A dummy indicating that the number of pre-program rooms

equals the required number of bedrooms plus one

Z3 = A dummy indicating that the number of pre-program rooms

is at least two more than the required number of bedrooms
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'- TABLE E.4

INTENTION TO MOVE AND
PRE-PROGRAM GROSS RENT

(Combined Programs, Unweighted)a

Estimated
Pre-Program Gross Rent

Percent
Intend

To Stay

of Enrollees Who:
Intend Not

To Move Sure
Sample
Size

Greater than FMR 73.9% 22.7% 3.4% 1165

Between 80 and 100 percent 59.0 36.1 4.9 2107
of FMR

Between 60 and 80 percent 33.1 63.1 3.8 2735
of FMR . - .
Between 40 and 60 percent 16.6 80.2 3.2 1833
of FMR

Less than or equal to 40 6.2 92.3 1.5' 1196
percent of FMR

All 37.5 58.9 3.8 9036

aExcluding subunits
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k k k k
a.,B .. ,y .. ,S ..

J J1 J1 J1

weighted

=

=

coeffic1ents alJowed.,to vary across program and PHA

The regressio~ is weighted by: the number of observations

in each celJ< " ,

As discussed in Section E.2, our analytical approach required that we
. . .

form g~oups based On the cross of all the dummy variables (including omitted,

categories) and eliminate cells with fewe!. than three members. Tpis r~su1ted

in the loss of about 14 percent of the sample, as shown in Table E.5. Fur

thermore, due to the strong associations between adequacy and crowding and

1nten~ion to stay, we had relatively few observations of inadequ~te, over-,.,

crowded units or low-rent units in the sample of those intend1ng to stay and
,- I~ 'I--

relatively few very high-rent units in the sample of those intending to moye.

We then developed test statistics for

1. The omitted interactions among rent, adequacy, and occupancy
dummies

2. Pooling sites up to a shift term for each site ' .

3. Pooling programs up to a shift term for each progr!l.m. ,

4. Each set of dummies

Consider first the,resu1ts for those intending to stay shown in Table E.6.

The omitted interactions are not significant; we can pool sites and programs

up to shift terms; we can drop rent, adequacy, and occupancy dummies in the

Housing Voucher program, but only the adequacy dummies in the Certiftcate

program. We explored the implications of this specification in two ways.

First, we estimated the specification implied by Table E.6 in which occupancy

and rent dummies only enter for the Certificate program. This involved an

initial specification of the form

(18)

where

Arc(p) = E ykSj + Is.vS. + I (l-v)R.y. + I (l-v)N.a.
JJ 11 11

+ E

arc(p) = Defined by Eq. (9)

s. = A dummy for the jth PHA
J

v = A dummy for the Housing Voucher program



TABLE E.5

SAMPLE SIZES FOR INITIAL ARC SINE REGRESSIONS

Intend Intend
To Stay To Move Total--

Total number of enrollees without 3387 5326 8713
misSlng values

Total number in cells with three 2969 4518 7487
or more members

Percent sample reduction 12% 15% 14%

Number o~ cases in sample with
three' 'or' ~more cells that have: a

t'" ,

Zl=l 2805 2594 5394

Z2=1 81 641 722

Z3=1 83 1283 1366,
Nl=l 220 1851 2071

N2=1 1434 1780 3214

N3=1 1315 887 2202

Rl=l 801 171 972

R2=1 1151 607 1758

R3=1 803 1546 2349

R4=1 205 1288 1493

R5=1 9 906 915

aDummy sets may not add to the same total due to missing values.
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TABLE E.6

INITIAL TESTS FOR THOSE INTENDING TO STAY

Chi-Square
Housing
Voucher Certificate Combined

Test Program Program Programs

X2(42) X2(49) . 'x2(9i)
i

1- Omitted interactions among
rent, adequacy, and =24.97 =32.17 =64.14
occupancy dummies

2. Pooling sites up to shift x2( 2) x2(69) x2(41)
terms for each site =60.64 =80.05 =~~O ~ 7.0

3. Pool ~rograms up to a NA NA x2( 67)
'shift term =62.94

4. Drop rent dummies x2(49) x2(44) ~2\Q3~)

=42.77 =76.56** =119.30**

5. Drop occupancy dummies X2(23) X2(23) x2(46)
=23.28 =37.44* =60.72:j:

6. Drop adequacy dummies /(n x2(7) x2(i'4)
=7.62 =8.51 =16.'12

7. Drop all dummies X2(80) x2(77) x2(57)
=77 .28 =122.7** =200:00*

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:j: = Significant at 0.10 level
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Ri = A dqmmy for the itbLr~nt categqry

Ni = A dummy for the i th occupancy category

We then tested this against a specification without site interactions for the

Housing Voucher program
~

The test statistic for the two equations was

Accordingly we adapted th~ specification of Eq. (19), for which estimates are

presented~~~ Appendix F. The key results are summarized in Table E.7.

Two results seem odd. First, while having one more rOom than the

required number of bedrooms helps to increase a Certificate enrollee's chances

of qualifying, having even more rooms is as ~ad as having too few. We surmise

that this strange pattern reflects some tendency to buy space at the cost of

other deficiencies not captured by the adequacy variable. This is mildly

supported by the fact that the occupancy variables are not significant without

the rent variables.

The second oddity is the pattern of program differences by rent level

shown in Figure E.l. Under the specification of Table E.7, the Housing

Voucher success rate (for those intending to stay in place) is constant in

each PHA. The Certificat~ enrollees with rents only somewhat belo~ the FMR

have almost the same ,success rate. As expected, Cert,ficate enrollees intend

ing to stay in their pre-enrollment units who have rents above the FMR have

lower success rates. What is odd is the findJng that the program differential

also increases at lower rent levels. It is, of course, quite reasonable ,that

recipients in lower-rent units would be less likely to qualify in plac~ ,(~he

ma,n avenue of success for those ,ntending to stay in their pre-program
- - .

unit). What seems odd is that the Housing Voucher program should undo this.

Accordingly, we tested an alternate specificat,on in which rent and
"

occupancy effects are introduced for both
, --

gram effects are specified as differences

programs, and
1

for each rent

Housing Voucher pro-
-~

level, V1Z.,
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FIGURE E.1

IMPLIED DIFFERENCES IN SUCCESS RATES FOR THOSE INTENDING
TO STAY EVALUATED AT THE MEAN SUCCESS RATE FOR THE HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAMa

SUCCESS RATE

65-1---------------------------- Housl ng Voucher
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certificaTe
Program

Less than
40% of FMR

35-
1

...., -,- _

I I I I
40-60% 60-80% 80-100% Greater
of FMR of FMR of FMR Than FMR

PRE-PROGRAM RENT

aSuccess rate computed as:

P = 5102 (arcsin IPV + coefficienT}
2

where

PV = Mean HOUSing Voucher Program success rate (64.6%>
CoeffiCient = CoeffiCIent from Table E.7
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"
TABLE E.7

PARTIAL RESULTS OF ARC SINE REGRESSION FOR THOSE INTENDING TO STAY

Coefficient

Intercept and dummies for
each PHA

Standard
Error

(see Appendix G)

t-Statistic

Certificate Program
pre-program rent

80 to 100% of FMR

60 to 80% of FMR

40 to 60% of FMR

Less than or equal to
40% of FMR

Certificate Program
Rooms equal required bedrooms
plus 1

Rooms greater than required
bedrooms plus 1

Housing Voucher Program

Implied difference between Housing
Voucher Program and Certificate
Program by pre-program rent category

Greater than FMR

80 to 100% of FMR

60 to 80% of FMR

40 to 60% of FMR

Less than 40% of FMR

Implied difference between
Housing Voucher and Certificate
Programs by Occupancy Category

Rooms less than or equal
required bedrooms

Rooms equal required bedrooms
plus 1

Rooms greater than required
bedrooms plus 1

Root mean squared error

R2

0.198

0.004

-0.262

-0.143

0.235

0.063

0.298

0.298

0.100

0.294

0.560

0.441

0.298

0.064

0.236

0.98

0.49

0.064

0.072

0.110

0.405

0.099

0.101

0.108

0.108

0.103

0.100

0.128

0.413

0.108

0.064

0.061

3.07"-'*

0.05

2.38*

0.35

2.37*

0.062

2.76**

2. 76~'(*

0.97

2.95**

4.36**

1.07

2.76**

1.00

3.84**

** = Significant at 0.01 level * = Significant at 0.05 level
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(20) arc(p) = I a. S • + I R.y. + I N.6. + I vR.a. + e
J J 1 1 1 1 1 1

where

arc(p) = Defined by Eq. (9)

S· = A dummy for the jth PHA
J

v = A dummy for the Housing Voucher program

R· '= A dummy for the ·th rent category1
1

N· = A dummy for the ·th occupancy category
1

1

The key results are shown in Table E.8. The pattern is maintained: among

enrollees intending to stay in their pre-program unit, Housing Voucher success

rates are higher than those in the Certificate program both for those with

pre-program rents above the FMR and for those with pre-program rents substan

tially below the FMR.

In Table E.9 we examine the rent terms in arcsin regressions for

attempting to qualify in place (asking for an inspection or submitting a

request for lease approval), for actually qualifying in place, and for quali

fying by moving--all for enrollees who intended to stay in their pre-enroll

ment unit. As with the overall success rate equation, both attempting to and

actually qualifying in place show a substantial increase in probability for

the Certificate Program for rents just below FMR, then declining for lower

rents. Similarly, both show a significantly higher probility for Housing

Voucher households with rents above FMRs. The pattern of similar Housing

Voucher effects at lower rents is also maintained for actually qualifying in

place, but the coefficients are not significant.

To investigate this further, we examined the increases in reclpient

gross rent by pre-program rent levels, with special attention to the ~

proportiqn of Housing Voucher recipients in each category who ended up with

pre-program rents greater than FMRs. The results, shown in Table E.10,

support the estimated~pattern of Housing Voucher effects.

As expected, among recipients who originally intended to remain in

place, 79 percent ended up with rents 'above the FMR in the Housing Voucher

Program as compared with 46 percent in the Certificate Program. There is, as

expected, a direct association between,the higher Housing Voucher success rate
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TABLE E.8

ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATION OF PROGRAM DIFFERENCES IN
SUCCESS RATES FOR THOSE THAT INTEND TO STAY

Intercept and dummies
for each PHA

Rooms equal to required
bedrooms plus 1

Rooms greater than
required bedrooms plus 1

Pre-program rent
80 to 100% of FMR

60 to 80% of FMR

40 to 60% of FMR

Less than or eq;'al to
40% of FMR

Differences for Housing Voucher
Program by pre-program unit

Greater than FMR

80 to 100% of FMR

60 to 80% of FMR

40 to 60% of FMR

Less than or equal to
40% of FMR

Root mean squared error

R2

'J.~ = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

t = Significant at 0.10 level

Standard
Coefficient Error t-Statistic

See Appendix G

0.244 0.072 3.37**

0.134 0.074 1.80t

0.202 0.064 3. 17"-k

0.011 0.071 0.16

-0.251 0.109 -2.31*

-0.127 0.402 -0.32

0.167 0.069 2.43*

0.011 0.057 0.18

0.102 0.069 1.49

0.275 0.136 2.02*

0.359 0.689 0.52

0.97

0.51



TABLE E.9

RENT EFFECTS IN ARCSIN REGRESSIONS FOR TRYING TO QUALIFY IN PLACE, ACTUALLY QUALIFYING IN PLACE,
AND QUALIFYING BY MOVING, FOR THOSE INTENDING TO STAY

Attempt to Quailly In Place Actually Qualify In Place Quail ty by Moving

Standard Standard Standard
CoeffiCIent Error t-Statlstlc CoeH i C I ant Error t-Statlstlc Coaff i C lent Error t-Statlstlc

Intercept and dummies for each PHA Not Shown Not Shown Not Shown

Occupancy dummies Not Shown Not Shown Not Shown

Pre-program rent

80 to 100% 01 FMR 0.221 0.066 3.36** 0.197 0.065 3.02*' -0.057 0.055 1.04

69 to 80% 01 FMR 0.087 0.073 1.19 0.046 0.072 0.63 -0.062 0.061 1.01

40 to 60% 01 FMR 0.048 0.112 0.43 -0.081 0.112 0.72 -0.152 0.094 1.62

Less than or equal to 40% 01 FMR -0.433 0.415 1.04 -0.430 0.412 1.05 0.385 0.347 1.11

~
01 fference for HOUSing Voucher

I
Program by pre-program rent level

N
\.n Greater than FMR 0.181 0.071 2.55' 0.184 0.071 2.61** -0.031 0.059 0.52'"

80 to 100% 01 FMR 0.039 0.059 0.65 0.025 0.059 0.43 -0.002 0.049 0.03

60 to 80% 01 FMR 0.082 0.071 1.15 0.112 0.071 1.59 -0.045 0.060 0.76

40 to 6D% 01 FMR 0.045 0.141 0.32 0.172 0.140 1.23 0.095 0.117 0.81

less than or equal to 40% 01 FMR 1.073 0.713 1.51 1.110 0.707 1.57 -0.778 0.595 1.31

Dependent mean 2.03 1.95 0.65

Root mean 1.00 0.99 0.84

R2 0.46 0.41 0.53

,
" = Significant at 0.01 level r: "'-
, = Significant at 0.05, level

t = SIgnIficant at 0.10 level



TABLE Ll0

RENTS OF RECIPIENTS WHO INTENDED TO REMAIN IN THEIR PRE-PROGRAM UNIT, BY LEVEL OF PRE-PROGRAM RENT
(AI I sites, excluding houston, unwelghted)

:: '"Percent of ReClplents( j ,
Sample Size with Gross Rents Greater Than the FMR- Change In Rent From Pre-Program Level

Housing Housing t-Statlstlc Housing t-Statlstlc
Voucher Certificate Voucher Certificate for Voucher Certificate for

Pre-Program Gross Rent Program Program Program Program 01 fterence 01 fterence Program Program 01 f ference 01 fference

Greater than FMR
Mean 318 252 79.2% 45.6% 33.6 pts 8.32** $-5.80 $-22.44 $16.64 3.91**
(Standard deviation) (2.3) (3.1) (4.0) (3.35) (2.62) (4.25)

80 to 100% of FMR
Mean 439 439 21.2 9.1 12.1 4.10** 21.20 15.50 5.70 2.51**
(Standard deViation) (2.0) (1.4) 13.0) (1.71) (1.50) (2.27)

~
60 to 80% of FMR

Mean 304 277 11.8 5.1 6.7 2.88** 64.33 54.08 10.25, 1.86*
I (Standard deviation) (1.9) 11.3) (2.3) (4.13) (3.05) (5.51 )N

'"0
40 to 60% of FMR

Mean 93 80 21.5 6.2 15.3 2.86** 144.98 131.86 13.12 0.89
(Standard deviation) (4.3) (2.7) (5.4) ( 10.24) 110.51 ) (14.67)

Less than or equal to
40% of FMR

Mean 14 16 28.6 12.5 1.61 1.10 288.40 261.57 26.83 0.46
(Standard deviation) (12.5 ) (8.5) ( 14.6) (49.47) (30.89) (58.32)

** = SignifIcant at 0.01 level

* = SignIficant at 0.05 level

+= SignifIcant at 0.10 level



for this group and the relaxation of the rent limits. As would be expected,

the difference between the programs in both the percentages of ~ecipients with

rents above FMR and the change in rent is smaller for recipients wlth pre

program rents in the 60 to 100 percent of FMR categories. However, the

differences then increase fOF ~ven lower pre-program rents. It is clear that

at rents well below FMRs, the Ho~sing Voucher Program allowed some additional

enrollees to qualify in place by permitting modestly larger rent increases,

which brought these units to levels above the FMR.

Now consider the results for enrollees who intended to move from their

pre-enrollment unit. Initial tests, comparable to those of Table E.6 for

those intending to stay in their pre-enrollment unit are presented in Table

E.Il. Again, the hypothesis that omitted interactions among rent, occupancy,

and quality variables are zero is not rejected. Pooling sites (up to'shift

terms) is rejected for the Certificate program, but not the Housing Voucher

program. Pooling programs is not rejected. Among the rent, quality, ~n}

occupancy dummies, only the rent dummies need to be retained. ~

Table E.Il suggests that the appropriate specification involves rent

dummies and a Housing Voucher dummy variable for each site. This actu~lly

poses a problem because the rent categories are not present in all sites.

Indeed in one place there are so few movers that a Housing Voucher dummy

cannot reasonably be estimated. We can report the mean value and standard

error of the Housing Voucher dummy in this specification across 18 sites

(21)

(22)

S = 0.03452

S.E.(S) = 0.04666 (within PHA)

However, this is not very satisfactory. Accordingly, recognizlng that it lS a

misspeclfication, we also estimated

(23) arc(p) = I a.S. + I y.R. + SV + €
J J 1 1

where

arc(p)

S·
J

=

=

Defined by Eq. (9)

A dummy' for the jth PHA ~
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TABLE E.11

INITIAL TESTS FOR THOSE INTENDING TO MOVE

Chi-Square
Housing
Voucher Certificate Combined

Test Program Program Programs

1. Omitted interactions among X2( 24 ) X2(112) X2(236)
rent, adequacy, and =117.40 =111.80 =229.10
occupancy dummies

2. Pooling sites up to shift i(13) x2OO5) x2(218)
terms for each site =117.50 =143.90** =261.50*

3. Pool programs up to a NA NA x2OO6)
shift term =94.73**

4. Drop rent dummies X2(60) x2(53) x2(113)
=132.10** =147.00** =279.10**

5. Drop occupancy dummies x2(3) x205 ) x2(68)
=38.77 =25.93 =64.69

6. Drop adequacy ,dummies x2(28) x2(25 ) x2(53)
=21.63 =38.58 =60.21

7. Drop both occupancy and x2(61) X2(60) X2(21)
=65.17 =65.15 =130.30

"l."* = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:I: = Significant at 0.10 level
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v = A dummy for the Housing Voucher program

R. = A dummy for the ·th tent category
1

1

N· = A dummy for the ·th occupancy category
1

1

The estimates are presented in Appendix F. l Key parameters are shown in Table

E.12. The estimated Housing Voucher effect is small and not statistically

significant. 2 For both programs, enrollees in less expensive. (and presumably

lower quality) pre-program unlts were less likely to qualify even though they

intended to move.

E.2.2 Recipient Rents

Appendix D included an investigation of recipient rents for recipients

who moved from their pre-program unit. In general we found that

L

2.

3.

4.,

. ,
Among reclplents who moved, rents were strongly associated'~ith

FMRs in both programs, though more so in the Certificate program;

Among recipients who moved, rents were also influenced by the
general level of pre-program rents in both programs;

Among recipients who moved, rents in the Housing Voucher program
were also conditioned by individual deviations in pre-program ' .
rents from average rents;

Relationships, including program differences, varied across PHAs.

For the purposes of this appendix, this suggests that useful covarlates for

regressions of recipient rents among movers will include the recipient's FMR

and pre-program rent.

Now consider reciplent rents among recipients who stay ln their pre

enrollment unit. We expect that these will be strongly associated with pre

program rents, but also that FMRs may play an important role. To the extent

that FMRs accurately reflect local average market rents for unlts meeting

program quallty and occupancy requirements, simple regression towards the mean

would suggest that recipient rents would tend to reduce any difference (posi-

IThe hypothesis that the Houslng Voucher effect, S, dld not vary
across PHAs was not rejected at the 0.10 level.

2Examination of interactions of the Housing Voucher effect with rent
category showed no signlficant or substantial estlmated effect for any rent
category. Nor was there any material change in the estlmated program effect
if rent category dummies were dropped altogether.
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TABLE E.12

KEY ESTIMATES FROM ARC SINE REGRESSION FOR ENROLLEES
INTENDING TO MOVE

{Excluding Subunits}

Intercept and sit'e dummies

Pre-program rent

80
,

100% ofto FMR

60 to 80% of FMR

40 to 60% of FMR

Less than 40% of FMR

Housing Voucher

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:j: = Significant at 0.10 level

Coefficient

0.0224

-0.1321

-0.3200

-0.5020

0.0303

APp:"264

Standard
Error

{See Appendix G}

0.0927

0.0863

0.0874

0.0921

0.0318

t-Statistic

0.24

1.53

3.66**

5.45**

0.95



tive or negative) between pre-program rents and FMRs. This is reinforced in

the Certificate p~ogram by the fact that increases in rents up to the FMR do

not affect a Certificate program reclpientis out-of-pocket costs, while rents

above the FHR are prohibited without special exceptions. Certificate program

recipients have no personal incentive to resist increases in rents up to the

FMR level (unless the PHA imposes a lower rent reasonableness level). On the

other hand, it seems likely that 'they would have had to resist any increase

and perhaps even obtain a reduction to obtain PHA approval of rents above the

FMR.

Accordingly, we began by specifying an equation for stayers of the

form

(24)

where

= a~ + SkJoRO + Y~PFMR + n~FHR + e~FPSDUM + E~
J J J J J

. .'

Rp = Recipient gross rent

RO = Pre-program gross rent

PFMR = The value of the FHR when the FHR was greater than the

pre-program gross rent

HFHR = The value of the FHR when the FHR was smaller than the

pre-program gross rent

DFPSDUM =

=

A dummy variable indicating that the Payment Standard was

less than the FHR when the family became a recipient

Unknown parameters allowed to vary across programs (h)

and sites (j)
k k kn.,8 .. ,e:.
J J J

We then examined the test statistics, shown in Table E.13 for

1. Pooling sites up to shift terms

2. Pooling programs up to a shift term
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,TEST STATISTICS FOR BASIC REGRESSIONS INVOLVING THE GROSS RENTS OF
RECIPIENTS WHO REMAINED IN THEIR PRE-PROGRAM UNITS

';'~

HouSing
Voucher
Program

1• Pool sites F(6S,1263):2.60**

2. Pool programs NA

3. Drop pre-program F(19,1263):14.70**
rent

,.) ... :

4. Drop FMR (above F(19,1263):34.44**
pre-program rent)

5. Drop FMR (below
"

F(19,J26?):24.0S**
'- -. <'"

pre-program rent)
'"

6. Drop fayment F(10,126S):1.23 •
Standard dummy

** ~'Signlficant at 0.01 level

* ~ Slgnlflc~nt' at 0.05 level

t: Significant at 0.10 level

cert i f i cate
Program

F(60,1183):4.87**

NA

F(19,1183):26.11**

F(19,1183):38.71**

F(17,1183):2S.90**

F(9,118S):I.10

,',

, '
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Comb,ined
Programs

F(12S,2446):S.41**

F(63,2446):6.66**

F(S8,2446):18.77**

F(SB,2446):SS.72**

F(S6,2446):24.BS**

F(19,2446):1.19



3. Dropping each of the four variables

As can be seen from the table, pooling .sites or programs was-rejected, and

only the dummy variable for differences between the Payment Standard and FMR

could be dropped from the equatlon.

We next re-wrote the equation in terms of changes in rent:

(25) 6R = a~ + B~O + y~PFMR + n~DMFMR + €~
J J J J J

where:

6R = The difference between recipient gross rent and pre-program
gross rent

RO = Pre-program gross rent -.

. DPFMR = The difference between the FMR and
,0 ;

rent ifpre-program gross
the FMR was the greater of the two

_. ,

DMFMR = The difference between the FMR and pre-program gross rent if
the FMR was the smaller of the two

We tested the hypothesis that the B~ could be dropped from the equa
J

tion, which was rejected. l We also tested to see whether the coefficients for

positive and negative deviation from FMR were equal. This was rejected for

lThe test statistics for dropping RO from Eq. (25) are shown below.
Although the test statistics are significant, the percentage change in the
root mean square error is trivial.

Housing
Voucher
Program

Test F(19,1273)=276**

Percentage change 1.3%
in root MSE

Certificate
Program

F(19,1192)=3.01*

1.6%

IPP-267

Combined
Program

F(38,2465)=2.83**

1.4%



the Housing Voucher Program, but not the Certificate Program. 1 Accordingly,

we estimated as a final equation:
,:r,:: C",

For the Housing Voucher Program:

(26)
v v v v

llR = a. + Blo = y.DPFMR + n·DMFMF + e.
J J J J

-. , ..~l "

For the Certificate Program:

(27)' llR 'c c
+ y:(DPFMR + DMFMR) + e:~= a, + BloJ J J

where:

Terms = As in Eq. (25).

The estimated coefficients are presented 1n Table E.14. They clearly show

that program rents for Housing Voucher recipients who stayed in place we,e

much less sensitive to housing pre-enr?llment rents that exceeded FMRs than

those of Certificate rec1pients who stayed in place. Essentially, as we have

alre~dy noted, the Certificate Program w~s less likely than the

Voucher Program to allow enrollees with pre~program rents above

Housing -,

FMRs to qual-

ify in place--unless, it appears, their. rents were going to be reduced or

could be negotiated down. Interesting~y, there 1S no material difference

between the programs (at least for the ,weighted average coefficients) in th~

change in rent associated with having rents below the FMR. This does not,

however, mean that the combination of PHA rent reasonableness tests and/or

exclusion of units with increases that bring their rents above FMRs was as

effective as the rec1pient shopping incentive prov1ded by the Housing Voucher

Program in restraining rent increases for recipients who qualify in place w1th

pre-enrollment rents below the FMR. The earlier discuss10n of success rates

indicated that, even among enrollees who intended to stay in their pre-program

lThe test statistics for combining DPFMR and DMFMR are:

Test

Percentage change in
root MSE

Housing
Voucher Program

F(19,1273)=6.94**

4.3%
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Certificate Program

F(17,1192)=1.2l

0.1%



TABLE E.14

AVERAGE COEFFICIENTS FOR FINAL REGRESSION OF THE CHANGE IN GROSS RENT FOR
RECIPIENTS WHO STAYED IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT UNIT

Housing
Weighted Average Voucher Certificate
of 17 Urban PHAs Program Program DI fference t-Statlstlc

Intercept 15.49 21.47 -5.98 0.26
(14.78) (17 .87) (23.19)

Pre-program rent -0.042 -0.082 0.040 0.77
(0.033) <O.040} (0.052)

Extent to which FMR 0.607 0.015 0.25
exceeds pre-program rent (0.037) 0.592 (0.059)

Extent to which FMR IS below 0.112 <0.046)
-0.480 2.18*11'_, -

pre-program rent (0.215) (0.220)
, ,

Simple Average of 19 PHAs

Intercept -6.72 43.14 -49.86 1.86:1:
(19.00) (18.92) (26.81 )

Pre-program rent 0.017 0.067 -0.050 0.65
<O.041} (0.065) <O.O77}

Extent to which FMR 0.548 -0.207 1.90:1:
exceed~ pre-program rent (0.050)

0.755
(0.109)

Extent to which FMR IS below 0.212 <O.097}
-0.543 2.96**

pre-program rent (0.156) (0.184)
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unit? and ~ad pre-program rents, below FMRs, the Cert~fic~te Program restricted

rent ,~ncreases by elimlnating some enro~lees whose rent would have increased

to bring.. ~~em above the FMRs. This resulted in Housing Voucher recipients

having larger average increases in rent. From Table E.l4 it appears that for

this group, the shopping incentive provided by the Housing Voucher program

meant that rent increases as a proportion of the difference between pre-_.. r,

program rents and FMRs were not increased.

E.3 De~ographic Descriptors

We, s~arted with a llSt of demographic groups likely to be of interest

to policy makers. These were

" '." 'Elderly/non-elderly (or other age groups)

.•. Racial and/or ethnic groups'

• ~-Single parents

.,. Female-headed households

• Handicapped/non-handicapped

_.~ Groups based on source of income

• Presence/absence or number of children

• Larger/small~r households ,

• Higher/lower eligible income groups

The'data by which these groups are identified are'discussed ln Appendix B.

They reflect classifications made by PHA staff during enrollment. Thus, -for

example, racial and ethnic categorizations are based on staff observation,

handicapped status reflects a PHA..determination, and the presence of a spouse

may mean a married couple, a couple living together, or whatever definition is

used by the PHA.

As discussed in-Appendix C, we can estimate outcomes for any of these

groups. This yields a direct estimate of how outcomes vary across different

groups. The moment we have done this, however, we usually want to understand

more about'the reaSOns for the observed differences. -If we find, for example,

that there are different average outcomes for two racial or ethnic groups, we

immediately want to know whetner this reflects effects assoclated with differ

ences in the regions of the country in which the two groups tend to live, or

effects associated with-differences ln income or age or other characterlstlcs

of the two groups, Or effects directly assoclated wlth race or ethnicity (and
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presumed to reflect discrimination). S~ch analysls does not change the~~ig~1

inal finding that for the nation as a whole, outcomes differ between<tne'two:~~'

groups, but it may strongly influence Doth the intensity of policy c6ncern~and

the type of policy action considered. - "~ .

This sorting out of effects is, of course, only possible to the extent
.~ v t1' • _ ~ \ ~ \ f

that different descriptors identify different groups of people. We started,
,.! .,.. ....

therefore, by examining the incidence of the various groups in the Demonstra-

tion sample. Both the Housing Voucher and Certificate program set payments

and occupancy requirements based on household size and compositlon. We-took

an initial breakdown based on the program-determined household bedroom'size as

our starting point. We grouped zero and one bedroom. units, since these'are ln

fact a single category of enrollee, with the exact number of bedrooms deter

mined by the number in the unit that a recipient rents. Given the relatively

small number of households in the four or more bedrooms categories, we also

grouped enrollees in the larger bedroom sizes into a single three or more

bedroom category.

We chose as our next variable the number of adults'in the household.

Program rules require that the single-person households are not eligible

unless they are either elderly or handicapped. Accordingly we divided up the

zero to one bedroom group into elderly, non-elderly, handicapped, and other.

We also divlded the larger bedroom size categories by whether there w~s one or, .

more. than one adults in the householq. This gave the categories shown in ~

Table E.15. . ,

We regarded the categories ~of Table E.15·as fundamental' since; except

for the division by number of adults, they reflect program rules regarding~'

eligibility, requirements, and payments. The next question is the extent to'

which we are likely to be able to identify the effects of.other demographic

variables apart from their association with household composition. Tables G.3

to G.14 in Appendix G present details of the assopiation of the other

demographic variables listed at the beginning of~this section and ~ousehold

composition, showing the frequency of the demographic variable by househol,d

composition type. There were, as would be expected, some. strong associa-. ~ . - ,...... ' ,

tions. Only 269 out of 1,464 elderly recipients in the two prog~ams were not

single-person e~derly households. About half of the handicapped households

are single-person households. Larger households are more frequently min?rity
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TABLE E.15

INCIDENCE OF HOUSEHOLD SIZE/COMPOSITION CATEGORIES
(All Enro(lees)

All Enrollees
Number Percent

!'

All ReCipients

Number Percent

Single person elderly 1734 14% 1195 16%

Single person non-elderly handicapped 1411 11 893 11

Other zero or one bedroom 1496 12 735 10

Two bedrooms~ one adulT 3747 30 2442 32

Two bedroom, more than one adulT 876 7 539 7

Three or more bedroom, one adulT 2031 16 1185 16 .

Three or more bedroom, more than one adulT 1149 9 645 8

TOTal 1244 100% 7604 100%
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;

households. Of the 2,585 recipients without children, only 165 are in two or

more bedroom households. Nevertheless, these do not necessarily prohibit a

reasonably powerful analysis of many demographic effects apart from household

composition.

We cannot in any case approach the analysis of demographic effects

solely in terms of contrasts within each PHA. We can test the hypothesis that

demographic contrasts are zero in each program or PHA. We cannot readily

summarize the contrasts, since not all demographic groups are represented in

all PHAs. Summary estimates will necessarily be based on regressions with PHA

and program dummies but without full interactions between demographic effects

and PHA and program. Within this context, there is frequently adequate sample

size to detect moderate demographic effects.

In general, if we regress one variable on another and estimate an,

effect, S, then

(28)

where

VarCS)

2
The residual variance of the dependent variablea =

€

2 The residual variance of the independent variable aftera =x
regression on all other regressors

n = The number of observations

k = The number of other regressors

We can characterize the implications of Var(S) in terms of statistical

power. Say that the true effect, S, is positive. Asymptotically, the proba

bility that we will estimate a significant positive effect (at the 0.05 level)

is

(29)
• 1

P = Prob ( S/(Var S)~ ) > 1.96
s

... 1 .... ~

= Prob ( (S-S)/(Var S)~) > 1.96 - ( S/(Var S) )
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Thus Ps = 0.9 if

, .... 1 - ;;<?

1.96 - 6f(Var 6)~ <'-1.64'

or

• 1

(30) 6 > 3.6 (Var B)~

,
Accordingly, substituting,Eq. (28) into Eq. (30), we can characterize the

smallest , true effect that we have a 90 percent chance of "noticing" by

(31) 6· = (a fa )(lf/n-k)mln g x

Roughly sp~aking, we can ~xpect that the 6. for differences between demo-mln
graphic effects in the two programs will be about twice that for the p,ograms

combined (if sample sizes are equal in the two programs). Tables E.16A and

E.16 summarize the 6. for differences in demographic effects between the 'two'
mln

programs

(a) For the demographic category by itself; and

(b) For a regression in which the demographic variable appears accom
panied by dummies for each program and PHA and for each household
composition type.

Correlations do increase the noticeable effect level, but it still runs at

about 0.26 for most contrasts involving all applicants and at about 0.36 for

most contrasts involving recipients. Of course, these numbers have to be

evaluated in the light of the sigma attached to a specific problem. Never

theless, they are not unreasonably large in most cases.
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TABLE E.16A

SIZE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMS IN DEMOGRAPHIC EFFECT
LIKELY TO BE NOTICED (ASYMPTOTIC POWER = 0.9) WITH A TWO-TAILED

TEST AT THE 0.05 LEVEL (APPLICANTS)

Noticeable Effect As
a Proportion of Sigma

0.17 0.18 0.17
0.16 0.21 0.45
0.12, 0.15 _ 0.26
1.36 0.37 0.01
0.21 0.21 0.03

0.14 0.16 0.34

0.16 0.18 0.24

Elderly

Handicapped

Spouse present

Sex of head

Children present

More than two thirds of
family income from:

Wages and salaries
Social Security
Welfare
Other single source
No single source

Black Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

Unweighted
Comparison

of Means

0.17

0.16

0.19

0.16

0.14
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Regression with
PHA Dummies

and Household
Type Dummies

0.37

0.23

0.26

0.18

0.30

R2 of
Demographic

Variable
on PHA

and Household
Type Dummies

0.79

0.53

0.43

0.26:

0.80-'



TABLE E.16B

SIZE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMS IN DEMOGRAPHIC EFFECT
'LIKELY TO BE NOTICED (ASYMPTOTIC POWER - 0.9) WITH A TWO-TAILED

TEST AT THE 0.05 LEVEL (RECIPIENTS)

Noticeable Effect As
a Proportion of Sigma

0.21 0.24 0.17
0.19 0.26 0.46
0.17 0.19 0.24
1.65 1.67 0.01
0.27 0.27 0.03

0.17 0.23 0.44

0.23 0.26 0.26

Elderly

Handicapped

Spouse pres'ent

Sex of head

Children present

More than two thirds of
family income from:

Wages and salaries
Social Security
Welfare
Other single source
No single source

Black Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

Unweighted
Comparison
of Means

0.21

0.20

0.25

0.20 

0.18
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Regression with
PHA Dummies

and Household
Type Dummies

0.48

0.29

0.34

0.24

0.42

R2 of
Demographic

Varlable
on PHA

and Household
Type Dummies

0.81

0.53

0.49

0.27

0.83



APPENDIX F

BACKUP FOR SELECTED TABLES IN THE MAIN TEXT

This appendix presents more extensive detail for the national esti

mates in the main text. For each outcome, we present

• The mean

• The within-PHA standard error

• A total standard error including the sampling error associated
with a sampling of PHAs

• The F-statistic for the hypothesis that there 1S no variat10n
across PHAs

The det~ils of these statistics are discussed in Appendix C. Briefly, the

ration~~e .behi~d them is as follows. We can estimate outcomes and differences

in outcomes for the two programs for all large urban PHAs. However, estimates

are just that--estimates--and it is important to assess their accuracy. -Error

can arise in three ways. First, as described 1n Appendix A, est1mates in each

PHA were based on results for a sample of recipients in that PHA. The samples

are random samples of recipients and would be expected to represent, on aver-

age, the normal mean outcome for that PHA.

Demonstration may not, however, accurately

The particular samples in the

reflect all recipients in the

Demonst~ation PHAs. The potential size of this sort of error can be quanti

fied, and 1S presented as the "within-PHA standard error of estimate." This

reflects. on the potent1al error in estimated (weighted) average estimates for

the PHAs actually included 1n the Demonstrat10n. In general, we expect that

the true average outcome in these PHAs are quite likely to be one-fourth of

the standard error greater or less than the estimated average and very

unlikely to be more than twice the standard error (or more exactly 1.96 t1mes,

the standard error) greater or less than the estimated average. 1

lSpecifically, if rec1p1ent outcomes were normally distributed, and if
we drew many different samples of recipients of the same size as those in the
Demonstration, the estimated (weighted) average costs would exceed the true
mean by at least one quarter of the standard error or be below the true mean
by at least one quarter of the standard error in about 80 percent of the
samples. Similarly, they would be w,th,n plus or minus 1.96 standard errors
of actual average costs in 95 percent of the samples.
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_Erro~ can also arise in extrapolating these estimates to all large"

urban PHAs. The 18 urban Demonstratio~PHAs'area 'probability sample," and

their outcomes would be expected to reflect the outcomes for all large urban

PHAs. As with the recipient sample within PHAs, error arises if the actual

sample of PHAs is by chance not representative of all large urban PHAs. Again

this error can be quantified, though in this case using an upper bound (see

Appendix C). The "total error of estimate" reflects the combined errors of

estimate associated with the sample of PHAs and with the samples of recipients

within PHAs. It can be interpreted in the same way as the within-PHA standard

error.

Finally, error can ar1se from mistakes in data recording and trans

cription, errors of interpretat1on, or misspecified models. These errors

cannot be readily quantified. We guard against data errors through a variety

of data cleaning procedures and consistency checks, as described in Appendix

B. We attempt to check our interpretation through tests of"the extensive

theoretical models developed 1n Appendix D. We rely on randomized assignment

across programs to provide direct estimates of differences 1n outcome, inde

pendent of behavioral models. The major caveat here is the possibility that

the Demonstration might not provide good estimates of long-term effects asso

ciated with changes in the composition of participating landlords and/or

ecological effects as discussed in Appendix D•.

Finally, we are often concerned to see whether results vary across

PHAs. First, if there are significant differences among PHAs we definitely

want to look at the "total standard error," since this includes the errors

arising from sampling PHAs. On the other hand, if there are no sign1ficant

differences across PHAs, then we can simply consider the w1thin-PHA standard

error, since the results would not depend on which,PHAs were chosen for the

sample. This may be especially 1mportant in this analysis, since we have a

very large sample of 1ndiv1duals but only a small sample of PHAs.

More generally, a finding of variation in outcomes across PHAs sug

gests further investigation. In the case of Table F.l, for example, the lack

of significant variation in the difference between the programs across PHAs

suggests that the program effect is 1ndependent of site-level factors such as,

for example, rental market tightness. On the other hand, the sign1ficant

variation across PHAs in the number of issuances per recipient in each program
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suggests that success rates themselves are influenced by site-level factors of

some sort, (though these may include differences in the proportion of the site

population falling into various demographic groups).
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TABLE F.1
(TABLE 3.1)

COMPARISON OF SUCCESS RATES IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean issuances per recipient 1.55 1.64 -0.09

Within-PHA standard error 0.02 0.02 0.03 3.18**

Total standard error 0.14 0.16 0.03 2.79**

F-statistic for variation 57.44** 51.45** 0.81 NA
across PHAs (17,3497) (17,3328) (17,6825)

Implied success ratea 64.6% 61.0% 3.6 pts 2.79**

** =

* =
:t: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aCalcu1ated as the inverse of the mean issuance per recipient.
This is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean issuances (see Section C.1.3 of Appendix C).
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TABLE F.2
(TABLE 3.4)

Non-Subunits

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistlc for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Subunits

SUCCESS RATES BY SUBUNIT

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

1.52 1.60 -0.09

0.02 0.03 0.03

0.12 0.14 0.04

34.19** 31.46** 0.82
06,2615 ) 06,2502) 06,5117)

65.9% 62.3% 3.6 pt s

t
Statistic

2.66**

2.24*

Mean issuance per reciplent 1.58 -' .. 1.65 -0.07

Within-PHA standard error 0.04 0.05 0.07 1.10

Total standard error 0.24 0.26 0.07 1.10

F-statistlc for variat~on 25.30** 29.15** 0.25
across PHAs 06,807) 06,759) 06,1566 )

Implied success ratea 63.2% 60.4% ..2.8 pts

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference 1.52 0.70 0.03,

across groups 0,3422) 0,3261 ) 0,6683)

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:j: = Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the lnverse of the mean issuance per reclpient. This
is an upward-biased 'estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estlmated mean lssuances (see Section C.1.3 of Appendix C) •

. " . -,
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TABLE F.3
(TABLE 3.4 CONT.)

SUCCESS RATES BY PRE-PROGRAM UNIT ADEQUACY
(Exluding subunits)

• f _.

Adequate

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistic'

Mean iss?ance.per reclplent
, ..: . ~ ..

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success raiea

Moderately Inadequate

Mean lssuance per reclpient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statlstic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Severely Inadequate

..1.35 1

0.02.'
0.05

11.84**
(16,1955)

74.2%

1.59

0.05

0.19

1'2.24**
(16,282)

.62.n:

1.43

0.02

0.07.'
13.77**

(16,1895 )

69.9%

1.59

0.09
"0.27

8.15**
. (16,245)

62.7%

-0.08

0.03

0.04

2.02**
(16,3850 )

4.2 pts

-0.00

0.10

0.17

2.24**
(16,527) .

.,' -0.2 'pts

, .

3.11**
;

1. 98'~ , ..
;~. -'"

, I

0.04

0.02

';;-..-

Mean lssuance per reclpient

Withln-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Comparison of Groups

F-statlstic for difference

across grollPS- '''- ~

2.38

0.13

0.41

6:60**
(16,265)

42.0%

395.34**

(2,2562)

2.62

0.13

0.41

6.47**
(16,251)

38.2%

409.22**

(2,2391)

-0.2~

0.19*

0:19

0.08
(16,5:1,6)

3·.8 pts

5.38*

t _

~ ~, ", -. .~,

** = Significant at 0.01 level.
* = Significant at 0.05 level

:j: = Slgnificant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the inverse of the mean issuance per recipient. This
is an upward-blased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean lssuances (see Sectlon C.l.3 of Appendlx C).
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TABLE F.4
(TABLE 3.4 CONT.)

SUCCESS RATES BY PRE-PROGRAM OCCUPANCY

Pre-Program Occupancy Index

Houslng
Voucher
Program

Certlficate t-
Program Difference Statlstic

At Least Two More Rooms

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.47 1.49 -0.02

0.03 0.03 0.05. 0.37

0.09 0.08 0.05 0.32

7.9-4** 5.51** 0.70
(16,780) (16,759) (16,1539 )

68.1% 67.3% 0.8 pts

One More Room

Mean ~ssuance per recipient 1.41 :1.52 -0.11

Within-PHA standard error 0.03 0.03 0.04

Total standard error 0.10 0.-12 0.04

F-statistic for variation 15.02** 14.-57** 0.70
across PHAs (16,1146) (16,1089) (16,2215)

Implied success rateS 71.0% 65.9% 5.1 pts

2.72*.*

.2.72*'"

No More Rooms

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variatlon
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.71 1.83 -0.12

0.06 0.07 0.09 1.37

0.22 0.30 0.11 1.18--
14.46** 15.05** 0.76 , ,

(16,569 ) (16,555) (16,1124)

58.6% 54.6% 4.0 pts

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference

across groups

53.60**

(2,2495)

50.23**

(2,2383)

3.12:1:

(2,4878)

~'c* = Sigmficant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:I: = Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the lnverse of the mean issuance per reciplent. This
is an upward-biased estlmate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean lssuances (see Section C.l.3 of Appendix C) •

•
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TABLE F.5
(TABLE 3.4 CONT.)

SUCCESS RATES BY PRE-ENROLLMENT RENT

Pre-Enrollment Gross Rent
Greater than FMR

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

80 to 100% of FMR

Housing
Voucher
Program

1.28

0.03

0.05

2.34**
(16,362)

78.3%

Certificate
Program

1.43

0.05

0.08

2.36**
(16,287)

70.1%

Difference

-0.15

0.06

0.06

0.54
(16,644)

8.2 pts

t

Statistic

2.58*

2.52*

Mean issuance per recipient

With1n-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

60 to 80% of FMR

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.32

0.03

0.07

6.47**
(16,625)

75.9%

1.47

0.04

0.15

17.04**
(16,736)

68.0%

1.35

0.03

0.10

7.90**
(16,646)

{ 74.1%

1.58

0.04

0.20

16.63**
(16,686)

63.3%

-0.03

0.04

0.05

1.02
(16,1271 )

1.8 pts

-0.11

0.06

0.07

0.90
(16,1411)

4.8 pts

0.85

0" 68

1.95:j:

1.53

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:j: = Significant at 0.10 level

aCa1cu1ated as the 1nverse of the mean issuance per rec1p1ent. Th1s
is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean lSSUances (see Sect10n C.1~3 of'Appendix C).
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TABLE F.5 (CONT.)
(TABLE 3.4 CONT.)

-SUCCESS RATES BY PRE-ENROLLMENT RENT

Pre-Enrolment Gross Rent

40 to 60X of FMR

Housing
VO}lcher
Program

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistic

Mean issuance per·- recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success r~tea

Less than 40% of FMR

Mean issuance per recipient

Within:PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistlc for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference

across groups

1.67

0.07

0.29

12.63**
06,396)

59.7%

1.63

0.06

0.21

18.94**

61.5

157.50**

(4,2359)

1.82

0.11

0.42

10.38**
06,358 )

54.9X

1.57

0.06

0.13

7.02**

63.~

90.17**

(4,2242)

-0.15

0.13

0.24

2.03**
06,7?4)

4.8 pts

0.06

0.08

0.26

9.07**

-2.3 pts

11.21**

(4,4601)

1.10

0'.60

l ,_,

" 0:73

'0.23

'-

** = Significant at 0;01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

t = Significant at 0.10 level
'. -

aCalculated'as the inverse of the mean issuance per reclplent. This
is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estlmated mean issuances (see Section C.l.3 of Appenaix C).

"
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TABLE F.6
(TABLE 3.8)

SUCCESS RATES BY INTENTION TO MOVE OR STAY

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistic

Intend to Stay

Mean issuance per recipient 1.23% 1.31% -0.08 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.02 0.02 0.03

Total standard error 0.04 0.05 0.03

F-statistic for varlstion 7.81** 6.09** 1.46
across PHAs (16,1204) (16,1115 ) (16,2319)

Implied success ratea 81.4% 76.1% 5.3 pts

Intend to Move

Mean issuance per recipient 1.70% 1.81% -0.10 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.03 0.04 0.05

Total standard error 0.24 0.28 0.06

F-statistic for variation 62.50** 53.49** 1.20
across PHAs (16,2139) (16,2035) (16,4174)

Implied success ratea 58.7% 55.3% 3.4 pts

Not Sure

3.27**

2.50*

2.16*

1.64;

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.48% 1.31% 0.17 pts

0.10 0.06 0.12 1.50

0.13 0.08 0.14 1.24

0.84 0.96 1. 71;
(16,53) (16,79) (16,132 )

67.5% 76.6% -9.0 pts

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference

across groups

189.16**

(2,3396)

129.37**

(2,3229)

2.98*

(2,662?)

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

; = Significant at 0.10 level

aCa1cu1ated as the inverse of the mean issuance per recipient. This
is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean issuances (see Section C.1.3 of Appendix C).
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** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:j: = S1gnificant at 0.10 level

"
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TABLE F.8
(TABLE 3.9)

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES INTENDING TO STAY BY
PRE-ENROLLMENT HOUSING ADEQUACY

(Excluding subunits)

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Unit Rated: Program Program Difference Statist1c
;

Adequate

Mean issuance per ,recipient 1.19 1.28 -0.09

Within-PHA standard error 0.02 0.02 0.03 3.50**

Total standard error 0.04 0.05 0.03 3.25**

F-statistic for variation 6.00** 5.08** 0.88
across PHAs (16,1058) (16,964) (16,2022)

Implied success ratea 83.7% 77 .9% 5.8 pts

Moderately Inadequate

Mean issuance per recipient 1.20 1.30 -0.11

Within-PHA standard error 0.05 0.08 0.09 1.14

Total standard error 0.07 0.12 0.16 0.66

F-statistic for variation 0.76 1.61 4.10**
across PHAs (16,41) (16,37) (16,78)

Implied success ratea 83.4% 76.7% 6.8 pts

Severely Inadequate

Mean issuance per recipient 1.54 1.48 0.05

Within-PHA standard error 0.18 0.14 0.23 0.23

Total standard error 0.23 0.17 0.26 0.20

F-statistic for variation 0.48 0.38 0.63
across PHAs (16,20) (16,37) (16,57)

Implied success ratea 65.1% 67.4% -2.3 pts

Comparison of Groups

F-statist1c for difference 26.10** 8.97** 2.10

across groups (2,1119) (2,1038) (2,2157)

** =

* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the inverse of the mean issuance per recipient. This
is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean issuances (see Section C.l.3 of Appendix C).
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TABLE F.9
(TABLE 3.9 CONT.)

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES INTENDING TO STAY BY
PRE-ENROLLMENT OCCUPANCY

(Excluding subunits)

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistic

Intend to Stay

Mean issuance per reciplent

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for varlation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Moderately Inadequate

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Severely Inadequate

Mean issuance per recipient

Wlthin-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference

across groups

1.21

0.02

0.05

2.96**
(16,468)

82.3%

1.17

0.02

0.03

2.95**
(16,543 )

85.3%

1.22

0.05

0.08

1.58
(16,72)

81.9%

3.85*

(2,1083)

1.29

0.03

0.05

2.29**
(16,429 )

77 .4%

1.25

0.02

0.05

4.31**
(16,506)

79.9%

1.32

0.06

0.13

2.95**
(16,69)

75.6%

3.20*

(2,1004)

-0.08

0.04

0.04

0.66
(168,97)

4.9 pts

-0.08

0.03

0.04

1.32
(16,1049)

5.4 pts

-0.10

0.08

0.12

1.36;
(16,141)

6.3 pts

0.15

(2,2087)

2.02*

2.02*

2.65**

2.16*

1.35

0.88

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the inverse of the mean issuance per reclplent. This
is an upward-biased estlmate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estlmated mean issuances (see Section C.l.3 of Appendix C).
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TABLE ·F .10
(TABLE 3.9 CONT.)

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES INTENDING TO STAY BY
PRE-PROGRAM GROSS RENT

(Excluding-·subuni ts)

Housing
Voucher
Program I,

Greater than 80% of FMR

Certificate
Program Difference

t
Statistic

Mean 1ssuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.19 1.28 0.08

0.02 0.03 0.03 2.67*

0.04 0.05 0.04 1.89+

4.68** 3.34** 1.11
(16,721) (16,667) (16,1388 )

83.8% 78.2% 5.5 pts

60 to 80% of FMR

Mean issuance per recip1ent

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.20 1.26 -0.06

0.03 0.04 0.05 1.19

0.05 0.08 0.06 0.98

2.51** 3.33** 0.77
(16,272) (16,243) (16,515)

83.2% 79.5% 3.8 pts

0.07

0.89
(16,,72 )

79.6%

Less than or equal to 60% of FMR

Mean issuance per recip1ent

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

1.26

0.06

1.31 -0.06

0.06 0.08 0.70

0.08 0.11 0.50

1.49 2.95**
(16,73) (16,145 )

76.1% 3.5 pts

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference

across groups

2.42+

(2,1065)

0.91

(2,983)

0.48

(2,2048)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
+ = Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the inverse of the m~an issuance per recipient. This
1S an upward-bia~e,d est1mate., 'but ,t;he bias must be less than the squared, <

standard error of estimated mean 1ssuances (see Sect10n C.l.3 of Appendix C).
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TABLE F.11
(TABLE 3.10)

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES INTENDING TO MOVE BY PRE-PROGRAM ADEQUACY
(Excluding subunits)

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate t-

Program Difference Statlstic

Intend to Stay

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Moderately Inadequate

Mean issuance per recipient

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Severely Inadeguate

Mean issuance per recipient

W,thin-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variatlon
across PHAs

Implied success ratea

Comparison of Groups

F-statistlc for difference

across groups

1.51

0.04

0.11

11.82**
(16,789)

66.1%

1.61

0.07

0.22

7.92**
(16,209)

61.9%

2.44

0.19

0.49

4.45**
(16,223)

41.1%

88.20**

(2,1201)

1.57

0.04

0.14

15.68**
(16,778)

63.8%

1.61

0.10

0.33

8.92**
(16,176 )

62.0%

2.85

0.17

0.51

6.09**
(16,193)

35.1%

190.16**

(2,1147)

-0.05

0.05

0.07

1.56~

(16,1547)

2.3 pts

0.00

0.13

0.24

2.67
(16,385 )**

-0.1 pts

-0.41

0.25

0.25

0.03
(16,416)

5.9 pts

7.78**

(2,2348)

1.04

0.75

0.02

0.01

1.61

1.61

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

~ = Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the inverse of the mean issuance per recipient. This
is an upward-biased estlmate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean issuances (see Section C.l.3 of App~ndix C).
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TABLE F.l2
(TABLE 3.10 CONT.)

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES INTENDING TO MOVE BY PRE-PROGRAM OCCUPANCY
(Excluding subunits)

Housing
Rooms Compared with Voucher Certificate t-
Required Number of Bedrooms Program Program Difference Statistic
At Least 2 Extra Rooms

Mean issuance per recipient 1. 79 1.68 0.11

Within-PHA standard error 0.09 0.07 0.11 0.94

Total standard error 0.24 0.23 0.12 0.91

F-statistic for variation 5.81** 9.29''"* 0.48
across PHAs (16,232) (16,241) (16,473)

Implied success ratea 55.9% 59.5% -3.6 pts

One Extra Room

Mean issuanc~ per recipient 1.57 1.72 -0.15

Within-PHA standard error 0.06 0.06 0.08 1.88:1:

Total standard error 0.21 0.22 0.08 1.88:1:

F-statistic for variation 11.08** 14.54** 0.29
across PHAs (16,516) (16,466 ) (16,982)

Implied success ratea 63.8% 58.1% 5.7 pts

No Extra Rooms

Mean issuanc~ per recipient 1.77 1.92 -0.15

Within-PHA standard error 0.08 0.09 0.12 1.24

Total standard error 0.27 0.36 0.13 1.19

F-statistic for var~ation 10.69** 12.78** 0.50
across PHAs (16,447) (16,439) (16,886 )

Implied success ratea 56.5% 52.0% 4.4 pts

Comparison of Groups

F-statistic for difference 7.58** 7.19** 3.74*

across groups (2,1195) (2,1146) (2,2341)

** = Significant at 0.01 level

* = Significant at 0.05 level

:I: = Significant at 0.10 level

aCa1culated as the inverse of the mean issuance per reclpient. This
is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean issuances (see Section C.1.3 of Appendix C).
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TABLE F.13
(TABLE 3.10 CONT.)- ,

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES INTENDING,TO MOVE BY PRE-PROGRAM GROSS RENT
(Excluding subunits)

Certificate t-
Program Difference StatisticPre-Program Gross Rent

Greater than FMR

Mean is~uance per recipient
Wlthin-PHA standard error
Total standard error
F-statistic for varlation

across PHAs
Implied success ratea

80 to 100% of FMR
Mean issuance per reClplent
Within-PHA standard error
Total standard error
F-statistlc for varlatlon

across PHAs
Implled success ratea

60 to 80% of FMR
Mean issuance per reClplent
Within-PHA standard error
Total standard error
F-statistic for variatlon

across PHAs
Implied success 'ratea

40 to 60% of FMR
Mean issuance per reClplent
Within-PHA standard error
Total standard error
F-statistic for variation

across PHAs
Implled success ratea

Less than or egual to
40% of FMR
Mean lssuance per recipient
W,th,n-PHA standard error
Total standard error
F-statistlc for variation

across PHAs
Implied success ratea

Comparison of Groups
F-statistlc for difference
across groups

Housing
Voucher
Program

1.49
, 0.12

0.17
1.42

(16,50)
67.2%'

1.55
0.07

, 0.16 •
3.24**

(16,148)
64.5%

1.64
0.06
0.25

14.05**
(16,391),

,61.1% -

1. 73
0.10
0.34
9.74**

(16,286)
57.9%

1.60
0.06
0.18

13.79**
(16,224)

62.7%

9.16**
(4,1099)

1.60
0.13
0.21
1.50

(16,36)
62.3%

1.62
0.08
0.19
4.01**

(16,164)
61.9%

1. 78
0.08
0.30

11.55**
(16,361)

56.2%

1. 79
0.12
0.47

13.25**
(16,254)

55.9%

1.60
0.06
0.15
8.17**

(16,234)
62.3%

9.48**
(4,1049)

-0.12
0.18
0.20
0.98

(16,86)
4.9 pts

-0.06
0.11
0.11
0.39

(16,312)
2.6 pts

-0.14
0.10
0.10
0.33

(16,752)
5.0 pts

-0.06
0.15
0.30
2.62**

(16,540)
2.0 pts

-0.01
0.08
0.26
7.02**

(16,458)
0.4 pts

1.96:1:
(4,2148)

0.66
0.59

0.60
0.57

I

1.45
1.45

0.41
0.20

0.11
0.04

** = SignifIcanT at 0.01 level * = Slgnlfic~nT at 0.05 level + = SignIficant at 0.10 level

8Calculated as the inverse of the mean issuance per reClplent. This
is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean lssuances (see Section C.l.3 of Appendix C).
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TABLE F.14
(TABLE 3.14)

SUCCESS RATES FOR ENROLLEES ISSUED HOUSING VOUCHERS OR CERTIFICATES
DURING PERIODS WHEN PAYMENT STANDARDS' AND FMRs WERE THE SAME

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean issuances per recipient 1.55 1.68 -0.13

Within-PHA standard error 0.02 0.03 0.03 3.81**

Total standard error 0.14 0.16 0.06 2.25*

F-stat~stic for variat~on 48.46** 53.26** 1.30
across PHAs (16,2821 ) (16,2580) (16,5401 )

Implied success ratea 64.4:t 59.5% 4.9 pts

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level*= Significant at 0.10 level

aCalculated as the inverse of the mean issuance per recipient.
This is an upward-biased estimate, but the bias must be less than the squared
standard error of estimated mean issuances (see Section C.l.3 of Appendix C).

,. -
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TABLE F.15
(TABLE 3.15)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT TERMINATION RATES IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Housing
Voucher: .
Program

.Cert i fi cat e
Program Difference

t
Statistica

Mean 11.0% 11.1% -0.1 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.9 pts 0.9 pts 1.3 pts 0.08

Total standard error 1.4 pts 1.5 pts 1.4 pts 0.08

Chi-squared statistic 69.34** 54.95** 15.29
for variation (17) (17) (17)
across PHAs

_, ,r
-

** =

* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

- '
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TABLE F.16
(TABLE 4.1)

COMPARISON OF GROSS RENTS'IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Housing
Voucher' , Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program _Program Difference Statistic

Mean 283.59 274.48 9.11

Within-PHA standard error 2.48 2.45 3.49 -2.61**'

Total standard error 15.05 15.67 3.57 2.55**

F-statistic for variation 37.37** 41.45** 1.04
across PHAs (17,3430) (17,3260) (17,6690 )

Initial Recient Gross Rents

Mean 463.03 436.60 26.43

Within-PHA standard error 1.25 0.90 1.54 '17.13**

Total standard error 18.49 17.21 3.78 7.00**

F-statistic for variation 218.65** 378.92** 6.05**
across PHAs (17,3497) (17,3327) (17,6824)

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 179.22 162.14 17.08

Within-PHA standard error 2.67 2.60 3.73 4.58**

Total standard error 17.99 17 .87 4.00 4.27**

F-statistic for variation 50.73** 51.13** 1.30
across PHAs (17,3430 ) (17,3259) (17,6689)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may differ slightly from the difference in pre and
post means due to missing values.
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TABLE F.17
(TABLE 4'.2). - , ~

COMPARISON OF GROSS RENTS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
FOR RECIPIENTS PAYING,FULL RE~T BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER· BECOMING RECIPIENTS

Housing
Voucher ': ' 'Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program
..

Program Difference Statistic

Mean 341.84 333.29 8.56

Within-PHA standard error 2.43 2.41 3.42 2.50*
, • I,

Total standard error 13.52 13.27 4.53 1.89:1:

F-statistic for variation 31.25** 32.08** 1.63:1:
across PHAs (17,2230 ) (17,2084) (17,4314),
Recipient Gross Rents

Mean ·fl63.59 434.36 29.23

Within-PHA standard error 1.60 1.16 1.98 14.76**.-
Total standard error 18.61 17.32 3.96 7.38**,

"

F-statistic for varlation 135.62** 235.60** 4.72**
across PHAs (17,2262) (f7,2110) (17,4372)

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 121.34 100.71 20.63

Within-gHA standard error 2.66 2.54 3.68 5.61.

Total standard error 15.24 12.65 5.24 3.93

F-statistic for variation 38.24** 29.79** 3·91**
across PHAs (17,2230) (17,2084) (17,4314)

** =

* =
:I: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not eq~al the difference between pre and post
figures due'to missing values.
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TABLE F.18
(TABLE 4.2 CONT.)

,. ... - -
COMPARISON OF GROSS RENTS IN-THE TWO PROGRAMS

FOR RECIPIENTS PAYING LESS THAN FULL RENT

Pre-Program Gross Rents

Hous,ing ~
Voucher
Program -

Certificate
Program Difference

t
Statistic'

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Recipient Gross Rents

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Change in Gross Renta

176.98 173.41 3.57

3.79 3.89 5.43 0.66

15.31 13.85 6.68 0.53

16.92** 12.7,5** 1.51:j:
(17,1136) (17 ;1112) (17,2248)

,
'462.03 440.39 21.64

1.95 1.35 2.37 9.12**
I

19.02 17.56 5.68 3.81'~*

93.15** 164.19** 4.71**
(17,1171) (17,1152) (17,2323)

Mean

Within-PHA standard'error

Total standard error'

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs - .'

285.16

4.29

22.70
(17 ;i136)

267.81

4.13

18.96

21.59**
(17,1111)

17.35

5.95

7.64

1.41
(17,2247)

2.92**

2.27*

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
:j: = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not'eq~a1 the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.



TABLE F.19
(TABLE 4.2'CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OUTCOMES
FOR RECIPIENTS WHO DID AND DID NOT PAY FULL RENTS

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program gross rent 1441.45** 1358.24** 0.66
0,3366) 0,3196) (1,6562)

Recipient gross rent 0.31 10.03** 4.98*
(1,3433) (1,3262) 0,6695 )

Change in gross rent 1153.97** 1329.79** 0.24
0,3366) 0,3195) 1,6561)

l"\l ~-,
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TABLE F.20'
(TABLE 4.3)

, ,
PERCENT OF 'RECIPIENTS WHO MOVE FROM

THEIR PRE-PROGRAM UNITS

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard errOr

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

", ,I ,f) ....

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statistic

63.2% 63.1% 0.01 pts

0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.1 pCs 0.10

4.7 pts 5.1 pts 1.4 pts 0.08

488.91"* 529.52** 23.64:1:
(17) (17) (1])

** =
* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.21
(TABLE 4.3 c CONT.)

, '-

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENTS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
FOR RECIPIENTS WHO MOVE FROM THEIR' PRE-PROGRAM UNITS

Housi_ng }

Voucher Certificate t-
Pre-Program Gross Rents Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 237.14 229.04 8.09

Within-PHA standard error 3.14 3.19 4.48 1.81:j:

Total standard error 14.29 14.50 4.48 .1.81:j:

F-statistic for variation 22.35** , 21.83** 0.64
across PHAs 07,2084) 07,1991) 07,4075 )

0-

Reclpient Gross Rents
<-

Mean 493.02 459.94 33.07

Within-PHA standard error 1.49 0.96 1.77 18.69'''''.. ,

Total standard error 20.17 17.53 5.53 5.98*:" .

F-statistic for variation 187.42**, '. 349.49** 7.58**
across PHAs (17,2139) (17,2047) 07,4186 )

" \

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 255.77 231.13 24.64 .'>

Within-PHA standard error 3.32
"

3.32 4.70 5,.25**

Total standard error 13.52 12.54 5.17 4.77**

F-statistic for variation 18.06** 15.07** 1.25
across PHAs 07,2084 07,1991) 01',4075)

** =
* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

c'

aCh~nge figures may not equal the difference between, pre, and post
figures due to missing values.
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"TABLE "F .22
(TABLE 4:3 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT-RENTS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
FOR RECIPIENTS WHO STAY IN THEIR PRE-PROGRAM UNITS

Housi;{g
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 362.21 350.84 1l.36

Within-PHA standard error 2.80 2.74 3;92' 2.90**

Total standard error 9.71 10.20 6.85 1.66:j:

F-statistic for variation 11.33** 15.49** 3.40**
across PHAs (17,1281) (17,1206 ) (17,2487)

Initial Recient Gross Rents

Mean 411. 59 396.72 14.87 "

Within-PHA standard error 2.05 1.91 2.60 5.71**

Total standard error 14.10 14.97 4.29 3.46**'

F-statistic for variation 46.84** 86.50** 3.06**
across PHAs (17,1293) (17,1217) (17,2510)

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 49.69 46.15 3.54

Within-PHA standard error 2.57 2.61 3.66 0.97

Total standard error 8.98 8.38 5.52 '0.64

F-statistlc for variation 13.29** 13.08** 2.80**
across PHAs (17,1281) , (17,1205) (17,2486)

** =
* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not'equa1 the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.23
(TABL~ 4.3 CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MOVERS AND STAYERS

Housing
'Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program gross rent 752.58** 698.23** 0.25
0,3365) 0,3197) 0,6562)

Recipient gross rent 10006.29** 1245.05** 33.07**
0,3432 ) 0,3264) 0,6696)

Change in gross rent 1948.53** 1554.54** 10.15**
0,3365) 0,3196) 0,6561)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.24
(TABLE 4.4)

MOBILITY AND FULL RENT

Housing
Voucher
Program

Percent of rec1p1ents who
moved and paid full rent

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistic

Mean'

Within-PHA standard· error

Total standard error

x2-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Percent of recipients who
moved and did not pay full rent

33.9%

0.8

2.6

163.50**

32.2%

0.8

2.5

154.09**

1. 7 pts

1.2

1.5

27.59*

1.41

1.13

Mean

W1thin-PHA standard error

Total standard error

x2-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Percent of recipients who
stayed and paid full rent

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

x2-statistic for variat10n
across PHAs

29.3%

0.8

2.8

202.03**

30.5%

0.8

3.8

340.06**

30.8%

0.8

3.7

274.28**

30.5%

0.8

4.2

402.08**

-1.6 pts

1.1

1.3

21.17

-0.0 pts

1.1

1.1

16.00

1.38

1.19

0.06

0.06

Percent of rec1p1ents who
stayed and did not pay full rent

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

x2-statistic for variation
across PHAs

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level

6.3%

0.4

1.2

115.89**
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6.4%

0.4

0.9

77.92**

-0.0 pts

0.6

0.9

35.63**

0.08

0.05



TABLE F.25
(TABLE 4.4 CONT.)

RECIPIENT RENTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO MOVED AND PAID FULL RENT

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 310.06 305.19 4.87

Within-PHA standard error 3.52 3.62 5.05 0.96

Total standard error 15.26 15.02 5.30 0.92

F-statistic for variation 20.90** 17.66** 1.01
across PHAs (16,1108 ) (16! 1025) -(16,2133)

Initial Recient Gross Rents

468.40
-'

Mean 506.60 38.20

Within-PHA standard error 2.07 1.34 2.46 15.51**

Total standard error 21.67 18.12 6.95 5.50**

F-statistic for variation 110.28** 193.29** 5.36**
across PHAs (16,1134) (16,1046) (16,2180)

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 196.12 163.42 32.70

Within-PHA standard error 3.80 3.79 5.36 6.10**

Total standard error 13.90 10.84 7.83 4.18**

F-statistic for variation 15.54** 8.93** 2.57**
across PHAs (16,1108)- (1,1205 ) (1,2133)

** =
* =
; =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figur~s due to misflin~.va1ues. ,
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,TABLE F.26
(TABLE.4.4'CONT.)

RECIPIENi RENTS FO~ RECIPIENTS WHO MOVED
AND DID NOT PAY FULL RENT

Pie~program Gross Rents

, Housing
Voucher"
Program

Certificate t- ,',,_

Program Difference Statistic

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Initial Recient Gross Rents

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Change in Gross Renta

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

152.88

4.04

13.39

13.13**
(16,914)

477 .27

2.05

18.67

84.23**
(16,943)

324.25

4.49

14.44

11.58**
(16,914)

149.35

, 4.11

11.43

8.68**
. (16,905)

451.05

1.35

17.07

,162.53**
(16,940)

302.66

4.28

13.47

10.43**
(16,905)

3.53

5.76

5.76

0.96
(16,1819),

26.22

2.46

5.80

5.16**
(16,1883)

21.60

6.20

6.41

1.01
(16,1819)

0.61

0.61

10.67**

4.52**

3.48**

3.37**

** =
* =
:j: =

Slgnificant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference. between pre and po~t

figures due to mlssing values.
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TABLE F.27
(TABLE 4.4 CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES IN RENTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO MOVE
BETWEEN THOSE WHO DID AND DID NOT PAY FULL RENT

[ggggJ fbrmat?
Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program gross rent 871.44** 803.59** 0.03
0,2022) 0,1930) (1,3952)

Recipient gross rent 88.94** 78.87** 10.41**
0,2077) (1,1986 ) (1,4063 )

Change in gross rent 480.10** 582.70** \, 1.82
0,20220 0,1930 ) (1,3952)

** =Significant at 0.01 level
* = Signlficant at 0.05 level
t = Signlficant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.28
(TABLE 4.5)

RECIPIENT RENTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO STAYED IN THEIR
PRE-ENROLLMENT UNIT AND PAID FULL RENT

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 376.47 362.91 13 .55

Within-PHA standard error 2.69 2.55 3.71 3:65**

Total standard error 10.35 11.06 5.90 2.30*

F-statistic for variation 14.02** 20.02** 2.73*
across PHAs (16,10-58 ) (16,998) (16,2056)

Initial Recient Gross Rents

Mean 415.72 398.38 17.34

Within-PHA standard error 2.21 1.68 2.77 0.26**

Total standard error 13.79 15.09 4.76 3~64**

F-statistlc for variation 39.64"* 78.58** 3.13**
across PHAs (16,1064 ) (16,1003 ) (16,2067)

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 38.96 35.13 3.83

Within-PHA standard error 2.32 2.24 3.22 1.19

Total standard error 7.41 7.09 4.02 0.95
""F-statistic for variation II ,59** 12.68** 2.33**

across PHAs (16,1058 ) (16,998 ) (16,2056)

** = Signlficant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.,29
(TABLE 4.5 CONT.)

RECIPIENT RENTS FOR THOSE WHO ,STAYED IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT
UNITS AND DID NOT PAY FULL RENT

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 291.20 292.73 -1.53

Within:'PHA standard error 8.09 7. 74 11.20 0.14

TOtal, standard error 13.34 14.27 12.44 0.12

F-statlstic for variation 2.81** 3.53** 1. 79**, ,
across,PHAs (16,183) (16,164) (16,347)

Initial Recient Gross Rents

391.74 388.61 3.13
,

Mean

Within-PHA standard error 5.16 4.19 ' 6.64 Q.47

Total standard error 20.50 17.85 19.46 0.16

F-statistic for variation 13.67** 17.83** 17.70**
across PHAs (16,188) (16,169) (16,357)

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 101.30 98.95 2.35

Within-PHA standard error 7.86 7.97 11.19 0.21

Total standard error 20.44 20.36 19.37 0.12

F-statlstic for variation 6.66** 6.31** 4.85**
across PHAs (16,183) (16,163) (16,346)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
+= Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.30
(TABLE 4.5 CONT.)

'F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES IN .RENTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO
STAYED IN THIER PRE-ENROLLMENT UNIT AND PAID FULL RENT

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program gross rent 151.10** 113.29** 2.47
0,1241 ) 0,1162) 0,2403)

Recipient gross rent 19.37** 5.13* 4.08*
0,1252 ) 0,1172) 0,2424)

Change in gross rent 104.27*'" 118.35** - 0.03'·
0,1241 ) 0,1161) 0;2402)

** =

* =
1: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 1evei
Significant at 0.10 level

"
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TABLE F.31
(TABLE 4.7)

RENTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO QUALIFIED IN PLACE WITHOUT REPAIRS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Gross Rents Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 365.92 354.37 11.56

Within-PHA standard error 3.04 3.28 4.47 2.59*

Total standard error 8.86 10.37 6.73 1. 72:j:

F-statistic for variation 7.15** 10.93** 2.45**
across PHAs '(16,838) (16,811) (16,1649 )

Initial Recient Gross Rents

Mean 404.17 392.47 11. 70

Within-PHA standard error 2.45 1.90 3.10 3.78**

Total standard error 13.32 13.89 3.13 3.73**

F-statisti<: for variation 25.53** 49.85** 1.10
across PHAs (16,846) (16,817) (16,1663 )

Change in Gross Renta

Mean 38.55 38.86 -0.31

Within-PHA standard error 2.49 3.09 3.97 0.08

Total standard error 6.80 8.17 6.4,4 0.05

F-statist~c for variation 7.13** 8.98** 3.00**
across PHAs (16,838) (16,811) (16,1649 )

** =
* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may ~ot equal the difference between pr~ and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.32
(TABLE 4.7 CaNT.)

RENTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO QUALIFIED IN PLACE WITH REPAIRS

Pre-Program Gross Rents

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate
Program Difference

t
Statistic

Mean

Within-PHA standard error, .

Total standard error
,

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Initial Recient Gross Rents

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Change in Gross"Renta

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

355.37

5.48

12.21

5.35** .
(16,395)

424.49

3.64

16.33

23.45**
(16,399)

68.46

5.38

12.04

6.05**
(16,395)

344.84

4.82

12.83

8.54**
(1'6,346)

404.63

2.84

18.36

46.21**
(16,350)

59.12

4.76

10.13

6.21**
(16,345)

10.53

7.29

9.18

2.67**
(16,741)

19.85

4.62

7.24

5.53~'*

(16,749 )

9.34

7.18

7.18

0.89**
(16,740)

1.44

1.15

4.30**

2.74*

, 1.30

1.30

-.':* =

* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values. ~ .
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TABLE F.33
(TABLE 4.7 CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RECIPIENTS QUALIFYING
IN PLACE WITH AND WITHOUT REPAIRS

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program gross rent 3.22:\: 2.74:\: 0.02
0,1233 ) (1,1157) (1,2390)

Recipient gross rent 20.79** 11.83** 2.00
1,1245) 0,1167) 1,2412)

Change in gross rent 32.78** 14.97** 1. 70
(1,1233) (1,1156) '0,2389 )

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
:\: = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.34
(TABLE 4.8)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENTS AT ANNUAL RECERTIFICATION
, .'

Initial
Reciplent Gross Rents

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

Housing'
Voucher
Program

$454.86

2.12.

18.53

Certificate
Program

$429.59

1.58

17 .49

Difference

$25.27

2.65

5.43

t

Statistic

9.54**

4.65**
, • >

F-statistic for vari~tion

across PHAs

Recertification Gross Rents

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

First Year
Change in Gross Renta

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

143.32'1;*
(17,1754)

$473 .37

2.22

18.73

128.14**
(17,1716)

$18.27

1.25

3.01

5.05**
(17,1716)

219.01'''*
(17,1598)

$450.20

1.85

18.51

196.69**
(17,1554)

$20.84

1.13

2.91

9.30**
(17,1554)

5.78**
(17,3352)

$23.17

2.89

5.18

4.12** ,;
(17,3270)

$-2.58

1.69

2.41

2.37**
(17,3270 )

.'

" 8.02**·

1.53

1.07

** =
* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.35
(TABLE 4.9)

. "
PERCENT OF RECIPIENTS WHO MOVE FROM' THEIR INITIAL UNIT BY RECERTIFICATION

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Dlfference Statistlc

Mean 16.6% 14.6% 2.0 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.2 pts 1.2 pts 1.7 pts 1.15

Total standard error 1.7 pts 2.2 pts 1.7 pts 1.15

Chi-square statlstic for 49.06** 73.61** 12.90
variation across PHAs (17) (17) (17)

,,* = Signlficant at 0.01 level
* = Signlficant at 0.05 level
+ = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.36
(TABLE 4.~ CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENTS AT ANNUAL RECERTIFICATION
FOR-RECIPIENTS WHO MOVE

Housing
-Voucher Certificate t-

Initial Recipient Rents Program Program Difference Statistlc

Mean 466.82 430.98 35.85

Within-PHA standard error 4.41 3.96 5.93 6.05**

Total standard error 20.55 17.25 8.75 4.10''<*

F-statistic for variation 49.93** 37.98** 3.79**
across PHAs (17,239) (17,200) (17,439)

Recertification Rent

Mean 492.53 470.41 22.12

Within-PHA standard error 5.17 3.43 6.20 3.571\-*

Total standard error 20.83 22.39 13.47 1.64:1:

F-statist~c for variation 29.59** 41.06** 3.15**
across PHAs (17,236) (17,197) (17,433)

First Year Change
in Gross Renta

Mean 26.52 44.26 -17.74

Within-PHA standard error 4.99 4.32 6.60 2.69''<*

Total standard error 8.93 8.64 11.82 1.50

F-statistic for variation 2.66** 4.39** 2.20**
across PHAs (17,236) (17,197) (17,433)

** =

* =
:I: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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, '

'TABLE F.37
(TABLE 4.'9 CONT.)

~o:".' -COMPARISON OF R~C:iPIENT RENt~tiT':. ANNUAL RECli~TIFi:CAiIbN
FOR RECIPIENTS WHO'STAY IN THEIR INITIAL UNIT

Hous,ing
Voucher Certificate t-

Initial- Recipient Rent" ,Program Program Difference ', Stat1stic
.

Mean 450.28 427.97 22.30
,

Within:PHA standard error 2.34 1.63 2.85 7.82**

, "
Total standard errOr " 18.).0, 17.57 5.54 4.02**

F-statistic for variation 108.24** 192.68** 4.75** "
across~P,HAs (17,1449;) (17,1336) (17,2785)

Recertification Rent

Mean 467.86 445.06 22.80

Within-PHA standard error 2.36 1.77 2.95 7. 73'"1r-k

Total standard error 18.41 18.20 5.21 4.'38**

F-statistic for variation 104.93** 182.88** 4.14** II

across PHAs (17,1415 ) (17,1297) (17,2712)

First-Year
Change in Gross Renta

Mean 17 .18 16.50 0.68

Within-PHA standard error 0.83 0.77 1.14 0.60

Total standard error 2.71 2.78 2.09 0.33

F-statistic for variation 7.48** 17.80** 3.71**
across PHAs (17,1415 ) (17,1297) (17,2712 )

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
; =Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.38
(TABLE 4.9 CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES IN GROSS RENTS BETWEEN MOVERS AND STAYERS
AT ANNUAL RECERTIFICATION

Housing Housing
Voucher Certificate

F-Statistic For: Program Program Difference

Initial recipient rents 7.47** 0.44 3.01
(1,1688) 0,1536 ) 0,3224)

Recertificatlon rent 14.73** 26.03** 0.01
0,1651) (1,1494) 0,3145)

Change in rents 7.14** 91.97** 15.76**
0,1651) 0,1494) 0,3145)
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TABLE F.39
(TABLE- 6.,1)

COMPARISON OF TENANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statlstic

Mean $283.59 $274.48 9.11

With,n-PHA standard error 2.48 2.45 3.49 2.61**

Total standard error 15.05 15.67 3.60 2.55**

F-statistic for variation 37.37** 41.45** 1.04
across PHAs (17,3430 ) (17,3260) (17,6690 )

Recipient

Mean $153.36 $143.52 9.85

Within-PHA standard error 1.47 1.09 1.83 5.38**

Total standard error 7.11 6.63 4.82 2.04*

F-statistic for variation 24.22** 40.10** 6.63**
across PHAs (17,3497) (17,3227) (17,6824)

Changea

Mean $-129.71 $-130.77 1.06

Within-PHA standard error 2.55 2.46 3.55 0.30

Total standard error 11.42 10.55 4.55 0.23

F-statistic for variation 20.19** 19.40** 1.67*
across PHAs (17,3430) (17,3259) (17,6689 )

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
+ = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.40
(TABLE',6.1 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF TENANT CONTRIBUTION IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR RECIPIENTS
WHO PAID FULL RENT IN THEIR PRE-PROGRAM AND PROGRAM UNITS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean $341.84 $333.29 $8.56

Within-PHA standard error 2.43 2.41 3.42 2.50*

Total standard error 13 .52 13.27 4.,53 1.89:j:

F-statistlc for variation 31.25** 32.08 1.63:j:
across PHAs (17,2230) (l7,2084) (l7,4314)

Recipient

Mean $158.37 $152.68 $5.69

Within-PHA standard error 1.90 1.36 2.34 2.44*

Total standard error 6.97 6.13 4.14 1.37

F-statistic for variation 14.11** 22.04** 3.20**
across PHAs (17,2262) (l7,2110) (17,4372)

Changea

Mean $-183.25 $-180.53 $-2.72

Within-PHA standard error 2.65 2.55 3.68 0.74

Total standard error 9.35 8.64 4.59 0.59

F-statistic for variation 13.21**' 12.55** 1.59:j:
across PHAs (17,2230) (17,2084) (17,4314)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
:j: = Significant at 0.10 level

)

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.41
(TABLE·6 .1"(CONT.)

COMPARISON OF TENANT CONTRIBUTIdN IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR
RECIPIENTS WHO DID NOT PAY FULL RENT IN THEIR PRE-PROGRAM OR PROGRAM UNITS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean $176.98 $173 .41 $3.57

Within-PHA standard error 3.79 3.87 5.43 0.66

Total standard error 15.31 :3.85 6.68 0.53

F-statistic for variation 16.92** 12.75** 1.51:j:
across PHAs (17,1136) (17,1112) (17,2248)

Recipient

Mean $144.31 $128.06 $16.25

Within-PHA standard error 2.21 1. 75 2.82 5.77**

Total standard error 8.53 7.06 6.85 2.37*

F-statistic for variat ion 14.55** 18.84** 5.84**
across PHAs (17,1171) (17,1152) (17,2323)

Changea

Mean $-31. 73 $-45.18 $13.46

Within-PHA standard error 4.13 3.99 5.74 2.34*

Total standard error 11.34 9.39 9.10 1.48

F-statistic for variation 7.89** 5.60** 2.43**
across PHAs (17,1136) (17,1111 ) (17,2247)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
:j: =Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.42
(TA~LE'6,1 CaNT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES BY GROUP

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Dlfference

Pre-program tenant 1441.45** 1358.24"* 0.66
contribution 0,3366) (1,3196) 0,6562)

Recipiept ,tenant 19.20** 129.10** '.7.30**
contribution 0,3433) 0,3262) 0,6695)

.
Change in tenant 991.22** 904.41** 6.00*
contribution 0,3366) 0,3195) 0,656]) ,
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TABLE F.43
(TABLE-' 6.2)

COMPARISON OF TENANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE
TWO PROCRAMS FOR FULL RENT MOVERS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Enrollment Program Program Difference Statlstic

Mean $310.06 $305.19 $4.87

Within-PHA standard error 3.52 3.62 5.05 0.96

Total standard error 15.26 15.02 5.30 0.92

F-statistic for variation 20.90** 17.66*" 1.01
across PHAs (16,1108 ) (16,1025 ) (16,2133)

Recipient

Mean $173.11 $148.00 $25.11

Within-PHA standard error 2.63 2.03 3.32 7.56*"

Total standard error 8.88 6.81 4.45 5.65**

F-statistic for variation 11.35** 12.54** 1.14
across PHAs (16,1134) (16,1046 ) (17,2180)

Changea

Mean $-136.48 $-156.49 $-20.01

Within-PHA standard error 3.85 8.86 5.45 3.67*"

Total standard error 8.09 9.65 5.74 3.49*'"

F-statistic for variatlon 5.13** 6.56** 1.40
across PHAs (16,1108) (16,1025 ) (16,2133)

** =

* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
flgures due to misslng values.
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TA~LE, F.44
(TABLE 6.2 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF TENANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
FOR NON-FULL RENT MOVERS

Hous~ng

Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Enrollment Program Program Difference Stat~st1c

Mean $152.88 $149.35 $3.53

Within-PHA standard error 4.04 4.11 5.76 0.61

Total standard error 13.39 11.45 5.75 0.61

F-statistic for variation 13 .13"* 8.68** 0.96
across PHAs (16,914) (16,905) (16,1819 )

Rec~pient

Mean $145.30 $125.09 $20.21

Within-PHA standard error 2.44 1.97 3.13 6.46**

Total standard error 9.23 7.30 6.95 2.91"*

F-statistic for variation 14.36** 16.69** 5.03**
across PHAs (16,943) (16,940 ) (16,1883 )

Changea

Mean $-5.79 $-23.78 $17. 98

Within-PHA standard error 4.43 4.20 0.10 2.95**

Total st~ndard error 8.83 7.27 8.99 2.00*

F-statistic for variation 4.31** 3.01** 2.08**
across ,PHAs (16,914) (16,905) (16,1819)

** =
* =
t =

Sign~ficant at 0.01 level
Sign~ficant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the d~fference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.45
(TABLE~6-;·2.,CONT.)

, ~ - "

COMPARISON OF TENANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR STAYERS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-enrollment Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean $362.21 $350.84 $11.36

Within-PHA standard error 2.80 2.74 3.92 2.90"*

Total standard error 9.71 10.20 6.85 1.66:1:

F-statistic for variation 11.33** 15.49** 3.40**
across PHAs (17,1281)' (17,1206) (17,2487)

Recipient

Mean $141.59 $155.00 $-13.42

Within-PHA standard error 2.41 1.62 2.91 4.62*"

Total standard error 4.93 5.25 4.54 2.96**

F-statistic for variation 4.95** 11.65** 2.21**
across PHAs (16,1293 ) (16,1217) (16,2510)

Changea

Mean $-220.36 $-195.96 $-24.40

Within-PHA standard error 2.84 2.96 4.11 5.941'*

Total standard error 6.18 6.66 4.51 5.41**

F-statistic for variation 4.73** 6.05** 1.58
across PHAs (16,1281) (16,1205 ) (16,2486)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
:I: = Significant at 0.10 level

aSignificance of t-statistic for total standard error based on degrees
of freedom as indicated in Section C.1.2 of Appendix C.
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TABLE_F,46
(TABLE 6.2 CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES AMONG THE THREE GROUPS

Housfng
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program tenant contribution NA NA NA

Recipient tenant contribution 178.96** 292 .99** 185.98**
(2,3370) (2,3203) (2,6573)

Change in tenant contribution 3311.09"'* 2425.79** 102.74**
(2,330'3.) (2,3135) (2,6438)

** =

* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

•
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TABLE. F.47
(TABLE 6.3)

COMPARISON OF RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 67.3% 65.4% 1.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.1 pts 0.9 pts 1.4 pgs 1.31

Total standard error 1.9 pts 2.8 pts 1.8 pts 1.05

F-statistic for variation 76.73** 125.23** 31.11*
across PHAs (7) (7) (17 )

Program

Mean 34.9% 30.8% 4.1 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.2 pts 0.0 pts 1.2 pts 3.30*;'

Total standard error 2.4 pts 0.7 pts 2.6 pts 1.58

Chi-square statistic for 111.32** 7. 78 54.26**
variation across PHAs (7) (7) (7)

Ghangea

Mean -32.7 pts -34.5 pts 1.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.3 pts 0.9 pts 1.6 pts 1.19

Total standard error 2.3 pts 2.6 pts 2.0 pts 0.92

F-statistic for variation 4.43** 9.03** 1.87**
across PHAs 07,3427) 07,3255 } (17,6682 )

** =

* =
:I: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.48
(TABLE'c.3 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR
RECIPIENTS WHO PAID THEIR FULL PROGRAM AND PRE-PROGRAM RENTS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 79.4% 75.4% 4.0 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.5 pts 1.0 pts 1.8 pts 2.22*

Total standard error 3.2 pts 2.2 pts 2.1 pts 1.93:1:

F-statistic for variation 7.09** 5.36** 1.76*
across PHAs (17,2229) (17,2081) (17,4310)

Recipient

Mean 33.7% 30.9% 2.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.8 pts 0.0 pts 1.8 pts 1.63

Total standard error 2.2 pts 0.7 pts 2.3 pts 1.25

F-statistic for variation 2.35** 69.46** 1.95*-
across PHAs (17,2260) (17,2107) (17,4367)

Changea

Mean -46.1 pts -44.5 pts -1.6 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.6 pts 1.0 pts 1.9 pts 0.82

Total standard error 2.1 pts 2.2 pts 1.9 pts 0.82

F-statistic for variation 3.07** 5.56** 1.12
across PHAs (17,2229) (17,2081 ) (17,4310 )

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
:I: = Significant at 0.10 level

,'-

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.49
(TABLE 6.3°CONT.)

• > ', , ,
COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR

RECIPIENTS WHO DID'NOT,PAY FULL RENT 'IN THEIR
PRE-PROGRAM OR PROGRAM UNIT

Pre-Program

Houslng
Voucher

'k - .. 'Program .
Certificate

Program Difference
t

Statistic

Within-PHA standard error

Total'iitandar'd error"

F-stat1~tic for variation
acrOS s ,PHAs

Mean " ~

.; , , '
45.0%. 48.1% -3.1' pts

l.2 pt~ l.7 pts 2.1 pts l.Sl, , .
2.4 'pts 4.3 pts 3.3 pts 0.94

3.97** 8.21** 2.78*
'(17,1134)" (17,1111) (17,2245)

Recipient

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Change

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard errOr

F-statistlc for variation
across PHAs

37.0% 30.7% 6.3 pts

l.4 pts 0.3 pts 1.4 pts 4.31**

2.6 pts 0.7 pts 3.0 pts 2.13''<
I

3.68** 10.05** 4.20**
(17,1169) (17,1151) (17,2320)

-8.0 pts -17.4 pts 9.4 pts

l.8 pts 1.6 pts 2.4 pts 3.96**

3.6 pts 4.0 pts 4.5 pts 2.08*

4.89** 7.68** 3.77**
(17,1134) (17,1110) (17,2244)

** =Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
~ = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the dlfference between pre and post
figures due to misslng values.
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TA?J.E.. f" 50
(TABLE 6.3 CONT.)

~:'7~ '
F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES ACROSS GROUPS

:

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program rent burden 328.14** 288.21** 8.20"*
0,3363 ) 1,3192) 0,6555)

Recipient rent burden 2.17 0.56 2.24
0,34~9) (1,3258) 0,6687)

Change 1n rent burden 300.82** 297.47** 16.27**
0,3363) 0,3191) 0,6554)

," ,
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TABLE F.51
(TABLE~6.4)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
FOR FULL RENT MOVERS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Enrollment Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 75.9% 71. 7% 4.2 pts

Withln-PHA standard error 2.2 pts 1.4 pts 2.6 pts 1.62

Total standard error 3.3 pts 2.3 pts 2.6 pts .!-.62

F-statistic for varlstion 2.69** 3.21** 0.96
across PHAs (17,1108) (17,1023) (17,2131)

Recipient

Mean 39.3% 30.6% 8.7 pts

Within-PHA standard error 3.3 pts 0.0 pts 3.3 pts 2.65**

Total standard error 3.3 pts 0.8 pts 3.4 pts 2.55** _

F-statistic for variation 0.92 93.13** 0.73
across PHAs (17,1133) (17,1044) (17,2177)

Changea

Mean -37.2 ptS -41.1 pts 3.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 2.5 pts 1.4 pts 2.9 pts 1,.34

Total standard error 2.5 pts 2.4 pts 3.0 pts 1.28

F-statistic for variation 1.10 3.31** 1.10
across PHAs (17,1108) (17,1023) (17,2131)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Signlficant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not
figures due-to,missing values.

equal the difference between pre and post
, ,
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TABI,E,F.52
(TABLE 6.4 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
FOR NON-FULL RENT MOVERS

Pre-Enrollment

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Recipient

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

** = Sign1ficant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

Housing
Voucher certificate ,t-
Program Program Difference StatistlC

40.7% 42.7% -2.0 pts

1.3 pts 1.7 pts 2.1 pts 0.94

2.1 pts 4.0 pts 3.5 pts 0.58

2.29** 7.29**. 3.23** '.

(17,913) (17 , 904) (17,1817)

39.0% 30.7% 8.3 pts

1.7 pts 0.4 pts 1.8 pts 4.72"*

2.8 pts 0.6 pts 3.0 pts 2.75**

2.69** 12.95** 3.20**
(17,942) (17,939) (17,1881)

.-
-1.6 pts -12.0 pts 10.4 pts

2.0 pts 1.5 pts 2.6 pts 4.09**

3.3 pts 3.9 pts 4.8 pts 2.18*

2.82** 6.85** 3.35**
(17 ,913) (17,904) (17,1817)

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.53
(TABLE-a.4·CONT.)

.: . . '.

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
- .' FOR STAYERS '.

Pre-Enrollment

Mean,

Within-PHA standard "error

Total standard error
~ , ..

F-statistic,for variation
across PHAs

Recipient:

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statistic

"

80.2% 78.4% 1.8 pts

1.6 pts 1.5 pts 2:2" pts 0•.32 .

3.1 pts 2.6 pts 2.8 p.ts 1.65.
, . ' .,~,!-

7.28** 3.75** 3.14**
(16,1279 ) (16,1205 ) (16,2054),

27.6% 31.1% -3.6 pts

0.4 pts 0.0 pts 0.4 pts 7.84**

1.0 pts 0.7 pts 1.1 pts 3.16**

7.40** 24.64** 8.03**
(16,1291) (16,1216) (16,2507)

-52.7 pts -47.3 pts -5.5 pts

1.5 pts 1.5 pts 2.1 pts 2.54*

2.3 pts 2.7 pts 2.6 pts 2.12*

5.15** 4.02** 2.64*
16,1279) (16,1204) (16,2483)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
t =Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE <F,. 5,4 'h
(TABLE 6.4 CONT.)

TEST STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES'IN RENT'BURDENS 'AMONG GROUPS

Housing
Voucner Cert1ficate
Program Program

Pre-enrollment rent burden 747.31** 817.55**
(2,3300) (2,3132)

Recipient rent burden 57.32** 13.50**
(2,3366) , (2,3199)

Change in rent burden 861.77** 837.19**
, (2,3300) (2,3131)

. "

Difference ..:, '

8.84** ' ,.,'
(2,6432)

"

58.11**
(2,6565)>. '.,<'

55.27**
(2,6,4,3J>. ..",

,

, .

,- :: ~" '., . ' '

, . '

" '

..,.

.~ ..

, , ..
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TABLE F.55
(TABLE '6.5)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR
RECIPIENTS WITH ANNUAL INCOMES OF AT LEAST $3,600

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 58.9% 56.9% 2.0 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.7 pts 0.7 pts 0.9 pts 2.06*

Total ,standard errOr 2.1 pts 2.5 pts 1.4 pts 1.43

F-stati'stic for variation 11.90** 14.98** 1.11
across PHAs (17,2844) (17,2713 ) (17,5557)

Reclpient

Mean 32.1% 30.5% 1.6 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.3 pts 0.0 pts 0.3 pts 5.69"*'

Total standard error 0.8 pts 0.4 pts 1.1 pts 1.44

F-statistic for variation 10.11** 65.87** 12.05**
across PHAs (17,2885) (17,2765) (17,5650)

Changea

Mean -26.8 pts -26.4 pts -0.4 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.7 pts 0.7 pts 1.0 pts 0.47

Total standard errOr 2.5 pts 2.4 pts 1.3 pts 0.36

F-statistic for variation 15.58** 13.76** 1.35
across PHAs (17,2844) (17,2712) (17,5556)

** =

* =
:I: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to misslng values.
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TABLE F.56
(TABLE 6:5 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR
RECIPIENTS WITH ANNUAL INCOMES OF AT LEAST $3,600 WHO WERE PAYING

FULL RENT IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT AND RECIPIENT UNITS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program ~ Program Difference Statlstic

Mean 68.8% 67.9% 0.8 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.6 pts 0.6 pts 0.9 pts 0.90

Total standard error 1.8 pts 1.8 pts 1.1 pts 0.71

F-statistic for variation 8.22** 9.21** 1.86*
across PHAs (16,1932) (16,1822) (16,3754)

Recipients

Mean 31.2% 30.7% 0.5 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.3 pts 0.0 pts 0.3 pts 1.52**

Total standard error 0.8 pts 0.4 pts 1.0 pts 0.49

F-statistic for variation 7.92** 53.88** 9.03**
across PHAs (16,1951) (16,1842 ) (16,3793)

Changea

Mean -37.6 pts -37.3 pts -0.4 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.6 pts 0.6 pts 0.9 pts 0.40

Total standard error 2.0 pts 1.8 pts 1.1 pts 0.33

F-statistic for variation 10.33** 8.89** 1.65;
acroSs PHAs (16,1932) (16,1822) (16,3754)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and po~t

figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.57
(TABLE- 6<. -S CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR
RECIPIENTS WITH ANNUAL INCOMES OF AT LEAST $3,600 WHO

WERE NOT PAYING FULL RENT IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT OR RECIPIENT UNIT

Pre-Program

Mean-

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Recipients

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statlstic

41.5% 41.3% 0.2 pts

1.0 pts 1.0 pts 0.4 pts 0.14
0

2.3 pts 2.4 pts 1.6 pts 0.12

5.96** 5.50** 1.48t
(16,835 ) (16,819) (16,1654)

32.5% 30.3% 2.3 pts

0.4 pts 0.0 pts 0.4 pts 5.38**

0.9 pts 0.0 pts 1.0 pts 2.29*

3.94** 8.66** 4.22**
(16,856 ) (16,850) (16,1760 )

-8.9 pts -10.9 pts 2.0 pts

1.0 pts 1.0 pts 1.4 pts 1.41

2.6 pts 2.3 pts 2.0 pts 1.00

7.01** 5.02** 2.10**
(16,835) (16,818) (16,1653 )

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE, F".58
(TABLE 6:5 CONT.)

F-STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES ACROSS GROUPS

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program rent burden 624.35** 554.98** 0.15
(1,2767) (1,2641) (1,5408 )

Recipient rent burden 6.15* 20.11** 9.55**
(1,2807) (1,2692) (1,5499 )

Change in rent burden 597.47** 544.68** .2.17 " .
(1,2767) (1,2640 ) (1;5407)

" .
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TABLE F.59
(TABLE 6.6)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR
RECIPIENTS WITH ANNUAL INCOMES OF AT LEAST $3,600 WHO WERE FULL RENT MOVERS

** =
* =
:j: =

Pre-Program

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistlc for variation
across PHAs

Recipient

Mea'n

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistlc for variation
across PHAs

.
Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Progrilm Program Difference Statistic

61.4% 63.0% 0.5 pts

0.9 pts 1.0 pts 1.4 pts 0.32

2.3'pts 1.9 pts 1.4 pts 0.32

6.56** 4.27** 1.14
(16,901) (16,841) (16,1742)

35.6% 30.5% 5.1 pts

0.4 pts 0.0 pts 0.4 pts 11.16**

0.8 pts 0.6 pts 1.1 pts 4.58**

3.20** 99.18** 4.79**
(16,917) (16,856) (16,1773)

-27.8 pts -32.4 pts 4.7 pts

0.9 pts 1.0 pts 1.4 pts 3.30'l\-*

2.0 pts 1.8 pts 1.4 pts 3.30**

4.48** 4.13** 1.01
(16,901) (16,841) (16,1742)

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to misslng values.
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TABLE F.60
(TABLE 6.6 CaNT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR ,RECIPIENTS
WITH ANNUAL INCOMES OF AT LEAST $3,600 WHO WERE NON-FULL RENT MOVERS

Pre-Program

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Recipient

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
; =Significant at 0.10 level

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statlstic

36.0% 35.4% 0.6 pts 0.41

1.1 pts 1.0 pts 1.5 pts 0.41 '.

1.9 pts 1.8 pts 1.5 pts 0.40

3.66** 2.93** 1.13
(l6 ,636) (l6 ,636) (l6,1272)

34.1% 30.2% 3.9 pts

0.4 pts 0.0 pts 0.5 pts 8.U*'·

La pts 0.0 pts 1.0 pts 3.96**

3.74** 9.43** 3.68**
(l6,651) (16,662) (l6, 1313)

,-

-1.8 pts -5.1 pts 3.3 pts

1.1 pts 1.0 pts 1.5 pts 2.18*

2.0 pts 1.8 pts 2.0 pts 1.69;

4.11** 2.97** 1.74*
(l6,636) (l6,636) (l6, 1272)

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.6l
(TABLE 6.6 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF,RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS FOR RECIPIENTS
WITH ANNUAL INCOMES OF AT LEAST $3,600 WHO WERE STAYERS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 71.7% 71.1% 0.6 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.0 pts 0.56

Total standard error 0.8 pts 1.6 pts 1.0 pts 0.56

F-statistic for variation 1.55:j: 4.92** 1.28
across PHAs (16,1169 ) (16,1109) (16,2278)

Recipient1

Mean 26.8% 30.7% -3.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.3 pts 0.0 pts 0.4 pts 10.81**

Total standard error 0.8 pts 0.4 pts 0.8 pts 5.20**

F-statistic for variation 4.72** 17.08** 4.58**
across PHAs (16,1178) (16,1120) (16,2298)

Changea

Mean -44.9 pts -40.4 pts -4.6 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.0 pts 4.30**

Total standard error 1.1 pts 1.5 pts 1.0 pts 4.30**

F-statistic for variation 2.43** 4.89** 0.79
across PHAs (16,1169 ) (16,1108 ) (16,2277)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
:j: =Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.62
(TABLE 6.6 CONT.)

TEST STATISTICS FOR COMPARISONS ACROSS GROUPS,' ".',".'J' ,
-~~~,- .~.,..

Housing
Voucher Certificate

: Program Program Difference

Pre-program rent burdens 1651.06** 1591.86** 0.02
(2,2708) (2,2586) (2,5292)

!

Recipient rent burdens 555.12** 48.48** 556.04**
(2,2740) (2,2638) (2,5384)

Change iri rent burden 2153.00** 1562.61** _,70.94**
'(2,2708) (2,2585) (2,5291 )

'j

, ,

!

-.'
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TABLE F.63
(TABLE 6.7)

,,' ... ", ~tl ,
CO~PARrSON'OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS USING THE

BUDDING INDEX OF INCOME NET OF HOUSING COSTS

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Program Program . Program Dlfference Statlstic

Mean 50.6% 51.4% -0.7 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.7 pts 0.7 pts 1.0 pts 0.72

Total standard error 2.5 pts 2.4 pts 1.0 pts 0.72

F-statistic for variation 13.18** 13.13** 0.44
across PHAs (17,3426 ) (17,3259) p7,6685)

Recipient

Mean 76.8% 77 .4% -0.6 pts

Within-PHA standard error 5.5 pts 0.5 pts 0.7 pts 0.82

Total standard error 4.1 pts 3.6 pts 0.9 pts 0.69

F-statistic for variation 58'.89 56.52 1.59:j:
across PHAs (17,3492) (17,3326 ) (17,6818)

Change

Mean 26.5 pts 26.1 pts 0.4 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.4 pts 0.4 pts 0.6 pts 0.59

Total standard error 2.6 pts 2.3 pts 0.9 pts- 0.44

F-statistic for variation 28.22** 25.08** • 1.64:j:
across PHAs (17,3426) (17,3258) (17,6684)

** =
* =
:j: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.64
(TABLE 6.7 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIEN~ RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS USING THE
BUDDING INDEX OF INCOME NET OF HOUSING COSTS FOR RECIPIENTS

WHO WERE PAYING FULL RENT IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT OR RECIPIENT UNITS

Housing
Voucher ,Certificate t-

Pre-Enrollment Program Program Difference . Statistic

Mean 42.1% 43.7% -1.6 pts

Within-PHA 1.41 "standard error 0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.1

Total standard error 2.3 pts 2.0 pts 1.1 1.41

F-statistic for variation 9.37** 7. 73** 1.07
across PHAs (16,2230) (16,2083 ) (16,4313 )

Recipient

Mean 76.6% 77 .5% -0.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.6 pts 0.5 pts 0.8 pts 1.01

Total standard error 3.7 pts 3.1 pts 1.3 pts 0.69

F-statistic for variation 39.98** 32.02**' 2.54**
across PHAs (16,2262) (16,2109) (16,4371)

,

Changea

Mean 34.8 pts 33.9 pts 0.9 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.4 pts 0.4 pts 0.6 pts 1.37.

Total standard error 2.2 pts 1.8 pts 0.9 pts 0.98

F-statistic for variation 20.66** 15.91** 1.63*
across PHAs (16,2230) (16,2083 ) (16,4313 )

** =Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

I

aChange figures may not equal the d~fference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.65
(TABLE 6.7 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS USING THE
BUDDING INDEX OF INCOME NET OF HOUSING COSTS FOR RECIPIENTS WHO WERE NOT

PAYING FULL RENT IN THEIR PRE-ENROLLMENT AND RECIPIENT UNITS

Housing
, • ~l Voucher Certificate t-

Pre-Enrollment Program Program Difference Statistic

Mean 59.3% 58.0% 1.2 pts

Within-PHA standard error 1.1 pts 1.2 pts 1.7 pts 0.74

Total standard error 3.1 pts 3.3 pts 1.9 pts 0.65

F-statistic for variation 6.87** 8.29** 1.43
across PHAs (16,1131 ) (16,1111) (16,2222 )

Recipient

Mean 66.4% 67.3% -0.9 pts

Within-PHA- standard error 0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.2 pts 0.77

Tota'l standarc:L errOr 4.0 pts 3.7 pts 1.4 pts 0.66

F-statistic for-variation 21.52** 22.80** 1.21
across PHAs (16,1165 ) (16,1151) (16,2316 )

Changea

Mean 7.5 pts 9.2 pts -1.7 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.8 pts 0.7 pts 1.0 pts 1.60

Total standard errOr 2.2 pts 1.9 pts 1.6 pts 1.03

F-statistic for variation 8.87** 6.73** 2.30**
across PHAs (16,1131) (16,1110) (16,2241)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.66
(TABLE 6.7 CONT.)

TEST STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS IN BUDDING·~NDEX

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program 150.37** 102.42** 2.06
(1,3361) (1,3194) (1,6555)

Recipient 92.32** 109.51** 0.00
(1,3427) (1,3260 ) (1,6687)

Change 912.72** 867.08** 4.42*
(1,3361) (1,3193) (1,6554)
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TABLE F.67
(TABLE 6.8)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDEN IN THE TWO PROGRAMS USING THE
BUDnING INDEX OF INCOME NET OF HOUSING COSTS FOR'FULL RENT MOVERS

;, .

Pre-Enrollment

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistic

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

42.7%

1.0 pts

2.4 pts

44.1%

1.2 pts

2.2 pts

-1.4 pts

1.6 pts

1.6 pts

0.88

0.88

F-statistic fo~ varlation
across PHAs

Recipient

4.75**
(16,1108)

3.85**
(16,1024)

0.79
(16,2132)

Mean

Within-PHA standard error
,

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
acrOss PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error
,

F-statistic for variation
acrOss PHAs

66.1% 71.1% -5.0 pts

0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.1 pts 4.46**

3.3 pts 3.3 pts 1.4 pts' 3.66**

17.03** 19.23** 2.00**
(16,1134) (16,1045) (16,2179)

23.6 pts 27.2 pts -3.5 pts

0.6 pts 0.6 pts 0.9 pts 3.82"*

1.6 pts 1.7 pts 0.9 pts 3.82**

6.93*" 7.02** 1.17
(16,1108 ) (16,1024) (16,2132)

** =
* =
t =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figur~s d~e_to missing values.
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TABLE F.68

(TABLE 6.8 (CONT.)
F.. -

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDEN IN THE TWO PROGRAMS USING THE
BUDDING INDEX OF INCOME NET OF HOUSING COSTS FOR NON-FULL RENT MOVERS

:Pre-Enrollment

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Reclpient

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
* = Significant at 0.10 level

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statistic

59.5% 59.8% -0.3 pts

1.2 pts 1.3 pts 1.8 pts 0.17

3.3 pts 3.5 pts 2.2 pts 0.14

6.77** 7.62** 1.50*
(16,910) (16,904) (16,1814 )

61.1% 64.6% -3.5 pts

0.9 pts 0.9 pts 1.3 pts 2.76**

3.8 pts 3.8 pts 1.3 pts 2.76**

19.02** 20.80** 0.78
(16,939) (16,939) (16,1878 )

1.9 pts 4.7 pts -2.8 pts

0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.1 pts 2.58**

1.6 pts 1.4 pts 1.5 pts 1.87*

4.64** 3.29** 1.72*
(16,910) (16,904) (16,1814)

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.69
(TABLE 6,.8._.CONT.)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT RENT BURDENS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS USING THE
BUDDING INDEX OF INCOME NET OF HOUSING COSTS FOR_STAYERS

J

Pre-Enrollment

, -,
Housing _
Vouch~r-' Certificate
Progra~1 .:" ,Program Difference

t

Statistic
~ "'~,

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

- F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Recipient

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changea

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

44.2% 44.3% -0.1 pts

lot pts 1.1 pts 1.5 pts 0~06

2.2 pts 2.2 pts 1.5 pts 0.06

5.20** 5.49** 1.09
(16,1280) (16,1206 ) (16,2486)

88.8% 83.5% 5.2 pts

0.8 pts 0.8 pts 1.1 pts 4.61**

3.7 pts 3.0 pts 1.5 pts 3.54**

22.48** 17.90** 2.68**
(16,1291) (16,1217) (16,2508 )

44.7 pts 39.1 pts 5.6 pts

0.5 pts 0.5 pts 0.8 pts 6.80**

1.6 pts 1.5 pts 0.9 pts 6.05**

8.04** 6.94** 1. 73*
(16,1280) (16,1205 ) (16,2485 )

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
t =Significant at 0.10 level

'.

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.

•
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TABLE F.70
(TABLE 6.8 CONT.)

TEST STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS IN BUDDING INDEX
" ~ , -

-"';'._'_'~ <
---~~-.., '-

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Pre-program 230.30** 219.75** 0.74
(2,3298) (2,3134) (2,6432)

Recipient 1277 .84** , 604.81** 97.75**
(2,3364) (2,3201) (2,6565)

Change 3768.64** 2669.49** 119.82**
(2,3298) (2,3133) (2,6431)
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TABLE F.71
(TABLE 6.9)

TENANT CONTRIBUTION AT RECERTIFICATION

Initial Recipient Tenant
Contribution

Housing
Voucher'
Program

Certificate
Program Difference

t
Statistic

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
acrOss PHAs

148.15

2.46

7.83

19.60**
(16,1754)

142.13

1.93

7.34

23.77**
(16,1598)

6.02

3.13

5 •.71

3.96**
(16,3352)

1.92:j:

1.05

Recipient Tenant Contribution
at Recertification

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

169.40

2.89

8.40

151.87

2.14

8.21

17.53

3.59

6.87

4.88**

2.55*

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Changein Recipient Tenant
Contributiona

32.53** 32.68**
(16,1714) " (16,1553)

24.16**
(16,3267)

Mean 20.76 9.44 11.32

Within-PHA standard error 2.02 , 1. 73 2.66 4.26**

Total standard error 3.75 1.99 4.54 2.42*

F-statistic for variation 3.42** 1.67* 3.36**
across PHAs (16,1714) (16,1553 ) (16,3267)

** : Significant at 0.01 level
* : Significant at 0.05 level
:j: : Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.72
(TABLE 6.10)

RECIPIENT RENT BURDEN AT RECERTIFICATION

_Housing
Voucher
Program

Initial Recipient- Rent
Burden

Certificate t-
Program Difference Stat~stic

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Recipient Rent Burden
at Recertificat~on

Mean

Within-PHA standard_error

Total standard~error

F-statistic fo~variation

across PHAs

Changein Recipient Rent
Burdena

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

33.6%

1.2

1.5

4.01**
(16,1753 )

34.9%

0.5

1.4

6.90**
(16,1680)

1.2 pes

1.1

1.2

2.68**
(16,1679 )

31.4%

0.5

1.3

26.83**
(16,1597)

30.8%

0.0

0.7

40.03**
(16,1530 )

-0.6 pts

0.5

0.6

5.45**
(16,1529 )

2.2 pts

1.3

2.3

5.67**
(16,3350)

4.1 pts

0.5

1.7

7.31**
(16,3210 )

1.8 pts

1.3

1.4

3.46**
(16,3208 )

1.65;

0.96

7.41**

2.47*

1.42

1.29

** =
* =
; =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level

aChange figures may not equal the difference between pre and post
figures due to missing values.
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TABLE F.73
(TABLE 7.1)

COMPARISON:OF RECIPIENT HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS

Housing Assistance Payment

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Housing
Voucher Certificate t-
Program Program Difference Statistic

$309.67 $293.09 16.58

1.09 1.38 1. 76 9.41**

13.75 14.09 4.49 3.69**

175.33** 113.13** 6.69**
(17,3497) , (17,3327) (17,6824)

Annual Net Income

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Payment Standard or FMR

5692.86 5649.79 43.06

41.90 44.06 60.80 0.71

280.90 261.52 60.80 0.71

47.06** 39.53** 0.58
(17,3496) (17,3327) (17,6823 )

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

455.93

0.34

18.78

2591.23**
(17,3497)

460.41 -4.49

0.40 0.52

17.70 2.91

1954.84** 24.75**
(17,3328)(17,6825)

8.55**

1.54

Qifference in payment if
average net income is the same

Difference in payment if
the Payment Standard had
equaled the FMR

** =Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level,
t = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLES. 74
(TABLF;. i.2)

.::.CO:::M",P:..;AR~I-=SO;;N;;-;O~F;;:::::.R:;;E~CI~P;;;I~E;;;N~T~HO;<;U:;.:S;.;I;;:N~G~AS:;;S"",I;::S;,;T;:;AN~CE~PSA~YM;;;.::E::NT=:,,Sc",: ~ .:;'
IN THE TWO PROGRAMS' FOR' RECIPIENTS WHO MOVE'· ._-. -_ ...-.

Housing,
.Voucher, Certificate t-

Housing Assistance Payments Program Program Difference:'- Statistic

Mean 332.79 323.15 9.64

Within-PHA standard error 1.37 1.65 2.15 4.49**

Total standard error 14.06 12.87 4.82 "2.00**

F-statistic for variation 117.46** 66.84** 5.33**
across PHAs (17,2139) (17,2047) (17,4186)

Annual Net Income

Mean 5398.58 5409.52 -10.94

Within-PHA standard error 52.44 57.22 77 .62 0.14

Total standard error 298.77 280.95 77 .62 0.14

F-statistic for variation 35.75** 28.28** 0.45
across PHAs (17,2139) (17,2046) (17,4185)

Payment Standard or FMR :.

Mean 469.16 475.92 -5.76.
Within-PHA standard error 0.41 0.48 0.63 9.13**

Total standard error 19.96 17.80 3.61 1.60

F-statistic for variation 2172.60** 1549.77** 34.22'-*
across PHAs (17,2139) (17,2047) (17,4186 )

Difference in payment if
average net incomes equal $9.37

Difference in payment if
Payment Standard equaled FMR $p.13

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.75
(TABLE 7.2 CONT.)

COMPARISON~OF_RECIPIENT HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS IN THE TWO PROGRAMS
.. - - -, FOR RECIPIENTS WHO STAY -IN THEIR PRE-PROGRAM UNITS

- Housing
Voucher Certificate

Housing Assistance Payments Program Program Difference

Mean 270.00 241. 71 28.29

Within-PHA standard error 1.63 2.17 2.71

Total standard'error 11.20 11.86 4.44

F-statistic for variation 47.19** 31. 73** 3.11**
across PHAs (17,1293) (17,1217) (17,2510)

Annual Net Income

Mean 6197.90 6059.93 137. 96

Within-PHA standard error 64.77 66.86 93.09

Total standard error 230.16 215.63 98.19

F-statistic for var~ation 13.21 11.93 1.66
across PHAs (17,1292) (17,1218) (17,2510)

Payment Standard or FMR

t

Statisttc

1.48

1.41

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for vartation
across PHAs

Difference in payments if
average net income the same
in both programs

Difference in payments if
the Payment Standard equal
to the FMR

433.22

0.60

16.36

583.52**
(17,1293)

435.64

0.69

16.88

508.47
(17,1218)

-2.42

0.92

3.84

12.76**
(17,2511)

2.64

0.63

$31. 74

$34.16

** - Stgnificant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
~ = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.76
(TABLE 7.2 CONT.)

TEST STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES IN ASSISTANCE PAYMENT OUTCOMES
BETWEEN THOSE WHO MOVED FROM OR STAYED IN THEIR

PRE-ENROLLMENT UNITS

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

Housing assistance payments B55.21** 935.93** 30.05
(l, 3432) (1,3264) 0,6696)

Annual net income 92.32** 56.94** 1.55
0,3431) 0,3264) 0,6695)

Payment Standard or FMR 2166.03** 2069.30** 8.38*"
0,3432) 0,3265 ) 0,6647)

•
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, TABLE f!. 77
'(TABLE 7.5)

CHANGE IN GROSS RENTS'AS A PERCENT Of! HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

Total standard error

Within-PHA standard error

Chi-square statistic
for variation across PHAs

,: I

Mean

- !

Housing - '

Voucher Certificate ' 't-

-Program _ Program Difference i ." <,

z, Statlstlc'

54.9% 51.5% 3.4 pts

0.9 pts 0.9 pts ' 1;3 pts '2.66"*

4.5 pts 4.8 pts 1.6 pts 2.14"*

410.82** 436.36** 29.20*
(16) (16) (16)

1: '

** - Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
t = Significant at 0.10 level

f



TABLE F.78
(TABLE 7.5 CONT.)

, COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE RATIO OF THE CHANGE IN
RENTS TO HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS FOR MOVERS AND STAYERS

Recipients Who Move
From Their Pre-Program Unlt

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

** Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
t =Significant at 0.10 level

Housing
Voucher
Program

77 .4%

1.1 pts

2.5 pts

100.47**
(16)

Certificate t-
Program Difference Statistlc

72.3% 8.0 pts

1.1 pts 1.6.pts 3.13**

2.8 pts 2.1 pts 2.41*"

115.27** 43.80**
(16) (16)

:;
.'
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TABLE F.79
(TABLE 7.5 CONT.)

COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE RATIO OF THE CHANGE IN RENTS TO
HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS BY MOBILITY AND PRE-ENROLLMENT RENT

Pre-Enrollment
Paid Full Rent, Moved

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Did Not Pay Full Pre
Enrollment Rent, Moved

Housing
Voucher Certificate
Program Program Difference

58.5% 51.0% 7.5 pts

1.2 pts 1.3 pts 1.8 pts

2.8 pts 2.6 pts 2.3 pts

6.18** 4.56** 2.04**
(16,1108 ) (16,1025 ) (16,2133)

t

Statistic

4.31**

3.32**

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

99.8%

1.8 pts

3.1 pts

95.0%

1.8 pts

2.6 pts

4.-8 pts

2.5 pts

3.7 pts

1.90+.

1.30

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Stayed

4.04** 2.04** 2.12**
(16,9,14) (16,9,05) (16,18,19)

Mean 16.7% 16.4% 0.3 pts

Within-PHA standard error 0.9 pts 1.1 pts 1.4 pts

Total standard error 2.3 pts 2.3 pts 1.6 pts

F-statistic for variation 6.34** 5.64** 1.69*
across PHAs (16,1281 ) (16,1205 ) (16,2486)

0.16

** =
* =

+=

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE F.80
(TABLE 7.6)

COMPARISON OF RECIPIENT PAYMENT AT ANNUAL RECERTIFICATION

Initial Monthly Payment

Housing
Voucher
Program

Certificate
Program Difference

t
Statistic

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Monthly Payment After
Recertification

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error

F-statistic for variation
across PHAs

Change in Monthly Payment

Mean

Within-PHA standard error

Total standard error,
F-statistic for varlation
across PHAs

$306.71

1.70

12.93

92.39**
(16,1754)

$303.53

2.15

13.85

61.86**
(16,1748 )

$-3.04

1. 74

2.97

2.70**
(16,1748)

$287.46

2.36

14.25

'57.20**
(16,1598

$297.91

2.75

14.61

45.37**
(16,1590)

$10.59

1.99

4.25

4.74**
(16,1590 )

$19.25

2.91

4.84

3.57**
(16,3352)

$5.62

3.49

5.24

2.74**
(16,3338 )

$-13.62

2.64

3.94

2.97**
(17,3338)

6.61**

3.98**

1.61

1.07

5.16**

3.46**

Determinants of Change in Payment

Change in annual net income

Change in FMRs

Level of FMRs at
recertification

$468.93

7.84

457.99

$456.85

22.42

475.38

$12.08

-14.58

-17.39

0.12 "

3.72**

3.90**

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* =Significant at 0.05 level
~ = Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE G.1

ARC SINE REGRESSIONS FOR THOSE INTENDING TO MOVE

Coefficient t-Statistic

Intercept

Site dummies

1.83 14.68

1

2

3
4

5

7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Pre-program rent

80 to 100% of FMR
60 to 80% of FMR
40 to 60% of FMR
Less than 40% of FMR

Housing Voucher Program

Error degrees of freedom
Error sum of squares
Dependent mean
Root mean squared error
R2

484
547.89

1.56
1.06
0.71

0.02 0.17
-0.18 1.24

0.68 3.91"'*
0.46 2.52*
0.29 1. 72:1:
0.35 3.16**
0.15 1.33
0.10 0.74

-0.25 0.71
-0.73 7.74**

0.59 5.62**
0.63 5.19**
0.35 2.49*
0.28 2.01*
0.54 4.41**
0.53 4.80**
0.50 4.63**

-0.18 1.17

0.02 0.24

-0.13 1.53
-0.32 3.66*'"
-0.50 5.45**

0.03 0.95

** =
* =
:I: =

Significant at 0.01 level
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.10 level
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TABLE G.2 ,
, :~.,. ":'-r

ARC SINE REGRESSION FOR THOSE INTENDING TO STAY
(Weighted observations),

Parameter

Constant

, J

.' ... 2.10

t-Statistic

24.25

Site:
1

2

3
4

5
7

,8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 .
17
18
19

, ,

':"0.11

-0.17
0.71
0.06
0.18
0.31
0.36
0.34
0.18

-0.14
0.32

" 0.38
0.56

-0.21
0.56
0.38
0.39
0.21

0'.59
1.01
2.~38* .',

0.27
1.63
2.32*
3 •.?1;\'*
2.0'l:*: "
1.21
1.59 ."

• <

2.71**"
3.17**

" 4.17**
1.58
2.68**
3.92**
3.37**
1.83;

Certificate Program
Rent 80 to 100% of FMR
Rent 60 to 80% of FMR
Rent 40 to 60% of FMR
Rent less than 40% of FMR

Housing Voucher Program

Error degrees of freedom
Error sum of squares
Dependent mean
Root mean square error
R2 0.49

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
; = Significant at 0.10 level

260
247.77

2.19
0.98

APP-366,

0.20
0.00

-0.26
-0.14

0.30

3.07,b'
0.05
2.38*
0.35

2.76**
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TABLE G.3

ENROLLEE SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY ELDERLY/NON-ELDERLY

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:

Elderly Non-Elderly
Household Type Percent Number Percent Number

Single person elderly 100.0% 1734 0.0% 0

Single person handicapped 0.0 0 100.0 1411

Other zero or one bedroom 17 .5 262 82.5 1233

Two bedrooms, one adult 0.9 32 99.1 3715

Two bedrooms, more than 12.0 105 88.0 771
one adutt

Three or more bedrooms, 0.4 9 99.6 2022
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 2.8 32 97.1 1116
more than one adult

All 17 .5 2,174 82.5 10,268

1~ •

, '
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TABLE· G.4

ENROLLEE SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY HANDICAPPED STATUS

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:

Handicapped Non-Handicapped
Household Type Percent Number Percent Number

Single person elderly 30.6% 530 69.4% 1204

Single person handicapped 100.0 1411 0.0 0

Other zero or one bedroom 17 .5 261 82.5 1234

Two bedrooms, one adult 3.6 136 96.4 3611

Two bedrooms, more than 22.8 200 77.2 676
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 3.2 65 96.8 1966
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 9.2 105 90.8 1043
more than one adult

All 21.8 2708 78.2 9734
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TABLE G.5

ENROLLEE SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY WHETHER SPOUSE IS PRESENT

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:

Spouse Present No Spouse Present
Household Type _Percent.c Number Percent Number

Single person elderly O.O%a 0 100.0% 1734

Single person handicapped O.Oa 0 100.0 1411

Other zero or one bedroom 30.1 450 69.9 1045

Two bedrooms, one adult O.Oa 0 100.0 3747

Two bedrooms, more than 56.9 498 43.1 378
one adult

Three or more be'drooms, O.Oa 0 100.0 2031
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 57.8 664 - 42.1 484
more than one adult

All 13.1 1,612 86.9 10,830

aReported incidences of less than 0.3 percent are suppressed as data
errors.
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TABLE G.6

ENROLLEE SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY SEX OF HEAD

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:
Male Female

Household Type- Percent Number Percent Number

Single person elderly 18.5% 321 81.5% 1413

Single person hand1capped 47.3 668 52.7 743

Other zero or one bedroom 30.5 456 69.5 1038

Two bedrooms, one adult 1.8 66 98.2 3681

Two bedrool1Js, more than 49.5 434 50.5 442
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 1.7 34 98.3 1997
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 50.5 580 49.5 568
more than one adult

All 20.6 2559 79.4 9882
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" ,TABLE G.7

, ,
ENROLLEE SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY RACE/ETHNICITY STATUS

Number and PercenT of Enrollees In Given Household Type Who Are:

Non-Minority Black, Non-Hispanic HIspanic Other Minority
Household Type' , Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number

:
_.

,. -
Single person 62.3% 1079 22.9% 397 13.6% 236 - 1.2 21
elderly

Single person 48.6 686 37.8 533 12.3 174 1.3 18
hand Icapped

Other zero or 23.5 351 44.1 659 30.2 451 ,
2.3 3i1

one bedroom
,

Two bedrooms ~ 26.1 977 54.5 2043 18.2 680 1.2 46'
one adult

" - '
'30Two bedrooms, 40.0 350 32.4 284 24.2 212 3.4

more than one
adult

Three or more 18.1 367 60.1 1219 20.5 416 1.4 28
bedrooms, one
adult

Three or more 24.0 276 37.5 431 27.0 310 11 .4 131
bedrooms, more
than one adu I t

All 32.9 4086 44.8 5566 19.9 2479 2.5 308
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TABLE ·G.8 .

ENROLLEE SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY PRESENCE OF CHILDREN

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:

No Children Present Children Present
Household Type Percent :.,.:Number Percent Nllmber

Single person elderly 100.0% 1734 0.0% 0

Single person handicapped 100.0 1411 0.0 0

Other zero or one bedroom 39.6 593 60.4 903

Two.bedrooms, one adult O.Oa 0 100.0 3747

Two bedrooms, more than 30.1 264 69.9 612
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 0.0 0 100.0 2031
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 2.1 ,24 97.9 . 1125
more than one adult

All 4026 8418

aRecorded incidence of 0.1 percent suppressed as data error.
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TABLE G.9

RECIPIENT SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY ELDERY/NON-ELDERLY

Number and Percent of Enrollees
I~ Given Household Type Who Are:

Elderly Non-Elderly
Household Type Percent Number Percent Number~

Single person eiderly 100.0% 1195 0.0% 0

Single person handicapped 0.0 0 100.0 863

Other zero or one bedroom 21;9 161 78.1 573

Two bedrooms, one adult 0.9 22 99.1 2420

Two bedrooms; more than 11.1 60 88.9 479
one adult

Three-or more bedrooms, 0.6 7 99.4 1178
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 3.0 19 97.0 628
more than one adult

All 19.3 1464 80.7 6139
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Household Type
-'. "'1 I < 't >

TABLE G.10

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:

"

Single person elderly

Single person handicapped

Other zero or one bedroom

Two bedrooms, one adult.., ..
Two bedrooms, more than
one adult

Three or more bedrooms,
one adult

Three or more bedrooms,
more than one adult

All
, ,

26.9%

100.0

19.9

3.6

21.9

3.3

,~.3

21.5

321

863

146

87

118

39

60

1634

73.1%

0.0

80.1

96.4

78.1

96.7

90.7

78.5

874

o

588

2355

421

1146

. , "

585

5969
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RECIPIENT SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY PRESENCE OF SPOUSE'

Number and Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:

Spouse Present No Spouse Pr~sent

Household Type' Percent Number Percent Number-

Single person elderly O.OXa 0 100.0 1195

Single person handicapped O.Oa 0 100.0 863

Other zero or one bedroom 38.4 282 61.6 452
,-'

Two bedrooms, one adult O.Oa 0 100.0 2442
, ' .

Two bedrooms, more than 61.6 332 38.4 _207
one adult

" ~-

Three or more bedrooms, O.Oa 0 100.0 1.185
one adult

• <' ~

Three or more-bedrooms, 60.6 391 39.4 254
more than one adult

All 13.4 1005 86.6 6598

aRecorded incidences of less than 0.5 percent suppressed as data
errors.
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TABLE G.12

RECIPIENT SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY SEX OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Number anft Percent of Enrollees
In Given Household Type Who Are:
Male Female

Household Type Percent Number . Percent •.....Number

Single person elderly 17 .1% 204 82.9% 991

Single person handicapped 42.9 370 57.1 493

Other zero or one bedroom 37.7 277 62.3 457

Two bedrooms, one adult 1.9 46 98.1 2396

Two bedrooms, more than 51.0 275 49.0 264
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 1.6 19 98.4 1166
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 53.2 343 46.8 302
more than one adult

All 20.2 1534 79.8 6069
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TABLE G.13

RECIPIENT SAMPLE SIZE HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY RACE/ETHNICITY STATUS

Number and Percent of Enrol lees In Given Household Type Who Are:
Non-Mt nor 1ty Black, Non-Hispanic Hispanic ~

Minority
Household Type Percent ~ Percent .Number Percent Percent Number Number---.

Single person 69.9~ 834 18.8~ 225 10.4% 124 0.9~ 11
elderly

Single person 54.1 487 36.3 ',313 8.0 69 1.5 14
handicapped

Other zero or 34.7 255 40.9 300 22.5 165 1.9 14
one bedroom

Two bedrooms, 31.6 772 52.6 1285 14.1 345 1.6 39
one adult

Two bedrooms, 43.8 235 30.4 164 21.9 118 3.9 21•more than one
adult

Three or more 21.5 255 60.7 719 16.4 194 1.3 16
bedrooms, one
adult

Three or more 28.4 183 35.4 228 23.7 153 12.6 81
bedrooms, more
than one adult

All 39.5 3002 42.5 3234 15.4 1168 2.6 196
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TABLE G. t4'

RECIPIENT SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY PRESENCE OF CHILDREN

Number and Percent of Enrol lees'
In Given Household Type Who Are:

Do Not Have Chi Idren Have Ch I I dren

Heusehol d' Type.": Percent ~·~......"';;i.... ~ _... Percent Number
, " r·

Single" person elderly , 100.0% 1195 0.0% 0

S I 09 Ie pe,rson handicapped 100.0 863 0.0 0

Other zero or one bedroom 49.3 362 50.8 373

Two bedrooms, one adult O.Oa a 100.0 2442

Two bedrooms, more than 28.2 152 , 71.8 387
one adult

Three or more bedrooms, 0.0 a 100.0 1185
one adult

" ,
Three or more bedrooms, 2.0 13 . 98.0 632
more than one adult

,
All 34.0 2585 66.0 5019

aRecorded incidence of less than 0.1 percent suppressed as data error.
,.

.'
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TAB~E G.15

BACK-UP FOR FIGURES 4.1 AND 4.2 . '

DIstribution of the Ratio of Pre-Program and Recipient Gross Rents to FMR
for AI I Recipients (National ProJection)

Pre-Program-Gross Rent Recipient Gross Renti.!)...: .~<

Housing Housing
Voucher Certificate Voucher CertificaTe

Ratio to FMR Program Program Program Program

1 ~ 0.05 5.0% 5.2% • •
2 >0.05, ~O.IO 1.4 t .4 • •
3 >0.10" <0.15 2.4 2.8 • •
4 >0.15, <0.20 3.0 3.8 • ·'
5 >0.20, ~0.25 3.3 3.6 • •
6 >0.25, <0.30 3.8 3.9 • ' .
7 >0.30, <0.35 2.8 3.5 • .'

8 >0.35, ~0.40 3.9 3.6 • •
9 >0.40, <0.45 4.6 4.1 • •

10 >0.45, ~0.50 4.7 4.6 • •
11 >0.50, <0.55 4.5 3.9 • •
12 >0.55, ~0.60 5.1 5.4 0.7 •
13 >0.60, ~0.65 6.3 4.8 0.7 0.7
14 >0.65, ~0.70 5.8 5.8 1.1 t .1
15 >0.70, ~0.75 5.6 7.5 2.0 2.8
16 >0.75, ~0.80 7.0 6.2 3.4 ').8
17 >0.80, ~0.85 5.1 5.8 5.1 f>. 7
18 >0.85, ~0.90 5.4 5.5 8.9 8.9
19 >0.90, ~0.95 4.7 4.8 12.6 14.3

20 >0.95, ::.1.00 4.4 4.5 19.0 43.1
21 >1.00, ~1.05 3.5 4.3 13.2 8.3
22 >1.05, ~1.10 2.7 2.2 11.4 8.3
23 >1.10, ~1.15 1.5 t .1 7.8 1.3
24 >1.15, ~1.20 1.3 0.6 5.3 ••
25 >1.20, ~1.25 0.8 0.4 3.0 ••
26 >L25, ~1.30 0.5 •• 2.1 ••
27 >1.30, ::.1 .35 0.5 •• 1.2 ••
28 >1.35, ~1.40 •• •• 0.8 ..
29 >1.40, ~1.45 •• •• 0.6 ••
30 >1.45 •• •• •• ..
Sample Size 3787 3611 3885 3719

*Less than percent of the (weighted) sample at or below thiS Interval.

**Less than percent of the (wefghted) sample at or above thiS interval.
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TABLE G.16
BACK-UP FOR FIGURES 4.3 AND 4.4

Distribution of the Ratio of Pre-Program and ReCipient Gross Rents to FMR
for ReCipients Who Moved to OtherwIse UnsubSldlzed HOUSing

and Paid Their Ful I Pre-Program'Rent (National PrOJection)

Pre-Program Gross Rent ReCIpient Gross Rent
Houslog .- - HOUS1Og

Voucher CertificaTe Voucher Certificate
RatIO to FMR Program Program Program Program

1 < 0.05 • • • •
2 >0.05, <0.10 O. 7~ 0.9~ • •
3 >0.10, <0.15 1.4 1.3 • •
4 >0.15, ~0.20 1.6 1.7 • •
5 >0.20, ~0.25 2.1 2.1 • •
6 >0.25, ~0.30 3.7 3.1 • •
7 >0.30, ~0.35 2.6 3.1 • •
8 >0.35, ~0.40 3.8 3.1 • •
9 >0.40, ~0.45 4.7 4.8 • •

10 >0.45, ~0.50 6.9 6.9 • •
11 >0.50, ~0.55 7.2 6.2 • •
12 >0.55, ~0.60 6.5 8.5 • •
13 >0.60, ~0.65 10.4 7.2 • •
14 >0.65, ~0.70 8.7 9.1 • •
15 >O.~O, ~0.75 7.1 10.5 0.9 0.8

16 >0.75, ~0.80 8.2 7.9 0.9 2.6

17 >0.80, ~0.85 4.7 5.7 3.5 4.1

18 >0.85, ~0.90 4.5 5.0 6.6 9.0

19 >0.90, ~0.95 4.2 3.7 11.8 15.3

20 >0.95, ~1.00 3.4 2.9 19.2 47.7

21 >1.00, ~1.05 2.3 1.8 15.3 9.5

22 >1.05, ~1.10 1.6 1.7 14.8 8.7

23 >1.10, ~1.15 I .1 0.8 9.8 1.3

24 >1.15, ,::1.20 0.9 •• 7.0 ••
25 >1.20, <1.25 0.5 •• 3.6 ••
26 >1.25, ~1.30 •• •• 2.1 ••
27 >1.30, ~1.35 •• •• 1.7 ••
28 >1.35, ~1.40 •• •• 1.1 ••
29 >1.40, ~1.45 •• n 1.0 ••
3D >1.45 •• •• •• ••
Sample Size 1237 1159 1277 1189

*Less than percent of the (weighted) sample at or below thiS Interval.

**Less than percent of the (weighted) sample at or above thiS interval.



TABLE G.17

BACK-UP FOR FIGURES 4.6 AND 4.7

DistributIon of the Ratio of Pre-Program and ReCiPient Gross Rents to FMR
for ReCIpients Who Stayed In their Pre-Enrollment Unit and
Paid Their Ful I Pre-Enrollment Rent {National ProJection}

.... 1',~

Gross Rent ReCIpIentPre-Program Gross Rent
Housing HousIng

Voucher certificate Voucher Cert I f I cai"e

Ratio to FMR Program Program Program Program

1 < 0.05 * * • •
2 >O.O5~ <0.10 • * • *
3 >0.10, <0.15 * * * •
4 >0.15, <0.20 * * * •
5 >0.20, <0.25 * 0.7% * *
6 >0.25, <0.30 * 0.0 • *
7 >0.30, ~0.35 * 0.2 * •
8 >0.35, <0.40 0.5% 0.8 * *
9 >0.40, <0.45 1.0 1.0 • •

10 >0.45, <0.50 1.5 0.5 * *
11 >0.50, <0.55 1.7 2.2 * *
12 >0.55, ~0.60 3.8 3.4 1.0 0.4
13 0.60, <0.65 5.0 4.5 1.8 1.5
14 >0.65, <0.70 6.5 5.8 2.9 2.6
15 >0.70, <0.75 7.5 9.5 4.2 4.9
16 >0.75, ~0.80 9.6 9.6 7.2 6.4
17 >0.80, <0.85 9.7 10.6 7.9 10.5
18 >0.85, ~0.90 9.9 10.1 11. 1 10.2
19 >0.90, <0.95 9.1 10.1 14.2 14.4

20 >0.95, <1.00 8.6 10.1 15.5 34.2

21 >1.00, ~1.05 8.3 11.2 10.6 5.5

22 >1.05, ~1.10 6.2 4.3 7.9 6.9

23 >1.10, ~1.15 3.1 2.3 5.7 1.4

24 >1.15, <1.20 2.3 0.6 3.4 **
25 >1.20, ~1.25 1.5 0.3 2.6 **
26 >1.25, ~1.30 1.6 ** 1.4 **
27 >1.30, <1.35 1.1 ** 0.8 **
28 >1 .35, <1.40 0.3 .. 0.5 ..
29 >1.40, <1.45 ** ** 0.5 **
30 >1.45 .. .. ** **

Sample Size 1258 1174 1270 1187

*Less than percent of the '(we I ghted) sample at or below this Interval.

**Less than percent of the '(we ,ghted) sample at or above this Interval.

~
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TABLE G.18

BACKUP FOR FIGURES 6.1 AND 6.2
Distribution of ReCIpient Rent Burdens (National Est I mates) ~

Recipients Who
All Recipients Recipients Who Move Qualify In Place

Housing Housing Housing

Voucher Certificate Voucher Certificate Voucher certificate
Program Program Program Program Program Program

< 0.10 • • • • • •

2 >0.10. ~0.15 11.4% • 5.3% • 21.9% •

3 >0.15, <0.20 7.3 • 6.1 • 9.2 •

4 >0.20, ~0.25 10.6 • 9.0 • 13.5 •
5 >0.25, <0.30 16.8 54.3% 16.8 56.3% 16.7 ~0.9%

6 >0.30, <0.35 16.7 42.8 17 .1 41.9 16.1 44.3
"•7 >0.35, ~0.40 11.7 0.9 13.5 0.6 8.7 11.4

8 >0.40, <0.45 8.2 0.2 9.9 0.1 5.1 0.4

9 >0.45, <0.50 5.1 0.2 6.2 0.1 3.1 .0.3,
~,

10 >0.50, ~0.55 3.2 0.5 4.1 0.4 1.7 0.6

11 >0.55, ~0.60 2.3 0.4 3.0 •• 1.3 0.9

12 >0.60, <0.65 1.8 •• 2.2' •• I .1 g.5

13 >0.65, ~0.70 1•1 •• 1.4 •• 0.7 ••
j,

14 >0.70, ~0.75 1•1 •• 1.6 •• •• ••
15 >0.75, <0.80 0.5 •• 0.7 ' .. •• ' ..

•
16 >0.80, ~0.85 0.2 •• 0.3 .. •• ••
17 >0.85, <0.90 0.2 •• 0.3 •• •• ••
18 >0.90, ~0.95 0.4 ", 0.5 .. •• ••.
19 >0.95. ~0.100 0.2 •• 0.3 •• •• ••
20 ><1.00 1.1 •• 1.7 •• •• ••

Sample Size 3878 3713 2350 2267 1528 1446

*Less than percent of the (weighted) sample aT or below thiS Interval.

•
**Less than percent of the (weighted) sample at or above this I nt~rval •

'.
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TABLE G.19

RECIPIENT SAMPLE SIZE: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BY SOURCE OF INCOME

Number and Percent of ReCipients In Given Household Type Who Are.
Other No

Salaries and Wages Social Security Welfare Single Source Single Source
Household Type Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number

Single person elderly 1.3% \6 73.8% 882 1\.0% 131 0.\% 13.8% 165

Single person handicapped 2.6 22 59.4 5\3 29 3 253 0.1 8.6 79

Other zero or one bedroom .. 19.1 140 26.1 192 44.6 328 0.1 10.1 74

Two bedrooms. one adult 24.5 597 3.4 84 63.8 1558 0.4 10 7.9 193

Two bedrooms, more than 35.8 193 15.0 8\ 33.2 179 0.2 15.8 85

~
one adult

"
I Three or more bedrooms, 18.9 224 2.4 26 67.5 800 ' 0.3 3~ 11.0 130
'"00 one adu I t
'"

Three or more bedrooms, 37.\ 239 5.1 33 40.6 262 0.3 2 ,16.9 109
more than one adult

All 16.8 1431 23.8 1813 46.2 3511 0.3 19 10.9 830

"

-,





TABtE G.21

ISSURANCE PER RECIPIENT BY PHA

(welghted)a

Issuances per Recipient"
Housing

Voucher Program Certificate Program D,fference
Standard Standard Standard t-

PHA Mean Error .. Mean Error Mean Error STatIstic

Atlanta 1.50 0.08 1.80 0.11 -0.29 0.13 2.18*

Boston 2.13 0.20 2.07 0.03 0.06 0.27 0.23

Cleveland 1.24 0.06 1.29 0.09 -0.05 0.11 0.54

Dayton 1.40 0.07 1.62 0.12 -0.22 0.14 1.54

Erie County (Buffa [0) 1.22 0.04 1.40 0.09 -0.18 0.10 1.77:1=

Los Angeles 1.34 0.06 1.45 0.06 -0.11 0.09 1.23

Montgomery County 1.34 0.06 1.48 0.07 -0.14 0.09 1.51

Minneapolis 1.52 0.08 1.61 0.10 -0.09 0.13 0.69
\

New Haven 1.38 0.09 1.56 0.12 -0.18 0.15 1.24

New York 2.92 0.10 3.17 0.12 -0.25 0.16 1.55

Oakland 1.23 0.03 1.32 0.04 -0.09 0.05 1.79:1=

Omaha 1.18 0.03 1.20 0.04 -0.02 0.05 0.44

Pinellas County 1.27 0.05 1.23 0.04 0.04 0.06· 0.67

Pittsburgh 1.56 0.08 1.45 0.07 0.11 0.11 1.00

San Anton 10 1.20 0.05 1.28 0.05 -0.08 0.07 1.20

San Diego 1.20 0.02 1.24 0.02 -0.04 0.03 1.34

Seattle 1.38 0.04 1.28 0.04 0.10 0.06 1.63

F-statlstlc for variatIon 57.44** 51.48** 0.81
across PHAs
(Degrees of freedom) (17,3497) (17 ,3328) (17,6825)

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
:1= = Significant at 0.10 level

8Estlmates are weighted to reflect a common projected bedroom size distributIon for both
programs In each PHA.
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TABLE G.22

SUCCESS RATES BY PHAa

(welghted)b

Housing
Voucher Program Certificate Program Difference

Standard Standard Standard t-
PHA Mean ~ Mean Error Mean ~ StatisTIC

Atlanta 66.5% 3.4 pts 55.7% 3.4 pts 10.8 pts 5.0 pts 2.18""

Boston 47.0 4.5 48.4 4.2 -1.4 6.0 0.23

Cleveland 80.8 3.2 77 .3 5.2 '3.5 6.5 0.54

Dayton 71.6 3.7 61.8 4.8 9.8 6.4 1.54

Erie County (Buffalo) 81.7 3.0 71.2 4.6 10.5 5.9 1. 77~

Los Angeles 74.4 3.4 69.0 2.9 5.4 4.4 1.23

Monlgomery County . 74.6 3.1 67.7 3.2 6.9 4.6 1.51

Minneapolis 65.8 3.4 62.3 3.8 3.5 5.1 0.69

New Haven 72.6 4.7 64.0 4.8 8.6 6.9 1.24

New York 34.3 1.2 31.6 1.2 2.7 1.7 1.55

Oakland 81.3 2.0 76.0 2.2 5.3 3.0 1.79~

Omaha 84.7 2.5 83.1 2.5 1.6 3.7 0.44

Pinellas County 78.6 2.8 81.4 3.0 -2.8 4.2 0.67

PIttsburgh 64.2 3.3 68.8 3.2 -4.6 4.6 1.00

San AnToniO 83.4 4.7 77.9 3.2 5.5 4.6 1.20

San Diego 83.6 I • 1 80.6 1.6 3.0 2.2 1.34

Seattle 72.4 2.3 77.9 2.4 -5.5 3.4 1.63

** = Significant at 0.01 level
* = Significant at 0.05 level
~ = Significant at 0.10 level

aSuccess rates are derived as the Inverse of the mean Issuances per reCipient In Table
G.21.

bEstlmates are weighted to reflect a common proJected bedroom size distribution for both
programs In each PHA.
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